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pxn n’o ,nx'7p'7xs px lay*? nyj”Da? la^n’x ps .'jxnxa px p’oy nyvyn’x ps lyjiisxa^

oyn ps pin ayn nynsnx p tiix I’x djiv oxn pm pmi ayn osxtyn”x I’t px

.nxsxDOiya^D I’x py'?-op'?xD la^n’x

ynynix o’o paxnx p’t is h’st yonu n oxnyj I’a isxn nya ixi

lyayt I'jxsnxp ya^D”n n pn ,imin pmj ayns d”s lyn px p’x lynxDxaoiyarD

yVxDXD px pxnonx iis no’na? yi’Di"?! yomj ny”! pnnynx iix ]'7XBynx nix ^nx
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]iD ]DKJ '>^ ]3!jn ,1942 pD nyaoyosyo ]dd-21 oyn .nonyirx ni93 dv

lyjKjyj piyi Dvsnj'nyoyaiK n .jko iDyViynyi jny’ ’n lytyjD’ix xoyj

,]y3ynKn lyuxivi oui’i ivivi jv’tid yiyn” n .nyxyVs'Dvnnx vnv’n ix

.Dxnva ytyo”T yiyn’iynxD n j’x jn’o jix lyoxiyo .iVn n jiyxiiyi nxi

px tn’iynxo i^xn jVxiDpyVyorx y^y^3K yVx ]ik loxpxmx .nyny"? n
ynynix yVx .nyxyVs'oyanx yiy’n ix jyVDpx n nyanyn ca ]y’n

jDxVyjDnn ono ya’i o’a jyiyi .loyanx ix ni Dxnyi nxi jaxn oxn ,p”

P’ly ynyx*?’:! yny”i o’a opxu-]Dx'7ptt; oyn p’niDxVpo’ix ,]Dxj n
’n .o:yn n ”3 jnxiy t*! p'?xu\yyj ]yiyi jya axn a^x^ ]ix xt n’7n

]yj:xiyj ]iyD:ya ynyuVy iy:yt dxt .]nyn ix opnyaxa Vdix pnio’n

•lyiyiixT D”2 jxa ixixi x ]n”’?mxD ix unxn na .j’nx iViiy n px

lyjyt oy .ayaax jx ]Dyiyj yoaxxa n jyiyi "Dxn-]ir'' ]id oxava ’i ]’x

ui’DaxDDxn nyaaxxa x ny3”x .iDixcyiyarx p’p ]yaipyj oiya a3”n

Ijyii aV”xayT d’x axn ny .'ryxiyiD ayn ^yiy pyc’n la’a oyiaiy x

."jnVriD’ix" ]x jyaipaxD ayn ay ix .it” ’’a otynyn oxn .xna lyn

.pxnyj apmya y*?}): a”i n’X" : aixtyj jix aiyi^ayiix in axn Vyxiyno

annxoyVya Vyxiyio axn jaaxxa ]id ya’a nyn inx ."nxs aaan aaxp ay

Dinxn .]yBipnxD aiymxj ayn ay ix .anyamxa ]ix nyany yay'?ay I’lx

nyn u ]axn inxn ay axn .pyaiya nyanna n ]yay3 ny ayn piximo
?ayanx

IX aamyj laxn V^a .ina’aiy-nns x xayj px aiynynyi axn ixn nyax
nxaxaajyiya px xn ayn .nyaayasya ]aa-22 ayn .awnxaix ix .jV^xnyn

X ]yaipyj3x nx a’n "nyiynx" nyn ]ia ."jnVnnanx'inv" n jyaipnxa
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ynyan pa aa”n ny ix .anyannxa axn px .lyajya nyp’naiyna nynya'ry

lix pnxa ayn ay — ipyniy ix pt axn nxa xauin nx ay tx .pynp
.piyyj lyannxj VVaa ayn ay nxa ,pnxa nxa aiyn
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•iV’io px Vayaw px axaiy nyny’ px ax3 nyny’ ^nx nyna py’ nxo

IK 33KaD’ix pt X jx aaxT pyaiyiyaixa nyn .ayno’ix ]k p a’X aax3 ’t

B”pnya’taix n px "rD’H ny’iVa x nonyi px .aixi’nxn p’lx VnipVxii x

’ll ipyiaxD axil lyixVsxay yiya’n ai’VxiVo pi ]i”iiKa ax px .aapxii

]a”i yVx po .jyVa’n y’lVa iix ynya’iV n ynxaa ysaxiiiy yaanya x

yp’i’T px aVnixinxD jiyii pVayaiy jix ayaar yw’V’io ’t ,ayaaxa iVxo

.nianin px lyr’n ’t .jyVpxo ypniyiyaa

ya”iix n pii ,1939 nyaayasya laiyay ayT iyiy3a’ix axn ’iix ax i x’

•pniy nx’ 50 a’a ]ax'iay3a’iK axn nan’ra a*7yii

nyaayaoya p'l ayn pxn ’’aix yiynxanxa ]”! a’a nyVa’n ai’i jio

axn ,yDKn”x px nyniyV ynynix ’n px .iV’io I’lx iTiynxa ia’iny33X 1939

.p” yp’aixn ixo p’o px p”"? ’n la’inyiix
•i
”'73 pi

ya’ina jVxxxa iVxi p” ix .oinvixo ’n ]yaipy3 I’x a’lnix px nVxa

'aoKaya' axn'a .jixiiyi ap’ 3”Dy3 px aax’ya
]
3”i p” .''ay’xianaixp"
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=iKn ,DKt3»i yoa’isyisK spnymo ]’K jn” Dixott^nKo ]ya .ayans ^’ix

p’DD’nx DXT jiK ,i»a3iVnnD’ix ]ix "DV’spx" ovDvaann pyn oy
]!” n nxD t’x D’nxn yiy’sw n ”3 — .jnyaxV'D’iD ynxt’na I’x jT” n
,]”D .iT’V ]iD X ]ynyj lyVT^mxsmx t’x oy .nn ]”p pnyj wiyj

pyn eay^Vyj ]ix onynyi ux’x t’3 j’w jnxn T’a V’D'ii .mpaix jix ]3nin

IDxno jj: ’ll lyax fVx dxt t’x .D’sxj ’t ”3 in” n ]id oipmx ]ix ]T"V n
yiyn” D’a mVnp ysjxa .B’'pD''Vp^m nyaxT’na ‘lyay* ca p’VanjjD px d’

yjyoxViyyjDX n ]id d’xxj n pn ]nxnyj DT’Dyao’nx jyj’n jtt^ojya

^’1X 'll ,1942 O’xma D’a’ n jid jya n px nxni .uiasanxD ‘I’lx Dxayi
]ya3xaya3x moa rx oy .1943 a’lnix f>3 ]y3axjya3x t’x dxt ,*iy’D”n

]''X oapi ]ix nyjya .ayirp .ly’no yiy’T” jio anosaiKD ypnxaia x

.p’wyi oxn aVyii yoma 't ,aVyn ’t i'x jt” ixd jyo yaDp'»V”n n
,p’DV'»a3'’''Vi oyVx oyn ix jynya t’x y’sxt’’7''ivx ]ix muVip po aVyn n

.lyVa’n n ii’miyyj pix jaxn oy jix

.pjyaxa yiy’ .joiyaxa yayVpyiiy n joynxD n’a piyp ou;a b’xar’p

]DynxD T>a jyjyp oiya Vxa3”p .]3^l^ ]ix o’id iid riDipn yp’V’nj n
]3iT mnDiya yiypxniynyn o’id yuiyixnxo ]yn lajyaxa yayVpyaiy n
y3«Vp yny«T I’x ,]D’iV lynrp .xuyj ]id inyVyp n I’x aVpa aipa x

jy^n yiJxV .O’Tia ypiyxnp x .Voxoixp '’nx .rrnxix ’n jjxno ^yVaiyn
]ixT ’n .anap loxa n ix lyn id’ix inyj jy’iiD ]ix nyjya yaiau; ]id

jyV'riDiy yny”! ]ix oyaxa .Dn’aVn yiy”! jix nyiyV .j^Vx pt ^xi lynp
.D’xtxn oy jix caan n’a*?!! .yaynx ]ix ya’n .on’ori yiy’T ]ix D'’3n
na yaxD — .jaxo i”! uiyio nrp x ]ix ,D’id dix janayi ]nyn yVx
.waynix oysy pyn aaxiD or'a nrp ly^a — ?]3nxDu; jjt* ntx I’x

...]anKa jiyii aaxno .ayaxa ayn anyaaiy

X ]ynDyj ]yp lyn .oiyj fVx ixj ]D”n I’a ]ix ODixnyi oiy) ]3xn T>a

V’s'iix ]'”DiyiKD ]yp ayn .oynxa xix ]id niyiya ‘^nx iyo”unxD x tymo

lyp .DD’xyox lynx ayp’anVa .ty’j’Vyn uiya nynx Tyu’Vya .Dmo’ ]ix ayx
fmiynx .“ixixa jix yprVayiu j^oiyaxa aiyn ]ya pp ,pn I’lya aiya jya

o«ou?nxD m 7Dn’DXD xt oxn oxn .fyiyiVya iix pyjxn’xa .nx’-’axa ]ix

7pmn ayn jya

yx^’Damaxp iid oiynynxa ax’x oxn yoxT^’x mta pa ayniyV ’t J’x

.p’aya yVx fjnx ]3yV yiyn” yapmxnxD wna x ]ynyj Vxax nx .lya^tytyi

.o^payamnyT ayp’DO’n ]ix ]D'”p’ayo ytt^nyayiy yny^t d’b ]T” yp’oaxT
ayn ]id yaa’iyyj “lyjnynxa lyn j’x Va’axp yaoiyiy oxt janiyyannx jaxn
yin'xaia x rx oy ,ddid px pnyma onxT t'x dx’x ayax — .pVxa py''i«

rx ayony yiy’ j’x tx ,D3a«x ]«p jxaxo D5?n iV’dx jniy nx oy .0”pV’’0U7

yaVyn .nynjyV yjy' px nnn yn n .layV yiyn” x jynyj Vxax
.nanVa aVyn nyo’nix ayn 1x3 ]nxnya ]3nx^y^ px pnayj ]niy ]y3”t

.3” T’X oy 03’TT1< oxn 0’3 iV’DX ]D”n
D’TD ya7’xx3 >3 ]’x jaxnya oaxnayaaix ]n” ]y3’’T V”d poaya ]’x

pxny3i oyjaxnyao’Tx ]tx lyaipyaaix I’tx iy3”T ]3” V’s "lyax .]iyjxV

mia px B”na px wyV I’x oayVyj ny’no )3xn ”i =ixn nyany ’n ^nx
0’3 tV’dx jO”!! a’a nyax .o’aap ]oxa ]’x ]y3”T lyVoiyyn yny”! .ysxn”x

.T’X oxT ixn
pxnyj iTxVixD i’’Vx lyT”! DyD’a3y^’x ay”T jtd aa’nxa m3aap yiy’n”

’n oxn oyT axo du;’3 inxnyj ooiyanxD iy3”T ”t .aVyn lyyTxi nyn ]td

nyaayo jtx itt ,]ynya ]y3”T ”t oxn oyi axo 3x 3 ,]xayj nynx aaxTyj jaxn
yoTDipx ony’ .o’nxa nx’y d3’t op’DiVaya jix jo’Vya oxn oxn pVxo x po
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IKDii’c^xn .ikiikV ]id fiV’;! ]vmpx3 Dxn uiiviixa d3Tii"ivd31k yiv’ ,13kV

D1X ]ynsi I’pDQ ”T ]yo Dxn okt^’k dikVikd ,]^” ’t .ynpoxa ^»^x

.i:iD3’nxD

Dny*; yD3’C7ya ’t lynx .Dt’D’oyo’DW ]id nump yoa^nv ’t ]yj”i p”

inmx 11X yyiyj joy’nxD ]ix inyoa^yx is ntsa t’x Di’U’ayo’Dix ,t:ix

]
3xn TD — .n’b'XD ]ix pnijtuiy ]y 3”i yaVyn jDD^ttyVyiyi ]ix mina j’x iVdx

iwnj’oyo’uix d’o ]a’inyiix I’t oxn oy jotojcs 0 )<n oxn loynicD Dty’3

DtyTyn owi oy did jya a’lx .sxp oyi ipsnsx ]ya na iixViy g — .“ixnyD

IX rx ixT jix Dtaxnx ]X3i<J d 2?t ip^DD’anjiD ayn usb'ty n ti< .n^ayi i<

.jyiD IX oysy ays®

Diya jyj’T ’’i .tyix’ aiya ]ix jinaa ix ]DTiyj axn na’VDn rinxc? ’t

la’iVpiXD’ix Dxaa^jx ,nap3 jiD anya’mxD .nx2?y ]id D'aoixD rmy j^p

jyna .ayaa? jyjyna axaa^ix .D’piVx dVx dvi I’x in ”t jnvaxVp .yaix^x

]^’’7p^’^^^XD pynx T’X D”mya ’i .iya’Dp’'7”n ”1 ]Dxa7 mamn itd ,y”T "t

1X3 lya ITS ’las’Tx aya ]’x ]DVyn ]td — jvx na’Ty ]td — aPn laVx |x

.nT’iD lyaT’T” nyiyTxawaix dxtt

ayn 1X3 tx .anvVyi laxn td .ay’xpyV yo'myi DTny'ryi laxn n’a

Diy’3 1’a jyjxp ,D’’pD’'7pn’n lyaxi’ni ayjy’ itd aipaix ]tx ]ann

TX DDTXTTyj pxH n’a p’3”TT ’TT .ia”x yiy’D'np I’X '?xaa”3 p’aV’ia”’?!

.p” ix’V’a DpyT yavTixanyT ’t ]td a’mo’ ]td D’a’ ix3 ,iya vryTTix ]’X

nyTy’T" lyT tx a'aonxa .oy’ixya ]dxt y”3 .manVa y”3 jyvT I’a jVyn

•DT’ia

]TX ]a’?xnyiD’Tx pVxo ytyn” dxt I’t axn dixit ayn a’a nx:

anaaiy mTn ’n .yTya’niyyj aiy’3 axn px y^ya’iiyyi axn .an’X’D’DTyn’X

.D’?Ty nTD’ nTOT nyn ,]TnaT nyn pay ayn lypjynyi .no biyaiy nnTn jtx

.anxTT jaixTyi ayn nx: nyVyapjyn pTn aa^’i —
axn axTT axn tx .dVxtt nyn ]y3xanyn tx pyTT n’a aiy’i iVxtt n’a

TX ]TX ]nyn tx ]nyTT n’a aa?’: ]'7yTT n’a .jnyTT layinxa aa?’: nxa an’axD

pa nx: a®’: i:Taa’:nxD ’n dVxtt nyn ]y:xanyn Vxt dxtt .ayn jixtt ]a”na^

.DTay"? ya^T” ix’Va apy: itd ]yj:ynaaTx axn nx: .mV’np ya^’n” y:’7x:”x

.yDxn”x nnTa ]’x ]Dxa? ar’n” jy’Ta ar’n”

nyn:’p px nyn’na .nyaayTTa? .ayaxa ]tx ayaxa ynyTTTX ip:ynyi ra
]TD a’nTai ’n ip:3nyj n’a .TTxaxaD:ya7a ya^’n” axn ,

axaaTa”n nyT:TX itd

nT ,xayi ]a’’n’’ nyTjya^nxTT pD jnVyn ’n ]tx pxaa’Vx’a px TTXDxaD:yaTD

.ypT’Vayna ]td nyn’anxa ’n .axayi yar’n” ynyn:x yVx ]td a’nTa: ’n I’tx

jyTTyi iy:”T ”t
'

7”tt nx: .paTpyiaTX jy:”: yaVyTT .pnTar’TX ]td nyn:’p ’n

.p”

^x: a’’xnx’ n nxD ixa x p’:a’DX axn ptdt’ ]p’a:’’n dtx ]yaTp axn

apyT n p’T’V^jaa’a yaVyTT .Day*: apyr n ]yn:’x:!< D^<n .D’a7Tnp ynyT:TX

p’nTX t:tx auyna apxD ny:’Txn nyn .D:y3y’? y:ya’:aTnxD ya^’n” ix’V’a

nyn ts aVyTT nyn i:T:xanyn x pnx t’x itx .laay: ia’'7pynaT ayn tx

.jayinxD ]nyTT aa?’: Vxa:’’p ayn ]ik Vxa:”p jyp janTn

• ]DyinKD uiy’a Vk»3’’|? t»o
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I”'?!? nun

•T’tt; '•'3 f’lwix nyjK’j'D’iu i’k uymKyi
IT’unxD IS ’nsn oyoy inn pnuyi

•l^u? u’X) nya ya’in ypn'ns)'’X

.I’u^ “IK.9 nyu:fit3 ]ik nyDjfio .yp’^KSn'.K

iKO nyDJfiu .nyuji’iD yii’nD lyVjyunxu

.T’C' v'n nya .i^u; d-o jnya ya^’W lyVjyD'iwu

1 1 ’u? nKQ iyu3T'’iu n ’'i lyrn iy>3yn ]iD

’ I’ty inya ynpynu; i^a udjjn uin iin yn’in n

.'lyT’H’Dp'rND yr'?D — IT” iid lyrn I’u; n
-lynna .nyuoynu; .lyn^p im i 3hnDy.i iDDyj inj

oyrn 11K oyaxa im .oyusu px oy^xsi inn
.nny oVx I'^yDir’uoyD ’uyi v'?k lyp I’n PK

lyr’i ’•’t lybyn ]id I’l!; n lypnyn i’k

. l'''’nyj px Di'pn -iNii I’X n’o n it”') '”1

.n^np X n” po T’K Jixa nyny
.nV’Dn y'?’’uu; x jix rnp I’x jxi

yayonxiiyi nyusjyo im ]id ly^^i lyVa’ir y:'”‘rp

yuymxDnyn inyia px lyVoyp — nynjv

.u:yn ’sxi yirnymyD yix'rsnxn yin

.Djyn n p’lx ipy’ro uiVa n lyr’t — ifmxa n

-yDJx'TDnxD 11X yuix’yp ]id i^ir iJ’’':’ ijn

.yu.p<’’y.\ ]yjijtx{<iri':jxp upd i’n n iid

VDTX j-nitD nynxpp^itA ypn'na’X px

.yojyiaiKD oynjjoxoyip ny”D px iix

.t3i'?3 u’D yjyoxJxa nya p’’? x^

uia wa lycayp yir'xxayn yiyn”

lay'? 0X1 n’i'?nxo P^sxp lunyo’anxo X px laxn

•laynou,’ nyn lynyj I’x oi’sx: p’Txa is

.oyaxa px oyaxa po I’ty D^a nya p’'? xi

.oyT’t px oyDXD po I’w U'a anya pn lunxi —
.aat ]”p XDt!?'! — lOPii’axD lyj’n nnn

.nap pv px la’O p’p rx y'laya vm':

•I’tt’ "a p'nc’ix ny.ix'? u’lo I'x oyaaxya

.I’tt’ p'unxD IS D’nsn oyoy inn lanuya

•I'lL' u’a nya ya’in ypn'na'x

.I’u; nxQ nyoifiu px nyuifiu .vv'axsaix
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luiuia nija’7

( 1956— 1945 )

•rnp ]u;’T” nyjytvmvi nns iVsnyuKO vVx’ivsnK ’t ]id ino id’ik uyaiitNa

nK3Nt3D3ytt>t3 pK ^3tolKD ^syVuDKtyVym’muVi,? liyoy’N i^s px .ovti’oxp

DuniDQ) Tfit ,t)nDU)(i!a rx'o tix o’na cn iD’Jijjt in jixt ’t dnii'

?yi<7ujmT i'n rx du 7(:!t

DUJ''] rx I’n TIN ,DDng D’n ODiint) vn oiuDiuauj D^jiJ t)i<n ojjiii ih

'?pij;imDT DU 7^1'D lunuj Diuoj^ea

]3X3 '’px’'7X .V ivDDn “iyu?n” lyi nyy o’a "riD d’ik ’iix

nyyyn n — ^’a inxn V’uyi ]3’?yT x dvt d’d .jann iD’iu

liyiKV'nyVD’n n iid nxDxoojviyo I’x omox yoynyaxnyjsx ,in” aanu
.’’ID lyT I’lx ]ayb> y”3 dxt jyaijyiD’ix —

1X3 iy3”i'p ixn ,i*7’i9 ]’x axDiy yp’y3”x n lynyi rx nx3XDD3yiyD

]y33Dy3 1’T ]3xn'D yyVyn ]’x ,]ny3x'7 n’o inxny3 ]DXU7y3 iy33iVT>TD'>ix yVx

px 3.490 — XD13 11” |ynXDXDD3yU7D — VXX iyi jlD .jl” 10.990

nxDxuD3yu70 .7.500 — iV’iD I’K lyVcyoiy px oyoiy yiyiix ’i po

dynyuxiy3sx ]y3”t'D nxn ,i'7’is I’x dxou; yp’y3”x ’i jynya i’ix rx

pxiiy3 D’nsxD 1945 ,'ixi3X’ ]D'i6 Dyi iy3”i yyVyn .p” 5.194 pxny3

.i3xmxD3tJxi pyiiD ”Dnx iyD’'n3’T iyi im
]x ixp’opy'? iDyViyD3yo px iy3’Dyi ix ly^iaynaix rx'o ’n up3n3

T’x ’iTX pyy iVx3X’yx3 ]D''n3 nyn3ix ]y3yD”xx3 jyiyp Vxt oxn .pmo’ix

I'r’Dya ynyn3ix iy3y3”yx3 iy3yp Vxt oxn pmD'’ix ix iy3'>Dy3 ix nyniy

IcVxnyi I’l oxn n3ix po nyiy* .33ix”nDX3 iyi jiD 3yD yoiyny n px

,nxn oy I’x ?B;D3yn ly’nD x piiy ]’ px ix ,nxn oy rx" :pyiD i”x px

oVyDiyyaD’ix ott7'>3 pi® rx pn ix ,nxn oy rx 7i3ynxa ”id pt pp px ix

l^x ? i”9 iyp’DD”3 px lyip’i’D lyyyVpyiu; pix ,33ipnyT’3iyi lys’D I’lx

?pyii IX iDXttnyi ix3 lyix oynyoxpya .pirixD'x ix jix DxinxD-x']x
’

’

-71X11 ypXOr'TKDK'll’K

03X3'D ! Dwi pysy pp'D px ,0”n”iD iyi d’o p”iD ii pa V’li ox

ayi ]iD p’D X oysy oyira px anx in oiyoixVo'a .’?’Dy3 lyiiiy x

iy3”i*7xx iyi pii .-Vxax- ayi pa ...Vxax pyViynys jix oy3”ay3'7X

ViDi’Vxp .p’lp X o’a oViiisiyy3 oxn nxaxooiyiyo px aw* lyiy’i”

DX11 ,iyx ]D’o ayi pnoixa oVxiiya ”ii iiyn’o im py3 oVxii pa .py"?

pjayiaD’iix ipayayiya px iV’sx jyiyp oiya pa lyx ayi ;Op’3”a iix 03X3

pa .yop’V’oixa px yiyonyaonx n3ix iia lynxio'^nx ’i pa lyiV’a ’i

.ixaiy3x ]”p ]y3’ayj oiy’3 pp'a px ly’oxax aiix in oiyoix’ra

pyV DX1 Vxra lyax oai’iix 0”pay’7pT*ii ya’V3yo'3xo yiy’opxia n
i”iiDyVD’a oa”n y’oxax ’i .pyoiya yVxaixi n payiarx p”n3x
IX ’13 Tx .i”ioDixiix3 iyi D’lx oVa 01X I’X px ,]i3’iiiyixa ix p
O’a .pyV ay3ia jo’ayi yVx I’lx — dxi ]ix joymx pa na .pyV

pin? pyV X .pyV y”3 oxn ly’ia p’iny33x pa oxn V’aya ay”3 x-ayi

1X3 ,iynya yiy’oonyxs ps mxiix iiyo3ix oiy’3 .pxVpiy oVx oiy’3

,op’*?3y3ax oxn pyay aix .i3’p jix ’iia ixa px .p’Vx pi ixa .p>’V’ii”ia

yVxDxVxp fj’x jx lyax pn oo’io® pa .pyii oyiiyoxiyaax iVxi yaVyix ix
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ypn'nanVa ixa n no k li^rn oxn
.J-MSrtilSMT !«

•“iKD "I’lx m yipmsnsDJiK .yistsnyj x .uoa’iix »axV sasaxott^as"”! ’t

ina»V n ]o^laax jVxt ,^»^o a;3vVoDXu;V»tva jix »tt;'>o’Vx9 spn'nonVa
a''x DDXwnssnyp x D«Dtt;ax oy .lyDsVaxns yayaipyaD’ix sVx ]i”V px
pn’axanx dix ix 'i3'»n dsid nysVyaa .nax^xoDayayo ]’x oyo’oxp nyiyn”*

lax yVxaanxp yp’onx n fiV’n ax ]yaap oyo’axp pyT’ oyn .lay*? y”a dxt

.]V'a9 ay^a DyaM lyaxanx'aaxa yiynxaayxaa n ^’ax

pyn” in?<D oVyDu;ya pxn .pxao’ax ynyaaay lyVo^naxaaax .ynyaau?

;py^ aax ly^o’a oax; jx ]ax sxp pya'x ixn x ix ji” ‘lyaaT’ao toyo’axp

DaDoa'^a) ys’Voaaa’ 200 “ayyyn .o’DsanaaDX ix ^y^a’p onynaan ^y^y^

laD pa {< I’x iVxDa’nx jyayp ]ax “axstt^ax i”p oiy’a pxn yyVyaa

]ax ypaxnp-nyaax; nyaiynaan lax in’Vxaaa’x “ayaa’Vnayx ; y'xxfVxnxanyT

.yaayiyyao’ax ay’t’D

y’aynyaxa ya^xp n a’a ,iyaxanx-D3xa n ]aD yx’ou; ^yDDa^y nyn o’a

^aya ^yaDyaatt; lax “ayn'na yaynaax jao laau^n ]D’ax yuanxaya ,]yVo’a

D’x nxD pa’n oxaa .lyayVaxna ja^V ax ]axnayaax aya’axp "ayn fx .d’V

pyaxaay I’x ODxayiy«att>"ixD x pax aaapxa uyo’axp nyn .lyaxaayya

.oyyVayanyn dxt .y’O’axp oaaaa’axaa nyiy’uxuay nyT I’x ]ax ox'i'Vxax’xxa

.axoay I’x nan'o ^XD yaxnDDaaaa’axaa ynyaaay n ]a”V ax .Vyanap

I’x pa ip’O^’a Dxaa n “axo a”Day ax yx'oiy y^ynyoxa a’7”anxD anyaa'D

yp’nanynaxaaanan ixd I’annyayVoaxa x oT'f’axaix onyaa'o .iDDa'”aax ayn

: yaxV3XTp'’V”aanyT nxD apaasDaVxnD’ax jx pnyaixV yayT^iyaxa jaa ]n”

]ax .yyyVaayaa’ ^XD upaaD'aVxraD’ax jax oaaaa’axaa nyaa’apyVxp x

]aD ayanxD’a ayaa’opx nyi ”3 .yayVoayaa’ )ax “lyiap ixs ’

7au;-aaax’xnyT

aya’aaxayaxn .a ]ax 'pDaaxn’ays .a tan’aDpxT “ayaaxsxaDayayD yaaa’ "aax

p’D’aVnxD jayaa a’aan’ n .apaasoaV’n lyya’xnya x aaayya pax anyaa

jax aaaa’rxno’ax yVao ]yaapx3 ”1 oxaa .oy’V’axD yoxaana ”3 033nxya3’''x

.03’aD’ax yp’VyDynxa

jnaxD'oVyj ynyoyai lyaapxa ax la^nyiax ayo’axp nyn oxn io’JJ’X
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Israel Bond Drive Dinner in honour of Mr. Leibke Jakubovitch,
on the occasion of his 80th birthday — Sunday, May 4th, 1980,
at the Beth Israel Congregation, Montreal.

Standing from left: L. Jakubowitch, H. Klein, H. Rosenblum, T. Zilbert
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In Memory of

Yosel Zilberberg

Yosel Zilberberg was born in Szczekocin, in the vicinity of

Czenstochova. At the age of 11, he left his parents’ home,
where he lived in great poverty. Yosel, a teenage boy, decided
to go to the nearest city which was Czenstochova, where he
found a person who was willing to teach him to be a tailor.

Yosel was a young and ambitious person, and very proud of
having a trade. He decided to become independent by open-
ing a small tailor shop.

The Second World War started on September 1, 1939. Yosel
was in Czenstochova and shared the same fate as all the Jevs^

under the barbaric German occupational rules. All of his
family perished in the Holocaust. After the liquidation of the
large ghetto, he was in the small ghetto and was working in
Hasag Pfelcem. He then was liberated on the 16th of January
1945.

After his liberation in Czenstochova, Yosel Zilberberg met
Mania Ickowicz. They got married and have two lovely
children, a girl, Rosalie, and a boy, Jacob. They came to

Montreal in 1948.

Yosel Zilberbrg became an active member in the executive
of the Czenstochover Society of Montreal. He was active in
the Aid Committee. He was most generous giving contribu-
tions for this great cause and helping financially the needy
Landsleit in Poland and Israel.

Then one day the Czenstochover Society was shocked to leam
that Yosel Zilberberg was no longer with us. He died on
April 13th, 1956. The Czenstochover Society had lost a
Landsman and a good friend. He will alvs^ys be remembered.
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In Memory of

My Beloved Parents

Anna and Binem Zielonka

Sisters and Brothers

and

in Cherished Memory of

My Beloved Sister

m*

m
'

4&

Frieda (Zielonka) Fischer

Ever in My Thoughts

WHO PERISHED UNDER NAZI TYRANNY

BARBARA PRYOR



In Loving Memory of

My Husband, Father and Zaddi

SIMCHA SILVER (Zilberberg)

survivor of the Holocaust

t

Executive member and Secretary of

the Czenstochover Society of Montreal,

and instrumental in all projects,

such as:

the Yiddish Yizkor Book

and the Holocaust Monument

erected in Montreal.

CHAYA ZILBERBERG and FAMILY
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In Loving Memory

of my Parents

Sarah Levy
1910-1991

Sam Levy
1913-1989

My parents were lucky enough to survive the
tragedy of the war. They came to the U.S.A. in 1949
and began a new life. Times were hard but they
always managed to get by. As Passover approaches,
my fondest memory of them comes to me. The first

Seder was always at our apartment. Approximately
30 people were always invited and no one ever went
away hungry. It was a time of laughter, love and
sharing. This is how I remember my parents. Our
whole family has an empty space in our hearts
because we miss them very much.

With fondest memories
JOE LEVY and FAMILY
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In Memory of my beloved father

and our grandfather

LEON WINDMAN
who was deported from France

to Auschwitz in June 1942 and perished there

He will always be remembered
as a wonderful father.

Jacqueline Windman
Schupper and Family

In Loving Memory of

my Dear Parents

LEIZER and MANIA WINDMAN
who perished in the Holocaust, together with all other

Czenstochover martyrs.

My sister, POLA, and her infant baby, and my younger

sister, SHEVA, were deported from Czenstochov, at the

time of the second deportation to Treblinka.

My brother, LEIBL, who lived for many years in Paris,

France, and was deported in 1942 to the Auschwitz death

camp, and perished together with all other Jewish mar-

tyrs of the Holocaust.

WOLF WINDMAN
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In loving memory of a dear wife and mother

HALINA ROSENBLUM
You were with us for many happy years,

Now we are left with fond memories and tears

Of that beautiful smile upon your face.

Filled with love, friendship and grace.

As each day goes by, we wish you were here.

But in our hearts you are always near.

You knew how much we loved you
We miss you

Always remembered

HARRY, RUTH, HENRY and ROSALYN



In Memory of

Josef & Pola
(Zylberszac) Orbach
and Daughter, Madzia

who perished in the Holocaust

PAUL ORLAN

In Loving Memory

of the

SREBRNIK FAMILY

SOPHY HANDMAN and HELEN WISE

In Loving Memory of

Rosyna (Rachel) Berkowicz,
Ester Oderberg (nee Berkowicz),

Moishe Oderberg.

Rosyna (Rachel) Berkowicz was killed in Treblinka.

Ester Oderbei^-Berkowicz and
Moishe Oderberg were shot in Czenstochova

JONAS BERK

In Loving Memory of

my dear parents and family

Hendel and Rachel Rosenblum

who perished in the Nazi Holocaust

HERSHEL (HARRY) ROSENBLUM



In Loving Memory of

my Dear Husband, Fhther and Zaidi

MOISHE RAPAPORT
a Survivor of Treblinka

and his parents

ELIEZER and FEIGE RAPAPORT
and daughter ESTHER

All perished in the Holocaust

ROSE RAPAPORT and FAMILY

HARRY, PENNY, AMY and BRENDA



In Memory of

SZYMON MARKOWICZ

On the second of December in 1909, Szymon

Markowicz was bom to Sarah and Elias Markowicz,

in Czenstochova. At the age of eighteen he left his

family to study engineering in Prague. At the out-

break of World War II, Szymon married Guta Gold-

stein. They lived through the war in Tynda, Siberia.

Upon his return to Poland in 1945, Szymon worked

at Warsaw’s Ministry of Energy.

In 1967 Mr. Markowicz moved with his wife and two

children to Haifa, Israel. There he worked up to his

last days at the Hevrat Hashma (Israel’s electricity

company). He died in Israel in 1986.



In Memory of

JOACHIM MARKOWICZ

Joachim Markowicz, known by his friends as Marek,

was bom in Czenstochova in 1898. Marek studied at

the Jagelon University in Krakow. He returned to

Czenstochova to practive law.

During the war Marek escaped death by fleeing to

Russia. After the war he moved to Warsaw and be-

came one of Poland’s most prominent lawyers.

Tbday he lies in Warsaw’s only Jewish cemetery.

In Memory of

SAMUEL GOLDSTEIN

Samuel Groldstein was bom in Mlava, Poland. He was
a well admired figure in Czenstochova. Samuel was
the chairman of the city’s Jewish commimity and a
co-owner of a Czenstochova metal industry.

Samuel Goldstein died in Treblinka during the Second
World War.

Prom his family of five children, only one survived the
war. Her name is Guta (Goldstein) Markowicz.
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MOISHE LEFCOVITCH

Moishe Lefcovitch was a man who always had a
twinkle in his eyes and a word of wisdom on his lips.

He commanded and received the respect of all who
knew him. He exuded warmth, charm, compassion
and humour.

Moishe, as a young man, was unusually intelligent,

eager to learn; the quest of knowledge outweighed all

else. The range of his learning, the impact of his per-

sonality, his wise approach and the conduct of every-

day life made him a role model. Moishe was fluent in

Yiddish, Polish and English.

Moishe was the son of Menachem and Rose. He had
a brother, Yidel, and a sister, Lipka. His brother and
sister perished in the Holocaust. His father died when
Moishe was just a young boy. His beloved mother died

in Israel in 1968.

Moishe was very active in the Czenstochova Society.

He was Chairman of the CultiuBl and Financial Revi-

sion Committee. He used to love to talk about his home
town of Czenstochova, where his roots were.

Moishe passed away on October 22, 1985. He was a
devoted husband to Regina, and a loving father to

daughters Pearl and Miriam. He was the proud grand-
father of Rasalie, Tara, Jason and Stefanie.

We miss him so, so much. His memory hves in oin"

hearts everyday and it will remain there forever.



In Loving Memory of

My Dear Wife

ANNA KREMSKI
born in Czenstochov, nee Rotensztain

A HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR

who passed away on October 26, 1992

We have spent our life together.

This photo was taken at our
Golden Wedding Anniversary

on April 14, 1991

You will always be in my heart

and in my memory forever.

JACK KREMSKI
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Grandfather Mordechai
and grandmother Pesa,

parents of Szmul Leib,

Teudik, Nuchim smd
Jeikil Kremaki
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Monument of Mordechai and Besa Kremski,
Jeikil and Brandi Kremski, Nuchim and
Traya Kremski, Tzudik and Laya Kremski,
Mordechai and Sara Herszlikowicz and
Simon Mlodinof.

THE FAMILY KREMSKI
was well known for many generations in Czenstochova.

They were liked for their generosity and help
to friends and neighbors.

All of them perished 1942 in Treblinka.

WE WILL ALWAYS REMEMBER THEM
JACK and ANNA KREMSKI
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Monument of Blima Rifka,

Grandmother of

Jack Kremski.

Standing:
The Kremski family
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Szmul Laib and Baila Kremski Emanuel and Raizil Rotensztain

In Memory of my beloved parents

SZMUL LAIB and BAILA KREMSKI
who perished 1942

during the Nazi Holocaust in Treblinka.

My father's brothers

YEIKY and BRANDIL KREMSKI and Eamily
NUCHIM and TRANA KREMSKI and Family

CUDIK and LAIA KREMSKI and their son WOLF
Brother-in-Law YOSIL GRUCA and Family
My mother's sister SARA and husband

MORDECHAI HERSZLIKOWICZ and Family

In Memory of my beloved parents

EMANUEL and RAIZIL ROTENSZTAIN
and my sister JADZIA ROTENSZTAIN.
My father was shot near the cathedral

of Czenstochova on *Bloody Monday" of 1939.

He was buried at the Jewish Cemetery
exhumed in 1971 and brought to Israel

where he is buried on Mt. Olive in Jerusalem.
My mother and sister perished 1942 in Treblinka.

ANNA and JACK KREMSKI
survivors
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In Memory of

Mrs. DORKA ZILBERT
(nee Kopinska)

0

Beloved “Aunt Dora” of

IRWIN and RITA KOPIN
and lovingly remembered by
JUDY, ALAN and GAIL

In Memorium to

Gutka (Gita) Kartus

This is in memory of Gutka (Gitka) Kartus (nee

Nirenberg) - mother, confidante, and best
friend. Gutka, a wonderful, caring, and
vibrant person, died suddenly and tragical-

ly on November 21, 1982. During her life-

time, Gutka was always very active in the
Czenstochover Society, having also served

GUTKA (GITA) KARTUS as Vice-President of the Ladies Auxiliary.

On the tenth anniversary of her death she
is still missed and remembered by many. The writing on her headstone
is so true - “So full of life and love for others, she gave joy to all who
knew her’’.

Even though her grandchildren, Carrie and Genna Solomon, did not
have the privilege of really knowing her in life, they often feel as if they
do remember her because they have been told so much about her.

Our love for her as a mother and a grandmother really does transcend
death

!

Lovingly remembered always by your family,

EVY KARTUS SOLOMON, HOWARD SOLOMON,
CARRIE and GENNA SOLOMON



In memory of

THE MIETKIEWICZ FAMILY
Josef, Sara and their children,

Malcia, Dorka, Regina,

Andzia, Markus and Adolf

all died in Treblinka in 1942

In memory of

THE MIETKIEWICZ FAMILY

Wolf, Tosia (Kopinski)

and son, Jerzy

who died in Treblinka, 1942

In memory of

Ignac & Rozia (Kopinski) Sobol

and son, Oles

who were killed at the

Cemetery of Czenstochova in 1943

In memory of

THE KOPINSKI FAMILY
Maurycy, Terenia (nee Fhjgenblat)

son, Adam, and daughter, Haneczka

who were killed at the

Cemetery of Czenstochova in 1943



In memory of

LEON KOPINSKI
and Eamily

Leon Kopinski, son of Golda & Wolf, was born in

Czenstochova. He was a very active Zionist before

the war — involved, also, in commimity work. When
the war broke out, he was in charge of the Judenrat.

Leon, his wife, Karola, and son, Wladek, were kill-

ed at the Cemetery in Czenstochova in 1943.

In memory of

THE ZILBERT FAMILY

Tadek, Ted Zilbert (Zylberszac) was born in

Czenstochova. He was the son of Shulim and
Brandla. His wife, Dora Kopinski, was also bom in

Czenstochova. She was the daughter of Wolf and
Golda (Wiener). The 2!ilberts had been in the ghetto

and Laboior Camp Hasag. They were hberated in

Czenstochova in January 1945, and came to

Montreal via France in 1948. From the beginning,

until their death, they were both very active

members of the Czestochover Society of Montreal.

Tadek passed away in 1984, and Dora passed away
in 1990.

They are survived by their daughter, Lucy,

2 grandchildren and 5 great-grandchildren.





In Loving Memory
of

NATHAN GELBER



In Loving Memory of

my Dear Husband, Fhther and Zaidi

MENDEL FRIEDLANDER

SURVIVOR OF THE HOLOCAUST

A long-time member of the Executive of the

Czenstochover Society of Montreal,

Executive Vice-Chairman and Treasurer.

CHANKA FRIEDLANDER and CHILDREN



In Loving Memory

of my Dear Parents

MOSHE MORDECHA KLEIN(ER)

RIEKA ZYLBERSZAOrZ-KLEIN(ER)

and my Dear Brothers

YAKOV and YECHIEL

who perished in the Holocaust

HARRY KLEIN FAMILY

In Loving Memory

of Our Parents

MOSHE & MIRIAM ALTMAN
Holocaust Survivors

CYPORA LEB, YAIR ALTMAN and ANETTE ALON

In Memory of our

Dear Departed Parents

JOE and MADZIA ROSENBERG
survivors of the Holocaust

Sadly missed by their

Children and Grandchildren

SAM ROSENBERG and RENEE FINEBERG



With pain in our hearts and everlasting love

we remember our parents, family, and friends

who p>erished at the hands of the Nazis

in the gas chambers of Treblinka and Auschwitz

and in the fields and on the roads of Boland.

FEIGENBLATT FAMILY
Father Shlomo Josef

Mother Ryfka
Brother Leibel, his wife Malka,
their 2-year-old child, Josele

Brother Shimon
Sister Malka

HOLENDER FAMILY
Father Moshe David
Mother Tova Yentil

Brother Yankele
Brother Chaim and Family
Brother Ehezer and Family

Sister Balcia Langer,
her husband and five children

Sister Chanele Goldstein
and her children, Sabcia and Molly
Sister Frymcia Szwartz and Family

Sister Ryfcia Szmulewicz and husband, Avraham

We also remember with pride and love

our dear brothers

who survived to see and participate

in the rebirth of our Jewish Nation,

and saw their children Uving
in a free and secure Israel:

Brother Avraham Holender
who fought the Nazis as a member

of H.M. Jewish Brigade Group

Brother Shlomo Holender

DANIEL and BERNICE FAGAN



In Loving Memory of

my Dear Parents

YITZCHAK and MALKA BORENSTEIN
(nee Gastfreund)

and my Dear Brother

MOSHE JOSEL
who perished in the Holocaust

EVA BORENSTEIN-KLEIN
and FAMILY

In Memory of

our Dear Parents and Pamilies

Fhther : MOSES KIRSCHENBAUM
Mother : SOPHIE KIRSCHENBAUM

(nee Tvuatschor)

Brother: MUNIO KUPFERMAN
Sister : REGINA WURMBERG

Fhther : AARON FISCHEL LEDERMAN
Mother : MIRIAM LEDERMAN

(nee Schwartzbaum)

Brother: CHAIM LEDERMAN
ESTHER and KOPEL LEDERMAN

In Loving Memory of Our Parents

ABRAHAM and CYRIL NEUFELD
and

FISHEL and HELA FIKSEL
and our brothers and sisters who perished.

ISAK and ESTHER FIKSEL



In Loving Memory of

BERL and TAUBA BOMBA

AVRAHAM LEIB & GHANA (nee Kozuch)

ISRAEL & RACHEL BOMBA (nee Milstein) (Grandparents)

BERL, son of Abraham Bomba; HENRY & NACHA
(nee Lefkowitz) (brother);

RACHEL & JACK CHATKANY (sister);

YANKEL & SARAH & son BOYRECH YEHUDA (brother)

YEHUDA LEIB & DWORA LEIHA HAMBURGER
MOSHE & PERL ROSENBLUM (Grandparents)

OYZER BETZALAL and BEILA ROSENBLUM (Parents)

RUBIN & MIRIAM ZWILLICH; ESTER LEIHA (daughter);

POLA & son, MARK, HAMBURGER; SZLOMO,
YEHUDA LEIB and MOSHE HAMBURGER (brothers);

DWORA LEHA HAMBURGER (sister)

ABRAM & REGINA BOMBA

In Memory of my Dear Departed

Sister and Brother-in-law

CHARLES & MANIA KONARSKY
(nee Klein)

survivors of the Holocaust

HARRY KLEIN

In Loving Memory of my Parents

RUCHEL and SHIMSZA SKOWRONEK
and Sisters

ESTHER DINA, HANDL and BAILA
Perished in Treblinka

I am the only survivor

MIRIAM SKOWRONEK



In Memory of

SHLOMO and RIFKA BIALYSTOK

Shlomo Bialystok was born in Czenstochova in 1899 to

Hodel Feifer and Moshe. At the age of 20, he was mo-
bilized into the Pblish army. After a few months, he
escaped to Frankfurt, Grermany where he married Rifka
Hoffstadter. They had two daughters, Malka (Mali) and
the late Blima (Mimi). The family lived in Cologne until

1939. With the impending threat of the Nazis, Shlomo
fled to Tangiers, Morocco. Blima and Malka were
evacuated by the American Red Cross and Rifka joined

Shlomo in Tangiers. Together they came to Montreal in

1944 where Shlomo became active in the Czenstochover
Landsmanshaft. Shlomo and Rifka have four grand-

children and, to date, four great-grandchildren. They are

greatly missed.

MALI RUBIN
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THE HOLOCAUST MONUMENT
IN MIAMI, FLORIDA

In the fall of 1984, a small group of Miami’s Holocaust survivors

joined to develop the idea of building a permanent memorial to

the memory of the six million Jews who perished from the hands
of the Nazis. It seemed only fitting that a community with one
of the largest Holocaust survivor populations in the world should
follow the lead of Philadelphia, Atlanta, San Francisco and Detroit

in erecting a Holocaust memorial that would stand as a perma-
nent reminder to future generations of Nazi persecution, as well

as a symbol of the world’s indifference to genocide.
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The last official Jewish burial, that of David Albert, took place

on May 3rd, 1970. In 1973 another (anonymous) interment took

place, this one without official permit. Since 1973 the cemetery
fell victim to neglect, looting and vandalism.

It is assumed that the first burial took place at the Czenstochova
Cemetery circa 1799—1800. The grave of Izaak ben (son of)

Moszek (Jews didn’t use last names at the time) was closely

guarded in fear of desecration until the death years later of

Eleazer ben David. In 1803 there were no funerals. In 1805, two
Jews died leaving behind no record. Year 1910 marks the death
of one of the richest Jews in Czenstochova, Szymon Gk)ldman. In

1812 Wolf Landau was buried and in 1813 Pinchas Landau.

Although unlisted in the publication “Jewish Cemeteries’’, the
Czenstochova Cemetery is rated highly by scholars and re-

searchers. It housed 4,500 tombstones around 20 of which dated
to the early 19th century, circa 700, the latter part of the 19th cen-

tury. About 3,000 were raised between 1900-1946, and 450 after

World War II.

Among the tombstones executed prior to 1920 true works of art

can frequently be found which can provide valuable socio-histori-

cal information for scholars, as well as serve as commemorative
monuments of what once constituted the Jewish-Polish culture.

Along with the linguistic mosaic (inscriptions in Hebrew, Polish,

Russian, German) the epitaphs are a source of invaluable demo-
graphic information for students of the Jewish way of life. The
monuments of martyrs murdered in the Czenstochova ghetto or
symbolic graves of people annihilated in concentration camps are
there as a reminder of recent history.

Moses Finkelstein representing the Board of the Jewish Organi-
zation recently signed an agreement, relating to the cemetery
reconstruction. However, the concrete procedures connected with
the project are somewhat complicated, the sandstone tombstones
disintegrated, the brick entrance gate collapsed, etc.

The Foundry Czenstochova will rebuild the surrounding wall and
the collapsed gate. It will also provide the lighting to illuminate
the grounds.

The City of Czenstochova undertook to construct a road from
Zlota Street leading through a tunnel to the main gate.

Since the mere road construction and electrical installations are
estimated to take 3—4 years, the total renovation project may not
be realized until the first decade of the year 2000.
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The Jewish Cemetery
Shall Be Salvaged

Reprinted from the Pohsh paper of Czenstochova*

At the end of September 1990 the Legal Department of the

Czenstochova Regional Office ratified a document establishing

the “Foundation in charge of the Reconstruction (rebuilding) of

the Jewish Cemetery in Czenstochova and Protection of the

historical remains (heirlooms) of the Jewish Culture”. The
members of the Foundation are Jack Kremski, Arye Edelist and
Wolf Windman. The plan of action outlined by them contains the

following key issues:

1) Commemorative plaques to be placed on the building of the

National Philharmonie (former synagogue), Hospital Rydygier
(financed before the war by the Jewish community) and on
Garibaldi Street (the area of the former ghetto).

2) Establishment of a center of study and research of Jewish
culture and customs.

3) Renovation and rehabilitation of the Jewish Cemetery in

Czenstochova.

4) Publication of a monograph dealing with (or outlining) the

Jewish population in Czenstochova.

The Foundation has many sponsors and benefactors who will

fulfill various tasks of the programmed agenda, including the

President of Czenstochova, who serves as its general coordinator.

In the 1960s the cemetery was absorbed and devastated by the

neighbouring industrial complex “Foundry Czenstochova” (then

called Bierut Foundry). In 1981 the cemetery, ruined by pollution

and neglect, was fenced off and made accessible to outside

visitors. Although there was no industrial activity on its grounds,
only people with special permits and accompanied by a guide
could visit. Inspite of the existing restrictions, 63 foreign guests
visited in 1987, 64 in 1988 and 17 in 1990.

Translated from the RDlish by Lucy Nisker



The Fbundation to Restore the Cemetery and Heritage of

Czenstochova lays a wreath at the Warsaw Ghetto Monument, on
August 13, 1989.

BOOK COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Executive Members of the Czenstochover Social Club
of Miami, Florida:

Willie Windman Morris Semsky Juluis Jacoby
President Vice President Financial Secretary

Frank Zaidman Abe Bomba Sidney Schwartz
Entertainment Recording Secretary Treasurer

Morris Wolf Morris Offman Harry Klein
Trustee Trustee Trustee

Cesia Jacoby Miriam Semsky
Sunshine Secretary Membership
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Mr. Schwartz presents

a '*Pikuach Nefesh*' plaque
to Mr Windman

Members of the
Czenstochover Social Club of Miami
Dedicate Ambulance to Israel

Reprinted from Broward Informer, April 17, 1986

The Survivors of the Czenstochover Community of Poland
have chosen to donate an ambulance to the people of Israel as

fitting memorial to those members of their community who
perished during the Holocaust.

This purchase and donation was preceded by an extensive fund-

raising drive undertaken by members of the Czenstochover Social

Club among survivors of Czenstochova from Dade, Broward and
Palm Beach Counties in Florida, as well as throughout the coun-
try. The purchase of this lifesaving gift represents the fruition

of the successful and meaningful efforts on the part of these sur-

vivors, their friends and relatives.

The ambulance was recently dedicated at a well-attended gathering
and collation held at Temple B’nai Zion, 200 178th Drive in Miami
Beach. Reflecting on the significance of this gift in saving lives

in Israel were guest speakers, Robert L. Schwartz, Southeast
District Director of ARMDI and Rabbi Jacob Green, spiritual

leader of the Congregation.

The “Pikuach Nefesh” Plaque for the saving of lives was presented
on behalf of the People of Israel to Wolf Windman, President of

the Czenstochover Social Club of Greater Miami by Robert L.

Schwartz, District Director.

There were over 200 members and friends of the Czenstochover
Social Club present, celebrating the fulfillment of their efforts in

making this vital gift to Israel.

The American Red Magen David for Israel (Southeast District),

the sole U.S. support wing of Magen David Aidom, Israel’s official

emergency medical ambulance, first-aid and blood service society,

arranged for the ambulance to be sent to Israel. They will also
inform the members of the Club when the ambulance will arrive
in Israel and where it is stationed, so that members may visit the
ambulance if they so desire.
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Social and Cultural Activities

BOOK COMMITTEE - JOINT CHAIRPERSONS

W. WINDMAN
President

A. BOMBA
Recording Secretary

The Czenstochover Social Club
of Miami, Florida
By A. Bomba

The Czenstochover Social Club of Holocaust Survivors of Miami was
founded in 1982, and the following people have been appointed as the Execu-

tive members of the Czenstochover Social Club in the following order:

Wolf Windman, President Joe Oderberg, Treasurer
Joe Gelber, Secretary David Guterman, Rec. Secretary

Julius Jacoby, Fin. Secretary Morris Semsky, Social Event
Frank Zaidman, Vice President

Board Members: M. Geverts, M. Wolf, M. Orenstein, Mrs. M. Semsky,
Mrs. C. Jacoby.

Activities

Meetings are held three times a year - Main event: The Liberation Party from
the concentration camp of Czenstochova; Purim Party; Chanukah Party. Our
social activities: A donation of an ambulance to the State of Israel. Donations
were also given to Israel’s Defence Dept (IDF), Ben Gurion University in Baar
Sheba, Holocaust documentation centers, ITie Jewish Press “Forward” in

New York, and visiting sick friend at home and in hospitals.

We are also in contact with landsleit in Israel, Paris, Australia, Canada and
the United States.

We are now taking part in a project of restoring the Jewish Cemetery in

Czenstochova, and we are very much involved in the publishing of a book to

be written in English about our city of Czenstochova and its survivors, a
project of the 2nd generation of Montreal, Canada.

A newly appointed committee for the year 1992, with the following changes:
M. Semsky, Vice President', Frank Zeidman, Social Director, Abram Bomba,
Recording Secretary Board Members: Z. Szwartz, M. Offman, Harry Klein.



U.S.A

Czenstodiover

Survivors in

MIAMI

Mr Wolf Windman standing at the
Czenstochover Monument in TrehlinkA.
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The Monument in the Chicago Jewish Cemetery
for the Martyrs of the Chenstochover
and Vicinity Jewish Community
who Perished in the Holocaust
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Chenstochover Society

of Chicago Officers 1989^1990

Mr. Daniel Fagan William Zarnow Selek Goldberg
Vice President Vice President Vice President

Financial Secretary

Mr. Jos. Fifer Mrs. J. Pryor
President President

Mr. Abe Yelen Mrs. Joseph Steiner Morris Secemsky
Treasurer Recording Secretary Vice President
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We, the Presidents, Officers, Board of Trustees, and membership
of the Society, are Holocaust survivors. Our common bonds and
common experiences have given us great resolve in our efforts.

We have lived to see the rebirth, establishment and growth of the

State of Israel, which was only a dream to our forefathers for so

many generations. We are very proud of Israel, our homeland,

which is a reservoir of talent, strength, and hope brought forth.

Fbr us, for our children and for our generations to come, “No More
Wandering”.

Barbara Pryor and Joe Fifer

Presidents,

Midwest Chenstocbover Society

Standing, from left to right: Selek Goldberg, Abe Yelen, Sara Yelen,

William 21arnow, Daniel Pagan and Moms Secemsky

Seated, from left to right: Sylvia Goldberg, Sima Steiner, Barbara Pryor

and Joseph Fifer.
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The Midwest
Chenstochover Society
Chicago, Illinois

A not-for-profit organization

The Midwest Chenstochover Society has been recognized as

an outstanding organization in the Chicago-land area. We are well

known in the Jewish community for our activities and
accomplishments.

The history of our organization begins in 1927, when a group of

Chenstochover landsleit founded the Chenstochover Educa-
tional Society. They came together to raise funds and support the

Kinderheim, as well as a home for the aged and other needs of

the Jewish community in their old home town, Chenstochova,

Poland. The Society continued its good work until frustrated by
the Holocaust.

Fbllowing the war, there was a substantial influx of survivors from
Chenstochova and other nearby areas of Poland to the Chicago-

land region. Our organization grew and flourished, with new pur-

pose and resolve. We became the Midwest Chenstochover Society,

and our focus has continually been on charitable efforts and
support for the Jewish community, the Jewish People, and the

State of Israel.

Our program includes regular and substantial fundraising efforts

for Magen David Adorn, the Jewish United Fund, Israel Bonds,
and other Jewish charities and causes. We have donated a fully-

equipped ambulance to Magen David Adorn, and in 1967, we built

a First Aid Station located in Dimona, Israel, which we support
and maintain to this day. We have built a monument for our mar-
tyrs from Chenstochova at the Waldheim Jewish Cemetery in

Chicago, in honor and commemoration of their lives and the
liberation of our People from the Nazi concentration camps. Our
response to and support for the State of Israel has been continual
and constant, and not limited to times of emergency.



U.S.A

Gzenstochover Survivors
in Chicago

Social and Cultural Activities

BOOK COMMITTEE - JOINT CHAIRPERSONS

JOS. FIFER
President

MRS. J. PRYOR
President

BOOK COMMITTEE MEMBERS

(From the right)

Daniel Pagan, Jack Bowitz, Abe Yelen, Selek Goldberg



IN ETERNAL MEMORY
Of the Czenstochover Jewish Community’s victims of Nazi tyran-

ny, erected by the Holocaust Survivors in New York at the Beth
David Cemetery.
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to taste? Where is my one-room “apartment” in the basement?
Where are the pear trees and the lilacs that once grew in our yard?

Where are my playmates with whom I played in Ferdlach, Matke
and soccer? Everything, everything is gone ! Nothing left but

decay and ruin.

Where are the happy couples in the “Alleyes”, walking hand in

hand to Pazderskis clock and back? So in love and full of hope
for the future. Where are the beautiful store windows, where we
used to stop and admire the displays? Left are empty eye-sores.

I looked at the Warta, our Jewish river. In summertime, Jewish
children used to wade in her cooling waters to escape the heat.

There is nothing left of our beloved river. Just a narrow little

stream, as if she has cried out her water-tears after her Jewish
children, who are no more. The Warta is dying of a broken heart,

and so is the city of my youth.

The next day, I left Czenstochova, never to return again.

Czenstochover Book Committee members at the

50th Wedding Anniversary of Miriam and Morris Semsky
in Miami, March 1998.

Miriam and Morris Semsky celebrating their 50th WeddingAnniversary
among their guests, Eva and Harry Klein, March 1993. The Semskys
are active in the preparation of this book.
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vided for a decent education of the children, but also helped pro-

vide a warm and healthy environment. In a desert of disease and
poverty, many a child was spared the ravages of typhus, diph-

theria, scarlet fever and rickets, so prevalent in the homes of the

poor working people of Czenstochova. It is said, “He who saves

one life, is as if he saved the world”. The Czenstochover Young
Men and the Czenstochover Relief Committee saved the lives of

Jewish children. Of all their great achievements, this is the
greatest.

This noble work went on until the fateful year 1929. The year of

the great depression that hit America. The members of our two
organizations became themselves impoverished. Many lost their

jobs and became recipients of government relief. The help from
America had stopped, and little by little, the Great Folkshul
shrank. The classrooms became dark and grim reminders of a
glorious past. Attendance grew smaller but the administrators
and the teachers did not give up. With superhuman efforts, they
kept the school going, albeit in a diminished format. The school
limped along until the terrible year of 1939. The Nazi murderers
did not spare our beloved school, and it shared the fate of the
Jewish people. A bright star on the firmament of Yiddish culture
shines no more. Just a few of us are left, old men and women left

in various corners of the world to recall its glory. Soon there will

be silence.

Rest in peace Lerern Feigele, Lerern Vagele, Lerern Rivkele,
Lerern Tsine, Lerern Weisenberg, Lerern Zabludowska, Lerern
Zorska, Lerer Zaks, Lerer Tabachnik, Lerer Kaplan, Lerer
Melman, Lerer Datner, Lerer Willenberg. You will never be
forgotten.

Epilogue

I was in Czenstochova, my home town, this year of 1988, the
hundredth anniversary of my Society and the birth of my father.
As I got off the train, I was on Pilsudski street, the street where
I was born and raised. A deep sadness overcame me as I looked
- where is my street? Through tears, I saw decay and emptiness,
neglected houses, darkness where once there was light. Where
is the happy noise of Jewish children playing? Where are stores
lining the street? Where is Wigotski’s store where my mother us-
ed to buy her groceries. (He used to charge next to nothing, his
way of helping a poor family.)

Where are the crowds walking into the meeting hall of the
“Bund”? Where is the Gordonia and the Bethar? Where is my
boss, Mr. Weisblum, Reb Israel who blessed me on the day I left
for America? Where is Mrs. Weisblum, who, every Friday at noon,
brought down into the factory, a plate of the Sabbath soup for me
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So the Jewish working people began building schools for their

children. Schools in which every subject would be taught in

Yiddish, a language they spoke and loved. But this seemed an
almost impK)ssible task. The Polish authorities refused all finan-

cial help, and so did the Jewish Community authorities (Gmineh),

albeit for different reasons. Again the eyes of the Jewish poor

turned to America, and the eyes of the poor of our home town turn-

ed to New York - to the Czenstochover Young Men’s and Relief

Committee, and they were not found wanting. A delegation of

members of both our organizations went to Czenstochova to find

a suitable site, and start building. Members of the Czenstochover

Young Men’s and Relief Committee set aside part of their meager
earnings for this all-important undertaking.

And the building grew and grew, and was finished. It was a

building such as a child of the ghetto had never seen. Fbr them,

raised in one-room dwellings or dark basements, on streets

without trees and flowers, the Fblkschool on Krutka street

number 23 was a revelation. The yard was roomy and airy. Color-

ful peonies, crocuses and pansies planted all around, beautified

the yard. In the back of the yard, a small garden exuded pleasant

aromas of green trees and shrubs. The children played there all

day, and their pale faces took on color. Their weak lungs gained

strength. Their rachitic legs began to straighten and a new Jewish

child was born — a happy, healthy and bright-eyed youngster, such

as the street of the River and the street of the Potters have never

seen.

The school had three stories of large and bright classrooms.

Teachers were brought in from such far-away cities as Grodno,

Wilno and Bialystok. The teachers spoke in the beautiful cadences

of Lithuanian Yiddish, never heard in our environment. We listen-

ed in awe and admiration to these wonderful, courageous and
devoted people, who started teaching such subjects, never heard

by man or beast, as Yiddish grammar, physics, chemistry, geo-

graphy, literature, arithmetic and art. The parents were p)Oor, and
they seldom, if ever, paid the tuition. Paid or not, these teachers

stayed on their jobs. More often than not, coming to class hungry.

(I remember once, in the laboratory, we were boiling a fish to

detach the skeleton, which we were studying at the time. I wat-

ched the teacher as he ate the discarded flesh of the fish.)

During all this time, the Czenstochover Young Men’s and Relief

Committee kept the school going. Beside money, there was Nes-

tle milk for a cup of hot cocoa, warm fluffy underwear for the cold

Polish winter, and shoes ! Oh those beautiful American shoes, the

dream of every Jewish child in the ghetto.

I am deeply convinced that these tremendous efforts of the

Czenstochover Young Men’s and Relief Committee not only pro-
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and pointed with his finger, “There ! There he is.”, and turned back

into Crotona Park. I looked with bewilderment at the man my
uncle had pointed out. It was August 1939, and New York was in

the throes of the biggest heat-wave in years. The street was baking

in the torrid sun. And there was this little man, pushing a tall

barrel, mounted on two wheels. At the side of the barrel were

affixed a tall broom and a dust-pan. I watched Mr. Banoff as he

wearily pushed the barrel. Occasionally he stopped, took off the

broom and pan, and started to sweep up little piles of dirt, which
he dumped into the barrel. And so he pushed his burden, so small

and bent, sweat washing his sunburned face. I did not move
forward. I did not want to shame this man. Through eyes clouded

with tears, I watched him turn into Bathgate avenue. I never spoke

to him of his grateful brother. Perhaps it was just as well. Hitler

came and it didn’t matter anymore. Nothing mattered anymore.

I still weep silently for Mr. Banoff and my shattered dream of the

golden land.

The years passed and the “Czenstochover Young Men” kept
growing. Despite restrictive immigration quotas, there was a con-

tinuous flow of emigration from our home town, enough to replen-

ish the ranks of our organization. The membership grew and so

did the scope of its activities. Cemetery plots were purchased, to

extend the desire for togetherness even beyond the grave. And
laws were established to use these cemeteries according to our
faith.

Extreme poverty became a way of life in our home town, and our
people there turned their hungry eyes to America. The Czensto-
chover Young Men did not fail them: help, in all forms, kept on
flowing to the people we left behind in our Old Home. It was a
sacrifice for many a member. Prosperity has not yet arrived in

America.

With the enlightenment of the Jewish people, there arose a great
need to educate the children of the Jewish poor. Compulsory
education was still a thing of the future. Only the rich had their

religious and secular institutions of learning, privately admi-
nistered and funded. A poor Jewish child had not a chance to enter
such a school. (My own parents could never read nor write.)

For a thousand years, Jews spoke Yiddish, derided by its antago-
nists and enemies as a worthless jargon. (Cecil Roth, in his
“History of the Jews”, devotes about three paragraphs to the
Jewish language.) The Jewish masses kept on speaking it in ever
increasing numbers. Jewish literature came into full bloom, with
the appearance of Mendele Mosher Sphorim, Sholem Aleichem,
Peretz and others, who wrote in Yiddish. The creation of a Yiddish
school system became imperative.
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* 'Tribes of the wandering and weary breast.

How shall ye flee away and be at rest

!

The wild dove hath her nest, the Fbx his cave.

Mankind their country — Israel but the grave.**

Who was this Hershl Grynszpan? Who was this Hershl
Grynszpan, this child of the ghetto, this eighteen-year-old boy
with the curly earlocks and long kapoteh? By what magic of erudi-

tion and inborn intelligence did he turn away from the pages of
the Talmud to cast his eye to the verses of Lord Byron? Tb remind
me, the blessed one, who was going to America: Do not forget my
friend, you are going to the “Goldeneh Medineh”. But we are still,

all of us, in exile.

In 1888, the eighteen men of Czenstochova founded our Society.

The founding of the Society was an inevitable result, given the
devotion of the Czenstochover to their families and friends in the
“Old Home” and to their Landsleit in New York. Their aim was
to keep in contact by having regular meetings, help one another
financially, and help the people they left behind. (Acquisition of
cemetery plots came later.)

The beginnings were modest: there was a ten-cents-a-week
membership tax. But, so were the founders — no arrogant intellec-

tuals, no people of property or wealth. Just simple working people,

imbued with the high ideals of the Jewish working class, and to

help one’s brother, here, and in the old home, when in fact, none
of them could truly afford it.

Before one emigrated to America, it was customary to visit friends

and kin in their houses to say good-bye, and collect addresses of

their kin in New York. When one arrived in New York, one looked
them up and gave regards.

On the street of the butchers, lived a poor seller of thread. When
I was a boy of fifteen and apprenticed to a tailor, my boss used
to send me there to buy thread, making sure that I took along
some empty spools on which to wind the thread. I went to say
good-bye to this man. Before I left, he gave me the address of his

brother in the Bronx, with the words: “My brother’s name there
is Abe Banoff . But you know, when he was still here, he was Avrom
Pacanowski. Amerike Gannef ! My brother must be now in ‘di

hoyche fenster’ in America. Thank my brother for the money he
sends, and tell him that without his help, I would be out of

business.”

When I arrived in the Bronx, I asked my uncle to take me to Mr.
Banoff. “I can’t take you to Mr. Banoff’s house”, said my uncle.

“He lives too far, but I will take you to his place of work.” We
crossed Crotona Park and came to Pulton street. My uncle stopped
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The streets of the ghetto were narrow and mostly unpaved, with

deep mud in summer and deeper snow in the winter. Crooked lit-

tle houses lined both sides of the street. The little houses were

old and bent to the ground, as if in prayer. Somehow, these little

houses never fell. They stood old and proud even when hordes of

soldiers from the nearby camp invaded the streets of the ghetto

during a pogrom. The soldiers pushed their bayonets into little

Jewish windows, and hacked away at the houses. The little, old

houses held - the houses and the Jews: both stubborn — both

surviving.

As time passed by, the Jewish population kept growing. Fed by

an increasing stream of Jews wandering in from the little villages

and townships that surrounded Czenstochova, villages and
townships with the most wondrous Jewish names: Vloin, Dzurik,

Klobuck Ovepole, Meriv and many others. The incoming Jews
pressed hard against the ghetto walls into adjoining streets. From
River street, from Potters street and the Street of the Goats, they

flowed into the Warsaw, Kracow and Garden streets. And, to the

street named after Marshall Pilsudski, the great friend of the

Jews.

Czenstochova blossomed with the vitality of Jewish life of culture,

industry and commerce. There were a hundred little houses of

prayer, and two synagogues. From the yeshivos and houses of

study could be heard the chanting of the Talmud: the sweet songs
of the ages. The Jewish people of our town lived in peace, observed
their holidays and the holy Sabbath. The streets of the ghetto
smelled of fresh-baked challah and rye bread. Early Friday mor-
nings, the fishers pulled out of the river the heavy wooden crates,

full of live carp, pike and perch, to sell to Jewish women for the
adornment of the Sabbath table. A sweet sound could be heard
in the streets of the ghetto: the ringing of brass on brass, as the
women were pounding pestle on mortar to crush the cinnamon
and vanilla sticks for the Sabbath cakes and pies.

On the Sabbath morning, a holy silence descended on the streets

of the ghetto. The Sabbath was queen. A queen to all. To the old

and the young, the rich and the poor. The Sabbath was universal
and eternal.

I have a little memory-book, such as one used to buy before “Going
to America”. A little book with covers of wood, on which there was
usually a carving of a Polish mountaineer. In this little book,
friends and relatives inscribed expressions of love, good wishes
and farewells, with little poems and proverbs, imploring at the
same time: “When you cross the great sea, do not let the water
wash away your memory. Remember us, and help us !” In this
book, it was my friend, Hershl Grynszpan, who penned these
lines:
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One Hundred Years of
Czenstochover Young Men
REFLECTIONS. ...

By Kopel Lederman

This year, 1988, we are celebrating the 100th anniversary of
the Czenstochover Young Men. A whole century has passed, since
a small group of eighteen young Jewish men, former inhabitants
of a small town in the south-west of Poland called Czestochova,
gathered at the corner of Delancey and Norfolk streets, all recent
arrivals to the teeming lower east side of New York. They gathered
to talk of their hard life here, in this Golden Land. Of the airless
and sunless environment in the crowded tenements. Of the ter-

rible conditions in the dark and dank sweatshops, where one
spent the hours of daylight hunched over the sewing machine,
pumping the foot pedal ever faster and faster, to bring home the
two or three dollars a week to feed wife and children.

Yes ! Life was hard, and the foreman in the sweatshop was
ruthless in his demands: “Paster ! Paster, Greenhorn, or you will

wind up in the street !“ But when these eighteen young men came
together after a days’ work at the corner of Delancey and Nor-
folk, their talk was cheerful and their hopes high: “We will make
it in this America, and if we will not make it, our children will.

America is free for all. With G—d’s help, we will get our children
out of the tenements and sweatshops.’’

Eighteen means life. And so did these eighteen young tailors,

cigar makers, peddlers and street cleaners, dream of a better life.

And they talked of their home town.

Czenstochova was a town young immigrants could not easily

forget. The town was beautiful, with that quiet beauty of the
Pohsh countryside. Three wide boulevards, lined with stately

houses and elegant store-fronts, shaded by great chestnut trees,

where every autumn Jewish children came to gather chestnuts
to decorate the Succot booths. Then came the new and the old
markets leading into the ghetto, nestled along our beloved river:

The Warta.
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The Officers of the Czenstochover Society and Relief Committee
in New York are (as in July 1992):

President Murray Mruvka
Vice President Morry Markuse

Treasurer Stefa Markuse

Financial Secretary Esther Lederman
Recording Secretary Kopel Lederman
Trustee Hyman Rotenstein

Trustee Rubin Hersch

Trustee Walter Lublinski

Cemetry Chairman Louis Lazarovitch

Cemetery Chairman Leon Gongola

Entertainment Chairman Zev Silbergleith

Our Society is one of the oldest Benevolent Societies in the United
States. The so-called “Landsmanshaftn” were founded mostly by
immigrants from Eastern Europe in order to help the new immi-
grant members to acclimatize themselves in this “New Golden
Land”.
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Conference held in Detroit of the Central Executive of the
Czenstochover Landsmnshaften in the U.S.A. and Canada.
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fateful day, when the Nazi hordes took our Home Town, razed it

to the ground and murdered our people. There was nobody left

for us to help.

Today our Society has taken on a new look and agenda of philan-
thropic activities. Most of our members now are holocaust sur-
vivors. Most of the charities and contributions are directed to the
State of Israel in many forms: Israel Bonds, Defense Forces,
Magen David Adorn, Disabled Soldiers, Library and Kindergarten.
The Kindergarten in Qfar Saba was funded by our Society. At this

time, to do justice to history, I cannot fail to note that our
members, Anne and Jack Kremski, have on their own accord and
with their own funds, built a fine park for children in the city of
Tel Aviv. Contributions are also made to local Jewish organiza-
tions and individuals (U.J.A. and others).

Ours is an aging membership. For generations our Society replen-
ished it’s waning membership from a small but steady flow of

immigrants from our Home Town. Today, there is only the silence

of death and desolation in Jewish Czenstochova.

For years our Society has made efforts to induce the children of

our members, the so-called Second Generation, to join our ranks
in The Society, but except for a few, we have failed. The blame can’t

be fixed on anyone. It is more the fault of the conditions that now
prevail in the Jewish communities in America, and the flight of

the Jews to the suburbs and the Florida sun.

Some of us still cling to our beliefs and to old friends, the “Last
of the Mohicans’’. How we wish for someone to pick up the reins !

Conference of Czenstochovers living in the United States and Canada
prior to World War II.
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Gzenstochover Society and
Relief Committee in New York,
Then and Now
By Kopel Lederman

Our Society is one op the oldest Benevolent Societies in the

United States. The so-called “Landsmanshaftn”, founded mostly

by immigrants from Eastern Europe — in order to

— help the new immigrant members to acclimatize themselves in

this “New Gk^lden Land”;
— to lend the members in need some money;
— buy cemetery plots for “Yber hundert un tzvantzik”;

— and call weekly or monthly meetings, so as not to lose contact

with the old dear friends from the same home town, the beloved

“Alte Heim”,

Our Society was founded in 1888. In the beginning the member-
ship was poor. They worked long hours in the sweat-shops, for

three dollars a week. They lived a misrable life in the steaming
tenements of the lower east side; but they never forgot their Home
Town and the terrible poverty of the people they left behind. Poor
themselves, they kept on sending continuous help to their Home
Town: Matzos for Passover and help for other Holidays. They sent

booties and warm underwear for children and practically saved
their lives in the cold, dark Pblish winters. But the greatest

achievement of “Gzenstochover Young Men”, (former name of the
Society) was the building of The Yiddish Fblk School in Czensto-

chova. It was a three-story building, the most beautiful of all the
elementary schools in Czenstochova. In this school, where all the
subjects were taught in Yiddish, the child of the poorest of the
poor came for an education and found a warm home and modern
teaching, from A.B.C. to algebra. I am proud to say that I attend-
ed and graduated from this wonderful school, and will be grateful
to the end of my days to the devoted teachers, who taught me right
from wrong, and to The Gzenstochover Society which built the
school. This great work of charity went on unabated until that
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With the coming of Purim 1943, which symbolizes victory of the

Jews over their enemies, the Germans did not hestitate to take

revenge for their victory. They devised a scheme to fool the

remaining intelligentsia, promising them that the Third Reich

had negotiated an agreement with the International Red Cross

permitting their resettlement in Palestine. Doctors, engineers,

lawyers and bookkeepers presented themselves, including the

president of the Jewish Community Council, Morris Kopinsky

and family. TEu:paulin covered trucks, marked with the Red Cross

were provided for transport. Instead of Palestine, they were taken

to the Jewish cemetery, where gendarmes with machine guns and

opened graves awaited them. Only one person survived, Kopin-

sky’s son, who jumped from a truck.

The Jewish underground carried out a death sentence on two

traitors. They were read their sentences and were executed on the

sp)Ot. The sentences were placed in a bottle and buried with the

two traitors in the Talmud Torah building.

As the result of the treachery, preparations for the Jewish uprising

did not come to fruitation. The houses in which the arsenal was
stored, together with their heroic occupants were dynamited by
the Germans. The street where this uprising was being prepared

was Nadrzeczna Ulica.

Czenstochova, before the war, had a Jewish population of between
thirty-six and thirty-seven thousand, with a vibrant, well organiz-

ed Jewish community. The Community Council (“Gemine”) con-

ducted democratic elections for Council Members (“Dozers”) and
President of the Council. The council was concerned with the

welfare and health of the Jewish populace and clergy. It supported
the Jewish hospital and orphanage as well as providing financial

support for the indigent. We also had branches of organized
political parties and factions; professional organizations and
unions; and an organized workers’ movement; sport clubs; a
music club with its own orchestra (LIRA); a health clinic (TOZ);

as well as Yeshivas and Rabbis. And all of us present were part

of Jewish Czenstochova of which we are proud.

Dear friends, in memory of Jewish Czenstochova we gather
together to have this Yizkor. With bowed heads and in deep
sadness, we pay our respects to our martyrs, holy ones and their

families and do honour to their memory.
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tration camps. The accommodations and working conditions are

well known to you. I believe you remember the deprivation of civil

liberties and the degradation to this day.

Those persons who presented themselves to the First Aleja

gathering point were herded to loading ramps and loaded like cat-

tle into barred cattle cars without water, sanitary facilities and
without seating, locked up and sent to Treblinka. Those who
passed out, were exhausted or died en route were unloaded. What
awaited our dear ones? You and I know well . .

.
gas and crematoria.

The coldblooded monsters had established different work details.

One detail emptied the abandoned housing and apartments of all

possessions and goods of the departed Jews. The Gtermans con-

verted the residences on Garibaldi Street into warehouses and the

remaining Jews sorted, packed and shipped the goods to Germany.
In the abandoned houses, the Germans discovered hidden Jews
in make-shift bunkers. The terrified souls they uncovered were
shot on the spot.

Massive executions were carried out on the site of the destroyed

Grerman Synagogue. Amongst those shot at this location were the

Cantor Rishel and his family.

At the intersection of Krutka and Waty Streets was another
execution place. Amongst the murdered was my father, Josef

Shaje Wajsberg, bless his soul. The murderers chose men as a

“transport kommando” to collect the bodies and transport them
to a previously prepared open mass grave at Kawa Street.

It’s worth to recall, that a member of the Jewish underground
(resistance), Fishlewicz from Radomsk, attempted to shoot

Hauptmann (Captain) Rohn during a selection at Rynek Warszaw-
ski. However, his pistol, purchased from Polish underground
sources, the “A.K.” (Armia ELrajowa), failed to work. He and every

tenth person at the selection were shot in reprisal. Amongst those

shot was an old member of the Bund, Harshel Friman, a noted

achiever for the Jewish working class. Another heroic event oc-

curred at Rakow Railroad: The Jewish underground blew up a
fully loaded troop train en route to the Eastern Front. In reprisal,

the Germans took every tenth person of the kommando at Ost-

Bahnhof and Rakow and shot them. Among them was my com-
rade, Icek Dorenfeld.

On the 5th of January 1943, the remaining working men of the

small ghetto, performing what was known as the useful or needed

occupations and their women and small children were gathered

by the Germans and sent to Radomsko. Together with the Ra-

domsk women and children there were sufficient persons to make
up a full transport to Treblinka. This was the last transport from
Czenstochova to Treblinka.
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A Yizkor Speech
to the Second Generation

By Benjamin Waisberg

A HistoryOF theJews by Solomon Grayzel is considered to be
one of the best books on Jewish history, comprising 760 pages.

Only one half page is devoted to the hquidation of European Jewry.

Imagine, how future historians will deal with the Holocaust’s

obliteration (or annihilation) of six million Jews ! I appeal to you
esteemed landsleit, to pass on to your children your survival

experiences of the war years as a testament to them, so that the
innocent blood of our mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers, and
children should not be forgotten.

Dear friends, how can we be at this Yizkor and not go back in

thought, to the Yom Kippur of 1942? Our fathers and mothers
were in holy places fasting and praying for a good year to come.
However, like lightning and thunder, the news spread that Son-
derkommandos, hooligans in black uniforms, had encircled and
blockaded the ghetto. We felt as if our chests were in a vice and
we choked as if a black cloud was suspended in the air. We asked
ourselves where to flee and to whom. However, we Jews had no
friends outside the ghetto.

By night the Jewish police notified us to be prepared for resettle-

ment (repatriation) and to take with us twenty kilograms of

clothing and food for a two day journey. At six o’clock in the mor-
ning came the second order: those Jews who have work permits
should register at the “Metalurgia”. Those without work permits
must present themselves at the First Aleja and be prepared for
a two day journey. At the “Metalurgia” we were welcomed with
batons; we were herded and beaten and our work permits were
confiscated and destroyed. Those arrivals at the “Metalurgia” who
were not admitted, were driven by the pohce (Pohsh, Ukrainian,
German, Estonian, and Lithuanian) to the resettlement point. In
the “Metalurgia” we formed into rows and were driven to different
work locations: “Hagen East Railroad, HASAG Pfelzern, HASAG
Rakow, Czestochowianka, and Warta”, the future sites of concen-
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1939, The Year of Crisis

The most critical year of all was 1939. The Second World War
began with its blitz and annihilation, the skies became dark with
terror and the foreboding spectre of the enforced ghetto arose over

millions of Jews. The beginning already presaged something of

what was to come: the destruction of the Jewish community of

Eastern Europe and the decimation of the Jews of Western
Europe.

Officers for 1940 were elected by acclamation: Mr. Kaman
president and A. Weinstock vice-president. Aided by the admini-

stration and executive they gave the society their devoted

leadership.

In 1941 certain changes took place in the composition of the

executive and committees. A. Weinstock was elected president and
Prank Gtoldfarb vice-president.

In 1946 a new name appeared in the masthead of the society, that

of Izzy Feldman the new president; L. Sedlovsky was vice-

president.

One of the meetings took up the question of approving the

erection of a monument in memory of the martyrs of Czensto-

chova to be located at the entrance to the cemetery.

1954-1964
Years of Growth Under New Conditions

Elections for the year 1954 again brought new blood. The officers

were K. Tarnofsky, president; S. Geller, vice-president.

The Last Five Years

The chief officers in the year 1960 were the same: S. Abrams,
president; G. Bialik, vice-president.

New officers were elected in 1964: H. Kaman, president; S. Yaku-

bowitz, vice-president.

And, speaking of the future, may there prevail among the Czen-
stochover the same spirit of intimacy and friendliness and may
they not remain backward in their contributions to the State of

Israel through all Welfare Institutions whether they be local,

national or international. May we extend the traditional wish of

“double” strength (ko I’chai) to the fiftieth Jubilee and to a won-
derful and bright future for all.
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1925-1930

These were quiet years according to the society’s veterans. The

society’s affairs progressed in a routine and satisfactory manner.

The presidents were: H. Honickman 1924; M. Tamofsky, 1925-26;

M. Caplan for a third time 1927-28; A. Richtiger, 1929; M. Teir-

nofsky, 1930.

The society assisted Jewish schools both religious and secular,

Hebraist and Yiddishist. Assistance was given to the project

which brought Jewish war orphans from the Ukraine to Canada
in 1926.

1930-1939

These were the years of economic crisis, difficult years for the

world which were reflected in Jewish life. The new Poland which
arose after the war provided no hope for the Jews. The only solu-

tion was to emigrate. But where?

The USA had closed its doors and set up the quota system. Jews
looked for new emigration opportunities and found some, albeit

limited, in the Latin American countries and in Canada. But the

economic depression had penetrated here too — it could not be
escaped.

The depression had provoked tension but M. Tarnofsky, who was
president from 1930 to 1932, made great efforts to preserve uni-

ty His successor, I. Redness who assumed the chair in 1933, con-

tinued along the same lines.

The ominous year 1933 had its tragic repercussions across the
world. The Hitler decrees and the anti-Jewish manifestations in

other countries provoked demonstrations to awaken the con-

science of the world. A local committee was formed to help the
victims of Nazism and the Chenstochover Society took its place
on this committee.

In that tumultous year D. Finer was elected president and Jacob
Lubek recording secretary. His minutes, incidentally, present a
clear record of the reaction of the Society to the events of the day.

In 1934-1935 M. Tarnofsky again assumed the presidency and
Harry Garelick was vice-president. D. Danziger was treasurer,
D. Bemholtz was named chairman of a special committee to carry
on relief work. Despite the economic severity and the difficulty
in raising dues and money, he succeeded in raising the Society’s
contributions to relief work and aid.

For the year 1936 D. Finer was elected as president for the second
time and A. Appelbaum as vice-president.
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Gzenstochover Aid Society

A Chapter of Jewish Communal Activities in Toronto

The Beguiling

The Society was founded on December 18th, 1914, in the house
of the first secretary Hersh-Wolf Switzer at 51 Baldwin Street.

Founder and first president was Joe Bochnek. The founders and
first members were “landsleit” who had already organized an aid

society to collect funds for the war victims of their native town.

They found it difficult, however, to maintain an organization solely

for this purpose. The money had to be put in reserve to be

distributed after the war was over when contact could be estab-

lished. The 60 members saw that an organization had to be set

up which they could maintain on a permanent basis and which
would provide constant content and contact, an organization

which would do both relief work for overseas and mutual assis-

tance here on a fraternal basis.

In 1916 when A. Winter was named president the society advanced
to new achievements. Meetings were held at the 2^onist Institute

of that day at 206 Beverley Street. Each meeting brought some-
thing new and the group expanded in depth and in breadth. The
treasury grew, sick benefits were extended and cemetery plots

were acquired. A constitution was drafted.

The Post-World War I Years

In this crucial period the presiding officers were the late S. Shrott;

in 1919 his successor was M. Caplan. After this year the semi-

annual election system was dropped. In 1920 Joe Rubin was
elected president. He was followed by B. Jacobs, and the late

Kalman Shiff . Both of whom strove to interest the members in

communal obligations. The latter even wanted the society to take

a stand in the then current kashruth dispute, though the mem-
bership successfully maintained their neutrality.

In 1923 M. Caplan was re-elected and he was instrumental in

organizing a women’s auxiliary — which has been a constant

asset to the society’s growth and development.
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The Presidents of the Czenstochover Aid Society

for the Past 75 Years

I. Bochnik 1914-1915

A. Winter 1916-1917

M. Thrnofsky 1915, 1925-26, 1930-31, 1934-35

M. Caplan half year 1919, 1920, 1923-24, 1927-28

S. Shrott 1919

L. Rubin 1921

B. Jacobs 1921

K. Shiff 1921-22

Shogolov 1922
H. Honickman .... 1924
A. Richtiger 1929
R. Redness 1933
D. Finer 1933, 1936
H. Kaman 1937-38, 1940, 1961-62, 1964-65

I. ShuLman 1939, 1946-48, 1963
A. Weinstock 1941-42, 1946, 1957-58

F. Goldfarb 1943-44

I. Feldman 1946
L. Sedlofsky 1947-48

Max Rosen 1945
S. Abrams 1932, 1952, 1959-60
K. Tarnofsky 1953-54

S. Geller 1955-56
F Gk)ldfarb 1965-66-67

J. Nightingale 1968-69-70-71

S. Yakubowitz 1972-73-74-75

P. Skovronek 1976-77-78-79-80-81

A. Weinstock 1982-83
R Skovronek 1984-85-86-87-88-89-90-91-92

Holocaust Memorial
on Bathurst Lawn Cemetery, Horonto, Ontario, Canada
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EXECUTIVE MEMBERS OF THE
CZENSTOCHOVER AID SOCIETY OF TORONTO - 1984

Sittingfrom left to right: B. Walsberg, Board ofDirectors; A. Weinstoch, Bast
President; M. Frank, Recording Secretary; P Skovronek, President;

S. Yakubowitz, Vice-President; S. Gelkopf, Treasurer

Standing: J. Swan, Hospitaler; B. Waisberg, E. Srebrnik, Financial Secretary;

J. Nightingale, G. Bialick, J. Krakowsky, A. Kochen, Trustee; B. Ickowicz,

P Fiksel

Absent are: Harvey Nightingale, Efraim Fiksel and M. Gerichter

EXECUTIVE MEMBERS OF THE
CZENSTOCHOVER AID SOCIETY OF TORONTO - 1990

Sitting from left to right: J. Swan, Hospitaler; B. Waisberg, Vice-President;

P Skovronek, President; S. Yakubowitz, Honorary President; A. Weinstock,
Treasurer; H. Fishman, Recording Secretary

Standing: E. Fiksel, G. Bialik, P Pioro, Sandy Garber, Financial Secretary;

I. Fiksel, Board of Directors; A. Kochen, Trustee; P Fiksel, J. Krsdcowski,
Board of Directors
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Czenstochovers from Toronto at a Liberation Dinner in Miami in 1992
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A demonstration by Czenstochover survivors in 1946
moving towards the destroyed small ghetto
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At a Yizkor Memorial Service in Montreal
Harry Klein, Chairman of the evening

David Boruchowsky lights a candle



The President of the City in Czenstochova
Speaks at the Exhumation of the 27 Martyrs

Killed on January 4th, 1943
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At a Yizkor Memorial Service in Montreal
Harry Klein, Chairman of the evening



At a Yizkor Memorial Service in Montreal

-H'u ’i7miD?'T nn7U) /pDiwp'iuiNn .2 mn ,n'7aNj ain iig orT'iuig
r’13UJ]Un(< .2 T"!

From the right: Rabbi Gtotheb, Rabbi B. Borzykowsky,
Szlomo Dylevsky, Dr. Benjamin Orenstein

gnui? ’g-'T vh u'nmNpN lui iig Di'i'Tuig

Yizkor in the D.P. Camp in Bergen Belzen
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At the 7th Yizkor Memorial Service in Montreal in 1949

li)T7ua-ii)JTDa I’N u’DuiNpN Tin 119 Dn’iing dni
Memorial Service in Bergen Belzen
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nDejnVKiiiDT
NEVER FORGET

This Monument is erected at the Jewish Cemetery (de la Savane)
in Montreal to the memory of the Czenstochover Jewish Community
who perished in the Holocaust.
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The revolt in the Warsaw and other ghettos aroused the admira-

tion of freedom lovers all over the world against insuperable odds.

These are the objective facts and there is no point in suffering

from feelings of guilt.

Therefore, as it is by the grace of G—d, that we were given to live,

we must resolve that we must prepare the future generations to

know of our tragic and heroic past.

Have forty-three years really passed since the uprising of the Jews
in the Warsaw Ghetto? It was in 1943 that they used their naked
fists against the Nazi tanks and cannon. And not only against
the Nazis. They beat their fists against the silence of the world.

We must perpetuate the memory of Six Million Kedoshim. We
must record every detail of our past, so that we can pass it on from
generation to generation. Let us Remember! !

!

Two Thousand Years of Jewish Life in Europe by 1933

AUSTRIA ESTONIA LITHUANIA RUMANIA
1,030 years 600 years 600 years 1,800 years

BELGIUM FRANCE LATVIA BAAR
700 yeai's 1,930 years 400 years 312 years

BULGARIA GERMANY LUi EMBOURG UKRAINE
1,900 years 1,612 years 647 years 816 years

CZECHOS- WHITE
LOVAKIA GREECE MEMEL RUSSIA
1,000 yeai's 2,233 yeai's 269 years 550 years

CRIMEA HOLLAND NORWAY YUGOSLAVIA
1,900 years 800 years 82 years 1,000 years

DENMARK HUNGARY POLAND
311 years 1,900 yeai's 800 years

DANZIG ITALY RHODES
400 years 2,100 years 2,000 years

Gilbert - “Atlas of the Holocaust”.
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significance of what happened, the full scope and magnitude of

six million brothers, sisters, and children . . . gone.

Forty-two years later, we are filled with the shattering realization

that there is no substitute for our losses: for those Jews, for those
Communities, for the houses of learning, the libraries, the syna-
gogues, the arts, the professional and scientific achievements,
there is no substitute for European Jewry, for its people, for its

Yiddishkeit, for its treasures. Their almost total absence is not
only a loss for our generation of survivors, but a loss for mankind
and for Jews everywhere, for generations to come.

We say we know what happened in the Holocaust of the 20th
century. We recall that six million died, and we think of the
uncounted millions left maimed in body and in spirit. We say we
know, because we can record fact and deed, and can list the names
of our loved ones in the Yad v’Shem of our hearts. We grow bitter,

when we encounter those today who lie and say it never happened
— who say so either because they cannot face the truth or - far

worse — who say, it never happened, because they want to make
it happen again.

We do know what happened. What we do not know— what nobody
can explain — is why it happened. For us as Jews, of course, the
Nazi Holocaust has special significance. This was to be the “Final

Solution”. Not a Jew was to be left in the world — not a Jew in

Germany or Austria, or France, or Britain, or Russia, or America.
Not a Jew anywhere in the world.

The period of the European Holocaust causes some Jews, espe-

cially among the younger generation, feelings of uneasiness and
even of guilt. The question has often been asked: Why did the
Jews go like lambs to the slaughter, instead of putting up a
resistance? The question has only one answer: Whoever asks it

shows ignorance and a lack of understanding of what actually

happened in Europe during World War II. Today, in retrospect, we
are beginning to grasp the power of the forces of evil at work then.

At the time, however, nobody in his wildest dreams could have
imagined that human beings were capable of what the Germans
did.

But to return to the question: Why did the Jews not revolt? The
answer is clear. During World War II the Germans killed over 20
million people of various nationalities. We heard hardly anything
of revolt from them. Apparently it was made almost impossible

to resist physically and if this was true of the gentiles who dwelt
in their own countries and possessed armies and armaments, it

was even truer of the Jews. The Jews, after all, constituted a
minority and to a large extend an alien element in the countries

of Europe.
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Our Story Must Not Die with Us,

but Live on Forever

By Harry Klein

A speech made at a Yizkor Memorial
in Montreal on November of 1986

Dear Friends,

We gather again, to pay tribute together to our dear ones, who
perished in the Holocaust, and to the Six Million Kedoshim, to

recite Kaddish and to remember. We remind others who might
tend to forget and we pass on the legacy of a tragic and heroic past

to our future generations.

In the past 40 years, much has been written about the cruelty of

the Nazis, about the annihilation of millions of Jewish men,
women and children. We have learned of the destruction of hun-
dreds of Jewish communities, and of how the world stood by,

allowing it all to happen. We know of how the Jews rose up and
resisted the Nazis all over Europe, both actively and passively, how
they fought in the camps, in the ghettos, and the forests, and we
know of the heroism of the martyrs of the Warsaw Ghetto.

A substantial body of literature already exists in many languages
about the Holocaust and Resistance. But this is a mere fraction

of the story. Ask any survivor, who went through the Holocaust
experience and he will tell you that there is yet much more to tell.

Each survivor has something new to add. The complete story has
not yet been told, perhaps it never can be.

Fbr us, the survivors of the Holocaust, this day of commemoration
serves not only to evoke memories, but also as a reminder, that
inside each of us there is a part of ourselves that shall forever re-

main destroyed.

Fbrty-two years after the Holocaust, which inflicted on our people
the greatest tragedy in our national history, we still live with the
painful sense of bereavement which we cannot and shall not over-

come. We still cannot free ourselves of the sadness and sorrow that
has become a part of our lives. Only now we begin to grasp the full
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historical one, with speakers delivering talks which brought us
back to pre-war Czenstochova and the destruction of its Jewish
community (Kehilah).

Tradition

Those members of the Society who regularly devoted their time
and energy carrying out various functions, continued working in

their roles over the years in what seemed to become a tradition.

Some of the executive members who originally began to lead the

annual Yizkor Memorial Service continued to fulfill this duty each
year. Eventually it became a tradition to them. The speakers re-

mained constant for many years: Dr. Benjamin Orenstein, Harry
Klein, Szlomo Waga, Berl Ickowicz, Harry Rosenblum, Ted
Zilbert.

The 22nd Yizkor Service was held on October 4, 1970. The
president, Lajbke Jakubowicz, opened the Yizkor Academy and
Harry Klein, the chairman of the event, led the Yizkor, followed

by the speakers. Dr. Benjamin Orenstein and Harry Rosenblum.

The Life That Is No More

A hundred years ago, the majority of the world's Jews lived in

Europe in the Polish provinces of the Russian empire, in the

Austro-Hungarian Empire, and in the German Empire. Tb be
sure, it was a world of poverty and hardship, of sacrifice and
struggle, but it was also a world of scholars and poets, of

impressionable matchmakers and philosophers. It was a world
where each week men and women confronted new perils and
hazards, and where each Sabbath they sat with their children

around a table surrounded by song and joy. It was a world of

synagogues and houses of study where young and old crowded
together by the candlewick to study late into the night; where
mothers and grandmothers rocked their loved ones to sleep with
lullabies of hope and faith; where a neighbor's joy was a shietl's

day of rejoicing, and where his pain was its day of sorrow. It

was a world where the price of respect was good deeds, but
where the right to friendship had no prerequisites. Such a
world were these 10,000 tiny dots on the map — Belz, where the

Hasid hurried to be at his rebbe's table; Vilna, where the

ordinary cobbler conversed in the Talmud; Pnsk and Lodz,
where vendors rose at the crack of dawn on Monday and
Thursday to hurray their wares to the marketplace; there was
Warsaw, where writers leisurely sipped tea, and interpreted the

life of the times. . . Vienna, her parks and broad streets

bustling with artists etching out moments of memory and
violinists transforming cafes into symphonic halls...
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Yizkor Service in Memory of the Martyrs

The First Yizkor Academy

The seventh Yizkor in the memory of the martyrs was organized

by the Czenstochover Committee of Montreal and took place on
Sunday, February 17, 1948.

The religious ceremony was conducted by Cantor A. Matz. Rabbi
Dr. Ch. Denberg gave a speech on the theme, “The duty of the

Jewish people at the present moment”. George Klein dedicated

an address to the Czenstochover Jewish Community and the

martyrs. The legal advisor, Leon Krystal, made a moving appeal
for reconstructive financial aid to the survivors of the Holocaust.
The two delegates from the Czenstochover Society of Toronto,

David Birenholtz and Harry Goldberg, expressed their thanks for

organizing a Czenstochover Society in Montreal. A. Myerowicz
and Sz. Grund spoke of the deceased Nora Klein. Grund read a
poem about the genocide of the European Jews written by Nora
Klein prior to her death. The guest speaker, Mr. R. Federman of

New York, spoke in detail about the life and the tragic calamity
of the Jewish Community and the Holocaust Survivors. Mr. Harry
Berk was the Chairman of this very impressive Yizkor Academy.

One of the principal tasks of our society was to ensure the memory
of martyrs (kedoshim) who perished in the Holocaust. The new-
ly elected executive of the Czenstochover Society began its activity

at the end of 1948. The first item on the agenda was to organize
a “Yizkor memorial service” which was to be held in 1949.

As of 1949, the Yizkor services were held in the Workman Circle
Centre, Jewish Public Library, the Zionist Movement Centre and
in the Beth Hamedrash Hagadol Congregation.

The speakers of the Memorial Yizkor Academies were: Dr.
Benjamin Orenstein, Rabbi Benjamin Borzikowski, Szlomo
Waga, Harry Klein, Kuba Goldberg, Harry Rosenblum, Berek
Ickowicz and Ted Zilbert. The memorial service was conducted
in two parts: the first, a religious one with six candle lights and
the memorial prayers for the martyrs, the second part, an
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Ruth Klein Tatner, Joyce Nisker Thkefman, Aaron Dudkiewicz,
Evelyn Kaxtus Solomon, Susan Wallace Ship and Cypora Altman
Leb.

We are all extremely proud to have supported Mr. Klein in writing
this book which traces our roots and opens doors to catch a last-

ing glimpse of the life of our ancestors in Czenstochova. This book
is a compilation of records, memorabilia and photos of our
heritage, past and present, which will create a legacy for our
future generations.
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So It Shall Be Written; So It Must Be Told . . .

By the Executive Committee of the First and Second Generation

of Czenstochover Holocaust Survivors of Montreal

Growing up in the 1950s and ‘60s, we were the baby-boomers.

We represented the hopes and aspirations of our parents who sur-

vived the horrific atrocities of the Holocaust.

Yet, many of us were raised in very protected environments, where
history was only whispered. As our parents clung to their “lands-

men” for moral and social support, their children, for the most
part, were excluded from this interaction. We were shielded from
their wartime experiences which was their sorrow to carry.

It came as a surprise in the late 1970s when many of us were
invited to become involved in the Czenstochova Society. Until then,

our only contact was as spectators, watching our parents leave

to attend meetings, bond drives, bazaars, dinner—dances. Even
their annual Yizkor service was limited to their own generation.

They did not want to upset the children.

However, as we matured into adults and the survivors neared
retirement age, they realized that they must share their past with

us, or it would remain untold. Moreover, they desired a continuity

to their Society, to maintain their cemetery and their cherished
monument, dedicated to those Czenstochovers who perished in

the Holocaust.

In Montreal, we were a small group. Many of our peers had left

Quebec. Mostly out of respect for our parents, we began to par-

ticipate in meetings in the early 1980s. We planned several suc-

cessful events: in 1982, a three-generation picnic; in 1987, a
dinner—dance. It was not until 1990 that we became particularly

inquisitive about our roots. Although a book about the Montreal
Czenstochover group had been published in Yiddish during the
1960s, most of us were unable to read and understand it.

As a dynamic leader, Harry Klein formed a book committee in

order to publish a book in English about the history of the Jewish
community of Czenstochova. The committe was comprised of
Harry Klein, Harry Rosenblum, Lucy Nisker, Morris Szwimer,



Mr. & Mrs. Harry Klein and Mrs. & Mrs. Berel Ickowicz at the

Czenstochover Liberation Party of the Miami Social Club.



CZENSTOCHOVER OF MONTREAL

From the left (top): A. Birenbaum, M. HerzUkowicz, L. Jakubowicz,
N. Sporn, I. Yablon, Mr. & Mrs. H. Rosenblum, Mr. & Mrs. M. Lefkovicz,
Mr. & Mrs. T. Zilbert, I. Leichter, H. Klein, Mr. & Mrs. E. Srebrnik,
Ch. Konarsky, Mr. & Mrs. E. Freiberg, Mr. & Mrs. Z. Neufeld,
Mr & Mrs. M. Friedlander, B. Ickowicz, G. Kartus, M. Leichter,
Mrs. E. Klein, Mrs. S. Ickowicz.
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Service. The reading of such messages would leave a deep impres-

sion and would serve to strengthen our ties with other

Czenstochover Landsleit.

At the 15th Yizkor Memorial Service in New York (which is con-

sidered to be the largest center of Czenstochover in the world),

a message was sent by the Montreal executive members which
read as follows: “lb the Czenstochover Relief Committee and
Ladies Auxiliary in New York: Dear Landsleit. Together with you
we deeply grieve the tragedy of the destruction of the Jewish

Community of Czenstochova which was the 8th largest in Poland,

and the loss of those who perished in the Holocaust, together with

all the others comprising the 6 million Jewish Martyrs. Our feel-

ings of great loss and sadness are shared and, therefore, we have

to be strong and proud that the Czenstochover Jewish people will

never be forgotten for their heroic resistance in the struggle with

the Nazi barbarians. We must never forgive or forget, in our
thoughts, the cruel days of the Nazi atrocities against the Jewish
people.’

’

FairweU Receptions

A get-together was organized by the FairweU Committee for those

families who planned to move away from Montreal. The first

fairwell reception was held for Mr. and Mrs. Kuba Goldberg who
were moving to New York. The celebration was held in the Zionist

Movement Centre on Esplanade. Many came to honor the Goldbergs
and congratulatory speeches were made in a lively atmosphere.
Dr. Grenstein and his wife presented a humorous program. Other
such events took place, honoring the Buchwalter family, who
moved to Toronto and the Peper family, who moved to New York.

An impressive evening of slight variation was the fairwell to

Mr. and Mrs. Waga, who moved to Toronto. This event was com-
bined with activities including the election of a new executive
committee and the review of two books, one by Dr. Orenstein,
“Chorban-Czenstochov” in Latin transcription, and the other by
Mr. Waga, “Chorban Czenstochov” in Yiddish.
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bears the photo of the Synagogue. You deserve the greatest
recognition for that marvelous idea which serves as a symbol of
ourgreat Jewish community of Czenstochova. That consideration
proves the importance of your activities. Thank you and I wish
everyone a Happy Passover.''

The content of the letters demonstrates the strong interest of our
Landsleit who were seeking some practical and moral support in
their difficult times.

Sick and Welfare

The Landsmanshaft, being faithful to the traditions of their
parents in Czenstochov, considered the visiting of a sick landsman
to be a great Mitzvah (good deed). Such a visit, by a delegation
of his landsleit, had a positive psychological effect on the person’s
recovery. The same support was being shown by the Financial Aid
Committee. An answer to the call for help was always available.

Czenstochover Landsleit in Israel

The contact with the Czenstochover Society in Tel-Aviv, Israel, has
significant meaning for our landsleit in Israel to whom we directly
send financial support. Despite the restraints in carrying out
large projects, we continued to offer our financial support. The
necessity of assisting them which was of great importance, was shown
by the many letters of recognition and thanks in our files. Each
letter from Czenstochover landsmen in Israel is in itself an
historic document and reflects the activities among our
Czenstochover landsleit everywhere. It is a symbol of the once-
upon-a-time Jewish Community in Poland, destroyed in the
Holocaust.

Czenstochova in North America

The Czenstochover Aid Society of Toronto has been in regular con-
tact with the Landsmanshaft of Montreal. Information of impor-
tant decisions is officially reported by mail. In 1959, when the
executive in Toronto decided to build a Medical Centre in Israel,
an official letter was sent to the Czenstochover Society in
Montreal.

In 1957, Dr. Benjamin Orenstein was invited to Toronto as guest
speaker at the 15th Yizkor Memorial Service. Later that evening,
he was invited to attend an important executive meeting to dis-
cuss future actions towards the creation of new projects.

The Czenstochover Society of Montreal is in contact with the
Landsmanshaften and Aid Societies throughout the world. It has
been a practice for these Societies to send a message to the Yizkor
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From our Archives

The Ladies Auxiliary of the
Czenstochover Society

A very important group in the Landsmanshaft has been the

Ladies Auxiliary, most of them wives of the executive members.
Apart from graciously hosting society meetings, these ladies were
strongly involved in annual fund-raising activities, such as the
Bazaar and “money shower”. The funds raised were used to sup-

port Israel as well as others in need of assistance. They main-
tained a special book to register the demands for financial

support. An acknowledgement of our appreciation to Mrs. Sala
Ickowicz is in order for keeping this book under her control for

over 12 years. A special thank you and recognition to the Ladies
Auxiliary of the Czenstochover Society of Montreal for all their
hard work and devotion.

Letter of Thanks from
Czenstochover Landsleit in Israel

June 10, 1957:

“Dear friends, Czenstochover landsleit. I received a letter,

including a money order, for which my family and I are thanking
you whole-heartedly I deeply appreciate your devotion towards
your landsleit by sending them your kind support. Your gift to
us has great significant meaning."

'

Haifa, June 10, 1957:

''Dear Czenstochover landsleit, heartiest brothers and sisters. You
should be blessed for your kindness. When I received your
package of clothing, a ray ofjoy came into ourhouse. I could never
have imagined providing such good clothes for my family, as
everything is so costly. I would likeyou to know thatyou have done
a good deed. Our best regards and many thanks to all of you.""

Tel-Aviv, April 11, 1957:

"Dear friends. I would Uke to thank you for the money-order I
received from you. I was deeply moved byyour letterhead which
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NATIONAL EXECUTIVE OFFICE

7005 KILDARE ROAD. SUITE 14 - CCTE ST LUC. QUEBEC H4W 1C1 TEL ; (514) 484-9430

September, 3, 1991

Mr, Harry Klein
President, Czens tochover Society

Dear Mr. Klein;

I am very pleased to extend our best wishes in the
preparation of your book about the Czenstochover
Society

.

Over the past few years, you and your collegues have
been most generous to our special Campaign for the Beth
Rivka Geriatric Hospital in Petach Tikva, Israel. Your
donations have helped in establishing facilities for the
people who are in need of the services of Beth Rivka.

I am sure that you and your members can be proud of
your participation in our Campaign and the appreciation
h-as been shown by the Certificates which were presented
to your Society as well as the appreciation from the
Beth Rivka Geriatric Hospital in their affixing Plaques
in honor of your contributions,

I wish you and your Society continued good health and
we look forward to your support for our cause in helping
the people in Israel who require the services of Kupat
Holim.

I take this opportunity to extend to you, your family,
and the families of all the members of the Czenstochover
Society, best wishes for a healthy, happy and peaceful
New Year.

Shalom,

Israel Nachshen
Executive Director
Eastern Region

IN/fk
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Canadian Friends of Amal

November 19, 1992

National Office:

7005 Kildare Road. Suite 14

Cole St Luc. Quebec H4W 1C1

(514) 484 9430

Mr. Harry Klein, President
Czenstochover Society of Montreal

Dear Mr. Klein;

We acknowledge with thanks receipt of a donation from
your Society for $3,430.00 Canadian, which will be used
for Amal Scholarships.

This project provides scholarships for needy students
attending the Amal Education System.

Contributions through Canadian Friends of Amal to
the Perpetual Scholarship Fund permit us to increase
the number of scholarships awarded annually.

We look forward to your continued support and with
best wishes.

.lorn.

Israel Nachshen
Executive Director

IN/fk
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PeoA M>y. KicAti,

We have, feaAne.d the. MontAca^, O^^^ce the. Canadian Teahnion

SocieXij that the Cze,nt.ociwveA Socie.tif, mdh ijuuA fund guidance,
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SinccAely yooA 6,

-M

PAofeZi6oA Jo6ef SingeA
PAeAident, Technion l6AaeC InAtctote of Techwlogy

JS/g'i
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Fund'iaising Projects of the
Czenstochover Society of Montreal,
1967 " 1992

1967 — First day of war
- Emergency Fund for Israel

- $5,000 for medical supplies

1971 — Donated a fully equipped Ambulance, serving now
in Israel — $10,000.

The year 1971, donated a fully-equipped
Ambulance, serving in Israel.

1973 — Yom Kippur War
- Emergency Fund-Drive Campaign - $12,000.

1974 - Project Shaar Zedek Hospital in Jerusalem
- Endowed a Doctor’s Office - $5,000.

1978 — Project Shaare Zedek Hospital in Jerusalem
Technology in Haifa - $10,000.

1983 — An Academic Staff Office for “Technion”, Israel
Institute of Technology - $5,000.

1986 - Golda Meir Nahalat Zvi Clinic, Petach Tikvah, Israel
- $5,000.

1989 - Beth Rivkah Geriatric Hospital, Petach Tikvah,
Israel - $5,000.

1990 - Beth Rivkah Geriatric Hospital, Petach Tikvah,
Israel - $5,000.

- Scholarship fund to the trade school Amal in Israel
- $3,430.

1992
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Editorial Committee of the Book
‘^Czenstochover Yidn” - 1947
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Lucy Nisker is treasurer and chairperson of the fund-raising
campaigns in Montreal, for the Czenstochover Book to be pub-
lished in English in 1993. Lucy’s determination to see that there
are funds to cover this Book Project makes us confident that the
project will become a reality

Among other outstanding members of the executive, I should
mention Szlomo Waga who was Chairman of our Society, an influ-

ential personality who has earned everyone’s respect. Szlomo
Waga also was a frequent speaker at the annual Yizkor gathering.

To be fair to all of our landsleit, I must underline that all of us
deserve to be praised for the work we have done in Montreal. We
should be proud as well, to know that our members have played
a part, all in their own special way, by participating in the many
projects to support the institutions of our choice in the State of

Israel.

Supporting the Technion Society in Israel

From left: T. D. Zilbert, H. Klein and H. Rosenblum, with Canadian
Technion Society's Eugene Stearns.

Executive members of the Czenstochover Society of Montreal have
endowed a second project at the Technion Israel Institute

of Technology: an academic staff office in the Canada Nuclear
Engineering Institute. This gift is in memory of Czenstochover
Jews who perished in the Holocaust.

The presentation of the cheque was made at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Klein, to Eugene Stearns, national chairman of the
Canadian Technion Society board of directors.
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In Recognition of our
Past and Present Members of

the Czenstochover Society of Montreal

By Harry Klein

The activities of the Czenstochover Society of Montreal are most
meaningful to those who have devoted their time and energy to

keep the survivors of the Czenstochover Jewish Community
together. They were instrumental in helping us rebuild our shat-

tered lives, after we survived the Holocaust.

It was not an easy task for us Czenstochovers who arrived in

Montreal after the war, but we were determined to keep alive the

traditions of our parents who perished.

To begin with, I would like to talk about a landsman who lived

in Montreal for many years. When we arrived, we found his house
open to all of us. He was Yecheskel Silver, the first president of

the Czenstochover Society. He was a great help to those who
sought his advice and he was devoted to helping us until the last

minutes of his life.

Our next president was Lajbke Jakubowicz, known lovingly to us
all as “Feter Lajbke”. Always the first to arrive at an executive

meeting and the last to leave, he was truly a remarkable
individual.

Berel Ickowicz, who was Chairman of the Society for many years,

showed great interest and determination in offering his advice for

the good of our Society, until he moved with his family to Toronto.

Symcha Silver (Zylberberg), as Secretary, took upon himself to

inform all our members of the Society’s activities and to encour-
age everyone’s participation. Through our joint activities, we
became very good friends.

It was also our great privilege to have Dr. Benjamin Orenstein as
our General Secretary and top advisor. I had the pleasure to work
with Dr. Orenstein on our project of publishing a Yiddish book,
sponsored by the Czenstochover Society. Dr. Orenstein published
the book in 1965.

Teddy Zilbert, supported by his wife Dorka, was our Public Relations
person. Thanks to their active involvement in our activities and
their great efforts in fund-raising campaigns, organized by the
Ladies Auxiliary, these campaigns were always a great success.

Harry Rosenblum, as Chairman of the first and second generation
Czenstochover Survivors, has been very effective in all his
endeavors. With particular reference to our yearly Yizkor service,
he is among the prominent speakers about our tragic past. It

became a tradition for Harry Rosenblum and I to alternate each
year as chairman and speaker at those Yizkor services.
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The Executive of the Czenstochover Society of Montreal, 1964

Seated from left: B. Ickowicz, Sz. Waga, G. Frajtag, Ch. diver.
Dr. B. Orenstein, L. Buchwalter.

Standing from left: M. Herszlikowicz, H. Klein, M. Friedlander,
Ch. Konarsky, S. Silver, L. Jakubowicz, Sz. Lerner.

Executive Members of the Czenstochover Society of Montreal, 1976

Seated from left: M. Altman, S. Silver, L. Jakubowicz, Dr. B. Orenstein,
M. Friedlander, A. Birnbaum.
Standing from left: Sz. Lerner, D. Kaminsky, M. Herszlikowicz,
M. Lefkowicz, H. Klein, B. Ickowicz, Ch. Konarsky H. Rosenblum,
Z. Neufeld.
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Who are those executive members? The fact that all the members
are Holocaust Survivors speaks for itself. Who could have

understood better those who were seeking assistance and direc-

tion to their daily lives?

The newly elected executive members in November 1948:

President Yecheskel Silver (1948)

President Lajbke Jakubowicz (1959)

President Harry Klein (1987)

Chairman Berl Ickowicz

Vice-Chairman Mendel Friedlander

Treasurer Harry Klein

Secretary General Dr. Benjamin Orenstein

Public Relations Ted Zilbert

Secretary Simcha Silver

Recording Secretary Charles Konarsky

Financial Secretary Edward Srebrnick

Cultural Committee Harry Rosenblum
Financial Aid Committee Moshe Altman

Monument Committee Szmuel Prokosh

Monument & Cemetery Comm. . . . Mordecha Dudkiewicz

Cultural & Fin. Revision Comm Moshe Lefkowich

Arrangements Committee Simon Lerner

Reception Committee Aaron Birenbaum
Telephone Committee Max Herszlikowicz

Sick and Welfare Committee Abraham Kaminsky
Hospitality Committee Zelig Neufeld

Not listed above were others who served briefly on the executive:
We mourned the passing of Szlomo Dilevsky (Chairman), Yosef
Zilberberg (Member of the Executive), and Dr. Harry Lazarovicz
(Chairman). We bid farewell to the following who departed from
Montreal: Kuba Gk)ldberg ('Secnetary and Chairman), Berek Fefer
(Campaign), Szlomo Waga (Secretary and Chairman), and Louis
Buchwalter (Arrangements Committee).
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LUCY NISKER LEIBKE JAKUBOWICZ
Treasurer President (Deceased)

Executives of

Czenstochover Survivors

of Montreal

1948 - 1993
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6. to participate in the fund-raising activities and to be active in

the Jewish social and cultural life of Montreal;

7. to create a friendly atmosphere among our Landsleit so as to

share the times of joy and sorrow;

The members of its Executive must:

a) be devoted and able to fulfill such activities;

b) possess deep commitment to the tasks of the Society;

c) be ready to volunteer time as needed.

Czenstochover Landsleit, giving a helping hand in the promotion of
this book at a Luncheon Meeting in Miami, FI., 1993
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The Montreal Czenstochover Society Reorganized

From our Archives

In 1947, A GREAT NUMBER of Czenstochover Landsleit began to

arrive in Montreal from the D.P. Camps in Germany and also from
Czenstochova itself. Considering the number of newly arrived in

Montreal, the Czenstochover Aid Society decided to call a general

meeting of all the Landsleit in Montreal in November, 1948.

Mr. George Klein, vice president of the Aid Society had suggested

that the Landsleit survivors of the Holocaust take over the leader-

ship of the Czenstochover Society and the founding members be-

come the Senior Advisory Consulting Committee who would par-

ticipate in all activities of the newly-formed Czenstochover

Society, including the financial support. At that meeting in

November 1948, a resolution was accepted to change the name
of the organization to the “Czenstochover Society of Montreal”.

In early 1949, the previous executive transferred the sum of 90
dollars to the newly elected treasurers of the society, Mr. Harry
Klein and Mr. Yecheskel Silver, who continued as president for

a few years..

The Executive of the Czenstochover Society of Montreal

The “Czenstochover Landsleit of Montreal” elevated itself to very

high standards as a result of the activities it initiated in Montreal.

It served as a model for other Landsmanshaften and Societies

through its positive efforts and undertakings:

1. to continue the traditions of the Czenstochover Jewish
Community;

2. to perpetuate the memory of the martyrs in the heroic struggle

against the brutality of Nazi Germany;

3. the commitment to organize a yearly Yizkor Service in memory
of the martyrs who perished in the Holocaust;

4. to bring to justice the Nazi German murderers who bestially

destroyed the Jewish population of Czenstochova;

5. to give financial aid to our Landsleit overseas, victims of the

Nazi regime;
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Willie Yablon (Yablonkiewich)

Willie Yablon was bom in Czenstochova to Berish and Chavah (nee
Fishof). He came to Montreal in 1930 and mai’ried Adela Goldberg
of Lodz. They had two sons and a daughter. His family was promi-
nent in Czenstochova. They had participated in all social activities
of that city. He maintained contact with his family until the
Second World War. After the war he too, looked for an opportuni-
ty to help the survivors of Czenstochova. The Czenstochover Aid
Society of Montreal elected him Chairman. He gave his time and
effort with great devotion. As a member of the Senior Advisory
Committee, he was always ready to give generous financial
assistance.

Bessie and Yecheskel Silver (Zylberberg)

In 1929, Bessie Perelman married Yecheskel Silver in Czensto-
chova. They came to Montreal in 1931. They had two children,
Louis and Boslyn. The Silvers were very active members of the
Czenstochover Society.

When the Czenstochover Holocaust survivors arrived in Montreal
they were invited to meet with the existing Aid Society.

A new group was formed under the name of **Czenstochover
Society of Montreal”. Yecheskel Silver was elected its President
and Treasurer. He has been active in the Society for many years
and his family’s home was an “open house” for the Society until
his death on September 12, 1959. During his years as President,
intensive work was done to provide financial aid to the many
Czenstochovers overseas. Many meetings of the executive were
held to organize fund-raising activities. The Society’s campaigns
were always very successful. The Silver family were always
helpful in the projects of the Czenstochover Society in Montreal.

M. Silver (Zilberberg)

Motel Silver was born in Czenstochova to Chayim and Mania
(Staszevska). The family came to Montreal in 1926 and establish-
ed their home. Motel Silver was in contact with his parents until
the outbreak of World War II. He was among the founding
members of the Czenstochover Aid Society and was elected
Secretary. Later he belonged to the Senior Advisory Committee
of the Society.
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David Gelber

David Gelber, son of Kasriel and Sarah, was bom in Czenstochova
to a nationalistic and orthodox family. This environment influ-

enced his entire life. The depression following World War I

brought misery to the Jewish masses, particularly to Czensto-

chova. Hunger and poverty were widespread. David, in his desire

to escape the life of poverty, was planning to leave Czenstochova,

but he was too young for this venture. Finally, at the age of 17,

he left home for Vienna, Austria. He was very impressed with the

Viennese lifestyle. However, he did not want to remain there. His
dream was to be a pioneer in Israel, or to be reunited with his

brother, Nathan, who lived in Canada. After three years in Vienna,

he received a visa, through the efforts of his brother, which
enabled him to move to Quebec City, Canada. He learned English
and French and, also, found himself involved in the social life of

the Jewish community. He became Treasurer of the Talmud
Torah. Five years later, he became a Canadian citizen. In Quebec
City, David met and married Saydie Evan, daughter of Gteorge and
Jessica Evan. They had three children, two sons and a daughter.

When their eldest son, Nachum, became Bar-Mitzvah, the fami-

ly moved to Montreal. All three children received a traditional

Jewish upbringing and graduated from University as
professionals

.

Mrs. Saydie Gelber was well-known in Montreal and played a
prominent social role. (She passed away recently.) David Gelber
was one of the founders of the Czenstochover Aid Society and was
its Treasurer. He made valuable contributions to many cultural

causes and institutions.

Avraham Mayerowicz

As one of the old-timers in Montreal, Mayerowicz influenced the
formation of the “Aid Society” in Montreal. It was at the time
when the atrocities of Nazi Germany against the Jewish people
of Europe became known to the world. The Jewish community
of Czenstochova was destroyed — over 35,000 of its members
slaughtered by the Nazis. Czenstochovers living in Montreal were
anxious to help survivors from their hometown, now in D.P.

camps. Mayerowicz is known in many institutions of Talmudic
study in the Montreal Jewish community. The Yeshiva “Maor
Hagolah” conducted by Rabbi Benjamin Borzykowski, himself a
survivor of the Holocaust, is among those he patronizes.
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Nathan Gelber

Nathan Gelber was among the first organizers of the Czensto-

chover Society of Montreal. He was bom in Czenstochov to Kasriel

and Sarah, who raised him in a religious, nationalistic environ-

ment. His character and views of life were formed in his parents’

home.

Nathan was the first of the Gelbers to reside in Montreal. He was
successful in sponsoring his family’s immigration to Canada. He
was a long-time resident of Montreal and was instrumental in the

development of many religious, national, and cultural institutions

for the general population. As Honorary President of the

Czenstochover Survivors Group of Montreal, he was a great finan-

cial supporter and assisted in all the activities of the Society.

Harry (Berkowicz) Berk

Harry Berkowicz was born in Czenstochova to Rachel Szpitz and
Moshe Aaron. They were a wealthy family. His father was the

president of a celluloid factory, the firm of Berkowica, Spitz and
Kinstlicher. In 1920, the Berkowicz family immigrated to the

United States. Harry lived in New York for 9 years. In 1930, he
came to Montreal, Canada, where, in 1935, he married Bessie.

They have three children, two daughters and a son.

After World War II, with the news of the murder of 6 million Jews
in Europe, the annihilation of the Jewish community of Czensto-
chova, and the sick and displaced Czenstochover survivors in the

D.P. camps, Harry was one of the first Czenstochovers in Mon-
treal to assist, financially, those in tragic circumstances.

Berk was the President of the Czenstochover Aid Society of

Montreal, and was a well-known supporter of many charitable in-

stitutions, both national and local, religious and cultural. He was
also instrumental in the publication of the Montreal—
Czenstochover book, written in Yiddish, in 1956. He participated

in the activities of the Czenstochover Society of Holocaust
Survivors in Montreal.
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George Klein

George Klein was born in Czenstochova into a very prominent,

strictly religious family. He attended the “Cheder” of Yechiel

Grylaks and later enrolled in the High School where he graduated

with honors. Subsequently, he attended the University of

Shudaika.

Under the influence of world literature (Haskala), he turned in

the direction of the Zionist movement. He linked up with the

Tzeirei Zion movement. At the age of 16, his intelligence and
dedication led to his election as secretary of the Keren Kaymet
Commision. At the first conference, held in Warsaw, he was
nominated as delegate. There he was introduced to Professor

Dr. Chayim Weitzman as the youngest secretary of the nation.

After a short time, he became a member of the Poale Zion move-

ment. George Klein played an important social role and was very

active in association with such prominent personalities as

J. Berman, H. Prudelski, I. Danziger and M. Weisberg.

George was involved in the Trade Union, the Jewish library and
sports clubs. At the age of 19, he left Czenstochova and moved
to Brussels, Belgium. From Belgium, he and his wife, Hela (nee

Brukner) emigrated to Montreal, Canada, with their infant son
Jack. Several years later a second son, David, was born. Soon
afterwards, he was elected President of the Canadian Hebrew Sick

Benefit Society. As delegate of the Society, he was present at the

laying of the cornerstone of the Jewish General Hospital in

Montreal.

After the passing of Hela, George married Bess (nee Arbes) in

1939. Bess had one daughter, Annette, from her previous

marriage.

After World War II, he was among the founders of the Czensto-

chover Society and was elected Honorary President. He gave a

great deal of financial assistance to the Czenstochover survivors

of the Holocaust. George Klein was instrumental in the publica-

tion of “Czenstochover Yiddin”, a book printed in Yiddish which
appeared in New York in 1947.
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Establishment of the
Czenstochover and Vicinity
Aid Society of Montreal

News of the slaughter and suffering of European Jewry, and
specifically of the Czenstochover Jewish Community, under the
Nazi regime, moved a group of Czenstochovers, who had settled

in Montreal prior to the outbreak of the Second World War, to con-

vene a meeting on December 16, 1945.

A committee of the following people was elected:

GEORGE KLEIN Honorary President

JACK WIEGENSBERG Honorary Vice President

LEON KRYSTAL Legal Advisor, Honorary Chairman

HARRY BERK President

NATHAN GELBER Honorary President

DAVID GELBER Treasurer

M. BORZIKOFSKI Membership Secretary

M. SILVER Recording Secretary

L. YABLON Chairman of the Aid Committee

Y. SILVER Public Relations

A. MAYEROWICZ Chairman of the Steering Committee

Ladies Auxiliary

MRS. BELT MRS. BORZIKOFSKI
MRS. YAROST MRS. KLEIN
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NATHAN GELBER
Hon. President

HARRY BERK
President

GEORGE KLEIN
Hon. President

YECHESKEL SILVER
Public Relations

Executives of the

Czenstochover Society

of Montreal 1940'1948
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THE ZYLBERBERG FAMILY
MONTREAL

Simcha Zylber(berg), son of Chayim and
Mania (nee Staszewska) — Chaya Silver

(nee Bergman), was born in Czenstoc-

hov. They lived in France since 1934,

and came tx) Canada in 1955. They have

two children, Margerit and Michel. Sim-

cha and his wife, Chaya, have been very

active in the Society and in the Ladies

Auxiliary. Simcha held the position of

secretary for many years and partici-

pated in all of the activities of the Land-

smanshaft. They have three grand-

children and one great-grandchild.

I

FOUR GENERATIONS OF HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS
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THE YELEN FAMILY
CHICAGO

Abe Yelen, born in Lelov, son of Leib
Aron and Esther Golda Yelen. His fami-

ly perished in the Holocaust. Abe was
in a German concentration camp, and
survived in Russia. He left Russia with
Ander’s army and went to Israel. He is

married to Sarah Weinberger, daughter
of Mordechay and Brandel from
Rzeszow. They have a son, Arje, and two
daughters, Esther and Adina. They have
lovely grandchildren. Mr. and Mrs. Abe
Yelen are active in the Czenstochover
Society of Chicago.

PERISHED AT THE HANDS OF THE NAZIS IN TREBLINKA
Father Leib Aharon Yelen Sister Bluma Yelen
Mother Golda Esther Yelen Sister Ruchele Yelen
Yehudith Yelen Brothr Berele Yelen
Brother Shyja Yelen Sister Cyla Kalter
Sister Leya Yelen Sister Neshka Kalter

Abe Yelen and Feimily,

Michael Yelen and Family, David and Lola Kwinter
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THE WOLFOWICZ FAMILY
U.S.A.
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Moishe Wolfowicz (Morris

Wolf), born in Czensto-
chova, son of Berish and
Rivkah Wolfowicz, born
May 2, 1910. Moishe was in

Bergen Belzen and liber-

ated in May of 1945. He
married Sala Schotland on
June 28, 1946, and moved
to Des Moines, Iowa, in

1950. They have three sons
and seven grandchildren.
They are currently living in

North Miami Beach and in

Des Moines, Iowa.

lii

THREE GENERATIONS OF HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS
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THE WINDMAN FAMILY
U.S.A.

Wolf Windman, bom in Czenstnchova, is the
son of Leizer and Mania Windman-Shopa,
Wolf was in the large and small ghetto. On
January 16th, 1945, Wolf was deported to

Buchenwald. He was liberated May 8, 1945.

He lived in Paris until 1960 when he came
to the United States.

The extermination of six million must never be forgotten.
There are people today who declare the Holocaust was a myth,
that it never happened. Through education of all people, the
Holocaust must be told over and over again to assure that what
was must never again be. Our most sacred task now is ensur-
ing that the memory of this greatest of human tragedies, the
Holocaust, never fades, that its lessons are not forgotten.

As an infant, born in Paris in 1941, 1 was too young to realize
the events of the time. I have educated my children to always
remember and never to forget.

I also want to pay a special tribute to my uncle Wolf Windman,
President of the Czenstochover Social Club of Greater Miami,
and to my mother Paulette Windman Cohen who during the
Holocaust made sure that I was hidden and safe from the
Nazis until I came to the United States with her, where we live

and worship the way we want.

When my uncle Wolf came to the United States, he told me of
the atrocities he lived through and saw. I am very proud of him
for the work he does and his commitment to the United States
and Israel, and the cause to assure that there will never be
another Holocaust.

JACQUELINE WINDMAN SCHUPPER

HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR
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Peter and Susan Ship

THE WALLACE
(WROCLAWSKI)
SHIP FAMILY
MONTREAL

Felicia Szaja was born in Czensto-

chova. She married Adam Wallace
(Wroclawski) who was born in

Bendzin, but as a married couple

they lived in Czenstochova. They
were blessed wdth a son Mietek, but

his life was a short one as he
perished in the Holocaust at the

age of 6.

The Wallaces survived the Czensto-

chover Ghetto and then in the

Labor Camp “Hasag”, where they
were liberated in 1945.

They lost many members of their

family After the liberation they left

for Czechoslovakia and in 1947
made their way to Montreal,
Canada, where their daughter,
Susan, was born shortly thereafter.

Felicia passed away in 1961 and
Adam in 1971.

Their daughter Susan married Peter
Ship. They have a daughter Mona, a
son Darren, died in 1985. The Ships
reside in Montreal.

Mona Ship

THREE GENERATIONS OF HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS
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THE SZWIMER FAMILY
MONTREAL

Szlomo Szwimer, bom in Czenstnchova,
the son of Joseph and Faiga (nee
Gelber).His parents and immediate
family all perished in the Holocaust.
Szlomo survived both ghettos and then
was incarcerated in the concentration
camp at Hasag Pelcern, after which he
was sent to camps at Buchenwald and

. Dora. After being liberated from Bergen
'A Belsen, Szlomo spent some time in the

town of Saltzheim. Here he became ac-

tive in sports and involved in activities

devoted to aiding Jews in the struggle
- to make illegal aliya to Israel from

Germany. In 1946 he made the journey
to Israel himself; however, the British intercepted the boat on which he was
travelling. All of the ship’s passengers were placed in an internment camp
known as Eilit. After two days in this camp, he managed to escape with the
help of outsiders. Establishing a normal life was a difficult task under British
occupation. Szlomo became involved in the underground military and trained
at Givat Olga, a training facility for special forces. In 1948, he was mobiliz-
ed through the Palmach as a member of the Harel unit and sent to open a
way to Jerusalem, which at the time was surrounded by the Arabs. Fought
in these successful battles, as well as the fight for old Jerusalem and
numerous battles on the Negev. Married in 1952 to Laja Friling, they had
their first son, Joseph and moved to Canada. Szlomo established a successful
furniture business working long and hard hours. Soon the couple had two
more sons, Morris and Philip. The Szwimers have achieved a very happy
family life and have enjoyed the additions of two daughters-in-law and the
birth of a grandson, Jason.
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THE SWAN FAMILY
TORONTO

Jack Swan (Swietarski) was born in Predborz, Poland, in 1918. He
is the son of Lavish and Leah (nee Saifert) Swietarski. He had three
sisters and one brother. His father was a Felsher (paramedic) for

the town. Frances (Frania) Windman was born in Czenstochova,
Poland, in 1920, the daughter of Fischel and Chava (nee Shinert)
Windman. She had twelve brothers and sisters. The family was
involved in running a successful bakery.

Jack and Prances were married in Czenstochova in 1939, and spent
most of the war years in Germany. Eight of Frances’ family and only
Jack’s youngest sister survived.

In 1946, they travelled back to Czenstochova and then made their
way to a refugee camp in Einring, Germany. From there they went
to Belgium, where their daughter, Evelyn, was born in 1947.

They settled in Toronto, Canada, in 1948, where Jack worked as a
barber until he retired in 1987. Frances worked as a hairdresser.
Their second daughter, Lynn, was born in 1953.

Jack and Frances still reside in Toronto with their family, which now
includes five grandchildren, Felicia and Mitchell Cohen, and Mamie,
David and Daniel Goodman.

m
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THE SREBRNIK FAMILY
TORONTO

Edward and Esther (nee Gabel) Srebrnik
were born in Czenstochova. Edward is

the son of Chava Rosen and Hershel,
Esther the daughter of Gk)lds Zilber-

man and Eaiwish Gabel. They were in
both ghettos and Hasag Pelcern,
liberated on January 17, 1945. Ed-
ward’s mother and four brothers and
sistem perished in the Holocaust. His
father died during the war. Esther’s
parents and two brothers also perish-
ed. They came to Montreal in 1948 with
their son, Henry, born in Czenstochova
in 1945. They have two daughters in

Montreal, Grace and Evelyn, and one
grandson in Toronto. Edward and Esther, both very active in the
Czenstochover Society of Montreal and Toronto.

EDWARD & ESTHER SREBRNIK
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THE SKOVRONEK FAMILY
TORONTO

Philip Skovronek, born in Krzepic, son of

Chaskiel and Hendl Fbige Skovronek—
Cincinatus, was tak:en away from his
home on April 10, 1942, and sent to Nie-
derkirch, and from there to Markstad,
Finfteichen, Gross—Rosen, Flosenburg,
Dresden and was liberated by the Rus-
sian army in Theresienstadt, May 9,

1945.

Arrived in Toronto, September 1948,
and was married the following year to

Esther (born in Toronto), the daughter of
Meyer and Rachel Schnittman.

Philip joined the Czenstochover Aid Society and became active in the
executive. He was elected as President in 1976. Esther is active in the
sisterhood. They have three daughters, Harriet, Cheryl and Marilyn, and four •

grandchildren, Brandon, Rebecca, Gillian and Daniel.
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THE SILVER FAMILY
UNITED STATES

Frank Silver (Froim Zylberglait), born
in Czenstochova, Nadrzecna 18, son of

Moishe and Esther Leah (nee Bomba).
Both parents, two brothers, Baruch and
Itzhak, four sisters, Faige, Yeta, Reisel
and Lieba, perished in the Holocaust.
Has one brother, Israel, now living in

Jerusalem, Israel. Was in both ghettos
and the Hasag. Was liberatd in Czen-
stochova in 1945.

Lola Silver (nee Slawna), born in Czen-
stochova, Aleja 36. Daughter of Chaim

and Esther Binah (nee Eilenberg). Was in both ghettos and in the Hasag.
Liberated in 1945 in Czenstochova. Lost both parents, two sisters, Gitel and
Hannah, and one brother, Abraham. Has two sisters living in New York, Bala
and Rose, and one sister, Sarali, living in Israel. Has one brother, Motek,
living in Montreal, Canada.

The Silvers emigrated to Canada in 1949, and moved to New York in 1957.
Both are active in the Czenstochover Society, where Frank was president
in 1986-7. Lola is a Life-member of Hadassah. The Silvers have two
daughters, Esther and Phyllis.

i
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FRANK, LOLA & ISRAEL ZYLBERGLAIT

/

TWO GENERATIONS OF HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS
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THE SEMSKY FAMILY
(CONTINUED)

The ghetto was a horror. People were beaten and killed for no reason.

After a short while, the small ghetto was burned down and everyone was
sent to the Hasag. We all worked in the ammunition factory, mEiking bullets

that were used to kill us. When they built the kitchen, I was sent to work
there. Life became a bit easier because I was able to feed our families. I stole

food to give to others to stay alive. This went on for three years. In mid-
January we heard that the Russians were near and on January 16, 1945,

we were liberated.

A new life was to begin as we tried to remember how human beings lived.

In March of 1946, our son, Arnold, was born in the same town where my
husband and I were born. We decided that we had to raise him in America,
where people were free. We arrived in America in 1949. Our daughter was
born in September of 1952. That completed our family. A new life in a new
country.

- REMEMBER -

Miriam and Morris Sernsky

THE VOICE OF A
SECOND GENERATION
HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR

My name is Cheryl Pieda Sernsky. I am named after Charna and Faivel

Majorczyk - grandparents I have never known.

Recently my parents, Morris and Miriam (nee Majorczyk) Sernsky added
their names to the Holocaust Memorial wall in Miami.

It is the only gravestone I can visit, being the child of Survivors. This
is both good and bad. I was taught valuable lessons, mostly on the impor-
tance and closeness of family. How unfortunate is the history of those
lessons !

“I CAN NEVER FORGET .

Cheryl Sernsky
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THE SEMSKY FAMILY
NEW YORK

This is dedicated to our future: Our son,

Arnold and his wife Lorraine, their

children Michele and Michael, and our
daughter, Cheryl.

I, Miriam, was born in Czensto-
chova in 1922, to Eaivel and Ghana Ma-
jorczyk. I adored my parents. I am the
oldest of the family. I had three sisters

and a brother. My childhood was happy.
I was very athletic and had lots of

friends. When the Germans came on
September 1, 1939, everything changed.

Bullets flew for a day and night as an introduction to the misery to come.
We were sent out of our homes to slave labor for the Germans. I worked in
the kitchen. The Germans decided that there were still too many people and
made a selection.

MR & MRS. MORRIS SEMSKY

ARNOLD & LORRAINE SEMSKY and children, Michele and Michael

Some to the left, some to the right — no one knew where they were going
Within five minutes, all I had left of my family was my youngest sister, Lola
We were sent to Metalurgia and from there to the small ghetto. It was there
in the kitchen, that I met my husband, Morris. My sister stayed with us

THREE GENERATIONS OF HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS
(continued)
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THE MORRIS SECEMSKY FAMILY
CHICAGO

EMMA AND MORRIS SECEMSKY

Survivors of the Holocaust, Morris and Emma married in Germany in 1947,
following their liberation. They immigrated to Chicago in 1949, where Morris
was in business until his retirement. The Secemskys have three children,
Rebecca (a teacher, married to Jeffrey Morris), Solomon (a physician, mar-
ried to Ginnie), and Rochelle (an attorney, married to Bernie Dyme). All the
Secemsky children, together with their nine grandchildren, live in the
suburbs of Chicago, enabling Morris and Emma to “shep nachas” from their
true “yiddishe kinder” on a regular basis.

Emma and Morris Secemsky have been members of Anshe Motele Congrega-
tion in Chicago for over 31 years. Morris has been an active board member
of the shul for 20 years, and currently serves as chairman of the board.

The Secemskys have dedicated their lives to Jewish communal service. They
are involved in the work of Shearis Hapleitah, LaOr and Israel Bonds. Morris
is currently the Treasurer of LaOr, and has served as its president, as well
as an honoree of this organization dedicated to Holocaust education. Morris
emd Emma are strong supporters of Israel Bonds, and have been Bond
Honorees of Anshe Motele.

THREE GENERATIONS OF HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS
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THE ROSENTAL FAMILY
U.S.A.

Manny Rosental, born in Czensto-

chova, son of Shmuel and Freda
Rosental. His parents, aunt, two
brothers (Malech and Moshe) and
sister (Malka) perished in the Holo-

caust. Molly Rosental, also, lost her
parents (Chaskel and Feiigil Rosen-
tal), her two brothers (Yaakov and
Simcha) and her sister (Leah) to the

Holocaust.

Manny and his wife, Molly, survived

both ghettos . Liberated in Czensto-

chova, Hasag, January 16, 1945.

Manny volunteered in the Israeh Ar-

my in 1948, then came to the United
States in 1963 with his wife, Molly.

They have two daughters, Ziporah
and Freda, and five grandchildren.

5^

\

Manny Rosental was mobilized in

Pbland August 20, 1939. After three

weeks, he became a prisoner of war.

Six months later, the Germans sent

the Jewish prisoners of war home to

the ghetto.

THREE GENERATIONS OF HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS



Harry Rosenblum, born in Czenstx^chova, son of Heindl and Rachel Rosen-
blum-Chlopak, was in the large and small ghetto and in Hasag Pelcern.
Deported to Buchenwald in January of 1945. Liberatd in Gardelegen.

Halina Rosenblum-Opatowski, born in Lodz, daughter of Berish and Rivka-
Lea, was in the Lodzer ghetto, deported to Auschwitz and later to Bergen-
Belzen, liberated in 1945.

Harry came to Montreal together with his wife, Halina, in 1953. The Rosen-
blums became very active in the Czenstochover Society and in the Ladies
Auxiliary, also elected executive members. They have two daughters and a

TWO GENERATIONS OF HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS
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THE ROSENBERG FAMILY
MONTREAL

Madzia Rosenberg (nee Kleiner) was
born in Czenstochova to Rivkah (nee

Zylberszatz) and Moshe Mordchai
Kleiner. Madzia was in the large and
small ghetto and in Hasag Pelcern. Her
parents and two of her brothers, Yacov
and Yechiel, perished in the Holocaust.
She was deported to a German concen-
tration camp in Ravensbruek, Germany
and was liberated in May 1945. Madzia
married Joseph Rosenberg, son of Hin-
da (nee Gastfreund) and Shmuel Rosen-
berg. His four brothers and one sister

MADZIA & JOE ROSENBERG all perished in the Holocaust. They have
two children, Sam and Renee (Pineberg)

four grandchildren, Sam’s children, Lara and Morgan, and Renee’s children,

Lonny and Mandy.

it

Standing (from the right): LONNY, LARA, MORGAN and MANDY

THREE GENERATIONS OF HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS
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The Families

REKSZOWICZ & MAYEROVICH
of Nova Wies

and the Eamilies

CHARNEY, SCHIFF & CRACKOWER
of Czenstochova

after living in these communities

for generations,

were left with only two known survivors

after the Holocaust —

JOINE REKSZOWICZ & HELEN REIBER

ANNETTE RENSCHOWICZ

A survivors “get'together**

Mrs. Eva Klein (nee Borenstein) was born in Olkush. She is seen here
at a Survivors “get-together" in Miami. FI. in March, 1993, at the
residence of Mr. & Mrs. Frank & Rose Besser.
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THE PACK FAMILY
TORONTO

Manny Pack (nee Chlopak) and Fania survived the ghettos of Czenstochova.
From 1942 to 1945, they worked at Hasag Pelcern and escaped during the
Russian liberation on January 17, 1945. Their son, Samuel, was born in

December of 1945 in Czenstochova, where they lived until 1950, when they
moved to Tel Aviv. In 1952, they emigrated to Toronto, Canada, where they
successfully established themselves in their business and personal lives.

Their son is married to Linda, and they have two grandchildren, Andrew
and Jessica.
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THE NISKER FAMILY
MONTREAL

Lucy Mietkiewicz Zilbert Nisker was
* born in Czenstochova. She is the daughter

of Wolf and Ibsia (Kopinski) Mietkiewicz.

She is the only survivor of her family. She
was in the large and small ghetto, then in

the labor camp Hasag. Her parents were
shipped to Treblinka and she was being
taken care of by the Zilbert family, who
later adopted her. The three of them came
to Montreal via France in 1948. Lucy is

married to David, they have two children:

a daughter, Joyce married to Steven Teikef-

man, and son. Dr. William married to Diane Sandler. The Niskers have five

grandchildren. Lucy is active in the Czenstochover Society of Montreal.
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THE NIRENBERG FAMILY
MONTREAL

David Nirenberg, son of Avraham and
Ester (nee Aranowicz). David was in both
ghettos and Hasag Pelcern. Deported to

Buchenwald and many other KZ. camps.
Liberated in Germany, David came to

Montreal with his wife Miriam, daughter
of Szmul Greenberg and Tzivia (nee
Puterman) of Pabianitz. They have a son
and one grandchild.
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THE MRUVKA FAMILY
U.S.A.

Ruth Mruvka (nee Bialek), born in

Czenstochova, daughter of Szulem
and Pearl (nee Laicher) Bialek, was
in both ghettos and Hasag Pelcern.

Liberated on the 16th of January
1945. Murmy Mruvka, son of Zelda
(nee Czarna) and Alan Mruvka, was
born in Czenstochova. Liberated in

Austria, lived as a Pblish boy in

Austria.

Ruth and Murray’s parents and
their family perished in the
Holocaust.

The Mruvka family have two
children. Pearl and Alan. Pearl is

married to David Fbrman and has
two sons, Ethan and Ryan.^

"tc.
^
1 .
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THE MAYERCZAK FAMILY
MIAMI

Leon and Pola (nee Szwarcbaum) were born in Czenstochova. They were
liberated in Hasag Pelcern on January 16th, 1945. They live presently,

together with their family, in Miami Beach, Florida.

They have two sons, Joseph and Michael, daughters-in-law, Rhea and
Linda, and five grandchildren, Marjorie, Sari and Justin, Ian and Ejay.

I
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RUTH PECHWASSER AND FAMILY

TO ALL THE PEOPLE WE LOVED AND LOST,
AND TO ALL WHO SURVIVED,

LET GENERATIONS TO COME NEVER FORGET

!
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THE MARKOWICZ FAMILY
UNITED STATES

Victor Markowicz, son of Szymon and
Guta Markowicz (both born in Czensto-

chova), was born in Tynda, Siberia. He
spent his childhood in Warsaw and mov-

ed with his parents and sister to Israel

\ isi at the age of twenty After having stu-

I died mathematics at the Haifa Technion,

he moved to the United States. He pre-

sently lives with his wife, Monica, and
his two daughters, Clara and Daniela in

Englewood, New Jersey. His older

sister, Ewa Jagermann, lives with her
husband, Marcel Jagermann, and daughter, Beatrice Warecki, in Montreal.

Guta Markowicz continues to live in Haifa.
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THE LERNER FAMILY
MONTREAL

Dorka Lerner, born in Czenstochova,

' i

daughter of Refuel and Fradel (nee

1^3 y.: f Haberman). Dorka was in both ghettos,
f later worked in Hasag Pelcern together

with her two sisters, Sala and Bluma.

\
-

^ _
Tlieir parents and two brothers pe-

^ “•>

. ^
"

rished in the Holocaust. Dorka was

j

liberated on January 16th, 1945 in

I Czenstochova. She was married to the

I
late Simon Lerner and has one

’ daughter, Frances, son-in-law Bernard
Fried and two granddaughtei's, Sabrina
and Simone. She has recently moved to

Toronto.
Simon Lerner, born in Czenstochova, son of Szlomo and Sarah (nee

Berkenstadt). After the liquidation of the large ghetto, Simon was together
with his father, Szlomo, and his brother Daniel in the small ghetto and in

Hasag Pelcern. The Lerners came to Montreal in 1949. Simon was an ac-

tive member in the executive of the Czenstochover Society in Montreal.

THE LERNERS DURING A VISIT IN ISRAEL
Dorka and Simon Lerner are standing at the fully-equipped Ambulance
donated by the Czenstochover Society of Montreal in 1971.

THREE GENERATIONS OF HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS
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THE LEICHTER FAMILY
MONTREAL

Mama Lc‘icht(a- was lx)rn in Dzialoshin tn

Yakov IckowiC'Z and Gitel (nee Kirshen-
bauni). Tlu!ir family of nine" moved to

Cz(*nstoeho\'a in 1927. During the Nazi
iH‘ginH‘, Manias jiartmls and four
(•hildixai were deported to Treblinka.

Mama, h('r bix:)ther Bta l and sister Genia
(ix'siding in Isracd) wwv in the glietto and
Hasag P(dc:(M'n. SIk' was libt'rattxi on
January 19, 19 19, and ai rived in Canada
in 1947 She has two childixai, Roselyn
and Ja(!k, and five grandehildren.
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THE LEFKOWICZ FAMILY
MONTREAL

Moshe Lefkowicz was born in Czensto-

chova to Menachem and Rose (nee Szaia).

He was in the ghetto and in Hasag
Pelcern. Liberated on January 16th,

1945.

Regina Lefkowicz (nee Krakovska),

was born to Szlomo and Pearl of Radom-
sko. She was in the ghetto and in Hasag
Pelcern, and liberated on January 16th,

1945.

Moshe and Regina were married in

Czenstochova in 1946. They came to

Montreal with their daughter. Pearl, in

1948. Their other daughter, Miriam, was born in Montreal. The Lefkowicz’s

have two daughters and four grandchildren.
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THE KWINTER FAMILY
TORONTO

Lola Kwinter (nee Yelen), born in Czen-
stxDchova, daughter of Abraham and
Ghana Yelen (nee Nudelman). Lola was
in both ghettos and in Hasag Pelcern.

She was liberated on the 16th of

January, 1945. Lola was married to the

late David Kwinter. Their son, Moshe,
perished in the Holocaust. Survivors

ai'e daughter Marilyn and son Alan.

Lola has two gmndchildren, Julia and
David. She was remarried to the late

Mike Mietkiewicz, born in Czensto-
chova, survived by two sons, Henry and
Mark.LOLA KWINTER
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THE KOPIN FAMILY
U.S.A.

In 1926, Jacob Kopin, bom in CzenstxD-

chova, and his American bride, Eva,
traveling on the same passport,

visited family in Pbland. Their son,
Irwin, was born in New York several

years later. After the War, only his
sister, Dorka, her husband, Ted Zilber-

shatz, and a niece, Lucy Nisker (nee
Mietkiewicz), survived. They settled

in Montreal. Irwin attended McGill
University where he met and married
Rita (nee Brownstein). They have
three children, Judy, Alan and Gail,

and three grandchildren.
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THE KOHN FAMILY
FAIRLAWN, N.J., U.S.A.

Samuel Kohn was born in Czenstochov,

son of Jacob and Sara (nee Genislav). His

parents and two sisters, Renia and Rachel

with her two-year-old daughter, Marylka,

perished in the Holocaust in Treblinka.

Sam was confined in several ghettos and
in the concentration camp, Blizin, then to

Auschwitz-Birkenau. Sam was liberated

in Seshaupt near Munich on May 5th,

1945. Sam came to New Haven, Connec-

ticut in April of 1951, and in 1953, he met
Celina (nee Markowicz). Celina survived

as a “Catholic” child hidden by a Pblish family on a farm near Czestochowa.

Sam and Celina got married in June of 1953. The Kohn’s have two children,

Jeff and Sharon Jacobs. Sharon has a daughter, Jennifer Laura.

4 . t
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THE KLEIN FAMILY
MONTREAL

^ Harry Klein(er), born in CzenstxDchova,

' I Moshe Mordcha and Rivka
(nee Zilberszatz). His parents and two

I
of his brothers, Yacov and Yechiel, per-

i ished in the Holocaust. Harry was in

the large and small ghetto, later de-

p>orted to Blizin, from there to Ausch-
m I witz and to Germany. He was liberated

F 1 in Allach-Dachau on May 5, 1945. In

I
August 1947 he married Eva (nee

I Borenstein), daughter of Yitzchak and
I Malka (nee Gastfreund). They came to

EVA & HARRY KLEIN Montreal in June, 1948. Eva’s parents
and her only sibling, Yosel, perished in

the Holocaust. The Kleins have three
daughters, Marilyn (married to Marvin Kobric), Ruthie (married to Howard
Tatner) and Janet (married to Steven Slavin); and seven grandchildren, Danny
and Jeffrey; Lauren, Jonathan and Bradley; and Jaime and Ryan.

THREE GENERATIONS OF HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS
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STASHEK KARTUS

GUTKA KARTUS

THE KARTUS FAMILY
MONTREAL

Stashek (Samuel) Kartus was born in Czenstx)-

chova, Poland, as the son of Wilhelm Kartus

and Eva (nee Majtlis). Gutka (Gita) (nee

Nirenberg) was born in Czenstochova, Poland,

as the daughter of Abraham Nirenberg and

Esther (nee Aronovitch). Both were in the large

and small ghettos and in Hasag Pelcern.

Stashek survived a number of concentration

camps, including Buchenwald and Terezin.

Stashek and Gutka were re united after libera-

tion and arrived in Montreal in October, 1949,

where their only child, Evelyn, was born in

January 1950.

Stashek worked as a salesman for many years.

Both were active and vital people with many
friends. Stashek and Gutka were extremely in-

volved in the Czenstochover Society until

Gutka’s tragic accidental death on November
21, 1982.

Stashek later I'e-married and lives with his wife

in St. Laurent, Quebec. He has two lovely

granddaughters, Carrie Solomon and Genna
Solomon.

SAM KARTUS, GITA KARTUS
& EVY KARTUS SOLOMON

CARRIE SOLOMON GENNA SOLOMON
Age 11 7
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THE ICKOWICZ FAMILY
TORONTO

Berl Ickowicz, born in Czenstocliova,

son of Jacob and Gitl (nee Kirshbaiim).

Sala (nee Niidelman), born in Lelov and
lived in Czenstocliova, survivor of the

Holocaust, liberated on January 16th,

1945 fixim Hasag Pelcern. Caine to

Montreal in 1950. They have two
daughtei’s, Gloria and Paulette, and five

grandchildren. Both have been very ac-

tive. Berl was the Chairman of the Czen-

stochover Society in Montreal, until

they moved to Tomnto.

if
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THE HERSZLIKOWICZ FAMILY
MONTREAL

Motek Herszlikowicz, bom in Czenstochova before the War, the son of David
and Hasag Pelcern. He survived Buchenwald and Dora and was liberated April

15th, 1945 from Bergen-Belsen. Motek lost both parents and all brothers and
1945 from Bergen-Belsen. Motek lost both parents and all brothers and
sisters in the Holocaust. He immigrated to Montreal in 1948, where he met
and married his wife, Rosalyn. Together they have two daughters, Arlene
and Sandy, three grandsons and two granddaughters. Motek is still an ac-

tive member of the Czenstochover Society of Montreal.
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THE GELBER FAMILY
MIAMI, FLORIDA

Joseph Gelber, son of Louis and Esther,

and Rose Gelber (nee Chai'ny), daughter

of Harry and Devorali, survivors of the

Holocaust, came to New York in 1947.

The Gelbei's have two childi-en, Dorothy

and Harry, and one grandchild. Since

their arrival in the United States, they

were very active in both the Czensto-

chover Society and the Relief Commit-
tee. In 1974, they moved to Miami,

Florida, where Joseph was involved in

the founding and organization of the

David Ben Gurion Culture Club and the Czenstochover Social Club, con-

tributing his creativity and invaluable service until he died in 1985.

X
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Fix)in left to right: Stewart and Dorothy Sandberg, Elaine and Harry Gelber,

Rose and Steven Sandberg.
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THE FRIEDLANDER FAMILY
MONTREAL

Mendel Fi'iedlander, bom in Czenstnchov,

son of Szlomo and Ra,izel. Ghana Fried-

lander, born in Zaglembie to Abraham
and Zisel (nee Erlichman), and lived in

Czenstochov. Both were in the large and
small ghettos. Mendel was deported to

Buchenwald and liberated in January
1945. He met Ghana in Gzenstochov after

her liberation in January 1945. They ar-

rived in Montreal in 1948. They have two
children, Rosa and Sam, and five

grandchildren

.
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THE FELDBRILL FAMILY
CALIFORNIA

I

Mendel Feldbrill was born in Czensto-

I

chova and lived with his family at

J I Krotka 8. He was in the large and small
I

,

ghetto and was placed into the Rakov
work camp, then transferred to Buchen-

E
fe wald. Mendel was liberated by the Rus-

sian Army in May 1945. His wife Mila
Feldbrill (nee Milstein) was born in

Czenstochova. She lived with her family

at Targowa 17. She was in both ghettos
and worked in Hasag Pelcern. Mila was
liberated by the Russian Army in

January, 1945. Their parents and sib-

lings perished in the Holocaust.

After gaining freedom, they were mar-
i

lived in Germany, then Israel,

later in Thronto, Canada. In 1956 they moved to the United States. They have

two sons, one a dentist, the other an investment mortgage broker who is

married and has given them restitution - a granddaughter.

Ws.

At the Treblinka Memorial Headstone
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and a son, Martin -

THE FISHMAN FAMILY
TORONTO

Chayim Fishman was born in Czensto-
chova to Moshe Leib and Gitel (nee Zar-

noviecka) from Fladomsko. His parents,

two brothers and a sister, perished in

the Holocaust. Chayim was in both
ghettos and in Hasag Pelcern, where he
was liberated on January 16, 1945. Bess
Fishman, daughter of Szmuel and
Rachel Glatt (nee Applebaum), lost her
parents, two sisters and a brother, in the
Holocaust. The Fishmans came to

Toronto in September, 1948. They have
two children — a daughter, Roslyn,

and five grandchildren.

I I
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THE DUDKIEWICZ FAMILY
MONTREAL

Mordechai Dudkiewicz, son of Aaron
and Bella, was born in Koniecpol in

1906. Before the war he resided at 27
Pilsudskiego in Czenstochov. With the

outbreak of World War II, Mordechai
managed to make his way to Russia.

There, he joined the Polish Army, Cav
airy Division. Mordechai arrived in

Israel in the early 1940’s where he met
and married Sara Fishman. They had
two children, Issie and Aaron. Morde
chai moved to Montreal in 1956, his wife

and children joining him in 1958. Mor-

dechai became an active member of the

Czenstochover Society to which he held

various executive positions. He remain

ed a devoted member until his death in 1978. Sara died in 1973.

ISSIE, ZINA,
MICHAEL and ALLAN

DUDKIEWICZ

MARCY, AARON
STEVEN, DAVID and BRIAN

DUDKIEWICZ

THREE GENERATIONS OF HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS
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THE DANKO FAMILY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

My name is Abe Danko and I write this story to honor the

memory of my parents and brothers who perished at the

hands of the Nazis.

My father, Isaac Dankiewicz was bom in 1895. My mother, Bluma, was
born in 1899. My brothers were Daniel Wolf (1917), Berek (1923) and
Hershel (1930). I was born Avraham Dankiewicz in 1920 in

Czenstochova.

In German-occupied Czenstochova, bread cost 40 zloty in 1940 if you
were lucky enough to find any for sale. With two of my friends, we cross-

ed the border into Klobucko 14 kilometers away. In Klobucko, bread cost

two marks, equal to 4 zloty. We bought 15 loaves of bread and smuggled
them back to Czenstochova. We sold 8 loaves to help pay for the other

seven that we kept to feed our families. The third time we attempted
to smuggle bread we were captured and sent to German forced labor

camp at Kochanovice, later transferred to Blahhammer. I was transfer-

red many times and lost track of my friends. I never knew what hap-
pened to my family. I was liberated in Theresienstadt (Terezin) in May
of 1945 and promptly hospitalized for four weeks with typhus. In June
I returned home to Czenstochova but I found no trace of my parents
or brothers. The memory of my family will remain within me as long
as I live.

My name is Edith Danko and I write this to honor the
memory of my parents, brothers and sisters who perished
at the hands of the Nazis.

My father, Hershel Hershkowitz, was born in 1889. My mother, Rivka
Lox Hershkowitz, was born in 1891. My oldest sister, Zisel, was born
in 1915. Then came my brother Leib in 1916, Yesrael in 1918, and I was
born Chiah-Idel in 1920. My sister, Sarah, was born in 1922, brothers
Etmim and Antchell in 1924 and 1926. My youngest sister. Dobra, was
born in 1930.

My father was a small businessman in Seleszcze, Czechoslovakia. In
1943, the Germans took my entire family to Kamienice Podolsky. At
the ui^ging of my gimidmother, I hid in the forest and witnessed my fami-
ly being taken away. After two days I returned to my house and waited
for thi-ee months for their mturn. The final transport took me to the
ghetto in Chust. Six weeks later we were aboard a train to Auschwitz.
Shortly I was sent to an airplane factory at Boytzenburg. I was liberated
on May 5, 1945 by the American army. I spent 2-1/2 years at the Feren-
waldt D.P. camp, where I met Abraham and married him 6 weeks later.

We now live in Morton Gix)ve, Ilhnois. We have two children,
Celia, a teacher, and Henry, a medical doctor. The memory
ofmy paients, bixytheis and sisters lives within them andmy
six gi'andchildren.

THREE GENERATIONS OF HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS
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n
THE BOWITZ FAMILY

Jacob Bowitz (Jakubowitz) was born in

Czenstnchova, son of Shloma and Chaya
(nee Bratt). His parents and one sister.

Mala, perished in Ti'eblinka. Jacob was
in the Czenstochova Ghetto, and later

was deported to Cieszanow, Buchenwald
and Allach-Dachau. He was libemted in

Staltach, April 30, 1945. Jacob and his

wife, Mania, came to Chicago in Decem-

Mania Bowitz (nee Kohn) was born in

Czenstochova, daughter of Markus
Mordechai Kohn and Eva Hawil (nee

Waynereich). Her parents and two

sisters, Adele and Ruchcia, perished in Treblinka. Mania was in the ghetto

and Hasag Pelce^rn.

Mania and Jacob have one daughter, Helen, and four grandchildren, Adam,
Emily, Corey and Jane.

IN MEMORY OF:
KOHN
ROSENWALD WAYNEREICH
BRAM HAMBURGER
OPPENHEIM SYLMAN
BRATT ROSENBLAT
HERSCHEL ROSENTHAL
and MALA JAKUBOWITZ
FRANYA GRANEK

THREE GENERATIONS OF HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS
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THE BOMBA-HAMBURGER FAMILY
U.S.A.

Abmham Leib Bomba, born in Czenstochova, was active in the “Freiheit” and
in the “Poale Zion”. He was, also, the secretary of the Barbers Union in Czen
stochova. During the war, Abraham was in the large ghetto. On the 26th of

September, 1942, he was deported, together with his family, to Treblinka,

where he was working in the gas chamber as a Barber, cutting off all the

women’s hair before they were gassed.

In January of 1943, he managed to escape from Treblinka, and returned
back to Czenstochova into the small ghetto. After the liquidation of the ghet-

to, he worked in “Hasag Pelcern”. Abraham Bomba was liberated in

Czenstochova on the 16th of January, 1945. After his liberation, he went to

Falkenstein, Germany, where he was the president of the Jewish Community.
Abraham emigrated in 1951 to the United States, and became very active in

the Czenstochover Relief, and in the “Czenstochover Young Men” as Seci'etai'y

and President. In 1985 he moved to Florida.

Regina Bomba (nee Hamburger) was in the Lodzer ghetto, later deported
to Radomsko, then to Czenstochova — in the ghetto and in Hasag Pelcern.

Regina was liberated on January the 16th 1945.

They have one daughter, Bonnie, and > grandchildren. Army and Karen
Levy, who live in Israel.



FRIMET BIRNBAUM
(nee KONOPINSKA)

Born in Sosnoviec, wife of Aron Birn-

baum. They lived in Czenstochova. She
was in the lai'ge and small ghetto and
Hasag Pelcern. Frimet was liberated in

Czenstochova on Januai'y 16, 1945 and
came to Canada together with her hus-
band, Aron Birnbaum, in 1949.

Frimet was an active member of the

Ladies Auxiliary of the Czenstochover
Society.

Frimet Birnbaum died February 14,

1980 and was buried at the Jewish
cemetery in Montreal.

ARON BIRNBAUM
Born in Kamik, son of Szlama and
Malka. Aron lived in Czenstochova and
was in the small and large ghetto and
Hasag Pelcern. He was liberated in

Czenstochova on January 16, 1945, and
came to Canada together with his wife,

Frimet, in 1949. Aron was active in the
Czenstochover Society and was a
member of the executive committee. He
participated in all the activities of the
Society.

Aron Birnbaum died April 2, 1981, in

Montreal and was buried next to his

wife, Frimet Birnbaum.
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LEIBISH BIRNBAUM
Born in Kamik, son of Szlama and
Malka, Leibish lived in Czenstochova on
Warszavska Street. He was in the small
and large ghetto and Hasag Pelcern,

and liberated in Czenstochova on
January 16, 1945. He then lived in Ger-

many. He visited Montreal and took in-

terest in the Czenstochover activities of

Montreal.

Leibish Birnbaum, brother of Aron
Birnbaum, died on October 31, 1987 in

Munich where he was buried at the
Jewish cemetery. He was survived by
his son, Szlama Birnbaum.

SZLAMA BIRNBAUM
Born in Czenstochova, son of Leibish
and Hela. Lived in Czenstochova on
Warszawska Street. Szlama was in the
small and large ghetto and liberated on
the 16th of January 1945.

He is a nephew of Aron Birnbaum.
Szlama was on a visit to Montreal and
took interest in the Czenstochover
activities.

Szlama Birnbaum is currently living in

Munich, Germany, where he started a
new generation of the Birnbaum
Fa



THE SZLAMA BIRNBAUM FAMILY
MUNICH, GERMANY

Szlama Birnbaum was married in Israel on October 3, 1962 to Hinda Birn-

baum, daughter of Mordechai and Mala Mintus. Her family sui'vived tlie wai*

in Russia and emigrated from Lodz, Poland, to Israel in 1950. Szlama and
Hinda have 4 children, Zwi, Abi'aham, Ilan and Ester.

Zwi, the oldest, is living in Montreal. He graduated from Concoixlia Univer-

sity as Bachelor of Science in 1987 and is currently emx)lled in the Chai*tered

Accountancy program at McGill University.

Abraham, who resides in Munich, deals primarily in real estate and is

managing a Hotel together with his father. He got married July 28, 1987
to Miriam, daughter of Hershel and Mania Daitelzweig.

Ilan who also resides in Munich is a wholesaler and retailer of electronic

merchandise. November 12, 1989 he married Mira, daughter of Herahel and
Zila Putzer.

Ester is 16 years old and still lives with her parents.

The picture below was taken at the wedding of Ilan and Mira Birnbaum.
From left to right; Ester, Abraham, Hinda, Ilan and Mira, Szlama, Mii’iam

and Zwi.

*

#
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THE ALTMAN FAMILY
MONTREAL

Moshe Altman Z”L, son of
Chayim and Dvorah (nee Zylber-
shatz Z”L) and Marisia (Miriam)
Altman Z”L, daughter of Leibish
and Feigel Cukierman Z”L, born
in Czenstochova, were survivors
of the Holocaust and were
liberated from Hasag Pelcern on
the 16th of January, 1945.

In 1948, they arrived in Israel
after a two year stay in Italy,

where their daughter (5ypora was
born. In Israel, tragedy struck.
They lost a one-and-a-half year-old
son Chaim Z’‘l to polio. However,
they were blessed later with two

' other children, Yair and Annette.

In 1959, the family arrived in Montreal, where Moshe founded the Almet Co.

Both Marisia and Moshe were very active members of the Czenstochover
Society and the Ladies’ Auxiliary in Montreal.

Moshe was an executive member and Marisia — the president of the Ladies’
Auxiliary.

Moshe Altman died on the 11th Nissan, 1983.

Marisia Altman died on the 25th Av, 1986.
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A Special Thanks

Working with Mr. Harry Klein on the “Czenstochover Book
Project” was a great experience and we are looking forward to

seeing the book in print. Throughout the many hours of work we
have always admired his tremendous stamina and dedication to

this project and the iron will he had demonstrated in wanting to

get this book done. We are sure that his committee will appreciate

the great effort and work he has put into it. He deserves great

applause.

This book will be of special value to the next generation who must
know what has happened in Czenstochova so many years ago. No
matter how many books are written on the Holocaust, each one
has different tales to record and this one, in particular, is so per-

sonal and comprehensive.

With best wishes to you and your family for good times ahead.

David and Ursula Feist



Our Testimony

THANK YOU
to all the Czenstochover
who participated in the

“photo album section” of our
book. We have accomplished
a mission that the victims

have assigned to us —

TO REMEMBER!

THE BOOK
COMMITTEE



Congratulations and Best Wishes

Mazel-Tov to

EVA and HARRY KLEIN
on the occasion

of the publication of the Book
“Czenstochov — Our Legacy”

ISSIE & ANNETTE WERK
MONTREAL

Mazel-Tov to Our Friends

EVA and HARRY KLEIN
on the occasion of

the publishing of the Book
“Czenstochov — Our Legacy”

EMIL and DORA LIPSHITZ

Best Wishes

to the publisher of

The

Czenstochover Book

and the

Book Committee

of Montreal

FRANK & SHALENE
ZAIDMAN

MIAMI, FLORIDA

Congratulations

on the

publication of

The

Czenstochover Book

“Our Legacy”

JAY and LINDA
SILVERBERG
NANAIMO, B.C.



Congratulations and Best Wishes to:

HARRY ROSENBLUM
Chairman of the Book Committee

on the occasion

of the publishing of

“CZENSTOCHOV - OUR LEGACY”

and to

all the participants

of the Czenstochover Society

and

the Book Committee

who made this historic document

a reality

RUTH, HENRY and ROZ

ROSENBLUM
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To the

Czenstochover Society of Montreal

and

to my good friend

HARRY KLEIN

our heartiest Mazel Tov

Dear Harry, I am pleased

to be a Sponsor of your book

“CZENSTOCHOV - OUR LEGACY”.

This publication is a sign

of your sensitivity to the need
to document aspects of the Holocaust.

OUR BEST WISHES
TO YOU AND YOUR FAMILY

MR. and MRS. HENRY SAMEL
MONTREAL



Congratulations and Best Wishes

Mazel-Tov on the

completion of the book

“Czenstochov — Our Legacy”

In Honour of Our Parents

EVA & HARRY KLEIN

With Love and Best Wishes

from your

Children and Grandchildren

MARILYN & MARVIN KOBRIC

DANNY & JEFFREY

RUTHIE & HOWARD TATNER

LAUREN, JONATHAN & BRADLEY

JANET & STEVEN SLAVIN

JAIME & RYAN
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Sincere Thanks to oiu* Friends
Whose Support

Made this Project Possible

Mr. & Mrs. Y. Altman
Mr & Mrs. C. Alon
Mrs. R. Abramson
Mrs. M. Ackman
Mr. M. Abman
Mrs. S. Achtman

Rabbi B. Borzykowski
Mrs. E. Birenbaum
Mrs. M. Blankrot
Mr. F. Blum
Mr. W. Biberkraut
Mrs. S. Bedzow
Mrs. J. Buber
Mr. & Mrs. S. Bruck
Mrs. J. Burdman
Mrs. G. Baum

Mrs. J. Chenciner
Ml'S. D. Cola
Mrs. S. Cuplowski

Mr. & Mrs.
A. Dudkiewicz

Mrs. M. Einhorn
Ml'S. M. Eastman
Mrs. R. Engel
Mrs. E. Eichler

Mrs. A. Federman
Dr. S. Friedlander
Mrs. D. Feingold
Mrs. Froman
Mrs. N. Fuhrer
Mr. & Ml'S. I. Fayerman
Ml'S. E. Frajberg

Ml'S. S. Germanitski
Ml'S. H. Goldstein
Mrs. G. Gorfinkel
Mrs. M. Gruenwald
Ml'S. I. Gomulinski
Mr. & Mrs. B. Gmnek
Ml'S. & Ml'S. S. Grushka
Mr. & Mrs. M. Gutberg
Ms. B. Goofman

Mr. & Ml'S.

M. Hei'szlikowicz

Mrs. B. Hirshtal

Mrs. L. Horn
Mrs. M. Hirshfeld

Mr. & Mrs. M. Jagerman

Mrs. R. Kenigsberg
Mrs. C. Kaminski
Mrs. B. Kneller
Mrs. F. Kupferstein
Mr. Sam Kartus
Mr. & Mrs. H. Klein

Mrs. A. Kotler

Mrs. I. Kornfield
Mr. & Mrs. M. Kobric
Mrs. S. Kleinplatz

Mrs. Krymalowski

Mrs. A. Liberman
Mrs. M. Lande
Mrs. M. Lechman
Mrs. B. Landau
Mrs. Levcowicz-Freiman
Mrs. Leichter-Silverman
Mrs. S. Lesniak
Mrs. B. Landau
Mrs. E. Landau
Mrs. S. Lesniak
Mrs. L. Lydinia
Mr. & Mrs. J. Leb
Mr. & Mrs. M. Lipshitz

Mrs. I. Mandelbaum
Mr. & Mrs. W. Markowicz
Mrs. R. Milner
Mrs. M. Minzberg
Mrs. A. Munk
Mr. & Mrs. C. Makowsky
Mrs. H. Mansfield
Ml'S. E. Magier
Mrs. B. March
Mrs. L. Maltz
Ml'S. M. Meiler

Mrs. S. Neuman
Ml'S. J. Mattel
Dr. & Ml'S. B. Nisker
Mr. & Ml'S. D. Nisker
Mr. & Ml'S. D. Nirnnherg

Ml'S. B. Rezyka

Mrs. A. Ranchman
Mrs. S. Rosenblat
Mrs. A. Rosenman
Mr. I. Russ
Mr. H. Rosenblum
Mrs. M. Rotmensh
Mrs. D. Rudnicki
Ms. R. Rosenblum
Mr. H. Rosenblum

Mrs. L. Shefner
Mrs. S. Shmerer
Mrs. H. Schnitzer
Mrs. S. Samuels
Mrs. J. Solomon
Mrs. N. Safir

Mrs. L. Schwartz
Mrs. R. Stone
Mrs. S. Stermer
Mrs. S. Stermer
Mrs. S. Schipper
Mrs. R. Slonovic

Mrs. N. Stermer
Mr. Henry Storozum
Mrs. S. Sonabend
Mrs. H. Silberstein

Mrs. E. Solomon
Mrs. M. Steinmetz
Mr. & Mrs.

M. Szwimer
Mr. & Mrs.

Sz. Szwimer
Mrs. H. Takefman
Ms. M. Takefman-

Backman
Mr. & Mrs.

S. Takefman
Mrs. E. Tboberman
Ml'S. S. Trokenber
Mr. & Mrs.

H. Tatner

Mrs. M. Weis
Mrs. B. Wiesniecki
Mr. I. Yablon
Mrs. B. Zajman
Mrs. M. Zylbergold
Ml'S. M. Zysman
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PECIAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The Book Committee wishes to

expmss their appmciation to those
who have shown exceptional
genemsity in supporting this pioject.

Our special thanks go to:

Mrs. Bessie Berk
Mr. & Mrs. Aaron Gelber
Mr & Mrs. Hai'ry Klein
Mr. & Mrs. David Nisker
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Rosenblum
Mr. & Mrs. Arnold Semsky
Mr. & Mrs. Steven Slavin

Mr. & Mrs. Issie Werk

and to the

Czenstochover
Czenstochover
Czenstochover
Czenstochover
Czenstochover

Society of Montreal
Society of Toronto
Society of Chicago
Society of New York
Social Club of Miami
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“Young people today all over the world are

frighteningly ignorant about Hitler and the

Holocaust and, as a result, frighteningly

vulnerable to revisionist lies and other

messages of antisemitic hatred.”

“Equally alarming is that this upsurge of antisemitism is

world-wide. Hate apparently knows no boundaries. Are

people’s memories so short? Every year, there are fewer and

fewer survivors of the Holocaust. Their unique ability to

testify to the horror of World War II disappears with their

passing. That helps to explain why many children of

Holocaust survivors are now beginning to play an
increasingly significant role in remembering the past in order

to avoid its recurrence. We, the Second Generation, are called

upon to perpetuate and preserve our legacy and pass it to our

children, so that they become the link in time.”

Toronto

Are People’s

Memories
So Short ?

“Questions that survivors expected to hear

25 years ago finally began to be asked. The
second generation of Holocaust survivors is

taking over to perpetuate the memory of

those who perished in the Holocaust.”

“The survivors of Hitler’s “final solution”,
however, did not have the luxury of

abstraction. For ordinary survivors, it was an unbelievable

ordeal they happened to survive.”

“Whether silent or outspoken, survivors were torn between
remembering and forgetting, between shielding their children

fix)m their unhappy history, and warning them that the world
was a dangerous place. They urged each other to “forget the

gruesome things, and look forward and see the good”, but the

speed with which the Holocaust was receding into history

frightened them. The Holocaust is a crime that will never be
forgotten. It is not to be repeated. Those tales deserve of

everlasting hatred of the barbarians whom we should never
forget or forgive. We live in the bloodiest century in the
history of the Jewish people and in the history of mankind.”

Toronto

Torn
Between
Remembering
and
Forgetting
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Second Generation ^ Speaking Out!

“Tb call something history means that it

has come to an end. Now you can clap it in

a book: it is finished.”

‘‘The truth we are hem to assert is that the

Holocaust did not begin in the 1930s and it

did not begin in the 1940s. You might think

it began in the Middle Ages, but we who
lived in the 20th century, know that the

Middle Ages never ended; they reemerged in the 20th

century. Now the torture chambers of the Inquisition, made
more horrible by modern science and technology, chemistry,

physics, engineering and even medecine, pmduced a

barbarism far beyond the limited powers of the Dark Ages.

The mind still stumbles over the pinblem; how could this

happen; how could the world let it happen? Reason faltei's;

logic is pamlyzed. For us Jews, of course, thri Nazi Holocaust

has special significance. This was to be the ‘‘Final Solution”,

and that means that we must be prepared to carry the burden

of the survivor, for generations and generations to come.”
Montreal

Barbarism
of Modern
Science
far beyond
cruelty of

Past History

‘‘It took them more than 30 years before th€)

Survivors of the Holocaust could speak
openly of their experiences to a world ready

to listen. Now, quite suddenly, it appears the

children of these survivors are coming of

age. As they do, they are speaking out in a

voice of their own. That voice is an intense,

sharp one, which gives expression to their

special legacy. Until recently, the burden of that legacy was

seldom discussed among survivors and their children.”

“Words alone can not convey the shock and horror that

accompanied this tangible evidence of the Nazi regime’s

systematic pmgram of genocide. We must never forget these

crimes against humanity. We must study and understand the

record of the Holocaust. From this we must learn to remain

eternally vigilant against all tyranny and oppression. We
must rededicate ouraelves to the principle of equality and

justice for all people, remembering the terrible fruits of

bigotry and hatred.”

We, the
Second
Generation
of

Holocaust
Survivors

Montreal
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“There has also been increasing interest in recent years in the

role non-Jews played in saving Jews from the Nazis, he observ-

ed. Yad Vashem, which maintains an Avenue of the Righteous at

the site of the memorial and museum to honor those who risked

their own lives or freedom on behalf of Jewish friends or

neighbors, now lists 8,000 Righteous Gentiles who hid or other-

wise saved Jews from the Nazis.

On a per capita basis, Holland leads in the percentage of Christians

who helped Jews. Yad Vashem lists 3,000 Righteous Gentiles from

Holland. Poland, with a much larger Jewish and non-Jewish popu-

lation, also has 3,000. The remaining 2,000 persons represent the

total from all the other nations of Europe.

Arad noted, however, that Righteous Gentiles in the U.S.S.R. are

only now being discovered, because until recently the Soviet

government maintained a tight lid on documentation of anti-

Jewish atrocities.

He also said that although Denmark managed to save almost all

of its Jews, very few individual Danes are honored at Yad Vashem.
“The Danish Jews were saved as a group through a nationwide

effort, leaving little or no need for individual acts of heroism,” he
explained. “Virtually all Danish non-Jews were Righteous
Gentiles.”

During his visit to the United States, Arad spoke at a reception

in his honor given by the American and International Societies

for Yad Vashem. Eli Zborowski, president of the American and
International Societies, reported that Yad Vashem’s historic Valley

of the Destroyed Jewish Communities, adjoining the museum and
memorial in Jerusalem, was nearing completion and would be for-

mally opened at solemn ceremonies next year. On huge stone
pillars in the Valley, covering an area of six acres dug out among
the hills surrounding Yad Vashem, will be engraved the names
of some 5,000 European communities where Jews once lived.

A giX)Lip of elderly Jewish people in fmnt of
the Old Peoples Home in Czenstochox^
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Grandchildren Hear
Survivors’ Tales

F^x)ni The New York Media

For many Jews who survived the Nazi Holocaust, telling their

children about the suffering they endured proved too emotional

a task. But they are finding it easier to speak with their grand-

children about their experiences, according to Dr. Yitzhak Arad,

chairman of Yad Vashem, the Holocaust Martyrs’ and Heroes’

Remembmnce Authority in Jerusalem.

“Holocaust families have gone through an unusual metamor-
phosis,” Arad said during a recent visit to New York. “Many sur-

vivors deliberately refrained from discussing their suffering in

order to spare their children — and themselves — the pain of

remembrance. In an effort to build new lives, survivors often

buried themselves in their business or professional lives, leaving

little time to dwell on the past.”

“Today, with the passage of time and the softening of memory,
survivors feel differently. They can never forget, but today more
and more of them can talk about the terrible losses they knew.

And they are telling their stories to their grandchildren, who are

learning about the Holocaust in a way that the survivors’ own
children never did.”

“Moreover,” said Arad, an historian who has spent 20 years as

head of the Yad ’Vashem memorial, “renewed interest in the

Holocaust is not confined to the grandchildren of Holocaust

families but appears to be worldwide. The 1.2 million visitors to

Yad Vashem each year includes a growing proportion of young peo-

ple from all countries, many of whom are not Jewish.

“Germany,” Arad said, “is understandably one of the nations most

involved in raising the consciousness of young people to the Nazi

murder of Jews.” He explained that the German government

allows young people to do voluntary work in Israel as an alter-

native to military service through an organization called Sunden-

Zeichen — “Mark of Sin” — as part of Germany’s effort to repent

for its crimes against the Jewish people.
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They began to work hard to build a new family and a life for

themselves in a foreign country. On March 7, 1948, almost a year

after arriving in the U.S., a baby daughter was born and named
Dorothy Esther Gelber. Three years later on July 5, 1951, a baby

son and brother for Dorothy was born, Harry Charles Gelber —
the beginning of a new family. They followed the same religious

practices as in Europe, raising their children in the kosher and

orthodox tradition. The children attended public schools as well

as Hebrew School. My grandparents brought up their children as

Americans.

In October of 1974, Joseph retired and moved with his wife. Rose,

to Miami, Florida. They had a car, a new condo, personal belong-

ings, and love for each other.

On July 1, 1985, Joseph Gelber died. This was four days before

his son’s birthday and eight months before his 50th Anniversary.

He is survive^d by his wife, his brother, his sister, his children and
his only grandson, me.

He is buried in Beth David Cemetery, in New York City. His mar-

ble head stone reads:

- Devoted Husband
- Beloved Father and Grandfather*
- Holocaust Survivor

Czenstochover Committee in Paris, 1946

Scate^d fix)m right: Thnenbaum. Le\i. Wixyclawski. Dawidowicz

Stajiding fixDiii right: Weiiunaii, Fii'steiifeld. Ki'zepicki. Diinian. Landau.
Pankulavvski
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a large and busy port city on the Baltic Sea, owned and continued
by Poland. England and Pi*ance agined to become allies of Poland.
Soviet Russia arranged a peace treaty to be signed by Polish and
German delegates. Hitler, of Germany, and Mussolini, of Italy,

signed a military treaty joining forces. On August 31, 1939, the
treaty between Stalin and Hitler was ratified in Moscow.

Trouble was also brewing in the heart of Czenstochov, the home
of my grandparents. German spies were seen on every street

corner. My grandparents gathered together with other family
members, so that they were with one another in case something
should happen. On the radio, they heard that German officials

were falsely accusing the Jews of crimes they had never com-
mitted. From then on Jews were persecuted all through Europe.
Every Jew was forced to wear an arm band with the Star of David
on it. David decided to give up the name ‘‘David” because, in

Poland, it was a very Jewish name. Ever since, he has been only
known as Joseph Gelben*. Hitler started to have a desire to cap-

ture or even kill every Jew, so he began establishing concentra-

tion camps to house and execute the Jews. My grandparents spent
months trying to hide and avoid the conce^ntration camps, but they

were eventually found. Joseph Gelber was moved from camp to

camp along with his wife;, aunts, uncles, cousins, brothers and
sons-in-law. He was with his brother Charles for the most part,

but was separated from his wife and everyone else. Later on, he
was miraculously liberated by a Jewish-American soldier,

Seymour Zipper. Other family members were liberated by other

soldiers of the American or Russian armies.

Many fatalities resulted from the war. My grandfather’s brothers,

Charles and Abe, were killed in the concentration camps. His
sister, Molly, was also killed, along with their parents, Leon and
Esther Rachel. Her three children perished. Aunts, uncles,

cousins, in-laws, and close friends perished.

All but a few of the liberated survivors immigrated to foreign

countries, such as France, Israel, England, the Netherlands,

Czechoslovakia, Canada, Australia, the United States and others.

On March 14, 1947, my grandparents arrived in the United States,

after being rejected by the Netherlands. They landed in New York

Harbor because Ellis Island had, already, been shut down. They,

along with old friends and close family, settled in the Bronx. They

had to go to night school to learn English after a hard day’s work,

earning money for the basic needs of the family. Along with fur-

niture making, my grandfather took on the trade of designing and

making picture frames. Some of his frames have been sold to

famous museums, such as the Metropolitan Museum of Fine

Arts.
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Life of a Holocaust Survivor

By Steven Sandberg, Age 12

On August 13, 1907, David Joseph Gelber, my grandfather-to-be,

was born in the small Jewish community of Czenstochova,
Poland. He was the oldest son of Leon and Esther Rachel Gelber,

who had five other children, three boys and two girls. The next

eldest was his brother Charles, followed by his sister Miriam,
another brother Abe, his second sister Molly, and finally his lit-

tle brother Philip. His father was a proud and respected furniture

maker. The family was very religious, living by strict orthodox
and kosher rules. They probably considered themselves poor, but

their love was very great. Each person in the household had
specific choms and i*esponsibilities. The father was considered the

head of the home and family, responsible for everyone.

As David became more responsible for his actions, he chose his

own friends and started to date girls around his age. One of the
girls he met and dated was Rose Czarny, my grandmother-to-be.
Although she was a year younger than David, they had a lot in

common and enjoyed each other’s company. On March 15, 1936,

they were finally married. They had three children, two boys and
one girl. David, like his father, was a furniture maker. He was very
talented in many fields, but most of all, his art. His hobby was
painting and drawing. David never sold his paintings because of

his modesty. He thought, “Well, it’s just something I like to do
in my spare time’’. So, he gave them as gifts or mementos to

friends and family. In their home, like the one they grew up in,

they spoke Yiddish, along with their native language, Polish. Most
women were not allowed to learn Hebrew because it was against
orthodox laws; Yiddish was taught instead. As World War II was
appreaching, Jews were starting to be considered inferior or
second class.

In March, 1938, the German Army, under the leaderehip of Adolf
Hitler, took over the Sudetenland, Czechoslovakia. World War II

began on September 1, 1939, with the invasion of Poland, the
homeland of my grandparents. Hitler wanted to control Danzig,
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feel is a strong sense that life is precious and there will always
be good times and bad times. The trick is to have faith that the
bad times will not last forever and look for the moments of love

and humour that will occur; even in a holocaust.

I also feel a strong drive to live my life in a way that is unselfish

and has significance for others. I believe that fate and not just

luck made my parents survive among the very few and that they

are here for a special reason; and that I am too.

It has been my personal challenge, to raise my own children to

be sensitive and responsible to the needs of others and always
appreciative of what they have. I hope they can remember the

strength and courage of their ancestors and pass on the story of

survival to their children.

I have not as yet realized the total impact my family’s past has
had on my life. However, as I get older and deal with more of life’s

struggles, I feel that somewhere inside me is a voice, telling me
that I will land on my feet. My parents did and so can I.
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The 2nd Generation
By Lynn Goodman

I am the child of survivors of the Holocaust. Until recently, that

in itself had no special meaning to me.

I heard other “children” discussing the feelings of guilt and
sadness they lived with, but I could not identify with them. I

assumed quite simply, that 1 was different.

Now, as I find myself in a very difficult and stressful time, I realize

that being the child of survivors has had a significant impact on
my life^.

My parents, Jack Swietarski and Frania Windman, were born in

Poland and came to Canada in 1947 at the ages of twenty-nine
and twenty-seven respectively. They were fortunate in having
family members survive with them. Of the thirteen children in

my mother’s family, eight survived and most settled in or near
Tbi*onto. My father had relatives in Canada who had come before
the war and his only surviving sister settled in Israel.

The focus of my nuclear family was never centered on ourselves.
This seemed very different to me from my Canadian friends. We
were deeply involved in and cared about all of our extended fami-
ly and friends. The bonds I formed during those years remain
stmng today.

Jewish holidays were celebmted at large dinners and while we did
not attend synagogue or practice all religious customs, I did
develop a strong sense of my Jewish heritage from my family’s
togetherness. Thei*e was always story telling and laughter and
although we heard many tales about the “old country” and the
war, they were never told with hate or bitterness. Somehow my
relatives could see life beyond the atrocities and even managed
to find some humour in very tmgic cireumstances — like the time
my mother was given oxen and a cart to tmvel with on her own.
Her story could have focused on the terrer of being alone and run-
ning for her life. Instead, her story was told laughing at herself,
as she tried to manage animals she knew nothing about

!

I am sure that my family’s positive attitude is the reason I do not
feel the guilt many of my contempomries do. Instead, what I do
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Thoughts and Feelings of Second and
Third Generation Holocaust Survivors

We were brought up in a home where the Czenstochover Lands-
manschaft was at the centre of all our activities. Our father and
mother, Berel and Sala Ickowicz, took the^ concerns foi* the "lands-
leit” very much to heart. From them, we learned that working
for and with the Landsmanschaft meant helping, sharing and
friendship.

As far back as we can lemember, our de^ar father, who died on June
15, 1988, was chairman of this vibrant society. He strongly
believed that fundraising was everyone’s job. He had all of us
actively involved in selling tickets for different fundraising pro-

jects. It also seems like just yesterday that our father and our
mother both worked aggi^ssively in setting up Passovei* packages
to be sent to needy families, both in Poland and in Israel. They
worked relentlessly for this cause.

Our door was always open to the Landsmanschaft. These charac-

teristics and values they gave us will live within us forevei* and
have been handed down to theii* five granddaughters.

Gloria Bi umer
Paulette Ke^stelman

I AM THE GRANDCHILD OF HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS. My name is

Jennifer Deborah Brumer. Both of my Hebrew names once

belonged to other young women like me. These two women, my
great aunts, were in their late twenties and married. Deborah had

a young son. They and their families died in the concentration

camps. I remember these women I never knew with sadness and

respect. I also remember their brothers and sisters and parents

who perished and I think about all the aunts and uncles and

cousins I will never have.

Within these thoughts of those who died, I celebrate the bravery

and courage of my grandparents who lived. I realize that without

their strength and perseverance, the Nazi plan would have suc-

ceeded, and I would not be here to write about what I think,

remember, realize and celebrate.

So, I have a hope, a prayer, a dream for you: A dream that never

again will having different beliefs or different heritage become

a death warrant for the innocent. Never again, anywhere, anytime,

for any reason, will people experience such evil. And never again

will people die as a result of ignorance and fear.

Jennifer Brumer
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At times I found it surprising that my mother could watch movies

about the war and would want Dad to watch them too. It seemed
as if they confirmed to her in a very concrete way that somehow,
miraculously, she and my father had survived these war atrocities.

I was always impressed with their incredible will to surmount
obstacles, despite their horrible experiences in the Holocaust and
their struggles and success in adjusting to their new country,

Canada. Their marvelous zest for and capacity to enjoy life, their

continued respect for humanity, their tolerance of other peoples’

ethnic differences, and their love for and commitment to family

and friends made my parents’ house a warm and vibrant place.

Most of all, I am left with memories of two wonderful people who
taught me a lot about survial, about life, about “Menschlichkeit”

and how they represented a whole generation of survivors who
were as incredible as they were ! Mom’s amazing optimism and
sense of humour in good times and in bad and Dad’s tenacity and
feisty approach to life have left a lasting impression on me.

I can also honestly say that they made me proud to be their child

and a Jew — despite Hitler’s maniacal design to destroy us all!

Special People
I never really knew my Bubby Gittel but I know my Zaide Sam.
I have heard a lot about the Holocaust and I think it's great that

some people lived through this horrible thingand I think that the

people who lived through it are very special people.

Carrie Solomon
Age 11

Granddaughter of Samuel Kartus
and the late Gita Kartus
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At a much later point in time Dad again met this Jewish Capo who
was now an inmate at Theresienstadt. The Capo was close to dy-
ing from an illness. He begged Dad for forgiveness for the injus-
tice and pain he had caused Dad. Dad forgave him.

I am still in awe of my father’s tremendous courage and the
consequences he had suffered, risking his life to rescue my
mother.

I remember Dad telling me about his suffering at a war factory
in Colditz towards the end of the war.

He had been stabbed in the lower back, with a bayonet, by a
drunken Oberscharfuhrer. Dad was seriously wounded and sent to

the “Lazaret” (military hospital) where he remained for ten days.

Some Jewish doctors there urged Dad and other recovering pa-

tients, to muster all the strength they had and march hundreds
of kilometres to their final destination.

Eight kilometres away from Terezin, Dad collapsed, succumbing
to total exhaustion. A German officer threatened to shoot him if

he didn’t get up. Dad vividly recalls those moments when his life

hung in the balance because he could no longer go on. Instead
the officer saved Dad’s life by throwing him onto a wagon of hay
which took Dad to Terezin, where he was finally liberated during
Passover 1945.

My parents always made me feel as if I had known their parents

(my late grandparents) personally. They told me anecdotes about
their personalities and stories about their lives. They truly made
my grandparents and their own childhood come alive for me.

On one occasion, when Mom and I had one of our cozy evening

chats over a cup of tea, she told me about the time when the

Germans were invading the ghetto and were taking many of the

older people away to Treblinka to be gassed. She described how
her mother, a wise and clever woman, tried to reassure her and
calmly reminded her to look after her younger sister and brother,

because she knew she would never see any of them again. In the

meantime, my grandfather ran frantically around the roof of their

apartment building, crying that he so much wanted to live.

I remember sobbing about the vision of my poor maternal grand-

father — who, in his pictures resembled a cuddly teddy bear - run-

ning about helplessly, begging for his life and also about my
mother’s terrible desperation about failed efforts to get her

parents out of the ghetto to safety.

I was always astonished at how my parents had come through the

war at all, but even more so, at how they had used their wits in

so many difficult and dangerous situations.
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Memories Of My Parents* Experiences
By Evelyn Kartus Solomon*

From the time when I was still quite young, I remember my
parents having animated discussions with other survivors about
what it had been like in the Czenstochover ghettos and in the

camps. They talked about their experiences and about who had
survived and who hadn’t. Amidst many a tragic tale there were
often bursts of laughter and episodes of unbelievable acts of

heroism and courage. When they shared this horrible time in their

lives with each other and their friends, it was generally with those
who had also been through it and really understood.

My mother was always more open about her experiences than my
father. Perhaps this was because hers were somewhat less trau-

matic than his. She was in “Hasag”, in camps and in “Selections”.

But Dad was in these too and also in a number of concentration
camps where he came daily face to face with death.

It was always more painful for Dad to talk about what he had been
through. I have never felt comfortable pressing him for informa-
tion, but I always wanted to know more, so that I could be sure
to pass on this legacy of our heritage to my children.

In particular, I remember both my parents telling me about an
incident that happened in “Hasag”.

My mother and father were working the night shift in this work
camp when Mom was being verbally insulted and beaten by a
“Capo” (camp police) for smoking a cigarette at one of the ma-
chines. My father tried to rescue my mother from this abusive
man and defended her by punching him back. The Capo was also
a Jew who took advantage of his position and the power he had
over his fellow Jewish captives.

In retaliation the Capo reported Dad to the German authorities
who dragged him out of his bunk in the middle of the night and
gave him 25 lashes, beating him almost senseless.

Evelyn Kartus Solomon is the daughter of Stashek (Sam) Kartus and the late
Gutka (Gita) Kartus.
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A meaningful argument against inter-marriage is this legacy we
are obligated to perpetuate. We must not only remember for our-
selves, but we must continue to tell and retell future generations
that the Holocaust was not a fictitious horror, as some will have
us believe, but the reality of what happened to our ancestors. We
were the tragic scapegoats for a generation’s fears and weak-
nesses. Tb allow our children and the world to forget this, would
be to diminish not only the horrors suffered by our parents, but
also the memories of those who paid with their lives.

My husband’s parents are also Holocaust survivors. Despite the
emotional and physical horrors our parents endured, they turned
adversity into success by leading exemplary lives. Both sets of

parents have enjoyed (to this point) forty-six years of marriage.
They have experienced life’s trials and tribulations together with-

out the loving guidance of their own parents or the support of an
extended family. Despite this, they have raised their children to

have a true appreciation of family and traditions, and to enjoy love

of freedom and dignity.

Our love, admiration and respect for our parents know no bounds.

Their love and strength have allowed them not only to endure
themselves, but also to enrich a part of mankind through their

existence.

Czenstochover in the United States at a Yizkor Memorial Service

in 1954.
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A Voice from the
Second Generation

By Roslyn Gail Keri

My name is Roslyn Gail Keri. I am the daughter of Hyman
(Chaim) Fishman and Bess Fishman (nee Glatt). My father, pater-

nal grandfather and great-grandfather were all born in Czensto-

chova. As my father has recounted to my brother and me, his was
a large family, comprised of a sister, two brothers, many aunts

and uncles, and a score of cousins. Sadly, my father and three of

his cousins were the only survivors.

My grandfather was a man whose life was centered around Torah,

Veavodah. He belonged to an Hassidic Shtibel and a religious

Zionist Organization (Mizrachi); his family led a rich, cultured life.

My mother’s family lived in Warsaw and was very religious. My
mother and her sister survived because their parents managed
to send them out of Warsaw to a small town, where they had
family. From there, they were taken to a labour camp.

Unlike other families who did not experience the Holocaust, my
brother and I grew up with little sense of family history. Our
family was grounded in the here and now. There was always a pro-

found sadness in the fact that most of our extended family was
missing. We were unable to enjoy the close bonds that many of

our peers formed with their grandparents. We never knew most
of our aunts, uncles and cousins.

We had no sense of who our parents were as children or how they
evolved into the adults they had become, as they were our main
sources of information. Although they would sporadically recall

their childhood memories of family and holidays, these memories
were bittersweet; for many of them were of siblings who never
reached adulthood.

As second generation Holocaust survivors, we have learned not
to take family and loved ones for granted. There is joy (in that we
are perpetuating their memories) and yet a distinct sa^ess, when
naming our children for those loved ones whose lives were so
tragically ended.
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small ! They hardly had any food, but a kind Christian family
occasionally brought them food; but they had to be very careful
that they wouldn’t get caught by the Germans. They lived in the
attic for a while. One day, a German came in and found out where
they were hiding, and took each of them to different concentra-
tion camps.

In 1945, Anne and Margot both died of typhus fever. Mrs. Frank
died, but Mr. Frank survived because his camp was freed by the
Russian army. Someone got hold of Anne’s diary and showed it

to Mr. Frank. Anne’s diary got published in Holland in 1947 and
was translated into many different languages. Children studied
it in school because Anne had such great willp)ower to survive and
she had an incredible amount of courage ! Anne never was and
never shall be forgotten ! “I shall not remain insignificant !” were
Anne’s last words.

Reading this book, made me realize that a long time ago the
Jewish people had a very rough time living and were mistreated.
They were put into concentration camps — some were slaves, some
starved to death; but most were gassed or murdered. This was
only because Adolf Hitler decided to hate all of the Jews and com-
manded that they all be executed. I find it very hard to believe that
human beings can be so cruel with one another. World War II was
a very surprising nightmare, but now that we know that it has
happened once, we will never ever let it happen again ! !

!

General view of the "'Farm School"

Students in the mechanical workshop of the

Jewish School of Crafts, 1945
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Anne Frank
A review by Lauren Klein Tatner, 11 years old

The biography of Anne Frank, written by Angela Bull, is an

interesting but frightening story about Anne’s life.

Anne F'rank led a very hard and difficult life, but at the beginning,

not one person would have guessed what a terrible tragedy was
going to happen before long ! Anne’s life used to be perfect ! She
was born on June 12th, in the year 1929, in Germany The Franks

were very rich. She had a very smart sister named Margot and
two caring parents, Edith and Otto Frank, who always wanted
their children to be happy.

When Edith and Otto found out that Adolf Hitler was now the

leader of Germany and wanted all of the Jews (such as them) to

be killed, Edith and Otto moved to Holland. They hoped that now
they would be safe. Anne and Margot were in excellent schools.

Anne was very popular; she had many friends and boyfriends

!

Anne was also very smart. They lived in peace for quite a while.

Soon it was Anne’s 13th birthday She got many great presents,

although she especially loved the notebook that she had gotten,

and decided to use it as a diary.

The Franks were very upset when they heard that Hitler now
invaded Holland too ! Hitler made many restrictions for the Jewish
people. They had to wear a yellow star badge everywhere they went
that said “Jew” on it. The Jewish people all had to be indoors by
8:00 p.m. They were not allowed to take public transportation or

drive cal's or ride bikes ! Soon the Jews were all being captured
and taken away to different concentration camps.

The Franks were not caught immediately. Early one morning,
they left their home behind forever and went to hide in the attic

of an old building. They celebrated Shabbat and other holidays.

It was very hard to do so, because they always had to be quiet so
that no one would find them. The attic was very dark and gloomy,
and everyone was always squashed together because it was so
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Lauren Klein Tainer, Age 11 Reviews:

Child of the Holocaust
By Jack Kuper

Paperjachs, 294 pp.

Who could believe that a 9 year old Jewish boy could survive
three years on his own during World War II in constant hiding
in Poland, as did Jack Kuper. Child of the Holocaust is Jack
Kuper’s autobiography It tells of how he disguised himself as a
Catholic orphan in order to stay alive.

Wasn’t Jack afraid without his parents? Where would he go now
that he was alone? What if it was found out that he was Jewish
— what would happen to him? These were some of the questions
continuously on my mind as I read this book. It made me very
sad to think that Jack was no longer with his parents and brother
and would probably never see them again.

Though Jack Kuper survived his adventures, he leaves readers
breathless, wondering what this brave and creative boy will do
next.

I would recommend this book to others my age as it would give

them, as it gave me, a good understanding of what children and
adults lived through during the Holocaust. I find it hard to believe

that it is a true story.

This book is very well written and not too difficult to follow. It

touches every emotion: I felt sad, happy, angry and excited at dif-

ferent times throughout the book.

If ever a film version of this book was made, I would definitely

go to see it, although it would likely be painful to view.
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We Must Learn
More About the Holocaust

By Lauren Klein Tatner

I CANNOT BE MORE THANKFUL that my Bubby Eva and my Zaidy
Harry survived the War. The reasons are many, but most of all,

without them, all those people in my family, including myself,
would not be here today I find that a very troubling thought.

My grandparents and the millions of Jewish children and adults
were all innocent people! I still cannot understand why anyone
would want to harm or even kill them ! I find that thought very
disturbing!

Whenever I have the opportunity, I choose to read books about
the Holocaust, to learn more about what the Jewish people went
through in the past. Usually it is very difficult for me to get
through those books. I find it very upsetting just to think about
all that they suffered. Child of the Holocaust by Jack Kuper and
the Diary ofAnne Frank are two books which I read, both of which
deal with the stories of children my age.

I am very pleased that my Zaidy wrote the book “Czenstochov -
Our Legacy”, as it is his generation that can best recount what
happened during the Holocaust. Many actually lived through that
horrible nightmare!

When there will be no more of his generation, the people of the
following generations will appreciate reading this book. If every-
one reads and realizes that something this tragic has happened
in the past, we can all work together to ensure that this will never
happen again!
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Beyond a Single Word or Thought
By Janet Klein Slavin

When I think about my parents and the Holocaust, not a single

woixl comes to mind, not a single thought. A large lump in the

middle of my throat will not allow me to ever visualize a single

moment of time my parents must have suffered during that

terrible period in their lives.

When I think about my parents, I see them now, as the caring,

loving and proud parents who are always and have always been

there for us, their special children. We, their children, who are

special because they survived and were able to give life to us. We
are special because they survived and we then were blessed to

have them as our parents.

In my growing years, my parents never for a moment burdened

us with stories of the many years they had suffered. Yet we always

knew. In fact, they even tried to shield us from any hardships of

their more recent years.

Because of my parents, who have been there to protect, to teach

and to love, I aspire to do as wonderful a job with my children.

I love them very much.

These few^ words and the ability to express them in writing have

been inspired by my beautiful niece, Lauren, who has

demonstrated her courage and sensitivity in expressing her

emotions on paper. Thank you sweetie

!
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In light of their tragic past and incomprehensible losses, I have
marvelled at their continued ability to overcome life’s hardships,

stoically endure life’s difficulties and maintain and project a
positive and healthy outlook on life.

As a child of Holocaust survivors, I cannot say that my growing-
up years were filled with horrid stories of my parents’ tragic past.

Any stories recounted, grew out of questions I posed to try to

understand all that they had been through. Their comfort level

in sharing these stories only grew as I grew older.

I know that I can never understand all that they had lived through
during that hideous period in Jewish history. They, too, know that

I can never really understand all that they had experienced. What
I can understand, is the importance, to them, of the strong sense
of identity they have given to me, which has allowed me to feel

that strong sense of family and my roots, which I hope will con-
tinue to be passed on through the generations.

I am very proud of my father’s efforts and tremendous display
of strength, perserverence and dedication as he relentlessly
worked to compile this English language book on his hometown,
Czenstochov. I admire my mother’s patience and support to him
as he clocked 7-day weeks, during these, their retirement years,
in preparation of this book.

This book is a compilation of historical material, memoirs,
memorials and photographs pertinent to Czenstochov and its

inhabitants who. Like my parents, lived through the Holocaust and
began anew in North America. I believe in the value of this book,
which will serve as memories of the families, such as my own,
who struggled to rebuild their lives, and will serve as the photo
album to families, such as my own, who search for the links with
their past.

Malka and Yitzhak Borenstein
in the ghetto in 1940

Yosel Borenstein,
1939
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A Strong Sense
of Family and Roots
By Ruth Klein Tatner

Family and Photographs — two terms that evoke so much
emotion and hold so much meaning for me. My close ties with my
family and my passion for the camera have grown throughout the

years, alongside the sadness and anger of the tragedy and horrors

of the Holocaust, which, for me, were represented by the annihila-

tion of my parents’ family, their photographs and sweet memories.

Oh how I would have loved to have known my Bubbles and Zaidies

— only how much I comprehend really more today, as I watch the

interactions between my children and their grandparents.

Oh how I would have loved to have known my parents as adult

children— only how much I comprehend really more today, as my
children watch the interactions between me and my parents.

Oh how I would have loved to have seen photographs of my parents

as children, as teenagers; photographs of their parents, my grand-

parents — only how much I comprehend really more today, as my
children joyfully study the many photographs of their parents and

grandparents

.

Despite the void that I speak of, I feel most fortunate today as I

think of the warmth, caring and memories that my parents im-

parted to our family during my growing up years. Despite their

tragic past and incomprehensible losses, they were strong and lov-

ing in their role as parents and friends to me and my sisters.

Despite the linguistic, cultural and generational gap, they were

strong as role models.

I would often smile (albeit with a certain child like skepticism,

for nobody could have been such perfect children all the time) as

they searched the photographs of their minds and shared with

me and my sisters anecdotes of their own childhood, as lessons

in family respect and caring. These vividly-described anecdotes

came to serve as my photo album of their past, my roots.
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Reflections

By Marilyn Klein Kobric

The definition of the word “survivor” is to continue to live, to

exist.

Against all odds my parents, Eva and Harry, “survived” the
unspeakable horrors of the Holocaust. After their liberation they
met, married and immigrated to Canada. They did not know the
language or customs of their adopted home but found the
strength, determination and courage to rebuild their lives.

I often listened to my parents discuss the past but I found myself
disassociated from their words. I could not even for one moment
imagine my own mother and father living through the horrors
they described. It was less painful for me to watch movies or read
books about the lives of strangers.

I remember looking at photographs of my grandparents. As they
looked back at me I wondered what it would be like to have my
own grandparents who would love me and make me feel special.
I am named in loving memory of my grandmothers Rivka and
Malka and they continue to live through me.

I have tremendous gratitude, respect and love for my parents.
They have given me an appreciation for life. I am their child — a
child of “survivors”. I continue to draw on their endless supply
of love and courage. This will remain with me for all of my life.

I hope to pass this on to their grandchildren.



V
THREE

GENERATIONS

TestUy. .

.

The Czenstochover Jewish
Community was uprooted. But
we — the survivors — started

new lives. We have pledged to

make sure that our children

and grandchildren will know
and remember where their

roots are. They must know that

their ancestors suffered and
died, only because they were
Jews.

It is because of us that Hitler’s

“final solution” has failed. We
made a new beginning towards

a Jewish future in dignity.
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His wife contradicts him. “WTien you come back after 45 years, and
you speak Polish, for sure you were Jewish.”

They walked through the houses where they had been reai'ed, now
occupied by Poles, who the Peldbrills say were very hospitable but
didn’t ask many questions.

‘T wanted to be where my parents were born,” she says, ‘‘to be in that
place once before I die.”

We Cannot Go Back
to Where Our Parents Grew Up
By William Zimmerman Second Generation

As A MEMBER OF THE SECOND GENERATION, I view the concentration
camp as the central theme in my life. It is, for me, the reference point
against which all else is measured. We have a common bond with our
parents, the first generation. We, too, are survivors. We share the
guilt, mourn the past and think about what might have been.

No, we were not there. We were not even born yet. However, the picture
is so vivid in our minds. How many times have we pictured the
transports, felt the fear, smelled the horrors?How could we have fared
under those conditions ? Do we really understand what it means to
suffer to the extent that our parents did? These and other questions
constantly weigh on our minds.

Yet there is a part of the suffering that is uniquely ours. We are the
generation who never had an extended family. We have no grand-
parents, aunts, uncles, cousins. We cannot go back to where our
parents grew up, to the schools they attended, to the friends and
neighbors that remember them as young children. This is part of our
legacy. We have very little in terms of a tangible past. It is mostly
our parents’ recollections and a few photographs.
So how are we to compensate for the deprivations that resulted from
the camps? No, we will never take away the bitterness of the mass
killings. We do not and cannot make up for the lives that were lost.
Yet, we are living proof of the spirit and determination of the first
generation. They, the true heroes who reconstructed what they could
of their lives and built upon that foundation, have done the best that
they could.

As survivors, both first and second generation have ongoing respon-
sibilities, some shared and others unique to each group. Both groups
must strive to preserve the truth of the past, to assure that those who
perished did not do so in vain and to pass this spirit on to third, fourth
and future generations. In essence, then, both first and second
generation have a common past and a common future. What about
the present ? Here we have two groups that come from totally dif-
ferent worlds. Their bond is, of course, the concentration camp. Can
first generation ever really appreciate the problems and concerns of
their children when compared to those of their past? Can second
generation ever really comprehend all that their legacy implies?
These are difficult questions, perhaps never to be answered to the
fullest extent. So, we go on, both groups striving to ease their respec-
tive paths through life through mutual support, understanding and
love.
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They walked through the streets of Czenstochova, where Mila had
been a schoolgirl and Mendel a teenage tool and dye maker before

the war.

She recalls one day in the ghetto where they were forced to live

during the war. She had been excused from work by her foreman,
and everyone who was not working was called by the Nazis to line

up.

Ten people were discovered. “The Nazis found and shot them. I

never forgot this. They were just lying there in the street. It was
horrible.’

’

The Feldbrills had to leave the ghetto in 1942 and go to work in

Rakow, a munitions factory just outside town, until Czenstochova

was liberated in 1945.

“It was a place where people were forced to work until all their

strength was drained. Then they were shipped off to Auschwitz

to die.”

That was where they met. “We fell in love there — what a laugh,”

says Mila.

The day before the Germans retreated from the advancing Soviet

army and deserted Czenstochova, Mendel was sent to Buchen-

wald. He survived because his skills were of use to the Nazis. He
escaped two days before the Russians came in.

He returned to Czenstochova and found Mila.

They first moved to Germany and lived in the apartments of

former Nazis. When they got the chance in 1948, they sailed for

Haifa and lived there until 1956, when they moved to San Fran-

cisco to be with their sons. They have lived in Millbrae for 17 years.

During the interview, they stare at photographs and reflect on the

past.

“We’re glad we can tell these stories for people,” Mendel says. “We
want other [survivors] to know it’s safe, they can go back.”

The Feldbrills found Rakow, the work camp, now is a working

machinery factory. The couple walked into the building where

they were held captive and talked with the employees.

“I’m not angry at them,” Mendel says of the employees there.

“Now I am a free person. I can walk in and go out” of the factory.

The site of the ghetto is now a bus depot. “1 said to a woman there,

‘this is something new here,’ ” Mendel Feldbrill recalls.
“ ‘Oh, she

said, ‘you see, this was a smeUy little ghetto. The Jews were here.’
”

That was their only encounter with anti-Semitism. “We didn’t

want to argue with people and many people didn t recognize us

as Jews,” he says.
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San Francisco Couple Returns to

Site of Painful Holocaust Memories

By Garth Wolkoff

Staff writer of the San Fi'ancisco Jewish Bulletin

Mila Feldbrill returned to the past hoping to find someone
who had survived the Nazi decimation of her native Poland - a

friend from high school, a cousin, a neighbor.

She found no one.

“We were looking for anyone alive,” she says of the people she
knew before the war in Czenstochova, where she was born and
later imprisoned. “It’s hard to believe that everyone is dead.”

Her husband Mendel, also born in Czenstochova, returned there

45 years after the war to “take a few pictures and to talk to

people.” He walked the streets of his hometown over and over
again “to find peace.”

But his wife interrupts with the refrain, “There is no one left.”

In an interview, he describes their summer tour of Polish concen-
tration camps as a trip “we needed to make” to finally put the
horror behind them.

The man sighs, then looks out a window. Mournful resignation
shows on his face. “I don’t feel anger anymore,” he says.

Several days after the interview,, he calls the Bulletin to say he
has, in fact, found peace — embodied in his two grown sons, Leon
and William Feldbrill. “They are our restitution,” he says, “for all

that we went through.”

During three weeks in July and August, the Feldbrills engaged
in an emotional archaeological dig through the ruins of their
childhoods and the traces of a nearly extinct Polish Jewry;
through Treblinka, where their parents died, through the Warsaw
Ghetto, through Auschwitz.

“I was searching for something there in my own town,” he says.
“I was looking, I don’t know, maybe for my mother,” he says with
a laugh, “but I didn’t see her.”
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Here is the text that my family reads at the seder, as reprinted
from the Jewish Spectator, April 1950:

“Perform this ritual after the third of the Four Ceremonial Cups,
just before the door is opened for the symbolic entrance of the
Prophet Elijah. All rise, and the leader of the seder recites the
following:

“On the night of the seder we remember with reverence and love

the six million of our people of the European exile who perished

at the hands of a tyrant more wicked than the Pharaoh who
enslaved our fathers in Egypt.

“Come, said he to his minions, let us cut them off from being a

people, that the name of Israel may be remembered no more. And
they slew the blameless and pure, men and women and little ones,

with vapors of poison and burned them with fire.

“But we abstain from dwelling on the deeds of the evil ones lest

we defame the image of G—d in which man was created.

“Now, the remnants of our people who were left in the ghettos

and camps of annihilation rose up against the wicked ones from
the santification of the Name, and slew many of them before they

died.

“On the first day of Passover the remnants of the Ghetto of

Warsaw rose up against the adversary, even as in the days of

Judah the Maccabee. They were lovely and pleasant in their lives,

and in their death they were not divided, and they brought

redemption to the name of Israel through all the world.

“And from the depths of their affliction the martyrs lifted their

voices in a song of faith in the coming of the Messiah, when
justice and brotherhood will reign among men.”

All sing “Ani Ma’amin” (I Believe), the song of the martyrs in the

ghettos and liquidation camps:

“I believe in perfect faith in the coming of the Messiah:

“An though he tarry, nonetheless do I believe.”
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Wliy on the seder night ? In part, because it was on the fii-st night
of Passover 50 years ago, when the Germans had surmunded the
Warsaw Ghetto and were preparing to destroy it, that the last

remnants of the half-million Jews of Wai'saw rose up against their

oppressors and fought one of the most valiant battles of Jewish
history

The other reason for choosing the seder is that we are command-
ed on Passover to tell the story of the Exodus from Egypt, over
and over again. “And the more one tells the story of the Exodus
from Egypt, the greater one’s merit,” the Hagadali says.

And so we are commanded from the depths of Auschwitz, by those
who did not survive to tell the story of European Jewry, over and
over again.

We who survived consider the recounting of the tale to be the
fulfillment of a solemn oath made to those who were killed. “Pro-
mise us you will remember,” they said. “Promise us you will tell.”

And so, on a holiday when we are gathered with friends and family
to celebrate our freedom, we tell. We tell not only of the destruc-
tion, but also of that which was destroyed.

There was, we tell, a great Jewish people in Europe for more than
1,000 years. They formed thousands of communities; they built
trade and commerce and erected houses of learning and woi'ship.
They created their own language, their own literature, their own
theater, their own music. They spewed forth into the world some
of the greatest geniuses of the last centuries.

And then we must tell of the destruction of the methodical
dehumanization of the Jews first in ghettos and then in concen-
tration camps, of the torture and the starvation, of the carefully
orchestrated murder of millions.

We tell Nahum Rembo’s story, of children being led to their deaths
in Treblinka, and in that we tell the the end of a civilization.

And then, after we have recited all this, we can tell of the young
heroes who rose up on the first seder night in 1943, who lashed
out against these murderers of children and gave expression to
the bitter outcry of a people in their darkest hour.

The struggle of a small and virtually unarmed group of young
Jews, led by the likes of 24-year-old Mordechai Anilevitch and
28-year-old Tzivia Lubetkin, was the first uprising in occupied
Europe and lasted longer than the German invasion of Poland.

We must continue to give life to these unlived lives and some
meaning to their horrible deaths.

On the seder night, let us tell their stories and give voice to their
cries.
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loomed so large in my life. For if, after all Czenstochova goes on,
sublimely indifferent now to what happened to my parents, and
my whole people, how can I go on endlessly grieving about what
occurred there? It is now impossible to mythologize Czenstochova.
And so life must go on, for people like me — but elsewhere. In
Canada, maybe, or Israel, or who knows where. But Poland is no
longer a ‘romanticized’ (if such, be the appropriate word) part of
my life.”

Passover Remembrance
of the Warsaw Ghetto, 1943
By Zvi Hosenwein
Jewish Telegraphic Agency

New York — “It was a day that brought me down completely,”
recalls Nahum Rembo, secretary of the Warsaw community, in his
memoirs.

It was a hot day in August, 1942 and Rembo had been told that
the Germans were evacuating schools and orphanages, including
the one run by Janusz Korczak.

The Germans began loading the trains that would take the
children to Treblinka. “The death march started by Korczak with
his children — that, I will never forget,” wrote Rembo.

“That was not a march to death, it was a silent organized protest

against the savagery.

“It was surreal. The children were lined up in groups of four, with
Korczak leading them, his eyes lifted skywaixl, his hands holding
those of two children.

“At night, I thought I heard the marching of the little children.

They are marching to the tune of the teachers. I heard therr march
without stop, going in an unknown direction.”^

Every year in our home, we pause in the middle of the Passover
seder to retell Nahum Rembo‘s story — and the many other stories,

including my own, that made up the destruction of European
Jewry.

We pause at the passage in the Hagadah that says, “In every

generation, every individual must feel as if he (or she) personally

had come out of Egypt.”

My modern-day Egypt was WWII Poland, and not a day goes by
without my thinking of my enslavement them. On the seder night,

I ask my family, and all Jews, to think back with me.

1 Emaiiuel Ringelblum. Notes fix)in the Ghetto. Vol. 2. pp. 213-214. ti-aiislated from

the Yiddish, LL. Peretz Publishing. Ismel. 1985.
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After years of neglect, a thick forest had envelopped all but about
30 of perhaps 2,000 or 3,000 tombstones. As night was falling

quickly, they headed back to the hotel.

The receptionist had good news: a Jewish resident of Czensto-
chova who thought he knew Srebrnik’s parents wanted to see
them tomorrow in the lobby.

Moshe F. was a robust, 78-year-old pensioner, one of approximate-
ly 150-200 Jews still left in Czenstochova. On the eve of the war,

28,500 Jews, or one-quarter of the total population, made their

homes he^re. Most of the Jews were deported to death camps; a
lucky few, including Srebrnik’s parents, worked at HASAG, the
German arms factory at the edge of town.

Moshe survived the war by fleeing to the Soviet Union; his wife,

who remained be3hind, died. After the war, Moshe remarried, and
now, he told the visitors, he lived in a flat in the old ghetto area
with his second wife and 24-year-old daughter.

He said that he had indeed known the Srebrnik family, and added
that he would be pleased to show Henry where Moshe and Abba
wei'e buried. The burial site on Kawia Street was not far from his
own house. It was a small field marked by an unobtrusive granite
stone memorializing 4,000 Jews — including Moshe and Abba —
shot by the Gei*mans.

Moshe F. accompanied Srebrnik to the cemetery, and led him to
the weathered, mossy headstone of his mother’s grandfather.
Smbiiiik, normally a voluble pemon, was so awed by the sight that
he was unable to talk for many minutes. When he got into the car,
he had to fight back the tears.

Latei; back at the Hotel Centralny, his composure intact again,
he spoke animatedly of what he had seen in Czenstochova.

“It’s like catching up with your past,’’ he said of the visit to his
ancestral roots. “You’ve known the place but you’ve never seen
it. It’s like having been blind all these years and then, miracu-
lously, regaining your vision and seeing the world you once knew
only in your mind.

“The oddest thing about being in the town was that I simulta-
neously felt myself to be a complete stranger, a phantom outsider,
almost an intruder from the past, yet at the same time I had a
very intense feeling of belonging there. The feeling was an
abstmct, metaphysical one — as though I shared some sort of pri-
vate communication with the town itself, mther than its actual
living physical inhabitants of today

“Seeing the actual hustle and bustle, the cars on the street, the
ongoing day-to-day life of a city, in a sense made me sign my own
pi iv^ate peace treaty with that part of my past that has always
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He got to Czenstochova, 125 miles southwest of Wai'saw, at dusk
and checked into the Hotel Centmlny on Swiei'szewskiego Sti*eet.

In a way, the hotel seemed like a second home, for his parents
knew it well in their youth.

Srebrnik unpacked, then consulted the black notebook in which
he had written explicit instructions on how to find the apartment
flats in which his parents, Edward and Esther, once lived. Though
they were unable to tell him whether Czenstochova’s Jewish
cemetery was still standing, or whether the unmarked graves of

his mother’s brothers were located in the city rather than the

suburbs. Srebrnik told his friend that he was determined to find

both sites.

He had no trouble finding the various crumbling apartment
buildings where his parents lived before and after the war. And
he also found the flat where he was born on July 19, 1945. But
Srebrnik had no luck in finding the cemetery, nor in locating the

graves of Moshe and Abba, his late uncles.

One late afternoon, 24 hours before he was due to leave Czen-

stochova, he happened to glance at a large city map thumb-tacked

on the wall opposite the Hotel Centralny receptionist. By sheer

chance, his eye caught the Jewish cemetery. (City maps he had

earlier consulted did not show the cemetery.)

This sudden discovery excited him so much that he asked the

receptionist if she knew anything about the existence of an

organized Jewish community in Czenstochova. She promised to

make inquiries. Meanwhile, Srebrnik and his friend decided to

go to the cemetery.

They drove past the old town square and Warszawska Street,

where his parents lived before the ghetto was liquidated by the

Germans; past the former Jewish hospital on Mirovska Street and

up Zlota, a narrow, cobble-stoned country road, on either side of

which were small frame houses and gardens.

When they reached the end of the road, they asked a passing boy

where the cemetery was. “There’s a cemetery there, but it’s only

a Jewish one,” he said. Abiding by the boy s directions, they went

up a wooded path, but were unable to find a cemetery. They

returned to the parked Renault, and a girl gave them different

directions.

They retraced their path, crossed a short bridge, walked along a

long gray wall affixed with rusty barbed wire, squeezed under two

low-slung pipelines, traversed a railroad track and came to a quiet

forest glade. It was already growing dark, but they could make

out the ruined remains of an arched gate, which led to an eerie,

forlorn Jewish cemetery.
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Exploring Ancestral Roots
in Czenstochova

By Sheldon Kirshner

Reprinted from The Canadian Jewish News of September 30, 1977

Czenstochova, Poland — Henry Sreb-

rnik was in Czenstochova, the source of

his familial roots, and he could hardly

believe it.

Even as he walked along Czensto-

chova’s main street, Najswictzet Marii

Panny, which leads to the Jasna Gora,

one of Roman Catholicism’s major
shrines, he felt like a somnambulist in

an extremely vivid dream.

A 32-year-old native of Czenstochova

had good reason to be amazed that he

was finally here. “My parents and my
forefathers were born and raised in this

city. Through stories — good and bad —
it has always been part of me,’’ explained the lecturer in political

science and Jewish studies. “I wanted to see it for myself.”

Srebrnik arrived in Poland in July, following visits to Germany,
Austria and Czechoslovakia. He and his friend, whose parents hail

from Lodz, another Polish city, crossed into Poland at Szczecin.

Fbr Srebrnik, Szczecin was not just an obscure frontier post

separating Poland and Czechoslovakia. In 1938 several Polish divi-

sions occupied Szczecin, and his father, a bookkeeper; was a

soldier in the invading force.

On the way to Czenstochova, Srebrnik stopped at Auschwitz.
Though the sombre concentration camp did not move him to the

extent he thought it would, he was glad that he had seen the in-

famous place where some of his parents’ relatives had perished.

Henry Siebrnik:

seaivhing for mots
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A sudden wind brings rain. I’m alone in the min in the cemetery.

Only the peasant women know I’ve come hem. They’ll wonder and
tell their husbands who’ll have a few drinks; the vodka is cheap
but good. One forgets, but remembem what them is to mmember:
“That American Zydowka wandering around the old Jewish
cemetery all by herself.’’

A branch crackles, leaves rustle; some prowler, some drunkard
— yes, I saw empty whisky bottles near the gravestones, broken
glass, human excrement. A jungle, this Jewish cemetery, teem-

ing, rotting.

I’ve lost my way.

Look for the wall, look for the light, away from the trees, from

the dark twisted forest.

Stumble through the bmnches, the knee-high gmss, the wet clay

earth. Scratch at a stone. Find one familiar name, one witness

from the long-ago dead past, in this Jewish graveyeard in Poland

- Poland, graveyard of the Jews.

On a huge pink block of marble with many names, a name jumps
out; “Pola Kutner’’. My mother’s sister. The pretty one. The
youngest. Not yet married. Shot in this cemetery, buried in this

mass grave for smuggling some bread into the camp.

“Even during the war, we had enough to eat,’’ Marias aunt had

said, speaking of the privation the Poles are suffering now. “’We

can’t even get ham now. Who couldn’t get ham during the war?’’

Yes. And Pola was shot for a piece of bread.

The rain has let up. The wind has dropped.

A bit of sun shines through the leaves. A sparkle. A beam. A halo.

And now, again, in the open garden, in the high grass, in front,

where my great-grandfather Yekl’s gravestone should have been.

It’s gone and soon the others will be gone, too. If my daughter ever

comes here, all she will find will be the great, sprawling, glower-

ing Huta. The peasant women will be gone and no one will remem-

ber the Jewish cemetery.

And what of it - if the Jews are gone?
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‘‘They steal the flowers off the gravestones and sell them,” Maria
had told me, speaking of Polish poverty and Polish greed and
Polish thieves; she herself a Pole. “They steal gravestones and
smooth them over and sell them. My neighbour breaks the stems
of the flowers she leaves on her husband’s gi^ve so they shouldn’t

steal them.”

Deeper into the cemetery, the open garden becomes a grove, a
forest. Trees block out the sky, uproot tombstones which them-
selves seem to sprout vines and branches. The wet earth soft

under my feet. Twigs snap back, brambles catch on my rain

poncho, my hair. (Later this summer there’ll be berries.) Looking
for names, I scratch at the moss and grass covering a stone. A
thorn pierces the palm of my hand. My blood mixes with the dirt.

(Dirt and snow in the young girl’s mouth. Snow on her open eyes.)

A train whistles past, filling the graveyaih with mar and coal dust.

In the little house way out of the country, the train whistled past
in the night. I was six years old and I wanted my mother, and the
night was loneliness and a train hooting through. (The man with
the grey-blond hair rocked in his chair sucking on a pipe. Flora,

her golden braid a crown around her head, was laying out the
cards. “We will have money, yes. But who will bring it? And
when?’’ They say she betrayed him, her husband. He was a Jew
and she betrayed him and the Germans killed him.)

Is it true, this memory, this sound of a train rushing through the
night calling my loneliness, loneliness of a train hooting in the
dark and the smell of petunias at night?

Poland. The smell of petunias at night. Lilacs. Apple trees. Tar
melting in the sun after the rain on a Polish afternoon. Mush-
rooms. Mushrooms in a Polish forest.

Tlie young girl we found in the fomst. Snow and dirt in her mouth.
Open eyes. Garbo hair. The nun and her little girls were going for
a walk thmugh the snowy woods. We passed the keeper’s cottage.
A peasant woman was preparing dinner, peeling potatoes. When
we came back, she was dead.

“Toppled right over into the potatoes she was peeling, onto the
knife,” we heard the nuns whispering. “The knife stuck in her
face. And we spoke with her just an hour before.”

But the girl. Oh, the young Jewish girl ! Beautiful with Garbo hair,

thin white body in the snow. Jewish girl dead in the Polish woods,
mouth packed with snow, open eyes covered with dirt and snow.

The snow was high in the empty fields. We walked quickly, two
bundled figures — a woman and a little girl. She was scared, this
Polish woman. She knew my mother was never coming back and
she was scared. “If the Germans find you with me. . . Hurry, lift

your feet !” We walk to the train through the snow-covered fields.

Everything is white and still.
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“Ah, then Pani is a Jewess. Well, never mind, that’s all right. Yes,

Pani must walk right back past the tracks. And where is Pani

from? America? Life is good there, isn’t it. Better than here?"

“Yes, America is wonderful."

“But, excuse me, Pani. Was Pani here during the war? And Pani

survived? Yes, those were hard times. I remember how they took

the Jews away. So Pani survived."

“Well then, yes, that’s the gmveyard over there right behind those

trees. Of course, Pani may not find it as Pani expects. Who knows
if Pani will find anything. They took over part of the cemetery for

the foundry. They wanted to build over the whole place, but the

Jews protested. Jews fmm America. So they signed an agi*eement

not to build anymore. For fifty years. Some of the — you know, the

remains - were transferred to other towns. To Radomsk. Pani

understands. And the gravestones, well, there’s not much left."

“Oh, she’ll find some of them. Sure, there’s a Rubinstein, I

remember. Of courses, the Gei’iiians took away the best ones, the

fine marble."

“Yes, it’s open. Pani can go right in. They pulled the gate down

long ago."

Walk back past the dogs - quiet now across the tracks, through

the trees, to an old greyish -pink stone wall. The archway dazzles

in the after-rain sun. The gate is gone.

“Grandfather Yekl was buried right in front. His tombstone really

stands out. You can’t miss it when you walk in, my father had

said when he heard I was going back to Czestochowa. But don t

go there by yourself. It’s very isolated, out in the country. Wed
always go in a group, a few of us. The shkutziin used to throw

stones." And he bent his head and parted his hair to show me a

fifty-year-old scar.

Right in front, where great-grandfather Yekl’s grave should have

been, the grass grows high, soft, inviting. An open garden, this

city of dead. Yellow sunshine beams through the leaves, mindrops

glisten on overturned tombstones. IVIoss and earth, young grass,

yellow flowers, tender sprouts hiding, protecting, obscuring the

hands of the Golden upraised in blessing: “A just man Zelig Katz

1880-1935 ."

(Forgotten. Children and grandchildren dead. In the ovens, in

stacks of corpses. Resurrected in the rich earth, the fields, the

neat unobtrusive flower beds of the camp.)

Great-grandfather’s stone is gone. Maybe it was stolen by the

Germans. Maybe by the Poles.
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Wasteland
By Ruth Kiel Everett*

Coming here I took the wrong path. A quiet muddy country lane

with the Huta — the foundry — behind the fields, farm houses

along the way, dogs barking.

Polish dogs barking and snapping. Jewish school boys, bearded

peddlers, old men running from Polish dogs. And now I.

And now I, alone on a country road in Czestochowa, Poland of the

Jew haters now finally without Jews - looking for my great grand-

father Yekl’s grave.

Dogs are more afraid than people, I tell myself, walking slowly.

They gather warily behind me as I pass house after house. A pack
of Polish dogs barking and growling in the quiet air.

Two women come out from behind a house. I approach them, smil-

ing. I won’t let them see my fear.

“Good day. Could you tell me the way to the Jewish cemetery?”

They exchange glances. Peasant women. Gaps in their teeth, mak-
ing them look older than they are.

“It’s over on the other side, right across the railway tracks. And
what would Pani want with the Jewish cemetery?”

“My family is from Czestochowa. My great-grandfather was
buried here.” (But not my grandfather. My grandfather, Berl, died

in Treblinka.)

* “Wasteland" by Ruth Kiel Everett, the daughter of Chanan Kiel (Kielczyglowski)

and Sara Kutner-Kielczyglowski, from Czestochowa, was published in 1983 in

“Ariel", an English-language review of Arts and Letters, published in Israel. This
special 1983 edition of “Ariel", was dedicated to the Jewish Resistance during the
Second World War.

Ruth survived as a child in a Convent for children, near Warsaw. Her mother,
Sara, a nurse, perished in the Holocaust. In 1977, Ruth visited Czenstochowa and
went to the Jewish cemetery, to witness what was left of her Kehillah.

Ruth Kiel Everett lives in Jerusalem with her husband, Yaakov, and daughter,
Sarah. She is a tourist guide and a free-lance writer.
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In Memory of the
Jewish Victims in Europe

There has been an unprecedented increase of interest in the

Holocaust. It is the subject of numerous books, movies and tele-

vision features. Until some 25 years ago, survivors often did not
wish to talk about their experiences. They felt guilt or pain. This
changed only recently, as the ranks of the survivors began to

dwindle and “revisionists” claimed that the Holocaust never
occurred.

The Holocaust remains, however, an undeniable historic event. Tb
teach its history, a vast, complex and profoundly disturbing sub-

ject, may be deeply upsetting. But its lesson must be transmitted

and understood by every generation. It ought to be shared by all

faiths, all ethnic groups and nationalities. If we do not learn from
past tragedies, we risk their repetition.

This attempt of genocide did occur in reputedly “civilized”

countries. We are forced to realize that people are not only cap-

able of great achievements, but also of unspeakable cruelty. To

ignore it, is to deny reality. The Holocaust represents the most
extreme and destructive consequences of bigotry. In its

systematic planning and cold-blooded efficient execution, the

Nazi persecution of the Jews was a unique event in the history

of genocides.

With few exceptions, the treatment of Jews in the Nazi-occupied

countries followed the example of Germany. Civil rights were

denied, property was confiscated and all aspects of daily life were

controlled by the Nazis. Gentiles had a choice: they could follow

the majority in aiding and abetting the murderers, or they could

quietly retain their humanity and follow their conscience. In doing

the latter, some of them became heroes, unsung heroes until now.

May the perpetrators of evil never be forgotten and the Righteous

forever remembered.
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YOM HASHOAH
Yom Hashoah, or Holocaust Remembrance Day, is designated
to commemorate the 6 millionJewish people who were murdered
in the Holocaust. The 27th day of Nisan was declared by the
Knesset of Israel as Yom Hashoah because it marked the
beginning of the Warsaw Ghetto uprising. It is observed by
Jews around the world and has become an integral part of our
heritage and calendar. Rituals of the day include the lighting

of a memorial candle the night before and special services in

the synagogue.

Mordechai Anilewicz, Commander of the Ghetto Uprising.
Monument in Kibbutz Yad Mordechai, Israel.
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Victims of the Nazis
by Country

COUNTRY
JEWISH

POPULATION
IN 1939

NUMBER OF
JEWS KILLED
BY THE NAZIS

PERCENTAGE
KILLED

Poland 3,250,000 2,850,000 87.7

Soviet Union 2,100,000 1,500,000 71.4

Romania 850,000 425,000 50.0

Hungary 400,000 200,000 50.0

France 300,000 90,000 30.0

Czechoslovakia 315,000 240,000 76.2

Germany 193,000 110,000 57.0

Austria 90,000 45,000 50.0

Lithuania 150,000 130,000 86.2

Latvia 95,000 80,000 84.2

Holland 150,000 105,000 70.0

Belgium 90,000 40,000 44.4

Yugoslavia 75,000 55,000 73.3

Greece 75,000 60,000 80.0

Italy 57,000 15,000 26.0

Bulgaria 50,000 7,000 14.0

Others 15,000 5,000 33.3

8,255,000 5,957,000 72.1

*
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The crematoria at Auschwitz which worked day and night to

burn the millions of victims.
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All of these conquests brought more and more Jews under the rule

of the Germans and invited even more stringent measures, cul-

minating in extermination in the notorious death camps.

The roundup of Jews and their shipment to the death factories

was organized and executed by the SS. But the rest of the German
army was not adverse to taking part in shootings and humiliation

of Jews.

It was almost standard procedure. Right after the victorious

German armies, came the Gestapo with their files. In those files

were the names of Jewish leaders and prominent persons whom
the Gestapo would round up in order to ship them to Auschwitz.

The Jews were expendable and their extermination continued at

a rapid pace. The railway lines leading to Auschwitz were never

bombed — the area was out of reach of American warplanes, the

men in the War Department claimed.

But these same men could order the air force to bomb factories

five miles from the concentration camp. Jewish leaders in this

country swallowed it all. They did not want to hamper the war
effort.

That September brought countless tragedies, enough to fill

the history books forever.

Transport of Jews waiting inside the Auschwitz gates.
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Jews Viewed as Expendable
as German Armies Advanced
By Arno Herzberg

(JTA)

For Jews, September 1, 1939 is a day that confirmed the old

adage that Jews will be victims of upheaval and war, that they are

expendable, that their fate is of no concern to the great makers
and shakers of this world.

This day was significant not only because it showed how little the

Western democracies were prepared to cope militarily with the

power, tactics and methods of Nazi Germany. For Jews, it was the

end of all efforts to save our people from the clutches of the most
vicious criminals in history.

Emigration out of Germany slowed to a trickle on that day, and

the physical extermination of Jews was brought a decisive step

closer.

I had always feared that the Nazis would resort to measures

beyond the imagination of a normal person if war ever broke out;

that they would want to get rid of Jews so that they did not have

to feed them.

When war did break out, the Nazis were no longer concerned how
the world would react to their behavior. The so-called civilized na-

tions saw the cruelties the Nazis dealt out in Austria and Czech-

oslovakia, as in Vienna, where the Jews had to scrub the sidewalks

with their bare hands. The Allies had signaled to them long ago,

in the Conference of Evian and elsewhere, that they could do with

the Jews as they pleased.

In this war, the fate of the Jews was bound up with the advance

of the German armies. First came the conquest of Poland, with

its millions of Jews; then France, Belgium, Holland, Denmark,

Norway; then Hungary, Yugoslavia and Greece, and finally, the

Soviet Union.
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One of the Torahs is to be dedicated to Abramowicz’s and
Rapaport’s synagogue, Temple Beth Torah, in Westbury, and one

to Harry’s parents’ synagogue, Congregation B’nai Israel, in Pair-

lawn, New Jersey. Another will go to the Jewish War Veterans

Museum in Washington, D.C., and Harry said he hopes a fourth

will go to a Holocaust museum in the United States.

The fifth Torah was given to the Mid-Island Y during the recent

Kristallnacht ceremony.

Czenstochover in Israel

The Publication Committee, of the book "'Czenstochov" printed in
1967 in Israel.

(Seated from right): G. Frajtag, N. Edelist, A. Gotlieb, J. Leslaw,
J. Levitt, Dr A. Horowicz, M. Ch. Tiberg, L. Richer.

(Standing from right): H. Wiernik, Ch. Z. Rosen, C. J. Kaufman,
I. Ben-Moshe, Ch. Bierenholtz, D. Koniecpoler, S. B. Szancer, A. Pelui,
M. Jaskiel.

The Ariangement Committee.

(Fix)m right):M. Ch. Tiberg, S. D. Jeruszalmi, J. Leslaw, A. Gottlieb,
I. Ben-Moshe.
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After the wai; the elder Rapaport went back to Czenstochova. He
found his fathei‘'s gi'ave^site, and nearby, he spotti^d the stone
which had been I'emoved to make a sidewalk. He repaii'ed the

monument and visited again a few times. About edght yeai’s ago,

four yeai*s befom he passed away, Moishe leduimed with Hai*ry and
Penny.

“In the town,” said Penny, “you could see where all the Jewish
houses wei-e. You could see the outlines of a mezuzali on eveiy dooi’,

and you could see the holes whei’e they had bec^n nailed on. Kvciy
place I walked, I walked in blood,” she said.

The Jewish cernc.Jery “was like a jungle,” recalled Hai*i*y. “It took
all day to clear away the weeds. We v^ere i*eady to leaver without
finding |my grandfathei*’s grave], when my wife^ stumbled ovei*

some 1‘ocks. She had found tlu^ wcJl. My fathei- counted off 25
paces and thei'e, {ji‘ot(K;ted by somc^ trcKis, he found the grav(^

“I became interested in ix^storing this pailiculai’ cemc3tei*y. Thc3

Abramowiczes and I formed a committee and we am negotiating
with a Polish contractoi* now to i'estori3 th(3 gat(3 of the cenu^U^ry.”

Last spring, Abramowicz made a similar pilgi'imagci to Czt^nsto-

chova with his fathei*, Fi*oim Abi*aniowicz. Wliile thc^re, they were
told by a local i*esident that “a whoi(i bunch of Toi*ahs and books”
were lying in the factory on the cemc3tei*y gi*ounds.

“I brought home some pi*oof,” Abramowicz said, “in casc3 they
didn’t believe me.” He took a few books and a megillah with him
to Long Island and showed them to Hari*y and Penny.

Together, the Rapapoi’ts and Abi*amowiczes went back to Poland
a few weeks later. Tht^y visited the factory, and thei*e, in a i*oom

off to the side of a corridor, were boxes of pmyerbooks and Tbi-ahs,

covered by an old blanket.

“There were books fmm flooi* to shouldei* high,” said Hai*i •y. "They
were all in V63i*y bad shape.”

The two families decided to bi*ing out as many books as they

could.

“To get a Tbi*ah out is almost to be able to save a soul,” said Hai‘i*y.

Five Tbi’alis and many gmyerbooks were ci*ammed into ev(3ry avail-

able space in the luggage, thus making their way to the Unite^d

States.

Inside the covers of some books are names of Jews who usc^d

them. In one, someone had used a blank page to write of his woes:

“All day long I'm working at the factory. There is no food . . . My
wife is very sick and she can’t nurse the child. My heart aches.”

“You feel the souls of these people," said Harry.
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Rapaport, this and four other Torahs are back in Jewish hands.

It is possible that if the Rapaport and Abramowicz families had
not gone to search for their roots several years ago, those books
might still be lying in oblivion.

But, in a way, the discovery was inevitable. Something about
Czenstochova kept calling to those families, although there is

almost nothing left of the once-vibrant Jewish life there.

What remains is a strong memory of and pride in Czenstochova,
kept alive laigely through a New Yoi*k- based fraten*nal group of
Holocaust survivors with branches around the world. Rapaport
and Abramowicz met each other and their spouses. Penny Hemd
and Donna Jescniewoicz, lespectively, through this gi'oup, in
which thcur j)arents werc^ all members.

All four wei-e boi'n just aftcu* the war in Europe. Now the two
families aix^ ncixt-dooi* neighbors in Melville. Th(u*(^ ai“e pi'obably
moi‘e Czenstochova Jews on thcdi’ stiecJ than in all of Czensto-
chova today.

Rapaport’s fathei*, Moishe, was abk3 to give his fathei* a pi*ope3 i’

Jewish bui'ial, violating a Nazi-imposed cui*few, and he memoi’ized
the plot’s location: 25 steps from an old well inside the gates of
the Jewish cemetery.

A Tbi^ah scroll that survived the Holocaust was presented to the Mid-
Island Y by (fiom left): Donna and Jack Abramowicz and Penny and Harry
Rapaport. At right is Michael Soroka, president of the Y’s Board of
Directors.
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Torah Scroll Survived “Hells of Europe”
in CzensCochova Warehouse
By Toby Axelrod

Reprinted from Long Island ''The Jewish Week''
November 25, 1988

Cradling the small Torah in his arms like a baby, Jack Abramowicz
stood next to his long-time friend and neighbor Harry Rapaport.
They faced a crowd of nearly 1,000 people, packed into the gym
of the Mid-Island Y in Plainview, L.I.

“This Holocaust Torah survived the hells of Europe,” said

Rapaport. “It is dedicated to the Mid-Island Y as a memorial to

our lost six million.

As the Kristallnacht com-
memoration drew to a close

that night of Nov. 9, hun-
dreds of people pushed
their way to the front of the

room where the 200-year-

old Torah, swathed in a
tallis cover, lay on a small

table beside six memorial
candles.

One by one, people reached

out to touch and caress the

Torah as if it were a long-

lost child suddenly come
home.

Fbr more than 40 years,

this Torah had lain with

other damaged scrolls and
prayerbooks in a corner of

a warehouse in Czensto-

chova, Poland. And now,

thanks to Abramovicz and

Examining and reading the Holocaust

Sefer Torah for the first time are (1. to

r): Rabbi Dr Yaakov Thompson and
Harry Rapaport.
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young Jewish people who had decided to organize illegally, such
as Szmulewicz, Laznaz, Mandelbaum, were also confined.

That commanding group was realized on the historic day of May
12, 1940. On that date, most of the people did not return home
after work, but went directly to the illegal meeting which took
place at the former pubhc bank of Aleia 22. All the entrances and
exits were barred. Over a thousand people attended this meeting.
Strong words to protest the enforcement of compulsory labour
among the Jewish people came first from Rosenwein, Szyldhaus
and Szmulewicz. It was decided that all those in the forced labour
group, regardless of their political views, would be protected. This
illegally organized group became the basis for the future
resistance movement in the small ghetto.

Zvi Rosenwein was one of the pioneers of the resistance movement
in Czenstochova. This resistance to the oppression of the Jews
by the Nazi regime was followed by the leader of the uprising in

the Warsaw Ghetto. Rosenwein was advised to continue to spread
his revolutionary movement in other cities and, while on a mis-
sion to Bendzin, he became the actual leader of the resistance
movement in that town. After the downfall of Hitler’s Germany,
Rosenwein was in a D.R Camp at Einring, in the American zone
of Germany. He soon became a member of the Central Commit-
tee of the Czenstochover survivors and a member of the cultural
committee. He was also involved in the preparations of the book
“Churban Czenstochov”.

In 1949, Zvi Rosenwein moved to New York and became the
secretary of the Czenstochover Society and Social Club. He con-
tinued his activity and was co-editor of the book “Czenstochov”,
which was published in New York in 1958. That same year, he was
involved in the publication of a series of articles under his literary
name, Zvain.

Zvi Rosenwein is one of the outstandingly colourful personalities
in the history of Czenstochova. He will always be remembered for
organizing the heroic resistance against the barbaric Nazi regime.

Abram Bomba, a Holocaust
Survivor, holding a 'Holocaust
Torah'’ rescued in Czenstochova.
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Zvi Rosenwein
Translated from Yiddish

The name Rosenwein grew to be a symbol of resistance among
those of the younger generation of Czenstochov who were ready
to fight under his leadership in their besieged city of Czen-
stochova during the Nazi regime of World War II.

Zvi was born in Czenstochova on December 18, 1918, to a strictly

orthodox family. He received a general religious education and
was an avid reader. He was influenced by the works of A.D. Gordon
who called upon the Jewish youth to abandon their lives in the

diaspora.

In 1932, Zvi became involved in the organization “Gordonia”, and
subsequently climbed the social ladder. In the following year, he
represented his organization with lectures on Zionism and
Socialism. In 1938, at the age of 20, he wrote a column “Under
the Shadow of Extinction’’ in the weekly Czenstochover Press.

World War II, 1939, the German motorized military units occupied

Czenstochova. Rosenwein continued to face the fight against

hunger, starvation and epidemic sickness. He had to reorganize

“Halutz farm’’, long-time known to Czenstochova. In this activity,

he could continue to do the illegal work among the Jewish youth

in the city. He called an emergency conference in Warsaw with

the participation of Tzivia Lubetkin and Joseph Kaplan. The path

for an international alertness was paved at that conference.

Rosenwein became one of the main leaders of this illegal organi-

zation. Illegal meetings were held regularly at the homes of Malka

Weltman on Berka Joselewicza 1, Cela Katz on Warszavska, Hela

Friedman on Garncarska, and Mania Szczeczura on Kedrzynska.

Rosenwein attended all of these meetings and encouraged actions

to fight the Nazis.

Very unpleasant times had begun with the steady hunting down
and rounding up of Jewish people who were sent to forced labour.

At the working sites, they were beaten and insulted. Zvi Rosen-

wein was among those apprehended for forced labour. Many
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arrested and now I was to return there for another five months,
until my nerves cracked and I was given an agricultural trainee
visa for England, “to leave England upon completion of the
training”.

On September 1, 1939, World War II broke out. By then about
170,000 German Jews were left to be exterminated, now that emi-
gration had become an impossibility. The phase that Crystal Night
had opened enabled perhaps 80,000 German Jews to emigrate in

1939, as the result of world indignation. It made room for the
“final solution”, which affected my brother, Fritz Hermann, and
many other relatives who did not make it before the closing of the
gates.

Would it have been possible to save more in 1939? The lesson of
Crystal Night is simple: People who can be saved today should
not be left waiting for tomorrow. It may never come.

A Survivor Writes
By Sonia Games

From many parts of North America and of the world came
memories of the tragic days in the Jewish Community of Czen-
stochova. Mrs. Sonia Games writes to us from Phoenix, Arizona:

Dear Mr. Harry Klein

"... .lam enclosing a copy of my book, ESCAPE INTO DARK-
NESS, which recently came out in paperback by Shapolsky
PubUshers, N.Y. This is the second printing; the first was in hard-
cover in April of 1991.

"Myfamily was deported from the Czenstochova Ghetto, and the
book might be ofparticular interest to you and to our second and
third generation readers. . . .

"... .It was only five years ago that I was able to write it, as you
can surely imagine. But I had this box of yellowing notes on my
shelf, and the obligation.

"We are a fadinggeneration and I wanted to sharemy experiences.
Myreward is an opportuniity to lecture in schools about the Holo-
caust, an opportunity Iam immenselygrateful for. Ihaven't made
a cent on this, nor do I expect to. Sufficient that my effort pro-
vided me a forum to confront and rebuke those who would deny
history.

"Yes, to this day I well remember the Czenstochova Ghetto. . .
.”

A book to be recommended!
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There was a canteen where you could buy some cheese or sausage
or, believe it or not, boxes of candy. The profit that went to the
SS was unbelievable.

One morning the PA system bellowed: ‘All Jews who own a car
report at the gate immediately”. Many did — and were relieved of

their property at one-tenth or less its value. We were working in

the quarries and were told to avoid looking at the house of the
Commander, SS Colonel Koch (later executed by the Nazis them-
selves). His wife. Use (known for her interest in tattoos and lamp
shades made of human skin showing interesting tattoos), was
looking for potential victims. The work in the quarries was make-
believe work, seemingly without value, but a great opportunity
for the supervisors to beat us. Young men who were healthy could
survive, as I did; men in their 50s and 60s were just driven to

“normal” deaths.

Even among the SS, there were human beings as well as beasts.

Some used every opportunity to be cruel, others seemed curiously

matter-of-fact. Inside the camp proper, you saw the bulk of the

“real” inmates, mainly Gentiles. Some were political activists

(who seemed to fare quite well), some homosexuals, some ex-jail-

birds who had not been let go after their sentence had been served

but placed in Buchenwald; some Jehovali’s Witnesses, some old

and practically dying, some looking rather healthy in spite of all

the suffering.

But I recall an old, slim man, with a two-by-four in place of a leg.

An SS officer who knew him, exclaimed upon seeing him, “Are

you still alive? I’ll bring you some rope tonight and you can hang
yourself.” The next morning we had a long roll call while they cut

him off a tree and dragged him to his block comrades so that the

elder could report “Strength, 380. Now, 379 present, and one
corpse’ ’.

On another occasion, as I stook at the fence and near a watch
tower, suddenly something was thrown down at me. It turned out

to be a perfectly good and tasty sandwich. Obviously, the SS man
on the tower had a heart.

After a week or two inside the real camp, we were returned to the

stables. By that time rumors had it that those whose emigration

papers were ready could be released. Indeed, this is what hap-

pened. After about 2'/: months in Buchenwald, my name was call-

ed to report at the gate. I was told that I would be released the

next morning “to continue to prepare Jewish youth for emigra-

tion at the ‘Juedische Anlernwerkstatt’ in Frankfurt/Main.”

It turned out that this ORT-type school had been taken over by

the Gestapo, or SS, to further Jewish emigration through voca-

tional training. I had taught there for over two years when I was
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Others had committed suicide by various means, or died from
natural causes. Our arrests had been chaotic: some of the black-
shirts were relatively human, others sadists with a killer instinct.

I still recall the Frankfurt/Main exhibition hall where we were
assembled and thoroughly disoriented, the transport to the
railway station on trucks (“keep your heads on your knees, who-
ever raises his head only a second will be shot”), the long train

ride to Weimar, the renewed cruelties on the way to Buchenwald
and then the long wait on the parade grounds, from 6 in the morn-
ing to 4 p.m.

Suddenly, over the PA system, a voice shouted, “If another of

those Jews hangs himself, will he please first put a piece of paper
with his name on it in his pocket so that we know who the hell

he is.”

As the day progressed and we stood and waited, we relieved

ourselves in our pants, tried to help some older men who had
fainted by just propping them up. Now and then a Kapo came
along and beat some up. The machine guns on the watchtowers
were moved like searchlights over us. When one man screamed
out loud, “Sh’ma Yisrael’’, a crackling and seemingly drunk voice
shouted over the PA “Pick him up and take him to the bunker;
we’ll take care of him tonight.’’ We knew what it meant without
being told.

Late in the afternoon, we were given something to eat, whale
goulash. It caused immediate diarrhea. By then we had been put
in barracks which were really stables. Rows of planks in three or
four layers served as beds, and we were so crowded that most of
us could only sleep on our sides to save space. Of course, there
were no blankets, not even straw. In fact, the man on my right
did not get up next morning. He had died in his sleep and we
dragged him out for roll call.

I will never forget this first night — it was, again, a preview of
hell. Men who had to relieve themselves, used their hats; ten-mark
bills served as toilet paper and, as had happened the night before,
some went insane and were beaten to death. Early in the morn-
ing we were permitted to use the “toilets’’ — open ditches with
raw lumber to sit on.

Rumours spread like wildfire: we would be working at something;
we would be released soon; we would stay on and on; and our
hopes made a skydive when we were properly admitted and some
of us, perhaps 1,000, put into the real camp. I was one of them.

Of the many impressions that I gained and often recall in night-
mares to this day, one will do: the utter corruption of the place.
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Witness of Shattering Crystal

By Henry Warschauer

Reprinted from the ''Canadian Jewish News'' of November 10, 1978

The most brutal rehearsal for the Holocaust took place inside
Germany, in full view of a passive German population, between
November 9 and November 12, 1938. The event, known as if to

prettify the pogrom, was “Crystal Night”, the night of broken
glass, and remembered by Jews all over the world as the begin-
ning of the “final solution”. The 40th anniversary of the event
gives me cause to jot down these facts and memories which I feel

should never be forgotten.

Under the Goebbels-organized cover of “spontaneous demonstra-
tions of irate citizens” following the death of a German embassy
official in Paris on November 9, which also was the anniversary
of the unsuccessful Hitler uprising of 1923. 171 synagogues were
set ablaze all over Germany, and others wantonly destroyed.

In the course of these operations, which stretched into Novem-
ber 10, 91 Jews were murdered, many others severely wounded
and, in broad daylight, more than 7,000 Jewish-owned businesses,

including 29 of the largest and world-famous department stores,

destroyed. Also, beginning November 10, and ending only Novem-
ber 12, some 25,000 male adult Jews were arrested by the GestapxD

and taken to the three largest concentration camps.

So it was that on November 11 or 12, 1 found myself in the recently

established concentration camp Buchenwald, together with

almost half the 25,000 arrested Jews.

The camp was completely unprepared for our arrival. As we now
know, on November 9, before our arrival, the camp count had been

9,842 inmates. Fbur days later, thanks to us, it had risen to 19,676.

There was not enough water or food, nor barrack or toilets, to

accommodate us. In fact, by the time we arrived, the first group
had already been decimated by men who had gone insane, run
berserk and been clubbed to death by Kapos, as well as Jews who
had taken it upon themselves to “put some order into this chaos”.
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The Holy Bible for the Germans was Hitler’s “Mein Kampf’’, an

inspiration for hate, brutality and murder.

Idzihowsky, the lawyer who was officially appointed to defend

Kestner, declared that his client was only a small pin in Hitler s

machine. He asserted that the whole world was to be blamed for

allowing the spread of Hitler’s plague in Germany and around the

world.

Kestner was sentenced to death.

Nazi murder Kestner during his arrest in Czenstochova after the war

Ch. Kiel E. Chrobolowski
and wife Helen

Li. Brener
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The Nazi Murderer Kestner
Before the Court of Justice
Translated from Yiddish

Kestner, a typical German gendarme, born in Sosnie (Silesia),

spoke fluent Polish. Of sadistic behavior, just like the other Nazi
degenerates, he was appointed, along with another bandit,

Lashinsky, to liquidate the so-called “small ghetto” in Czensto-

chova. Their level of brutality was far greater than that of the

ghetto Commandant Tzopot.

When, in the summer of 1943, the German rulers suspected that

the Jewish resistance movement was preparing a military attack,

they found it necessary to give Kestner and Lashinsky, the job

of removing and liquidating the small Jewish ghetto in

Czenstochova. Kestner completed his mission splendidly

As witness and accused, Kestner declared that he did not recall

exactly how many people he had murdered with his own hands
. . . “maybe 300 or 800 people”. He admitted that he had murdered
“only” 22. As the trial progressed, it became clear that his crimes

were horrible.

Statements by witnesses, such as Owieczka, Koniecpolski, Szpitz,

Kromolowski and Zelkowicz, were heard. They had hved through
the liquidation of the small ghetto where thousands of our

brothers and sisters were murdered. They described how Kestner

coldbloodedly shot several bullets into the heart of a little girl

whom he swung by her hair. Savagely he murdered children and
helpless elderly. These are only fragments of Kestner’s

“activities”.

The prosecutor, Kazinsky, called the German nation ‘

‘a horde of

cattle who followed their leader blindly, even into inhumanity”.

Hitler, one of the greatest criminals in history, lived by the

teachings of Friedrich Wilhelm, who believed that the Germans
could only be ruled by a dictator. According to Hans Frank, who
was sentenced to be hanged by the 1946 International Tribunal

in Niirenberg, “Whatever served the German Nation was lawful”.
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The disappearance of so many started rumors. Himmler stated
that all Jews were being “resettled in the east”. The mails were
in operation throughout the war, but there were no letters. Swiss
salesmen were allowed in and out of Germany and some said they
had met soldiers who told them of seeing “hundreds of Jews in

big open graves”. The Swiss did not believe it.

On December 8, 1942, Joseph Goebbels said “treatment of the
Jews is a delicate question” that ought not to be asked. The Inter-

national Red Cross was kept from the concentration camps, and
ordered not to transmit messages to and from Jews.

The news reached London, however, and the slaughter of a million
Jews was reported. Winston Churchill had no comment. Fbreign
Secretary Anthony Eden said he didn’t believe the story. The U.S.
Embassy in Berne cryptically told the story as a sort of postscript
to its regular messages.

The New York Times published British reports about the holocaust
on June 30, 1942, and July 2, but printed the story in the middle
of the paper. In Palestine, Hebrew newspapers deplored the
publishing of “unproven and exaggerated rumors”. Influential
British Jews wanted to suppress the story for fear of arousing
Hitler to greater crimes.

New York’s Rabbi Stephen Wise, worried about whether to keep
silent, but held a press conference in October, 1942, and announc-
ed that half of Poland’s Jews — 2 million — had been killed by the
Nazis.

The same month. Prof. Felix Frankfurter saw Roosevelt and told
him the story. The president said not to worry. The Jews were
being used by the Germans to build fortifications on the Russian
frontier.

At almost the same time, a Polish emissary named Jan Karsky
related to Frankfurter the detailed story of the Holocaust. Frank-
furter said: “I can’t believe you.”

The leaders of the free world felt they could do nothing about it.

It was all too far away.

Matzohs for Pesach 1945
By Cheryl Semsky

There was a religious man in Czenstochova named Noah
Edelist. After the liberation, Mr. Edelist came to see my father,
Morris Semsky. He was very concerned that there would be no
matzohs for Pesach. He asked if there were any other bakers still
alive. My father told him about Jack Shipper and Nathan
Eilenberg. Mr. Edelist and his friends found a “bakery” that was
very dirty. They got to work, roUed up their sleeves and cleaned
it. They were given some flour. Thanks to Mr. Edelist, Czensto-
chova had matzohs for Passover.
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Holocaust was **Too Far Away**
By Jim Bishop

When World War II ended, a grave question arose: “When did

the Allies learn of the extermination of the Jews, and what did

they do about it?” The question has been asked for many years.

Authors in untold numbers have ransacked the old files in

Washington, London and Berlin; but they have all drawn blanks.

Except one, Walter Laqueur, a writer with the tenacity of a bull-

dog. I read his book, “The Terrible Secret'

\

all day yesterday and
part of the night. It is a document that portrays an eerie partner-

ship between Hitler and Churchill and Roosevelt.

Many historians date the beginning of the Holocaust as January
1942, because that is when Himmler convened the Wannsee
conference for the “final solution” of the Jewish problem. The con-

ference endorsed what had been going on since June 1941 — the

killing of 500,000 Jews.

The special SS units, Einsatzgruppen, had been selected for the

extermination. The first camp, Chelmno, was already operating.

A few camps were set up in Germany, but the big ones were all

in Poland. Some observers forget that over 3 million Poles were
slain, as well as 6 million Jews.

In the fiery fury of a world at war, very few — even among Jews
— wanted to believe that a selected group of civilians, all across

the face of Europe, would be slaughtered. Some cited the tremen-

dous cost to Hitler and the loss of manpower at the front, to afford

thousands of Einsatzgruppen working hard to round up and ship

the defenseless in cattle cars from such remote areas as Brest and
the Crimea.

The Germans began the killing on June 22, 1941, slaughtering

2,000 Jews in Bialistock and, a few days later, 7,000 in Lvov. The
Nazis didn’t master the technique of their holocaust until the

summer of 1942. By that time, big camps were at Belzec, Sobibor,

Treblinka, Auschwitz and Majdanek.
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The revolts in the Warsaw and other ghettos against insuperable

odds aroused the admiration of freedom lovers all over the world.

It was the faith and conviction of the Jewish resistance which en-

abled them to make the Warsaw ghetto into a symbol of heroism

for all times.

A basic law of sociology states that a minority tries to resemble

the majority among which it lives, as far as life-style and even

ways of thinking and cultural values are concerned. This is also

true of the Jews, expecially since they had broken out of the ghetto

walls and become members of the Western world’s open society.

Yet in this “civilized” world, heroism and physical bravery are

often thought to be identical. People are brought up on this con-

cept and are prepared to shed their own and others’ blood in its

name.

No effort was spared by Jews to continue the observation of

religious precepts under German rule, to keep the Sabbath as

commanded, to refrain from forbidden foods, to hold prayers on
the holy days, to blow the shofar and eat matzot. All this actually

went on at the time of the Holocaust in all the camps.

It was this spiritual heroism that existed in the dark years of the

Holocaust. Despite the horrifying conditions resulting from the

Nazi’s crimes in the labor camps, ghettos and concentration

camps, the Jews — rabbis and leaders, as well as the common
people — preserved the image of human beings. This was true

heroism and it is this type of heroism that we must stress.

One is amazed to read documents written underground which
reveal the Jewish spirit in all its splendor. Wonderful manifesta-

tions of mutual help and of leadership frequently encouraged the

Jewish people at that fateful hour. Here was the real greatness !

It is within this framework, therefore — and not as a separate and
isolated phenomenon — that one should regard the ghetto rebels,

the overwhelming majority of whom were Zionists. They drew
their inspiration from the spiritual greatness of the Jewish people

. . . from their belief both in its past and its future.

Czenstochover Independent Society in Chicago
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Jews Shouldn’t Feel
Guilt nor Shame for Holocaust

The period of the European Holocaust causes some Jews,
especially among the younger generation, feelings of uneasiness
and even guilt. The question has often been asked: Why did the
Jews go as lambs to the slaughter instead of putting up
resistance?

The question has only one answer: whoever asks it shows
ignorance and a lack of understanding of what actually happened
in Europe during World War II.

Today, in retrospect, we are beginning (and only beginning) to

grasp the power of forces of evil at work then. At the time,

however, nobody in his wildest dreams could have imagined that
human beings were capable of what the Germans did.

However, the post-Auschwitz world, far from faultless as it

certainly is, does not resemble the world before the gas chambers
and concentration camps. A new dimension of man’s degradation
now accompanies us from here to eternity. We often experience
a sense of insecurity and uncertainty out of fear of the possibility

that what happened may recur, against the Jewish people and
other human groups.

But, to return to the question: why did the Jews not revolt? The
answer is clear. During World War II the Germans killed over
20 million people of various nationalities. We heard hardly any-

thing of revolt from them. Apparently it was made almost impos-
sible to resist physically and if this was true of the gentiles who
dwelt in their own countries and possessed armies and arma-
ments, it was even truer of the Jews. The Jews, after all, con-

stituted a minority and to a large extent alien element in the coun-

tries of Europe.

These are the objective facts and there is no point in suffering

from feelings of guilt or shame just because there were no Davids
to fight the German Gohath. David, in his time, fought in his own
country, using a sling and stones as weapons.
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The most important fact to remember is that the Nazi Holocaust
was a singular event in the history of humankind, without prece-

dent. Never before had the might of the military, the power of the

legislature and enmity of the general population united against

a segment of its citizens that comprised 0.8% of the total popula-

tion. The mechanical mass-murder system of an Auschwitz had
never happened before. There was no ready-made psychological

weapon to meet it.

Miraculously, throughout this unremitting tale of horror,

barbarism and evil, there also were many instances of morality

and righteousness, all the more to be emphasized and celebrated

as they happened truly at the lowest p)oint of human conduct.

Often putting their own and their family’s lives in danger, some
Christians hid Jews from the Nazis, or helped them escape to

safety. The people of Denmark as a whole defied Hitler’s orders

and Germany’s military might, and refused to hand over their

Jewish citizens for slaughter. These individuals have come to be
known as the Righteous Gentiles. One of these brace and reso-

lute individuals was Raoul Wallenberg, a young Swedish diplomat
who saved 100,000 Hungarian Jews in 1944 at great personal
danger, and who may still be held prisoner by the Soviet Union.
On a smaller scale, but nevertheless just as bravely, the German
factory owner Schindler saved 300 Jewish laborers by single-

handedly retrieving them from transports to concentration
camps. He fed and housed them in his own labor camp, and kept
them working in his factory until the war was over. Others took
Jewish children, raised them as their own, and thus saved their
lives. Had any been found out, they and their families could have
been executed.

These Righteous Gentiles, and many thousands of others, proved
that there was a choice: they could follow the majority and aid
and abet the murderers, or they could quietly retain their humani-
ty, follow their conscience and be the until-now unsung heroes
of a horrendous and shameful time in history.

May the perpetrators of evil never be forgotten, and the Righteous
forever remembered.

Dr. Emanuel Ringelblum was among the first to write
an historical book about Czenstochova.
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Hitler was quick to exploit the world’s failure to act on behalf of

the Jews. It vindicated his policies, and hastened the implemen-

tation of the “final solution’’.

With few exceptions the treatment of Jews in the Nazi occupied

countries followed the example of Germany. Civil rights were

eliminated, property and businesses confiscated, and daily life

was subject to the whim of the Nazis.

Ghettoization of Jews began in earnest now, which meant that all

Jews living in a particular town or city were herded into one sec-

tor, the area was closed off, usually with barbed wire and guards

outside the entrance. Jews of small towns were also brought to

this gathering p)oint, so that thousands of people inhabited space

meant for a few hundred. Having their intended victims in one

convenient location simplified the work of the Nazis for the time

when transports of Jews began leaving for the death camps.

Meanwhile, inside the Ghetto, life was unbearable. Fbod was

almost impossible to get, water supplies were inadequate,

medicine not available, and the sanitary system, primitive at best,

was totally insufficient. Disease ran rampant among the half-

starved inhabitants, and typhus outbreaks killed thousands daily.

With the benefit of hindsight, we now wonder why the Jews

allowed this to happen. Why didn’t they fight back, we ask. There

were many reasons, but we can discuss some of the most impor-

tant ones. The humiliating treatment, loss of all civil rights and

physical and economic deprivation had its desired effect. The Jews

were demoralized, helpless, totally at the mercy of a murderous

governmental policy. One of the most difficult to accept was the

complicity, or at best indifference, of the neighbors and the rest

of the world. People they grew up with, lived and worked with sud-

denly became deadly enemies. The soul crushing realization of

having spent one’s life as a loyal German subject, going and try-

ing to be as much like a “true’’ German as jxDSsible all were exer-

cises in futility. The tragic self-delusion of the emancipated and

assimilated Jew culminated in passive resignation to the in-

evitable. The normal human reaction to such extreme contradic-

tion was shock and a denial of reality. The emotional trauma,

together with the insidious, deceptive way the government car-

ried out its plans for the “final solution’’ of the Jews, checked the

ability of the victims to organize and fight back. There were excep-

tions, of course, as some Jews did join partisans and other counter

insurgency groups. The Warsaw Ghetto uprising is probably the

best known act of resistance by Jews, but certainly not the only

one. Resignation and denial were the operative emotions of the

majority of the victims, however.
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The danger these “subhumans” represented was described as so

great that any means at the disposal of the Aryans had to be imple-

mented to save the world from the evil designs of the Jews. Mob
hysteria has nothing to do with logic. It must be added that the

confiscation of “Aryanization”, of Jewish property did not fail to

please the masses. The later boycotting of Jewish businesses also

benefited the Gterman merchants — it eliminated competition. The
first step in the Nazi “race purification” program was the exclu-

sion of all Jews from government position, civil services, and the

army, followed by the firing of all Jewish teachers, professors,

scientists, artists, musicians. This move accomphshed two impor-
tant goals: by removing their means of making a living, it impo-
verished the Jews, while at the same time separating them from
the rest of society. This separation was later enhanced by the man-
datory yellow arm band all Jews had to wear in public. In 1935,
when the infamous “Nuremberg Laws” were passed, the effec-

tive exclusion of Jews from the economy was complete, as well

as the total loss of their legal and civil rights. These laws decreed
that only persons of “German blood” (Aryans) could be citizens

of the Reich, while persons of “impure blood” (non-Aryans) were
inferior and were “subjects” of the State but not citizens. Thus,
Jews legally became second-class citizens at the mercy of the
government, defenseless to fight against eviction from job and
property.

Hitler was figuratively “testing the water” with his progressive-
ly more restricting and more brutal laws and actions, and he was
not getting opposition to them from the population or from the
countries of the free world. In 1938, during the “Kxistalnacht”,
the Night of Broken Glass, Nazi thugs destroyed and looted
Jewish businesses, assaulted and murdered Jews they caught,
burned synagogues and much Jewish property all across
Germany. Between 20,000 and 30,000 Jews were arrested that
night and sent to concentration camps. Then, to add insult to in-

jury, Jews were forced to pay one billion marks in fines so that
the German insurance companies could reimburse Christian busi-
nessmen who might also have suffered losses during the looting
and vandalism. The resulting silence of the international com-
munity seemed to provide Hitler with a carte blanche for his
policies. No one would raise a hand on behalf of the Jews. Hitler
received more encouragement for his repressive, brutal policies
that year from the free world at the conclusion of the Evian Con-
ference. 32 countries sent representatives to Evian in July, 1938
to formulate a plan that would get the beleaguered Jews out of
Germany and Austria and help them be absorbed in volunteering
free nations. The Conference was no more than an empty gesture.
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Traditional Anti'Semitism

2k;hor-Chicago

Traditional anti-Semitism was based on the fact that Jews refused

to accept Jesus as their redeemer, and as the centuries rolled on,

still refused to convert to Christianity. It was standard church

teaching to condemn and ostracize the Jew for this refusal. Their

eternal wandering and constantly being at the mercy of Chris-

tians served to confirm the seeming truth of church teaching that

their wretched condition was a punishment from G—d for refus-

ing to believe in the “true” faith. The fact that Jews were forced

to flee from one place to the next due to the hostility of the

Christian community, and did not choose this miserable form of

existence of their own volition, did not seem to negate the argu-

ment of the church. By the 18th century, greater stress was placed

on economic and p)olitical anti-Semitism. Under Hitler, racial anti-

Semitism took on a still newer slant. According to Nazi theory,

the inherent evil of Jews did not arise from their “mistaken”

religious beliefs, or their economic role, but from their very being,

their very identity, as Jews. Literally, he claimed the evil was in

their blood. Also according to Nazi ideology, Germans were the

highest level of the Aryan “race”, while Jews were subhuman.

These subhumans, amazingly, were accused of trying to subvert

and undermine the structure of world affairs, and deprive the

Aryan super-race of its rightful position — that of world domina-

tion. Nazi theorists insisted that democracy, liberahsm, socialism

and communism were all destructive Jewish notions that would

only deprive the superior race of power and authority. How sub-

humans who were described as vermin could obtain the power to

be a threat to a super-race was never questioned. The German peo-

ple, conditioned by centuries of anti-Semitism, fell into line once

again and helped Hitler into power.

Once Hitler was appointed Chancellor on January 30, 1933, racist

doctrine became an integral part of the totalitarian regime, openly

expressed and practiced. Hitler appointed himself a kind of

“Defender of the Race”. Sporadic violence by Nazi thugs against

Jews accelerated and was condoned, even justified, by the State.
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G—d was never more immediate nor salvation more attainable. As
an adult, sitting next to my parents in shul on the high holidays,

I often wondered what gave them the strength to return to the
house of prayer and what meaning they possibly could have found
in those prayers after That Night.

A second eventful date and turning point in my mother’s psycho-
emotional calendar was the 17th of January. She was liberated
that day, gaining her physical freedom from the bondage of
Hasag. She was fond of recalling how four starving youngwomen
held on to one another, barely able to walk until they found and
occupied an abandoned apartment on Krutka Street. The place
was freezing cold and the girls, wearing heavy men’s boots and
mink coats they found in the apartment, had to drag coals from
another part of Czenstochova in a wheelbarrow.

There were other ‘little’ miracles which took place after the 17th.
When their meager supply of coal ran out Tolla, Hella, Malla and
Lutka went into a Russian-run factory which manufactured heat-
ing ovens and asked to be hired. The Soviet officer in charge, his
chest full of medals, understood that what they really wanted was
an oven. To their astonishment he dispatched one of his employees
with a brand new oven saying: “Make sure it works perfectly
before you come back!’’ As the girls thanked him he whispered:
“Ich bin oich a Yid.’’

As I reflect upon my relationship with my own children I become
conscious of the child that I am. None of us are quite as free as
we would like to believe; there is more of our parents within us
than we are willing to acknowledge, for better or for worse. We,
whose parents were tried and tested against their will in the worst
of all possible crucibles, somehow must distill from their experi-
ences only the noblest lessons and incorporate them into the
fabric of our lives. Then we must pass these lessons on. Fbr all

times.

Menachem Botstein and his mother, Tblla Rotsztajn
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shortly before my birth they must have made a conscious decision

never to speak Pohsh in the presence of their children. To their

mind Polish, rather than German, stood for all that was despicable

and evil in their world. I have not understood it nor have I sought
an explanation.

I know, however, that were it not for my mother’s gentile friend,

Hella, who risked her life on several occasions, one of my uncles
would surely have perished. Also, my mother’s blond hair, blue

eyes and fluency in Polish must certainly have been the reason
she was permitted to move freely carrying goods between Klobuck,
on the so-called German side of the border, and Czenstochova
which was part of the General Gk)ubernement during those

terrible days. Ironically, in the final hours of her life, under heavy
sedation, my mother again spoke Polish, praying to G~d to bless

and protect those whom she was leaving.

As their rejection of Polish symbolized bitterness toward their

birthplace, my parents steadfast devotion to Yiddish was per-

haps their way of holding on to the memory of their beloved kin.

Growing up in Israel, I recall my mother often being chided
publicly: “Why don’t you speak Hebrew to your son?!” To which
she would reply: ‘T’m not worried about his Hebrew. But how will

he know what his grandfather said?” If a miracle should occur

and my grandparents would once again walk on this earth, how
would I address them, was her concern. I am indeed indebted to

my parents’ foresight and to their courage to withstand the

criticism of the enlightened ones. Yiddish has provided me some
wonderful moments of emotional as well as intellectual delights.

Children of survivors have learned another way of reckoning time.

Fbr their parents, time came to a standstill on one fateful day.

Nothing was ever the same since. The calendar is a heartless

calculator, evolving with precise regularity, triggering at given

times uncontrollably powerful inner responses. Fbr as long as she

lived my mother dreaded the coming of Yom Kippur, lending an

added dimension to the meaning Days of Awe.

Inevitably, on that day she became withdrawn and silent. Her

fasting brought on a severe migraine resulting in her losing con-

sciousness, accompanied by fits of nausea and hallucinations. A
doctor would have to be summoned. It was only during my late

teens when I realized that it was on the night following Yom
Kippur in 1942 that the first massive roundup (aktion) of Czen-

stochover Jews took place, when my mother’s parents and all of

her married siblings and their children were taken away. That

Yom Kippur was to be the last time my mother had a ‘home’ in

the most elementary sense of that word. That Yom Kippur, I was

told, there was not a dry eye in the shtiblech and synagogues of

Czenstochova. Everyone fasted, all felt compelled to be in shul.
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Growing Up with Czenstochov

By Menachem David Rotstein

In memory of Tolla Unglik-Rotsztajn

One of the first books I remember looking at was written in a

language I could not then read. What remains in my mind quite

vividly however, is an illustration of a female angel, her back arched
and a bayonet piercing her slender body Below her is a headstone
— a matzevah — inscribed in Hebrew. Page after page the same il-

lustration on the glossy paper; only the names of the dead are dif-

ferent and the number of gravestones seems endless. I think that

this was how I first learned to count.

Had they known what an unsettling effect these drawings had
on my impressionable mind, my parents would no doubt have hid-

den the book and kept it under lock and key. I must have asked
what kind of book this was, where it came from, and how it came
into their possession. I don’t remember their answer, but now I

know.

The book which still remains etched upon my memory is called

Churban Czenstochov, the first memorial book printed in com-
memoration of that destroyed Polish community. It came out less

than two years after liberation, written in Yiddish, and printed
in German font. The book had a brown cover depicting menacing
factory chimneys with the letters HASAG boldly written across
the top.

Hasag is one of those words survivors’ children like myself grew
up with. Other words were Lager, JFhr die Krieg, and Die Dritte
Alley. In between I heard these names: Soreh-Iteh, Moishe-Isser,
Primmet, Roochel, Pineches, Hendle and so on and on and on. I

know them all. I know them in the order they were born and the
profession they practiced, which of them were married and which
had children. As well, I know the names of the towns around
Czenstochova from which some of their spouses came: Klobuck,
Kshepitz and Yanov.

I know the language they all spoke. I know that my parents both
learned Polish, but I never heard it spoken in our home. Sometime
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When it came my turn to say a few words of comfort to the few

hundred people, words these Jews so desperately needed to hear,

I could only say the following:

‘If this is what is left of our great community of Czenstochova,

then our destruction is more complete than we thought.’

Then I broke down in tears, and all the rest of the gathering cried

with me.

Dr. Benjamin Ornstein, another speaker at that meeting, writes

more about that episode on page 64 of the book “Czestochowa”,

published in New York in 1958.

Many changes took place in the life of each individual and in the

lives of Jews in general since 1946. And yet, those frightening

pictures follow me wherever I go. I see those pained and thin faces,

those fear-filled eyes, full of pleading to hear a consoling word

from me. And I fear to see their eyes full of tears. How badly I

wanted to say some consoling words to them, but instead they

heard only my cries.

In my sleepless nights, they appear again in my mind, the

shadows of those faces from that barrack in the camp of Felda-

fing. And I pray that they should never leave me, for they are a

part of me. I carry them with me in all my wanderings, and in all

my deep, lonely struggles. Sometimes I wish that I could be back

in Feldafing, in that sad gloomily-lit barrack, and that I could

again look in their young, sad faces, and again see that deep sor-

row that will never leave me.

I hope that all of you with whom I met at that gathering, live now
in peace and in comfort, and that you have built yourselves your

family nests, and that you have nachas from your children and

grandchildren. But the cry and the sadness of that evening in the

camp of Feldafing will always be with us to the end of our days

in this “world of lies”, the world in which we live.

Montreal Book Committee, 1966

(From left): W. Yablon, H. Berkowicz, N. Gelber, G. Klein
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The Jews in the
Displaced Persons Camps in Germany
By Zvi Rosenwein

(Translated from the Yiddish by Rifka Rosenwein)

The life of the Jews, in the displaced persons camps after the

destruction, marks a heartbreaking and awesome chapter in

Jewish history. The theme is rife with boiling hot drama. It is

frightful to touch that theme and go back to that abyss of sadness

and wails; one filled with deep emotional struggles.

It is there that you see the absurdity of continuation and the drive

to live. While at the time of the destruction, there was the struggle

to survive, in the DP camps emerged a more inward-looking con-

flict — the question is it worthwhile to survive? Is it right to sur-

vive when so many of our nearest are no more? It was an intense

struggle with G—d and the world; Jewish morality combined with

physical weakness.

The struggles and tensions of those times are burdening me
forever. Sometimes I try to free myself of those thoughts, to rid

myself of those episodes of despair.

About one of those episodes, I would like to write a few lines. It

was the 26th of June, 1946. I was in the DP camp of Einring,

which was near the Austrian border. It was also close to the Hitler

residence in Berchtesgarden. A group of Jews from Czenstochova

were, at that time, in Camp Peldafing in Bavaria. They invited me
to be one of the speakers at a memorial meeting on the yahrzeit

of the liquidation of the small Czenstochova ghetto.

Fbldafing was a large camp for sick DPs. When I arrived there

and saw how the Jews walked around in hospital uniforms, a year

after the liberation, I was terribly saddened. I came to the “hall”,

really a large wooden barrack. There I was met by several hundred
Jews from Czenstochova. Most of them were still dressed in

hospital clothing.

To that gathering, also, came Czenstochover Jews from other cities

in Germany, like Munich and Frankfurt. Many I recognized, but
some I couldn’t: the years in the ghettos and camps had changed
their looks completely. I cannot recall a time that I was as depress-

ed as when I met these Jews.
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I AM ALIVE

My bluebird will swing our grandson's dream

with buckeyes and green Aprils

with barefooted youth

in the white foam of ancient watermills.

My bluebird will fly far away
to the honey-nest of grandfather Berl

from the windy fern he will drink

our tearful pearls.

And I, myself, a pre-holocaust echo,

a tiny beam in my grandson 's

golden web
will rejoice in Warsaw Yiddish

Yach leyb, yach leyb.

CHANAN KIEL

THE OLD SYNAGOGUE

The old synagogue — a shrivelled grandfather

with dreamy windows,

drowsy Jews reciting the Psalms.

On the roof — homeless doves

begging for alms.

The old synagogue — shrunken, gray,

hiding its sadness and fear,

quiet and shy,

afraid of an evil eye.

The old synagogue — in gloomy days

guards the yellow pages of the sleechot,

the hasty evening prayers of a cousin,

and the children

late for Shofer-Blozn.

The old synagogue — burned to the ground,
my town murdered in cold blood,

and we still write them letters

from abroad.

CHANAN KIEL
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grave shall also be here”. Nonetheless, he gave me great courage

to carry out my plan, so that I could be among the people to avenge

the flow of innocent Jewish blood in the death factory.

During the nineteen days I spent in Treblinka, we tried to save

as many as we could. We succeeded in sparing the lives of many
Czenstochover Jews: Jacob Eisner (now in Israel), Rapaport (now

in the U.S.A.) and a few others who managed to escape;

Pacenovski (now in Israel), Abram Bomba (now in America) ....

I escaped on October 21, 1942, and the following day, I was

attacked in the forest, one kilometer from Treblinka by some Pbles

who took my clothing. I was left in my underwear.

In the middle of November, 1942, I returned to Czenstochov, to

the small Ghetto. When I told my horror story of what I had

witnessed in the death eamp of Treblinka, of our families being

killed by gassing and the burning of their bodies, everyone

thought that I was insane and was speaking nonsense.

From the small Ghetto, I went to work in the “Meble lager” and

made contact with the underground and encouraged them to fight

and escape.

In June of 1943, the planned revolt in the small Ghetto was

unsuccessful. In that revolt the greatest of our ghetto heroes were

killed, including my brother, Yitchak Gelbard. It led to the liquida-

tion of the small ghetto in Czenstochova.

Pupils in the Czenstochover public school, with its director

Ms. Szacher in 1932.
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bands. They were shouting “All men to the right and women to

the left, all undress fully”. Women and children were chased, in

the nude, by armed S.S. who wished to cut off their hair. Then
the people were driven through an alley, “Alley of Heaven”, to the

gas chambers. They believed that they were going to take a

shower.

In the meantime, the men were to pick up the strewn clothing and,

running naked, they were to bring the clothing far away to a

designated sorting place.

All the undressing was done under pressure and harassment, ac-

companied by horrible yelling and beating, so as to confuse the

victims about what was actually transpiring.

When a subsequent transport of victims arrived, loaded into six

cattle cars, no sign of the previous victims remained.

Another group worked in the “Red Camp” at the doors that opened
from the other side of the gas chambers. At the entrance of the

gas chambers, the floor was elevated and gradually sloped. After

the gassing, the doors would open and all the corpses would slip

into the pits. A bulldozer would dig day and night to clear the pits

for the new victims.

The deportation of the Czenstochover Jewish population began
the day following Yom Kippur, on September 22, 1942. The
transports began to arrive in Treblinka. I went with the fourth
transport and arrived in Treblinka on October 2, 1942, after

spending twenty hours in the cattle train.

When the Czenstochover transport arrived, there were many of

our transport chosen to remain working in the camp. I was among
them. My work was to cut cord to a certain size to be given to each
person as he arrived from the transport, to tie together his or her
shoes. I must confess that for the first two days, I did not realize

what was happening around me. I came back to my senses to

understand what I saw with my own eyes — the tragedy and the
destruction of the Jewish people. Among those Czenstochover
chosen to work in the camp, I met Aron Berliner, Moshe Click,

two Gelber brothers and many others, whose names I do not recall.

I had decided that I would not remain there. I was actually help-
ing in the destruction of the Jews by not making an attempt to

escape. I also wanted to return to the Ghetto and to the under-
ground fighters to make them aware that we had to be prepared
to fight the inhuman murderers of our Nation.

I had met my friend and teacher whom we had saved, Gershon
Prentke. I wanted to convince him to partake in my plan to escape.
However, he was very depressed and weak and he said: “Here is

the grave of my wife and child and close relatives; therefore, my
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Nineteen Days in Treblinka

Originally written in Yiddish by A. Gelbard

Treblinka —a place that has never been printed on any map of

Poland, and I am in doubt if any Polish Jew ever knew that such
a place existed. Millions of Jews are now aware of that “unknown”
place which became the cemetery of their loved ones.

Where is Treblinka? The road that links Warsaw to Bialistock was
a place called Malkin. There was a train station with many train

rails that branched out in many directions. One of the rails led

to a small village called Treblinka. Its inhabitants did not know
about the technology of the civilized world. They continued to

cultivate the fields in a primitive way. They used the wood from
the nearest forest to heat their homes and cook their meals. In

1941, the Nazi beasts ordered the trees of the forest cleared and,

on that location, they erected an extermination factory of German
precision.

The cleared area of the forest was enclosed with barbed wire, that

was covered with tree branches and leaves in order to mask what
was going on. There, in a very short time, were built thirteen gas

chambers.

During my 19-day stay in Treblinka, I witnessed the daily arrival

of three to four transports of six to eight thousand persons per

transport. Quite a number of transports arrived during the night.

Special train rails were layed through the camp to allow the

transport to drive directly into the Treblinka station. A locomotive

with six wagons would ride into the camp. The transport would

then be surrounded by the S.S., Ukrainians and Jewish groups,

forced to do the dirty work.

One group was called “Blue” because of the blue armbands they

wore. Their job was to chase everyone out of the wagons, to discard

the baggage and carry out the dead bodies of those that had

suffocated during their last journey.

The bodies were immediately thrown into burning pits with

human bodies that were continuously on fire. Not far away stood

another group, referred to as “Red”, because of their red arm-
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bour, I can still recall his name, Piotz Supel, to help us. We left

the house of that gentile farmer who lived in Zagrodniki. The
farmer accompanied us to Warsaw. We gave him money to pur-

chase train tickets for us to Czenstochova. His wife was in tears

when we left. She asked that we write to them should we survive.

When the war ended, I wrote to them. I received a reply in which
she informed me that her husband and his friend perished in the
Mauthausen concentration camp. She was remarried to a Jewish
fellow. I have come to believe that she was a Jewish woman. Those
of our group who survived are Yankel Eisner who lives in Israel,

Moshe Papaport, Yechiel Berkowicz and myself.

ESCAPED FROM TREBLINKA

3 Czenstochovers among the group:

Seated on the right, Jacob Ajzner and Standingon the left, Abram Bom-
ba and Moshe Rapaport.

Abram Bomba, standing at the entrance of the
Treblinka Museum.
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Later a new resistance group was formed by Ch. Kaufman, Yankel

Eisner and Yechiel Berkowicz, Moshe Rapaport, Szimon Amster-

dam and the Herman brothers. It was decided that Moshe Rapa-

port, Yankel Eisner, and one of the two Herman brothers would
be part of a new escape attempt. Before the ‘ Appell”, all three men
went into hiding. The following day we heard nothing about their

escape. It seemed that everything had gone smoothly. We now had
to go ahead with our next plan. It was Saturday and we were pre-

paring to go into hiding as well. Before the ‘Appell”, we noticed

that someone was pacing in the area where we were intending to

hide. It seemed that he was looking for something. It turned out

to be Kolenbrener from Czenstochova who was collaborating with

the Gestapo. We decided to postpone our plans to the following

day, Sunday. That Sunday we went to work as usual and, in the

evening, again prior to the “Appell”, we went into hiding. We had
to be most careful as the Ukranians and the S.S. were on the alert.

We remained in the bunker for several hours until it got very dark.

We then decided to crawl out in the direction of the clinic and the

watch tower. We were now on the other side of the fence and con-

tinued to crawl a few hundred meters. We then stood up and ran.

We ran for hours, not knowing where we were.

At 2 a.m., we heard voices in Ukrainian and it appeared that we
were in the guards’ camp. We must have been running in circles

in the darkness of the night for over five hours, covering a mere
kilometer. We turned in another direction and started to run
again. This time we arrived at the river Bug. We were now six

kilometers from Treblinka. It was 5 a.m., and we could see a farm

house. Berkowicz went to the house and a few minutes later he

reappeared to inform us that the entire area was surrounded by

the Gestapo. We had to leave immediately. Once again, we were

on the run.

We arrived at a bridge which was the Malkin crossing. In the

distance we could see a German post on the other side of the

bridge. Our decision was to remain in the field, as it was too

dangerous to cross. It was 9 a.m. and we decided that we would

remain in the field until nightfall, and then continue our escape.

We asked a farmer, passing on a hay wagon, to assist us. We beg-

ged him to allow us to stay on his farm. We offered him money
and he agreed to help us. He accompanied us to the farm, the plan

being that if we were caught, he would accuse us of having broken

in.

At nightfall, the Sheriff of the Village came to tell us that he would

lead us to the highway. We walked until morning. We arrived in

another village. Along the road, we saw a woman at the door of

her house. We spoke with her, and she permitted us to stay in her

home for almost one week. After that week, she asked her neigh-
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were pleased with the blanket-full of concealed loot. No report was
made to the Germans.

A week passed after that incident and there were no conse-

quences. We had accumulated a large sum of money which we hid.

L. Rosenthal requested half the money as he and another person
from Warsaw were planning to escape. His companion claimed he
knew of a safe way out of the camp. I informed Hershel Gk)ldstein

who advised me, to give Rosenthal what he had requested. That
day, I did not see Rosenthal at the ‘ Appell”, which meant that he
had escaped. Four weeks later, Kozetsky told me that Rosenthal
was back in the camp. I could hardly believe it. When I came to

work (sorting “szmates”) and saw Rosenthal, I asked him what
had happened and why he was back in Treblinka. He looked at

me for a brief moment and replied that he had returned in order
to show me a safer route of escape.

One day, Kapo Commander Galewsky questioned Rosenthal about
his escape. We were aware that Galewsky wished to escape. We
all were anxious to know the details of Rosenthal’s escape and
return. He suggested that Hersh Goldstein be the next to escape,
since he looked like a gentile. It appeared that Galewsky too had
now decided to sneak out of the camp. He spoke at length with
Rosenthal about it. I had noticed that Rosenthal recently had
become quite friendly with the “Knpos” (camp police). One day
they gave him something which he immediately pocketed. In the
evening after work, we did not see Rosenthal.

A few days after Rosenthal’s second escape we noticed that the
SS was observing our every move. Therefore, we had to be very
careful with our next escape attempt. They had learned that some-
one had been smuggled into the camp and had left with a large
sum of money and valuables. The commander knew all about it.

He found the man and beat him viciously on head and body We
were witnessing the scene. The commander then came over to our
group and pointed to Szlomo Chapnik, Hersh Goldstein, the two
Feiner brothers, two men from Piotrkov and me. We were ordered
to go with the SS immediately. On the way, the Kapo Rakowski
noticed me and requested my release, because I was the barber.
I was sent back to the barrack. Rakowski remembered that I had
helped his brother to escape. The other two men were taken to
the clinic and shot.

It appeared that Rosenthal had escaped again, though this time
alone. Later, when I was no longer in the camp a friend from
Radomsko told me that Rosenthal was in Praga for a while. But
a few months later, he was again part of a transport of Jews to
the extermination camp of Treblinka. However, this time nobody
was selected to work in the camp. The entire transport, Rosenthal
included, was exterminated.
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My Escape from Treblinka
A.L. Bomba’s Story, originally written in Yiddish

TREBLINKA: A small village northeast of

Warsaw which was the site of a model death-

camp which existed solely to put masses of

people to death. Its only labor was the labor of

Death.

Every person selected from a transport and ordered to work

in the death camp of Treblinka, was planning to escape.

This was not an easy task as you needed a lot of money, which,

if found on you, would be a cause for your immediate execution.

One also had to find someone whom one could trust with an

escape plan.

We were a group who had become very close to one another. In

our group were Hersh Goldstein, Hershel Kaufman, Yankel

Kaufman, Yitzchak Zaidman, Yechiel Bercovitch, Leibel

Rosenthal, Yankel Aisner and myself. Everyone in the camp knew
that I was a barber who would sometimes cut the hair of “Kapo”

Rakovski and “Kapo” Blay. Kapo Rakovski permitted me to work

in the barrack, which gave me the opportunity to hide money and

other valuables in preparation of the planned escape. Concealed

in our blankets were our money and valuables. On the designated

day, we went into our hiding place and waited for the darkness

of night. Yitzchak Zaidman led the way, followed by Hersh

Goldstein and myself. When we were 20 meters fmm the barmck,

we saw two Ukrainian guards attacking Zaidman. They beat him,

unwrapped his blanket, saw the money and then talked with him.

We gradually moved back in the direction of our barrack and

returned to our places. A few minutes later, the guards entered

with Zaidman. They spoke with the barrack commander.

Engineer Galewski, who ordered everyone outside. The two

Ukrainians came out with Zaidman, demanding from him to point

out those who had been with him. Zaidman remained silent. We
were then ordered back to our stations. The Ukrainians continued

speaking with the commander. It appeared that the Ukrainians
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Eventually, he remarried and moved across the border to

Germany. One night, he had a dream. His first wife said to him:

“You know that our daughter is alive and you must make another

attempt to find her.” He awoke and decided to search once more.

Leaving his pregnant wife, he returned again to Czenstochova.

He begged his friend working in the city hall for help and,

together, they set out in search of the child. They travelled into

the northern areas of Poland, trying to find the family who adopted

his child. It was an extremely difficult task, but, at last, in one
of the cities, they found the family.

The Polish friend went alone to meet the parents and to inform
them that the real father of Maria was alive and that he wanted
his daughter back.

At first the adoptive parents did not want to consider returning
the child. Little Maria was their daughter. They were a family.

Many meetings and discussions followed. Promises were made
to convince the people to return Maria to her real father. Even-
tually, they agreed, but they moved to another city where they
were not known, deeply saddened, and went into mourning.

As for Maria, she went back to Germany with her real father. It

took her a long time to adjust to her new family.

This is a true story.

Maria now lives in Israel, where she is married and has her own
family.

Identification tag for the
Jewish slaves in the
concentration camp in

Czenstochova .

A Jewish pohceman in the
ghetto.
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Little Maria
By Lucy Mietkiewicz Zilbert Nisker

In 1942, IN OUR Jewish Ghetto of Czenstochova, there was a
young couple who had a 9-month-old baby girl. Since, by this time,
most children and old people had been deported to Treblinka, they
sought desperately to protect the child from the Germans.

The couple, whose name will remain anonymous, convinced a local

Pole to escort the baby to a Polish convent, located outside the
ghetto. They dressed the child and placed her in a basket, with
a note: Maria, 9 months old.

The Polish woman took the basket with the baby to the orphanage,
rang the bell, and hid nearby to see what would occur. Moments
later, a nun opened the door, saw the infant and took her inside.

Months passed. The father of the child was imprisoned in the
labor camp “Hasag” in Czenstochova, while the mother perished
in the flames of the burning ghetto.

In January 1945, Russian troops liberated Czenstochova from
German occupation. The father of Maria was fortunate to survive
the war. Having lost his wife and most of his family, his only hope
now was to be reunited with his daughter (who by this time was
4 years old). He so much wanted to bring her up. As soon as he
was able, he travelled to the orphanage to meet with the Mother
Superior. When he inquired about little Maria, she told him that
she remembered her very well. Just last year, a young childless

couple from Warsaw came to adopt a child. They chose Maria. He
was shocked ! Trying to be of help, the Mother Superior provided
him with their address.

The very next day, he took the train to Warsaw to retrieve his

daughter. When he arrived, he could not locate the building. It

had been destroyed during the 1944 Warsaw uprising. There was
no trace of Maria ! Heartbroken, he returned to Czenstochova. He
tried again to locate the Polish family, with no success

Months passed, but he could not find peace not knowing whether
his child was dead or alive. Whenever he saw a little girl of Maria’s
age, he looked very closely to try and recognize her.
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Joseph. In 1960, we made the decision to move to Canada. Many
years of struggles and hard work allowed me to build a successful

business and extend our family with two more sons; Morris and

Philip. Looking back at the difficulties I had to endure, gives me
a great sense of satisfation and pride in the successes and

happiness that my family now enjoys through their careers and

families of their own. Of course to a very large extent, the credit

for the success in rebuilding the family and heritage I had lost,

goes to my wife Laja, for without her strength, love and support,

none of this could have been possible.

Two Brothers

By Esther Gabel Srebrnik

Every Jew from Czenstochova who survived the war has many
stories to tell. I have always wanted to share the story of two who
did not survive, my brothers Abba and Moishe Gabel. In 1943

posters were put up in Czenstochova stating that a reward of 10kg
of sugar would be given to those who informed the Gestapo on
a Jew. Two Poles saw my brothers wandering in the forest and
told the authorities. This is how they became the victims of

treason.

When I was liberated on January 16, 1945 I learned about the

tragic fate of my brothers and I was desperate to exhume their

bodies. I finally had the necessary documents drawn up and the

arrangements were made, but the Jewish suffering was not over

yet. The Kielce Pogrom had begun. My husband Edek, myself and
our one-year-old son Henry had to flee Poland immediately. I

thought my plans, to remove my brothers’ bodies from the forest,

would never be realized.

Throughout my life in Canada this bothered me tremendously. I

always felt guilty about leaving them. My son Henry knew this

and when he went to Poland in 1977 his most important mission
was to find the graves of my brothers. Through sheer luck and
perseverance, he found a monument to 4,000 Jews killed during
the war and my brothers’ names were among them. Apparently,

after the war a commission was formed to exhume the bodies. I

now felt as if a great weight had been lifted off my shoulders.

Thanks to my son Henry, I could now live with the memory of my
two beloved brothers.
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myself. The arrangement was that we were allowed to live there,
but only as long as we did not marry The room had no bathroom,
no kitchen; just four beds. We lived together in this room for seven
years.

My friends and I met a man from Czenstochover, Mr. Jutobrovski.
He was a kind man, who expressed a very sincere concern for all

of us, and even went along with us when we were preparing to
go off to the army. At that time there had not yet been a Jewish
army, since the English were still in control of the country. I had
the privilege of being the three thousandth soldier to enter the
army.

When we were mobilized, there were not enough guns for all of
us. We were sent out anyway, and told that if one of the other
soldiers were injured or killed, we were to take his gun. It was
our mission to open the way to Jerusalem, which at that time was
under Arab occupation. The commando group with which I was
mobilized was known as Palmach.

I was attached to a special forces commando detachment and sent
to train at a camp at Givat Olga. Here I would have the honour
of having had close contacts with individuals who would later play
key roles in the successful establishment of the state of Israel.

Among them, Yosef Tabenkin, Uri Banher, David Elaizer and Ariel
Sharon. This was a turning point in my life, as for the first time
as a free man, I felt as though I could make a difference, fighting
for the rights of the Jewish people. At the outset we were 1300
special forces troups, and by the time of the cease fire, our num-
bers had dwindled to 350, many of whom, including myself, had
been injured. I spent some time in hospital, and upon my release
was sent to train as a member of the military police, a position
which I held until my discharge from the army.

After our tours of duty in the army my friends and I returned to

our small apartment. In time my friends married, and I was left,

the last one in our little apartment. I met and married my wife,

but we had no means to start our life together. My wife also came
from a poor home, which created a problem, because my mother-
in-law wanted her daughter to have an easier life. However, we
decided to make a go of it anyway. I asked my landlord for per-

mission to live in the apartment with my wife, until I could scrape
together enough money to move elsewhere. He did not agree, but
we moved into that apartment anyway. One difficult test for our
new marriage was that this apartment had no conveniences at all.

But with the help of our neighbours, we were soon able to over-

come some of these obstacles.

After some time we would move from that apartment to a
different home and soon we welcomed the arrival of our first son
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refused to give up hope. Finally the British soldiers liberated the

camp and brought food for us. It was at this point that many died

because their weakened bodies could not withstand the shock of

eating after such long periods of severe starvation. My will to live

was so great that I controlled my urges to eat large amounts of

food — a very difficult task, to say the least.

After being liberated, I slowly regained my strength. A friend, Mr.

Macovsky and I decided that we no longer wished to live in camps,

and decided to find a place of our own to live. Macovsky, who was
fluent in German, would help us to pass for German Jews and thus

facilitate our ability to obtain an apartment in Germany. We went
looking door to door for a place to live, and finally found a room.

We stayed there for a while and then moved along to a small town
at Saltzeim where many Jews settled temporarily while waiting

for permission to emigrate. The permission was not forthcoming

and I decided that I would go to Israel illegally, if necessary. We
boarded a ship destined for Israel. All of the passengers were mak-
ing similar attempts of rellocation to Israel. We were caught and
placed in an internment camp name Eilit. After two days, we
escaped from the camp and attempted to enter the mainstream
of Jewish life in Israel. We were met with mixed emotions, as

many could not comprehend how we could allow ourselves to have
been treated by the Nazis in the ways that we had been back in

Poland. It became necessary for us to prove ourselves as worthy
and win the compassion of those around us, making them realize

that the treatment we received at the hands of the Nazis was not
our faults, but a result of circumstance.

Back in Germany, I practised carpentry, which proved useful when
arriving in Israel. I met a man who was formerly from Czensto-
chover and had a carpentry shop in Israel. He hired me and soon
I had my first job, in the hope that I would be able to look on as
the other carpenters worked and learn the trade. As luck would
have it, there was no room for me to work inside the shop, so the
man set me up to work outdoors. This forced me to run inside

periodically for water, but in actual fact, to allow me to look on
as the others worked.

My friend Efraim was living on a kibbutz. His father was a
carpenter back in Czenstochover, making him a good candidate
for work in this shop. I told the owner about Efraim and he hired
him as well. The problem was finding him a place to live. I took
him in with me, however my landlord did not like this arrange-
ment and we were forced to leave. We finally found a new place
to live. We were four men in one room. All of us were from Czen-
stochov

; there was the two Lax brothers, Efraim Seltzer and
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was the existence of work that ensured our survival. I was
involved in this operation which in my case, involved destroying
the shipping crates in which the ammunition was being
transported. In time, the lack of crates created the need to set up
a carpentry factory to build more. I was helped by three others;
Itzoulek, Yescrovitch and in the carpentry shop by Bercovitch, all

of whom unfortunately, did not survive the war.

One particularly unpleasant recollection of the work in the
factory, involved a scenario in which a man paid off the work
foreman to relieve him of the distasteful duties of cleaning the
ammunition casings. The foreman chose me to replace the man.
After a short while on this job, without permission, I abandoned
my post. The foreman searched everywhere for me, as I did every-
thing in my power to elude him. Finally he reported me to the
Hassack representative who later called me in to speak to him.
Suspecting that I might have ties to the underground, he let me
off the hook with the warning that if this should happen again
he would be forced to deport me. It was then, by his reaction to
me, that I knew that he, too, had connections to the underground.

As the Russians approached the town, the Nazis decided to

evacuate the factory. Some Jews hid themselves in the factory,
however I chose to go with the majority. Our destination was
Buchenwald. In this camp we suffered terribly; hunger and hard
labour were very common. From there, I was deported to the con-
centration camp of Dora. In this camp, the Nazis produced V2
rockets. The work there was extremely grueling, working prac-
tically non-stop to construct a railway, with nothing to eat except
the Nazis rendition of soup. In this camp, I became reunited with
a childhood friend from home, Efraim Seltzer. Efraim and I stuck
together, offering encouragement and support to one another in

this terrible place we found ourselves in.

With the English forcing the Nazis back, Dora too, was evacuated.
People were separated according to nationality for transport in

the huge wagons. I claimed to be a non-Jew, a decision I would later

regret. The trip to Bergen Belsen was a difficult one. People were
packed into the wagons like sardines. We were not fed and many
did not survive the long trip.

The war was nearing an end and at Bergen Belsen, the situation

was desperate. Food was in very short supply, and we were fed ra-

tions which were impossible to survive on. In this camp I was plac-

ed in barracks with many people from my hometown of Czensto-
chover. The Macovskies, Hershlicovitch and others were among
those interned with me.

We were so malnutritioned that the simplest step was an
impossible task. This, however, did not break my spirit and I
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the Grermans, would identify Jewish children in the streets. These
children would receive beatings and sometimes even more horrify-

ing punishments.

Soon, the Nazis evacuated the ghetto, splitting up entire families.

The Germans would tell the evacuees that they were being sent

to alternate locations behind the front lines, to take part in work
details, such as potato picking. In actual fact, they were being sent

to the Treblinka concentration camp. My parents’ last words to me
were that I should save myself and that I should tell anyone who
would listen of the atrocities being perpetrated against the Jews
by the Nazis. From that moment on, I realized the difficulties I

would face as an only child, with no family, no life experience, no
education and no trade.

I was placed in a small ghetto where I lived with total strangers.

The holidays were particularly painful times, wandering the
streets, looking into windows, while others attempted to celebrate.

I would walk the streets, anguishing over my loss, until finally

I would tire and go home to a lonely bed. This ghetto was also

disbanded and we were all interned and forced to work in large

factories. I was placed in an ammunition factory known as Hassag
Peltserie. My cousin, Hartzge Schillit was also placed in a near-

by factory named Rackov.

Hartzge’s brother, Herschel and his wife were being hidden outside
of the ghetto by non-Jews. Shortly before the war, Herschel tried
to save his brother by approaching one of his wife’s gentile friends
in order to persuade this friend to take in Hartzge. The lady was
most receptive and told the couple to wait while she went to get
them food for breakfast. She returned with officers of the S.S. who
proceeded to torture my cousin Herschel and force him to divulge
the name of his brother and in which factory he was working.
Herschel, his wife, and Hartzge were all taken to a concentration
camp. The wife Adella, was the only one to survive the war. These
lives were all ruined in exchange for a five-kilogram bag of sugar
offered by the Nazis for anyone willing to turn over Jews in hiding.

The section in which I worked was varied in the diversity of the
people who worked in our section would pay the Polish workers
ammunition from the front lines, cleaning and refurbishing it,

and then returning it to the front lines for use. Some of the elderly
people who worked in our section would pay the Polish workers
to get food for them. The elders in turn would give us food to

ensure that we would work harder and thus spare them from
deportation.

It was common practice for the underground resistance to subvert
the German’s efforts by sabotaging different processes and thus
creating work and the need for more Jews to perform this work. It
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those who were less fortunate. Every week before the sabbath,

merchants would go through the various neighbourhoods, collect-

ing food for the needy. This food would then be distributed to poor

families so that they too, could celebrate a joyous sabbath. These
gestures of kindness made a tremendous impression on me and
served to rekindle in me, the belief that there still existed some
semblance of good and humanity in mankind.

The town of Czenstochover was an interesting mix of extremes.

One particular individual comes to mind as a symbol of the con-

trasting ideals of good and evil, prevalent during those times. A
Jewish man, known to us as Gayla Avrum was a gentleman who
made his living in trades which were not socially or legally accept-

able. As a result, he was an outcast of the Jewish community who
did not wish to be associated with his dishonest business deal-

ings. This man, as ruthless as he was in his approach to business,

was a totally different person in his private life. He saw to it that

his family respect all Jewish traditions and that his children be

educated and respectable. Avrum made a point of caring for one

of the town’s mentally infirm, homeless men. Every week Avrum
would take this man down to the river, bathe him, and provide him
with a fresh set of clothing. Looking back, it seems ironic that

at a time when others would turn their backs on the needy, this

man who others considered undesirable or crooked, would pro-

vide aid and comfort to those who needed it the most.

Eventually it came time to enter public school, where anti-Semitism

was a terrible problem. Hatred of Jewish students was so fierce,

that it became necessary to segregate Jews from non-Jews in

separate schools. This did little to solve the problem of Polish

children would look for us after school in an attempt to provoke

fights. In the beginning we tried to avoid them, however their per-

sistence forced us to confront them against our wills. My parents

would always be very upset when I would come horn all bruised

and battered. They did not want me to fight with the non-Jewish

children and pleaded with me to avoid these confrontations at any

cost.

Once the war broke out, our family attempted to flee the German
occupation, but eventually we were held up in a small town and

were forced to return home. The Nazis began selecting Jews for

several different types of work which they wanted carried out. I

tried to avoid becoming involved in their various work projects,

but this was not always possible.

The Nazis constructed a ghetto and took away all of our means

of supporting ourselves. Eventually hunger would set in, forcing

me to sneak out of the ghetto to stand in the Polish food lines for

bread. Some of my friends who did likewise, were not as fortunate

as I, and were picked out of the lines by Poles who, working with
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worn out shoes would always serve as a symbolic lesson to me
about the cold harshness of growing up poor and Jewish in a world
that tolerated neither.

My parents, though not extremely religious, kept a strictly kosher
home. Often in my childhood, situations in the outside world
would demonstrate to me the total disregard and disrespect of
Jewish culture and tradition, held by the non-Jews of Czensto-
chover. One particularly disturbing recollection is of a man who
watched over the building in which my family lived. One day, I

saw this man, sitting outside, eating a ham sandwich. The man
called me over and asked me if I was familiar with the type of meat
that he was eating. When I said that I was not, he held down my
arms and rubbed a slice of ham all over my face and mouth. It

is a taste I have never been able to rid myself of to this very day.

Our town was predominantly anti-Semitic, whose majority would
seek out any opportunity to harass and terrorize the Jews of this
fairly large Polish town. Very often, the Jewish community would
be under siege by groups of youths and adults, intent on damag-
ing Jewish property, as well as inflicting bodily harm. A small
group of Jewish townspeople would undertake a modest resis-
tance effort to combat the violence and terror. In one unfortunate
confrontation, one of the non-Jewish pillagers was killed. His
death would serve to create a martyr for the anti-Semitic factions
and give them further cause to make the Jews of Czenstochover
the focus of continued pogroms and violence.

The Poles were extremely harsh in their attitude towards the Jews.
Often, in organized groups, the Polish townspeople would picket
in front of Jewish businesses, discouraging customers from buy-
ing their goods. These tactics made it difficult, if not impossible
for the Jews to earn a living.

The hatred toward Jews only made us stronger in our resolve; the
instinct to survive was greater than our complacency to succumb
to this overt discrimination. As a child I can remember taking part
in the efforts to resist the campaigns against the Jewish sectors
of town. We build walls and barricades to help prevent our enemies
from perpetrating their evil deeds upon us. Growing up in these
circumstances, it became painfully obvious that only the strong
could survive. Not a very cheerful lesson for a young boy, but one
that encouraged youth to adopt a fighting mentality at a very early
age - there was little choice in the matter.

The town’s Jewish community was made up of three classes — the
poor, an entrepreneurial middle class, and the well-off. At all
times, the Jews of Czenstochover exhibited a sense of responsi-
bility to their own. One found childhood memory if of the gene-
rosity shown by many of the fortunate Jewish town’s folk in aiding
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A Lost Childhood
By Szlomo Szwimer

My earliest childhood memories are of the times as a youth in

school. It was an old schoolhouse, maintained through the

generosity of the Jewish community of the town. The impoverish-

ed children of our community went to this school, while others,

more well off, went to private schools run by rabbis. The school

had approximately 150 students.

The school was adjacent to a river. This river was bordered on one

bank by a Jewish neighbourhood, and by a Jewish hospital on the

other. The sounds of the rolling river were a big part of our day

in school, as the water rushed outside of the windows, and after

a long day in classes, I often went down to the river to swim. This

was a place where my friends and I would go to forget the harsh

realities of religious segregation. Playing with friends and enjoy-

ing childhood activities allows us to, for a short while, forget the

hatred which often surrounded all Jewish children, even within

the security of one’s own home town.

Beyond the bank where the hospital stood, was a gentile neigh-

bourhood. The non-Jewish children would regularly interrupt our

swimming by hurling stones at us. We barely had time to get out

of the water and defend ourselves. I remember vividly, the many
times I would go home bloodied as a result of the stonings I receiv-

ed at the hands of our non-Jewish neighbours. Fbr fear that my
parents would not allow me to return to the river, I felt compelled

to invent creative stories in order to explain my dishevelled con-

dition upon arriving home.

Eventually, the truth did come out, and my parents forbid from

playing by the river after school. From that time on, my after-

noons were spent in the relative safety of my own backyard, play-

ing soccer, with a ball fashioned from old socks. The new shoes

I would receive at Passover would inevitably be worn out in a mat-

ter of a few short days as result of the wear and tear of our daily

soccer matches. The realities of poverty would require me to walk

around for the rest of the year in torn and tattered shoes. These
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after a day of fasting and prayers to the Almighty to grant each

and everyone a year of life, all the street lights were put on. The

purpKDse was to make sure that no Jew sould be able to run away

to the Aryan side of the ghetto walls. The Jewish ghetto police

were running from house to house telling everyone that they had

to be present at the ‘Appell”, which took place on the “New
Market’’. There they selected those chosen for deportation to the

gas chambers of Treblinka. I did not go to the “Appell’’. I took my
mother and my sisters to a hiding place in a bunker at the Braland

Factory, under a barrage of gunfire. Sixty people were hiding in

this bunker.

The Nazi Commander, Degenhart, demanded that the Landau
brothers turn in those who were hiding in their factory. He
threatened that if they found the hiding place, everyone would be

shot. That bunker was not discovered, the Landau brothers were

not killed.

I had an identification card from “Enro’’. I went from Landau’s

factory to the “Metalurgia’’, where a large group had gathered.

The Director of “Enro’’ company told us to go with him and pre-

sent our working permit from “Enro’’. On the way to the

Metalurgia, the guard gave a signal to the Nazi Degenhart who
then asked the age of a young boy in our group. In his panic, the

boy could not talk. His father, Szmuel Zelinger, answered for him
and said he was 17 years old, but the guard, Szol, took him out

of our group and killed him with his revolver right in front of us.

That was the first time in my life that I saw a person killed. I will

never forget that horrible scene as long as I live. That tragic Yom
Kippur of 1942 marked the beginning of all deportations and the

murder of my beloved family — my father, Chaim, my mother,

Dvora, and my sisters, Sara and Miriam.

Inside the HASAG Concentration Camp
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The Tragic Yom Kippur
of 1942
Orig^ally written in Yiddish by Moshe Altman

It was a few days before Yom Kippur of 1942. Alter Altman was
an electronic technician and the Brigadier of the “Enra” Co., who
worked in the company as a slave laborer. I had a special permit
from the company, but I have always found ways not to go to work.
The Brigadier warned me that recently the management was very
strict with those who were not present at work all the time. The
working permit was a guarantee of security and it could be taken
away at any time.

One day Alter Altman told me that he had just come out of the
administration office and that there was bad news for all those
in the ghetto. He was told, in confidence, that the murderous
“deportation commando” had arrived in Czenstochov and 100
cattle box cars were on the train, ready to be used for the depor-
tation of the Czenstochova Jews from the large ghetto.

Upon hearing the shocking news, I called a few of my friends,

Yeheskel Ofman, Friedman and Zborovski. We all decided that we
had to return to the ghetto to warn everyone so that they had the
opportunity to do everything possible to save themselves from
deportation. I also told my brothers, Todel and Tovieh and David
Kozak.

At first, everyone thought this story was exaggerated, but others,

from different working places, confirmed its authenticity. We
asked ourselves what we could do. But no one knew the answer.
The Jews who were in their hiding places thought that in a few
days everything would be over. That did not happen. The Nazis
were searching everywhere for those in hiding. Whoever was
found was immediately shot. It was shameful that the Jewish
ghetto police collaborated with the Commandos in the search and
turned the people over to the Nazis.

At that time, the war between the Germans and the Russians was
continuing. All the windows had to be covered at night. The same
law applied for the street lights; but, on that Yom Kippur night.
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The Holocaust was different from all other earher massacers in

the history of the Jewish people because of its conscious planning
and systematic execution.

Death is always tragic, but when death by murder is multiplied

by six million in five years (counting only the Jewish victims), a
new term had to be coined for it: Genocide. And the conscience
of the world seemed mute. A great transformation has taken place

in the lives of the Jewish people. We are no longer the victims of

rulers in one country or another. We have become masters of our
own destiny in our own land — Israel.

I presently reside in Chicago and have one son and one daughter
and two grandchildren. I am also the President of the Midwest
Czenstochover Society. I am happy at last.

In December 1939 the German
authorities ordered all Jews to wear
at all times an armband with a large
Star of David.

PHOTO BY ILUSTR. “POLISH JEWS”
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My Story of Survival

By Barbara Pryor

My name is Barbara Pryor, born Basia Zielonka. I am married
to Jerry Pryor, formerly Jurek Przyrowski.

I lived in Czenstochova on the famous Garibaldi Street. It was a

home between the mikva and the synagogue, the town’s most
beautiful. As I witnessed the burning of the synagogue by the

Nazis, I was sure that the flames would reach heaven.

My family consisted of my beloved parents, six sisters and
brothers, and eight nieces and nephews. Both of my parents also

came from large families.

On September of 1939, the Germans overran Poland and the mass
slaughter of Jews began, as did the nightmare of the deportation

trains, extermination camps and various other bestial atrocities

perpetrated by the Germans. Their “final solution’’ took away my
entire family.

How did I survive ? This episode of my survival is one of many
miracles. One day we were all rounded up on the square, next to

the small ghetto for another selection from people who all

belonged to various working groups. I slipped into one group but

was pushed out by a Jewish policeman because “I didn’t belong

there’’. My sister saw my dilemma and signalled to me to quickly

move into her group. At that moment, a miracle happened: The
group I was taken out of was sent away for deportation. Nobody
survived. On this unforgettable Bloody Monday, a few heroic

Jewish partisans attempted to kill the Germans, among them a

lieutenant Rohn. This caused havoc among the Germans. They

responded by massacering more Jews in revenge. They then took

truckloads of Jews to the cemetery to face a German firing squad.

The tragedy was indescribable. I survived Bloody Monday. Later,

I was taken to the Hasag concentration camp in Czenstochova.

The small ghetto was burned to the ground, with mothers holding

their babies in their arms, old people hidden in the houses. This

was just one episode in my miraculous survival story.
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In May 1941, an order was given forcing all the Jewish people to
live in a ghetto situated in the impoverished part of the city. Life
in the ghetto was intolerable. Ten to twelve people were crowded
into one room, without water, toilet or food.

In September 1942, rumors spread that the ghetto was going to
be liquidated. On the day of Yom Kippur, September 21, Germans
dressed in black uniforms arrived in the city together with Ukra-
nians. Many cattle cars could be seen at the train station. At 4 a.m.
on September 22, the Germans and Ukranians attacked a few
streets in the ghetto and chased everyone from their homes. Those
who did not move quickly were killed on the spot.

I was in the first group, along with my wife, our 4-week-old child,
my mother and brother. We were chased by police to walk quickly
in the direction of the train station where over 60 cattle cars were
ready to be loaded. Five thousand people were loaded into the train
that tragic day after Yom Kippur — the first transport to
Treblinka. My family and I, however, were told, along with some
of the others, to return to our homes. But I never saw my brother,
his pregnant wife and their 3 year old son again.

On September 25th, a day before Sukkot, we were taken back to
Berka Joselewicza Street. A few more people were taken out of
the group. The rest were sent back to the station. We were push-
ed into the wagons and piled on top of one another. After several
hours waiting, the train started rolling. The wagon was filled with
about 120 to 140 persons, without food, water or room to breathe.
The train was headed in the direction of Warsaw. After travelling
all night, we arrived the following morning at a small station —
Treblinka.

I was standing near the window watching one train roll in while
another one left, empty. Ours was the third train entering Tre-
blinka. It was 12 noon.

Orders were given immediately as we rolled into the camp. Women
and children were ordered to go inside the barracks, while the men
were to stand outside. They were made to undress completely and
to get ready to go to the shower room. Nobody knew that these
were the gas chambers. On that day, between 16-18,000 Jewish
people arrived at the camp. All were gassed within a couple of
hours.
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My Hometown
Czenstochov
By A. Bomba

First let me say many thanks to my friend Harry Klein for the
hard work he has put into compiling a book in English about our
city Czenstochova, for the second generation. Many books have
been written in various languages, but this book is about the
history of our city It will be unique as it describes the life of a
vibrant pre-war Czenstochova which ceased to exist as we once
knew it.

Jews have inhabited the city of Czenstochova for many hundreds
of years. They have enriched the city by building hospitals, fac-
tories, banks, clubs, political parties, congregations and welfare
institutions. We were, nonetheless, strangers in our own land and
in our own city because we were Jewish and were not accepted
by most of the Polish people who were anti-Semites.

In the thirties, the ruling party of the country created new laws
against the Jewish population. There were anti-Semitic outbreaks
against Jewish students in the Universities; the Poles were
organized to boycott Jewish merchants. This mistreattnent con-
tinued with pogroms in 1937, led by Kluzniak and in 1938, led
by Baron. The abuse of Jewish people continued until 1939 and
the outbreak of the second world war.

On the second day of the war, the Germans entered our city and
two days later, on September 4th, without any provocation, the
Germans started to attack the entire population of Czenstochova.
Many people were killed.

In December, 1939, the Jewish population was ordered to wear
arm bands with the Star of David. All the Jewish-owned stores,

businesses and factories were confiscated. This was followed by
an order that Jews must give up all such possessions as fur coats,

radios and furniture. Every few days the Germans attacked
Jewish homes and took the men and women to do forced labour.

Many Jewish people were never returned to their homes.
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of tradition and respect for their roots. This is reinforced every

Shabbat when we travel, en masse, to Buby and Zaidy’s for din-

ner. The conversation is noisy, the kids run around. Something

always gets spilled, but you will not find a more loving atmosphere

or “hamische” feeling than around the Skovronek family table

on Friday nights.

V ;c' h

\\\
' ^

The living quarters (barracks) in the

HASAG forced-labour camp.

A section of the small ghetto
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day of Pesach. The police came to the house looking for him and
when they couldn’t find him, they arrested his youngest sister.
When our father found out about this, he surrendered to the police
and his sister was allowed to go home. He was kept in a hall over-
night. The next day, the family was allowed to say goodbye. When
his father walked into the room, he was hardly recognizable. His
eyes were red and swollen with tears, and his hair had turned
white overnight. He squeezed our father’s hand and said, ‘T do
not believe that we will see each other again”. About six weeks
later, around Shavuot, the Germans scooped up the remaining
Jews of Krzepic, and sent them to the gas chambers of Auschwitz.
Included were 28 members of our family - uncles, aunts, cousins
and our 83 year old great-grandmother.

Our father spent the next three years in a variety of different
concentration camps, including Niederkirch, Markstadt, Fiinf-

teichen, Grossrosen, Flossenberg, Dresden and, finally, There-
sienstadt. He lived under conditions that we, of today’s genera-
tion, cannot possibly fathom. He was finally liberated when the
Russians marched into Theresienstadt. He was weak and weighed
approximately 90 pounds; but he gathered all his strength and
went back to Chenstochova where he found two cousins, Sara and
Sam Wien. He then travelled to his home town in the hope of find-

ing more relatives. But they had all perished. He then returned
to Germany and there found out that his youngest sister, Lily, had
survived and was in Sweden. Through her he received the sad
news that his sister. Rose, had died in Bergen Belsen. At the same
time, he learned that his sister, Beatrice, who had left Krzepic just
before the war, was married in New York to a man named
Weisbrot.

Our father, along with the other survivors, never gave up hope.
It kept them alive and it allowed them to move on to a new world.
For our Dad, this new world was Canada. He learned a new
language and rebuilt his life. He married our mother shortly after

moving to Toronto and, for over 40 years, they have had a strong,

loving marriage.

Our father became a successful builder, although he would be the

first to tell you a man’s success is not measured by his pocket-

book, but by his honour and integrity. He has always been active

in the Jewish community. He is President of the Chenstochover
Aid Society and has worked tirelessly for Israel. Zionism and the

survival of Israel is always at the forefront of his thoughts, second

only to his family. In June of 1989, he was instrumental in

organizing a home-town reunion in Israel. People got together

who had not seen each other in over 40 years. It was a tearful,

joyful occasion.

We are now grown up and have lives of our own; but we carry with

us the history of our ancestors as told to us by our Dad. We will

retell these stories to our children, so they may also have a sense
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The Skovronek Family

Throughout our childhood, we were regaled by stories of

“Krzepic”. We heard of the small 2-room house our father, Philip

Skovronek, lived in with his parents and 3 sisters. In the sum-
mer our father slept in the kitchen, and the rest of the family slept

in a little larger room which contained two beds, a table, some
chairs, a credenza and a clothes closet. This room was heated by
a ceramic-tile oven from floor to ceiling. In the winter this oven
was used to heat the room, as well as for cooking. When it was
very cold our father moved into this room with the rest of the fami-
ly for the warmth of the stove. He awoke to the frost caked on the
windows. Running to the outhouse on cold winter nights was
another story we heard about often. Our father attended public
school from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. and, after lunch, he would go to
“Cheydar” until 7 or 8 p.m. In the winter, when the days were
short, it was very dark at that hour. Our great-grandfather lived
close to “Cheydar”, so the first stop on the way home was to our
father’s maternal grandfather. When our father complained that
he was afraid to go home in the dark, our great-grandfather gave
him this sound advice: “Go home and tell your father to come and
get you”.

It is so important for all these stories to be handed down through
the generations. Particularly because we never knew these peo-
ple, who all were killed in the Holocaust; but, through these
stories, they come alive for us and we cherish their memories.

At the age of 17 our father left home to earn a living, while his
family remained in Krzepic. For holidays, he used to travel home
from Chenstochova. When the war broke out, on September 1,

1939, he was at home with his family. He spent the next three
years at home, being dragged out to do work that included clean-
ing a horse stable with bare hands, lining up boulders on a road
(for no reason) and digging up potatoes in the field. Periodically
the SS would come to the town and arrest able-bodied Jews and
send them to work in concentration camps. Our father used to
hide at his gentile neighbours until the Germans left town. In this
way, he managed to stay home until April 10, 1942. It was the last
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His funeral was the first that I ever attended. The blackmailer

soon vanished, and I suspected that the partisans “took care” of

him.

At the end of 1944, Czenstochova became a bombing target for

the advancing Russian army, and Rakow in particular, because
of the foundry. Irena sent me to relatives a few miles away. Sud-

denly on the 17th of January 1945, all the bombing stopped. The
next day, I was taken back to the apartment, and found BOTH
my parents there ! You can imagine my surprise

!

My parents found a place to live in Czenstochova, with Ted and
Dora Zylberszac, and their niece, Lucy, whose parents and brother

perished during the war. As most of Poland was still at war, we
had to remain there for some time.

We did return to Katowice, where my parents took repossession

of their old embroidery business. I enrolled in a local school, and

as I was used to the name Pabinska, my parents registered me
as Lucyna Fabinska, to keep the initial “F” in the surname. Later

my parents, also, officially changed their name. We moved to

Australia in May 1949, to join my uncle who had moved there one

year earlier. We lived in Melbourne. I was sent to a boarding school

to learn English and so that my parents could establish them-

selves in business without having to care for a 13 year old child.

I went on to study pharmacy. On March 15, 1959, I married

Dr. Michael Bergman. We have one daughter, Suzanne, and two

sons, David and Jonathan, as well as two grandchildren.

Jewish police station in the small ghetto

The large ghetto in ruins



was the only person in Rakow who kjiew the truth about me. And

when the Gestap)0 came, usually at night, to search for partisans,

I was locked in the toilet until it was safe to come out. That toilet

became like a second home to me.

At the beginning of my stay with Irena, she would take me, once

a month, on an early morning train ride to Czenstochova, where

we would stand on a certain street corner, wait for a column of

marchers. Irena did this to reassure them that I was safe. Then

Irena stopped taking me. My parents had sent a message that so-

meone had recognized me and they feared that I might be de-

nounced. I did not see my parents again, until two years later, the

day after we were liberated.

While living in Rakow, I lived as normal a life as possible. I went

to school, went skating and tobogganing. We lined up for food ra-

tions, and raised pigs. However, in Poland, Catholic children have

their First Communion between the ages of six and eight. This

meant that to keep my cover, I would have to be confirmed. But

Irena had promised my parents that she would do everything in

her power to prevent me having to be confirmed. Although I went

to all the classes, and learned all the material required, I found

some excuse for my not participating. Usually I was sick or sent

away so it would not look so obvious. Finally, when it became too

dangerous for me to remain in Rakow, because the town was fre-

quently being searched for partisans. I was, ironically, sent to live

with Natala and her SS officer. We told him that I was Natala’s

little sister and we told our Rakow neighbors that I had had my
confirmation while I was staying with Natala. During the few

weeks that I lived with Natala, I ate the best food that I had eaten

during the entire war.

Two notable incidents took place while I lived in Rakow. First, a

new tenant moved into our building. She was about my mother’s

age and seemed very nice. One day she cornered me, and said

“I know who you are”. I thought that was the end of me. She

identified me as Lucyna Fajgenblat, since she had known my
parents. She told me that my secret was safe with her, as she too

was living a lie, as a widow, hiding her Jewish husband in the

countryside.

The second incident had a more profound effect on me. One day

I saw a big crowd gathered on the street nearby. I moved to the

front of the crowd, only to witness a Jew shot dead, only two

meters from me.

In 1943, Stan Kaczmarczyk became very ill with tuberculosis. A
cousin of his, from the country, visited Rakow. He knew that there

was no such person as Lucyna Pabinska, and he blackmailed the

family for all the money that they could have used to save Stan.
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old and obviously not able to work, I was of no value to the

Germans. My days were spent locked in our room, in silence.

No one was to know of my existence. If I heard a noise outside

the door, I would quickly and quietly climb into a large wicker

basket, filled with clothing.

In Hasag there also worked Poles. One day a Pole came up and
left a small parcel near my parents, when the Germans were not

looking. When they opened it at night, they found a small cooked

chicken, with a letter in the core. It was from Irena Kaczmarczyk.

She wrote that if my parents received the chicken, that the con-

tact was safe.

She had organized things from her end, along with the plans for

taking me out of the ghetto. The Pole carried messages back

and forth at great risk to his own life, and my parents would

always get a chicken ! In case he were caught, he could claim the

chicken was his lunch. Towards the end of 1942, it was arranged

that I be passed over to Irena. On THE day, a tall thin man came
early in the day to our room . He strapped me to his chest, and went

straight to a pre-selected out-house, where he left me in the smelly

toilet, under a plank of wood. At nightfall, my father took me to

the fence of the ghetto, made a hole and pushed me through. A
woman was waiting for me, but I did not know her. I was scared.

She told me that I was to stay with her for a few days, until Irena

could come and take me to Rakow. I spent a lot of time hidden

under her bed.

Irena came and took me home to her husband, Stanislaw

Kaczmarczyk, and their two daughters, Stanislawa (then 12) and

Tbresa (then 9). I was 6 years old. Also, part of the family were

Irena’s niece and nephew, children of Stanislaw and his first wife,

Irena’s late sister. They were adults already and were hiding with

the partisans. Furthermore, Natala was the mistress of an SS of-

ficer. All the information that she gathered, she passed on to her

brother, Jurek. Life with the Kaczmarczyk family was like sitting

on a time bomb.

Conditions were better for us than for most, since Stanislaw had

a job in the foundry. This gave him some privileges, such as ac-

cess to a private toilet, ownership of a small shed for the pig that

they raised for food, and access to a hot shower in the foundry

once a week. At other times, we all washed in the kitchen basin.

I had two identities, depending on the circumstances. To all the

neighbors, I was Lucyna Pabinska, a niece, daughter of Irena’s

brother, a widower who could not look after me. But, during a Ger-

man search, I became “Terenia’ ,
and the real Terenia went to a

neighbor and became her granddaughter, who was about the

same age, but lived in Czenstochova. This lovely woman, Irena,
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Soon after we moved into the compound, my mother’s brother,

Adam, and his wife arrived from Lvov and joined us. Although

he was a bacteriologist, he pretended to be an embroiderer so he

could stay with our family and would not be sent to the ghetto.

Also with us was my father’s brother, Heniek, and my paternal

grandparents. The rest of the family was confined to the ghetto,

except my uncle, Stasiek, who was trapped in Russia.

With the work that the families did in this compound, they could

earn money and we led a nearly normal life, considering the cir-

cumstances. There were even weddings and parties among
friends in the apartments. This situation lasted for about a year.

Suddenly, one day, while we still lived in these apartments, the

Gestapo arrived and ordered all the old people and those not able

to work to assemble in the courtyard. Those “selected” were told

to bring a bag with some clothing, and enough food for two days.

They were to be “resettled” on farm “for an easier life”. I remem-
ber being sent back to our apartment to get a blanket for my
grandparents who were the “lucky ones” to be selected for reset-

tlement. I also brought them some sugar, in case they were able

to get some tea on their journey. That was the last we ever saw
of Mordechai and Miriam Fajgenblat. Sometime later, we learned

that they were taken directly to Majdanek and killed. At about

the same time, my mother stopped receiving letters from her

parents in Sosnowiec. Later, when we were in the ghetto, some-

one from Sosnowiec told my mother that Isidor and Rogina
Levenhof went in a similar “selection” and were killed in

Treblinka.

Shortly after that, a childhood friend of my father appeared one
day, posing as a customer. Her name was Irena Kaczmarczyk. Fbr

a large fee, she was willing to hide my parents, but we had no
money since all our worldly possessions were left behind in

Katowice. Nevertheless, she agreed to take me into her care,

although I was not aware of it at that time. She began by taking

me for walks out of the compound, so as to test ways of removing
me permanently. Suddenly, we were told that the compound was
to be closed immediately, and all residents moved to the ghetto.

New plans had to be made.

My parents found accommodation in the same block as the

Kopinski and Zylberszac families. Tadek Zylberszac was married
to Dora Kopinski. His brother, Gutek, and wife, Anka, were also

in the ghetto. They had a daughter, Stefa, who, during the war,

was hidden in a convent.

All the adults in the ghetto who were able to work, marched each
morning to an ammunitions factory, called Hasag, a few kilo-

meters away. It became very dangerous for me. I was only six years
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The Wartime Experiences
of Lucia Bergman (nee Eajgenblat)

My name is Lucia Bergman, but when I was born on April 17th,

1936, 1 was Ludwiga Fajgenblat. My mother’s name was Eugenia
Isidor Levenhof, my father’s was Adek Fajgenblat. My maternal
grandparents lived in Sosnowiec and had two sons, Adek and
Stasiek, both older than my mother

My father’s parents were Mordechai and Miriam Fajgenblat. They
iiad six children.

We lived in Katowice, so that my father would not compete with
iiis father and brothers who lived in Sosnowiec. All of them were
embroiderers.

i was only three years old when the war broke out.

In Poland, the 1st of September was a public holiday. In 1939, my
parents travelled to Czenstochova to visit my grandparents, and
1 stayed with my maternal grandparents in Sosnowiec. Wlien war
vas declared, my parents became stranded in Czenstochova with
only two days’ supply of clothing. As Jews were banned frc»m fur-

ther travel, I could not be reunited with my mother and father un-

til a year later, when they arranged for a Christian friend to bring

me to Czenstochova, using his daughter’s identity papers.

When I arrived in Czenstochova in 1940, Jews were still allowed

to live in their own homes, but this was changing quickly. The
Jewish quarter was walled in and all Jews were required to move
into “the ghetto’’. A selection of families including our family, all

of whom were tradesmen (i.e.: tailors, milliners, jewellers, em-

broiderers, etc), were ordered to move into three apartment blocks,

built in a “U’ -shape around a courtyard. On the fourth side, there

was a high fence and gate leading to the outside world. This

building was on the main street of Czenstochova, and the Jews

within were not allowed to exit but the Christians from the town
could enter and utilize the services of the residents. The Germans,

of course, could get all their services from the residents.
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be allowed to return to work. Standing next to my aunt, the

German officer pushed me to one group and ordered my aunt to

go to the other side. My group was soon to be sent to Trebliiika.

My aunt and uncle were ordered back to work. They were lican

broken, not knowing how they would face my parents and lell

them that I had been taken away by the Germans.

Suddenly, a miracle occurred ! I was released from the gmup and
a few minutes later, joined my aunt at work. She was overjoyed

to see me, crying and laughing at the same time. She was thrilled

to be able to return me to my parents.

However, while we were at work, there was a big “selection” at

the factory, “Metalurgia”, on Garibaldi Street. My parents and my
brother were among a large group taken away. That morning was
the last time I saw my parents and my brother alive, as well as

my best friend whom I knew since I had been 2 years old.

I am the only survivor of my class, which consisted of 23 children.

THE HOLOCAUST
Millions of People never got a chance
Children's lives never got to advance.
So many children with so many dreams
Most of them never grew up to be in their teens.

People running away, people in hiding,

But disaster they would definitely be finding.

But what was the cause of all this mess?
What was the reason of all this distress?

It was because the Jews were different

And proud of it too.

And the Germans thought everyone should be like them
Even if it wasn't true.

In the end, 6,000,000 were gone.

But there was still some hope that shone.

Because three years after it was finished

The State of Israel was born
Until this day this tragedy we mourn.

MELANIE TAKEFMAN
(Age: 11)
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My Childhood
By Lucy Mietkiewicz Zilbert Nisker

I WAS 10 YEARS OLD when the war broke out on September 1, 1939.

A few days later, German troops marched into Czenstochova, and
my entire world changed.

The first orders were for everyone to give up their radios, and
deliver them to a central depot. This cut our contact with the out-

side world. The major change for me, however, was that I no

longer was able to go to Jewish Day School. Jewish children were

denied access to all educational facilities. My parents discussed

the situation with others, and within a few months, small tutorial

groups were illegally organized in private homes by two sisters.

Riba and Madzia Horowicz. Every day these groups met to teach

the children lessons on different subjects. To insure our secrecy,

we changed locations frequently.

In 1940, life became more difficult. All Jews, 13 years and older,

were ordered to wear the armband with the Star of David. I was
not yet old enough to receive this honor.

September, 1942, brought deportations to Czenstochova. One day

after Yom Kippur, everyone was put under “house arrest”. Several

days later, we learned that my grandparents Mietkiewicz, two

uncles and four aunts were among the first groups shipped to

Treblinka.

Shortly thereafter, my parents and brother and myself were

transported to a huge factory called “Metalurgia”. We were con-

sidered fortunate to be placed there, and told we were immune
from deportation.

On October 5, 1942, Simha Torah, I bid my parents good-bye and

was sent to liquidate apartments abandoned by Jewish families,

in an area which was later to be the “small ghetto”. The task was

emotionally draining, as often we would find food on the table,

which meant that the family was forced to leave suddenly. On that

day, the Germans arrived while we were working. Everyone was

ordered out into the street. They inspected all of us and divided

us into two groups. One group was to be sent away, the other to
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was unable to walk any longer and sat down, was shot in the head.

For this poor soul the torture and pain were over.

In spite of the heavy “SS” security and continuous shootings,

many of the marchers were able to escape to the forest.

When we reached the horrible camp Gardelegen, only one hundred

and fifty souls remained alive. Half an hour before we arrived, the

“SS” searched the forest to recapture some of the people who had
managed to escape. All were captured and driven to Gardelegen,

where they were gathered into a shack and burned alive.

The world knew only much later, that on April 12th, 1945, three

days before the liberation by the American army, 1,015 people,

martyrs of many nationalities, had perished.

The victorious American army ordered the Mayor of Gardelegen
to prepare a special place in the cemetery for the memory of the

burned martyrs. Gardelegen has a cemetery where there are

1,015 special graves that symbolize the brutality of the Nazi
regime.

As one of the 68 people who survived the “Dead March” I pay my
respect to those who perished. It is a tragedy I can never forget.
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From Rotleberade to Gardelegen

To the Memory of my friends who perished in the Holocaust

Originally written in Yiddish

by Harry Rosenblnm

I WAS BORN IN CzENSTOCHOVA AFTER the liquidation of the large

ghetto, I was placed in HASAG Pelcern, a forced labor camp in

Czenstochova. On January 15, 1945, I was deported to Buchen-

wald and later to Dora; from there again to Rotleberade. This was

the last stage of my painful experiences of horror during the

“March of the Dead”, a march from the concentration camp Rotle-

bemde to Gardelegen.

This camp was located in Germany. It employed over 1,000 slave

workers of all nationalities, used in the production of missiles for

the Nazi war machine.

On Wednesday, April 5, 1945 the camp was evacuated and we were

forced to march again. From far away Nordhausen we saw the

fires caused by the air attacks by the Allied forces. Under horrible

and inhuman conditions, harassed by terrible beatings, we were

all driven at night to the tio,in station. At the same time, all the

inmates of other camps in the same area werc evacuated. Tbgether

we numbered over 8,000 people.

We were surrounded by “SS” troops who proceeded to push over

100 people into each of many cattle cars. The transport lasted

seven days and nights. No one received food or water and as a

losult many died. Each day the train stopped and the corpses werc

thrown out of the cattle wagons. On the seventh day the train

stopped completely because there was no more rail connection.

The transportation system had been bombed into total collapse.

Now the “SS” guards ordered everyone out of the wagons to line

up and be counted. Only 2,000 out of the 8,000 had survived.

Under heavy “SS” guard, we were forced to start marching once

again on a narrow road towarxis a forest. Two thousand living

skeletons marched, not knowing their destination. Anyone who
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the letter “K”: Kohn, Kleiner, Konsens and Krakowski, so we
were all tatooed with numbers in sequence on our arms. Three
of us survived to the end of the war. Kohn in the United States, Klein

in Canada, Krakowski in Israel. Unfortunately, Konsens didn’t

make it. He gave up. I tried to encourage him as much as I could,

but only a few months before the end of the war, he was killed

by the SS.

Later I was in Birkenau-Auschwitz, where I was put on the detail

of digging ditches with a group of about 20 people. During our

lunch time, dining on watery soup, we talked with people from
different places. Somebody asked me where I was from, and I

mentioned Czenstochova. A couple of men got up and told me
about their experience in Czenstochova, and how, when they were

passing by in a train, a young fellow with a red armband from
Rawo, gave them water. When I heard that, I jumped and took up
the story where they left off. That was a most unusual reunion.

From that moment until today, I can still hear the crying and
screaming from that boxcar. When the train started moving, I

heard their cries: “Don’t forget us! Avenge our souls! Say Kaddish
for our families!’’

Loading the cattle cars.
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through the small open window. I ran back a few times to refill

the watercans, giving the water mostly to the women with
children. I told them, “I don’t want anything because I am a Jew
myself.” They started asking me: “Where are we going?”, “What
are they going to do to us?” I knew that these transports were
going to Treblinka - a death camp — but seeing those helpless
mothers with children, I did not have the heart to tell them.

When I moved on to the next wagon, which was full of young men,
I told them the truth and told them they had nothing to lose by
breaking out while the train was moving. Each time, I was run-

ning with the water, I was constantly chased and threatened by
the S.S. guards, who were pointing their rifles at me. When the

train started moving, I heard screaming voices: “Don’t forget us!

Avenge our souls! Say Kaddish for our families!”

Finally, I was chased back to work, and in the evening we were
escorted back to the ghetto. The next day when I got back to work,

I had a chance to speak to some Polish people who worked near-

by on the railroad and who lived in the area. They told me that

the night before there had been a lot of shooting and some
prisoners had escaped from moving trains. The Germans were
checking out the entire area, I was told.

I worked there a few days. After being transferred to work in many
different places, I found a way to return to the ghetto. But several

months later, I was caught and sent to the concentration camp
at Blizin, which was a terrible camp for hard labor and execu-

tions by the stonefaced S.S. Sturmfiihrer Nell. There I met my
buddy from back home, Harszel Kleiner (now Harry Klein of

Montreal, Canada). We went through a living hell.

I happened to have a good working position in a warehouse; we
were able to help each other. First, Harszel got infected with

typhus fever, and I was able to bring him soup. Then, I was sick

with typhus and Harszel was there helping me.

Then we were shipped in cattle cars to Birkenau-Auschwitz. We
arrived at night and were waiting by the gas chambers and cre-

matoriums until daylight. The SS men in charge were sleeping

after a drinking party. While we were waiting, my buddy, Harszel,

found out that his sister-in-law was working in the “Sonderco-

mando’ ’ behind the electric fence. They exchanged words through

the fence in the dark. In the morning, the SS Stormfiihrers

arrived and the selection started “to left to right”. By some
miracle, we were spared. While waiting, we could see the flames

from the crematoriums reaching up to the sky, and could smell the

stench of human flesh.

By then we had met two other friends and the four of us kept

together. By a coincidence, all four of our last names started with
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Samuel Kohn Tells His Story

By Samuel (Szmulek) Kohn

SAMUEL (SZMULEK) KOHN was born in Czestochowa, son of Jacob and Sara
Genieslaw.

Both parents and two sisters, Renia and Rachel (and her two-yeai'-old daughter
Marylka), perished in the Holocaust in Treblinka.

Sam was confined in several ghettos and later deported to the concenti'amp camp,
Blizin. From there, he was taken to numerous different camps and then to

Auschwitz. He was finally liberated by the American Army in Seshaupt, near
Munich, Germany, on May 5, 1945. He came to New Haven, Connecticut, in April

of 1951.

In 1953, Sam met Celina Markowicz, who had been born in Boleslawiec, Poland,

near Czestochowa. She survived the war bypassing as a Catholic child on a farm
with a Polish family. Sam and Celina were married in June, 1953. The Kohns have
two children: Jeff, who owns the JeffMartin Fitness Studio in New York City, and
Sharon Jacobs, who is at Temple University School of Medicine and the Director
ofHSC Project Management in Philadelphia. Her husband, David, is a vice presi-

dent at Citicorp. They have a daughter, Jennifer Laura.

In October of 1942, after the “selection” by the German S.S.

murderer, Degenhart, I was taken away from my family and
wound up in the “small ghetto”.

There is one incident that will stand out in my mind forever. Along
with a couple of other fellows, I was picked to go to work outside
the ghetto and sent to a German company by the name of “Rawo”.
(As I later found out, this company was organized by very rich

German Nazis, so that they and their families would not have to

go to the Russian front.) Our job was to load and unload trains
with rags and metal scraps. We were supplied with special red
armbands that had German writing and the logo “Rawo” on them.

While we were working, a train came by and stopped for a coal
refill. I heard loud noises and crying children, and when I got
closer, I saw women and children packed in cattle trains calling
out for water. When they noticed me, they screamed out that they
had gold money for water, not knowing that I was also a Jew. (I

was blond and wearing that German armband.) I managed to fill

two cans of water, ran to the railroad cars, and pushed the water
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Harry Klein was among the first typesetters in Yiddish after his

liberation from the Concentration Camps in Munich, Germany, where

he became co-worker in the Jewish newspaper *'Unzer Weg'’ a weekly

publication, which started on October 12, 1945.

2*

"I
-

r-r.

'tr

Administration, editorial staff and typesetters of ‘‘Unzer Weg in

Munich, September 1945.

Editor Lavy Szalit: ¥r ; Typesetter Harry Klein: M
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Jewish Weekly - Munich 1945
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I received a fcx)d parcel for the week. In September 1945 we moved
to our new apartment in Munich.

We now wrote to our brother George Klein in Montreal, telling him
that we were alive in Munich. His telegram followed, stating that
he was going to work on immigration papers immediately to

enable us to come to Canada. We were delighted with the news.
At that time, Canada was still closed for new Jewish immigrants
and we had to wait for a long time to get our papers.

Our only goal was to meet our brother and his family. During the
waiting period, each of us got married in Munich: My sister Mania
to Chaskel Konarsky, my sister Madzia to Josel Rosenberg and
I, myself, to the lovely Chava Borenstein.

We continued to exchange letters with our brother. Finally we
were informed that our papers were ready. We arrived in Montreal
in 1948 and were at long last united with my brother George and
his family.

Soon I became very active in the Czenstochover Society of Montreal.

I had the responsibility to rebuild my life, to have a family and
to be able to provide for them. In 1951 I opened my own printing

company. Eva and I had three daughters, Marilyn, Ruthie and
Janet, all of whom are married and have children.

I will always remember that I am a survivor of the Holocaust. Fbr
over 40 years I actively reminded others never to forget our
“Kedoshim” who perished in the Holocaust. I always remember
the vow I took on the day of my liberation from the concentration

camp in Allach-Dachau. With the publication of the book
“Czenstochov - Our Legacy”, I can truly say that I have fulfilled

my duty as a survivor of the Holocaust.

Barbed wire enclosed the HASAG Concentration Camp
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There I met some people from Czenstochova who suggested that

I go to the Jewish Community Service Centre on Mehl Street

where there were listings of people who had survived and were
in the area. Unfortunately, these hstings were not helpful to me.
I remained in Munich two days longer and was fortunate to meet
two girls from my hometown who told me that the last time they

had seen my sisters was a few days before the liberation from
Hasag in Czenstochova. I was disappointed but determined not

to give up. On my return to Feldmoching, I learned from a girl

I met on the train that she knew my sisters were living in Buchloe.

Several days later I was on my way to Buchloe. I waited along the

highway in search of a ride. I was picked up by a military truck,

but after a two-hour ride I was told to get off and was left in the

middle of nowhere. Once again I found myself on the highway
looking for a ride. This time I was picked up by a military truck,

headed in the direction of Buchloe. I then took the train the
remainder of the way. As I walked through the streets of Buchloe,
I spotted a few girls whom I asked if they knew of my sisters

Mania and Madzia. They shouted and nodded excitedly and
pointed to a house down the road. As I ran toward the house, my
sisters came running toward me. We fell into each others arms
kissing, yelling, laughing and crying. It was an incredible

moment.

My sisters were unaware that I had survived the concentration
camps. I remained with them for two weeks. They told me that
the last days before the liberation, many people from Hasag were
loaded onto trucks and deported to another concentration camp
in Ravensbruck, Germany. They also told me that they had run
away and had been in hiding on a farm, not knowing that the war
was over.

We decided that I would return to Feldmoching, to find a place
for us to stay. They would join me later. When I arrived in Feld-
mochtng, I discovered a note from John informing me that he was
returning to Czechoslovakia and that, maybe, we would meet
again one day.

I was now on my own, with a great responsibility to my sisters.

Our reunion caused me to change my outlook to a more positive
one. I was now the one who had to care for the three of us and
see to it that we be reunited with our brother George who was
living in Montreal, Canada, since before the war.

At the Rental and Housing Office in Munich, I met a lady who
offered me two rooms in her apartment on Maximilian Strasse.
With a place to live in Munich, I registered our names with the
Jewish Community office for food rations. There I came upon a
notice looking for Yiddish typesetters for the weekly newspaper
“Unzer Weg”. I applied and was accepted for the job as typesetter.
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(military police) passed by, one of whom stopped us and asked
where we were going. John replied in English that we were
heading to the nearest village. He then pointed at me, explaining
that it was impossible for me to walk. At first there was silence.

Then we were invited into the jeep. We stopped at the first military

}X)st where several American soldiers came over to us. One of them
picked me up onto his shoulder and asked another soldier to take
a photograph.

The two M.P.s returned to the jeep with a sack of canned food.

It seemed that they had orders to take us to Feldmoching. The jeep

arrived at the house of a middle-aged woman who timidly, but
politely, introduced herself as Frau Bauer. The American soldier

told her that I was very weak and asked if she would allow me
to remain in her house for a few weeks until I was strong enough
to leave. The American instructed her not to feed me with the

canned food. He told her to give me small portions of cooked rice

with milk and to increase these portions gradually. After the

Americans thanked her and left, John stayed on for a while longer.

He later left to look for a place to stay and he promised me that

he would be back in a few days.

As I looked around the room, I wondered if this was real or merely

a dream. There was a clean bed with pillows, a clean towel and
soap. After I had washed myself, Frau Bauer gave me a small bowl

of rice and milk and told me to eat slowly. Feeling very tired, I

went to bed. I cried myself to sleep. The next morning, Frau Bauer
told me she had heard me cry in my sleep.

I stayed at Frau Bauer’s house for over four weeks. I had been

quite fortunate, as I later learned, for many of those who had sur-

vived the camps later died because of the large quantities of rich

food they consumed, which made them ill. John came to see me
and invited me to stay with him, once I was feeling stronger.

Gazing at the tatooed number on my left arm which was part of

my nightmare, it was hard for me to believe that I was now a free

man. I had to try not to think at all. I isolated myself. I did not

want to leave the security of my newly-found home. One morn-

ing, Frau Bauer suggested that I go outside for some fresh air.

I refused to comply which caused her to say angrily that I was

not the only one who had suffered. She herself had lost her hus-

band and son in this war. I ignored her. I told her that I would be

moving to my friend’s house in a week. Leaving, I thanked Frau

Bauer for all she had done for me.

In Feldmoching, I met two survivors who advised me to go to the

“UNRRA” office, located in Munich, to obtain identification cards

which would then enable me to register with the City HaU in Feld-

moching. I went to Munich on a Sunday morning in July 1945.
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MY MEMOIRS - continued

Destined to Survive

I do not know how long I stood at the gates of “Liberation” on

May 5, 1945, at the Allach-Dachau Concentration Camp. At 80

pounds, I was a living skeleton contemplating the tatooed number
on my left arm, an everlasting reminder of the Birkenau-Ausch-

witz death camp.

Tears ran down my face. These were neither tears of joy nor pity,

but were tears of anger at the world. . . What was I to do now?. . .

I thought about my family . . . did anyone survive? I cried out and
made a vow that as long as I would live, I would always remember
those who perished in the death factories and gas chambers, for

the “crime” of being Jews. It occurred to me that my destiny

was to survive and speak about all I had experienced and make
the world listen.

My thoughts were suddenly interrupted by a military guard who
told me to go back to the barrack. I went back inside and looked

for a place on the floor. I was tired and fell asleep. The shrill sound
of the sirens woke me and voices over the loud speaker announced
that the very weak would be taken by ambulance to receive medi-

cal care. I was afraid and wanted to be left alone. Surely I would
not seek any medical help.

Near me on the floor lay a man who informed me that the Germans
had gone and that we were free to go anywhere we wanted. He
asked if I would accompany him to the nearest village. He was
familiar with the region. About 3 kilometers from the camp was
a place called Feldmoching.

Early the next morning, we left the camp through an opening in

a broken wire fence, an exit used by many. As we walked, he in-

troduced himself as John from Prague, Czechoslovakia. He had
been arrested by the Gestapo and sent to work on a farm near
Munich, Germany. He was a strong man who spoke several

languages, including English.

As we walked along the road, we saw military people on trucks
marked “U.S. Army” in bold letters. Several Jeeps marked “M.P.”
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MY HOMETOWN ... I WILL NEVER FORGET YOU

Destroyed is my Home-Town
the one I do lemember,
and wiped-out is my family

with all of its splendor.

Deep in my thoughts

of the past so fruitful,

when I was together with my parents

I saw everything so rosy and beautiful.

As I am now dreaming of the

once upon a time,

oh ! how I do miss you
each time and all the time.

And you my dear mother
I remember you — lovable and bright,

always with a smile — when
she kissed and hugged me so tight.

And my father my idol

who seemed always in learning to be,

has never failed to show
his care and love for me.

Now is my heart so bleeding

and bitter with pain,

because destroyed is my past — and

it will never, never more be the same.

But in my memory my home town

you will always stay with me,

the way I have known you

so beautiful and great I wanted you to be.

And in my heart

you will remain forever more,

and I will see you always

no other — but the way as before.

by HARRY KLEIN
Nov. 11/84
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Auschwitz Railway Gate
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of that year I was again put on a cattle train and sent to Sachsen-
hausen/Oranienburg. The Germans did not really know any more
what to do with us. It became obvious that their war machine was
disintegrating fast.

By April 1945 I found myself in Dachau—Allach. A few days later

I was again commanded to march, but I was no longer able to con-

tinue and remained in Allach, where I was liberated by American
soldiers on May 5, 1945.

I have lived through Auschwitz and I have survived several other

camps in which tens of thousands have died. My story is a small

episode in the huge mosaic of torture and destruction which may
never be complete, in spite of a large body of documentation and
literature in many languages.

The Jewish people of the world still suffer a sense of bereavement
from the losses inflicted on them fifty years ago in Europe - losses

of life, of learning, losses of old books and old synagogues. The
damage of our cultural property and to “Yiddishkeit” is irrepar-

able.

Does it not teach us to fight the growing acceptance of violence,

aggression and nationalistic hatred that seems to be Sweeping the

world? If we are the “chosen people”, let us not only be chosen

to suffer, but also chosen to teach righteousness and tolerance.

... and these are the remains.

Heaps of shoeSy a tragic memorial to the millions.
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We were informed that we would stay in Birkenau as a work force.

First we were quarantined for a period of time in sjiecial barracks.

Immediately on entering the barrack I handed my parcel to the

block Capo. He closed his door. Rachela told me later that she sent

him six shirts, ten pieces of soap, two gold watches, five gold coins

and some rings.

The trick worked. The block Cajx) let me know that after the

tattooing I should come to see him in his room. After the quaran-

tine period I should not report for work. He will send me to work

with a special small group. He was sure my sister-in-law would

try to see me again.

The next day we were ordered to take a shower and to have our

hair cut. We got the camp clothing which was sprayed with chemi-

cals. Back at the barracks we were tattooed on our left arm.

When the letter “K” was called, the three of us - Klein, Kohn,

Krakowski - stood together once again. But when we were asked

to volunteer for work according to our trade, Sam Kohn and

Yitzchak Krakowski were separated from me. I was transferred

to Birkenau Lager “D”, Block 22.

I was isolated and so lost contact with Rachela. My work was

not specific. Each day I was assigned to a different group. Loneli-

ness and depression overcame me and while I was physically still

strong, I felt mentally near despair. Working in the shadow of the

gas chambers and crematoria, breathing the stench of human
flesh daily, I felt trapped, despondent, hopeless.

I was at one of the nerve centres of Hitler’s “final solution’’, at

a place which revealed a dimension of human nature never before

observed in modern history. It was the systematic perversion of

humanity.

As one who witnessed it all but was unable to understand it fully,

I grew bitter about those misguided individuals who pronounce

today, that all of this never happened. They lie in the face of wit-

nesses like myself, against the evidence of photos, films and docu-

ments, against evidence supplied by the perpetrators themselves.

I take it as a personal insult to hear the denial of what European

Jewry went through. It all hapjiened while the world watched pas-

sively. The world even watched passively when it heard of the

desperate suicidal uprising in the Warsaw Ghetto by those

martyrs who had nothing to lose. They saved Jewish digmty at

the cost of their lives.

In the beginning of 1944, when the defeat of the Nazis became

increasingly certain, the gas ovens of Birkenau worked overtime.

Thousands of Jews were sent on terrible death marches, intended

to deny them liberation by the advancing allied forces. In October
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MY MEMOIRS - continued

Surviving in Auschwitx

When the war on the Eastern Front began to go badly for the

Germans, Blizin was scheduled to be closed and we were to be

evacuated. Shmulek, Yitzchak and myself did all we could to stay

together when the transport order came.

I was 25 years old when I arrived at the Inferno of Auschwitz—
Birkenau. Ever since, I have lived with memories that a thousand

years could not erase. The sight of flames from the crematorium

ovens in the night sky are still in my mind’s eye and I can still

smell the stench of human flesh. A new vocabulary would be

needed to describe the pain on the faces of the victims and the

viciousness of the executioners or the callous ingenuity of the

Nazi planners.

There were 1800 of us who arrived from Blizin. We were first

chased by Germans with police dogs, which terrified us. After half

an hour we came to a barbed wire fence and a large gate through

which we entered a huge open area. There was yet another fence.

The German guards with their dogs now left us standing there.

Beyond the fence we faced barracks where we saw women going

in and out.

Dusk was falling as I stood, occupied with my thoughts and

anxieties. Was there someone calling my name ? Yes, again Ihe^
my name called and the voice came from beyond the barbed wire

fence. I could no longer see clearly and walked a little closer. There

I saw my sister-in-law, my brother Yankel’s wife. Rachela! I

yelled. The last time I had seen Rachela was in the selection from

the small ghetto in Czenstochova.

I learned later that Rachela had arrived at Auschwitz a year earlier

from Sosnowice. She wanted to talk and talk. As it got darker she

handed me a parcel across the fence “Give this to the

‘Blockaeltesten Capo’ ” she told me. “It will make your life a lit-

tle bit easier.’’ She promised to give me a lot of help and to keep

in touch with me.

Rachela was in the women’s quarter, called Lager “C’’, working

with an ehte group named “Canada’’. Their job was to sort out

the belongings of those who had been gassed.
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When I arrived at Blizin it was lucky for me to meet Wowek
Brokman. Brokman was born in Czenstochova. As an electrician

by trade he was sent to Blizin in advance to help build the camp.
He became foreman of the electricians and therefore he could help
me register at the camp office and join his group as an assistant
electrician.

Thanks to his initiative I could avoid really hard physical labour.

Other Czenstochovers, who were privileged to work as tradesmen.
In our group of electricians were Harshel Konsens, Yitzchak
Krakowski, Pinia Mager and Leon Werkzeig from Radom.
I shared all my good news with Sam (Szmulek) Kohn. He and
Yitzchak Krakowski became my very close friends in Blizin. We
took care of each other — “Achim TTzoro” — and our being like

brothers gave us the strength and willpower to live for the day
of our liberation. But freedom was still only a dream.

The Purim Exchange to Palestine

In February 1943, rumours circulated that those who had families
in Palestine could be exchanged for German prisoners now in
English captivity. There was a ray of hope as the possibility of
Nazi defeat came to mind for the first time. Registration of those
who had relatives in Palestine began at once. Members of the
Jewish Resistance Movement felt skeptical since they could not
believe that the Nazis would allow witnesses to live who could tell

the world of the mass killings of Jews. However, the registration
continued until the list was complete.

One day before Purim, Commander Degenhart came into the
ghetto, inspected a few of the places, then went to the office of
the Judenrat. He declared that the exchange could take place, sug-
gesting that members of the Judenrat, as well as the intelligent-
sia and their families, be the first to go. On the following day,
Purim, everyone in the ghetto went to work as usual, except those
selected to be exchanged. They were all assembled on the Market
Square. Degenhart told them to walk in the direction of “Novy
Rinek”, the New Market. As they walked along Warszawska
Street, everything appeared to be calm. However, when they ap-
proached No. 9 Warszawska, they were suddenly surrounded by
German police and forced into police trucks. They then headed
in the direction of the Jewish cemetery, not the train station as
they had been promised. They were now trapped without any
chance of resistance. In despair, some struggled with police, some
jumped from the moving trucks, some committed suicide by
swallowing cyankali tablets. Most of the victims were killed at the
cemetery. On that tragic day, 157 of the Jewish intelligentsia were
murdered in cold blood by the Nazis.

How can we foi^ve or forget? That Purim day, March 2, 1943,
will be remembered in the history of Czenstochova, as “Bloody
Purim”.
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well as transferees from other camps. My friends Hershel
Konsens and Vovek Brookman both perished. Yitzchak
Krakowski now lives in Israel. Sam Kohn lives in Fairlawn, New
Jersey.

The daily routines were often interrupted by incidents that filled

our hearts with terror. One day at noon, we could see the Jewish
Camp Police and the Ukrainian guards running in the direction

of a group of workers at the camp gates. An alarm sounded and
everyone had to line up outside their barracks to be counted. We
learned that six inmates from the Czenstochover section had
escaped and could not be found. Their names were called out over

and over again as we stood for more than two hours at the
‘ Appell”. A high-ranking Nazi officer, named Betcher, came for-

ward and issued an order that, due to the escape of the six

prisoners, another six were to be executed. Szlamek Minzberg
called out the names of four men who were sick, as well as two
brothers, who all stepped forward. The six condemned men were
immediately surrounded by Ukrainian executioners and, together

with three inmates of the camp carrying shovels, taken away. One
witness to the execution later told me of the torture that the six

martyrs had undergone. They had been ordered to dig their own
graves and, when they refused, they were again brutally beaten

with rifles. Their bloodied bodies, lying on the ground, were finally

shot. The Ukrainians ordered the three men with shovels to dig

the graves. The entire incident left an indelible mark on us all.

After that day, the barracks were guarded both day and night. To

deter any further such escapes, we were told that each man was
responsible for the person to his left and to his right. Should

anyone escape, then the two men to his sides were to be executed.

Two days later, as I worked with some electricians repairing the

lights in the guardhouse, we again heard loud voices. Looking out-

side, I could see two men lying on the ground being beaten by

rifles. Nell, the camp commander, then came out ordering the

beatings to stop. We could now see Arye Mandelbaum and Lemel,

two of the group who had escaped earlier that week. Szlamek
Minzberg, the head of the Jewish Police, was ordered to take the

two men to the kitchen for a meal and to be questioned. The two

talked about their escape and their eventual recapture. They had

headed for the forest and then to the highway, looking for food.

They were attacked by several Poles and then dragged back into

the forest, where they were robbed and stripped of their clothing.

They were later taken to a farm house and kept prisoner until the

Pblish police arrived and they were returned to the camp. The two

i70fused to give any information as to the whereabouts of the other

four, who were still missing. They were tortured and, after many
hours of brutal investigation, they were taken away and shot.
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We continued marching and upon our arrival at the train station,

we were pushed inside cattle cars and locked up. Two hours later,

the doors opened and again, we were ordered to march to the

police station on Pilsudskiego Street, where we stayed until the
next day. Again we were ordered to the train station and into the
cattle cars, about 120 people to a car. At Blizin, a forced-labour
concentration camp, we were met by guards who beat us while
we were leaving the cars.

In the Forced-Labour Camp, Blizin

We marched a long distance to the site of the concentration camp.
The gates were guarded by Polish police and Ukrainian guards.
We were ordered to stop and remove our hats. A high-ranking Ger-

man officer was informed that we were a transport of several hun-
dred Jewish inmates. We were given instructions that we would
each be registered and would each receive a numbered metal plate

that must be worn around our necks at all times. All our posses-
sions had to be turned in, and anyone discovered with more than
five German marks would immediately be shot.

After registration, we went through a second gate and came to

an area that was separated from the front entrance by water. We
were then taken to wooden barracks. Tired and hungry, I rested
on an upper bunk bed. I later met two Russian P.O.W.s who told

me that over 4,000 had died of forced labour and starvation in this

camp. They pointed towards a forest and called it “the graveyard”.
These P.O.W.s had managed to stay alive because they were elec-

tricians, a valuable occupation to the Nazis. I noticed a huge barrel
at the entrance to the barracks. Looking inside, I found black
water which I later learned was coffee. I again went to lie down.

On the bunks nearby were my friends — Szmulek Kohn, Yitzchak
Krakowski and Hershel Konsens. At dawn the next morning, I

was awakened by loud voices. Many of the prisoners ran to the
barrel of black water for drinks and were given a portion of bread.
The “Kapos”, block police, were hitting everyone on their heads
and ordering us to go outside the barracks. The camp commander
was given a report that one person was missing. The camp
grounds were searched as all the inmates stood lined up until
about 2 o’clock that afternoon. Fbrtunately, the missing person
problem was solved when it was discovered that one person had
registered twice.

The same day, I was given a place to work with the group of
electricians.

Night followed day in endless oppressive progression. In addition
to people from Czenstochova, the inmates of Blizin were from the
towns of Ibmashev, Skorzisk, Piotrkov, Plaszov and Radom, as
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faces were covered with blood. They had been apprehended
outside the ghetto fence. Later, the German jxjlice handed the two
men over to the Ukrainian guards in the market square. They
could always be relied upon to commit the most evil acts. Shots
rang out. Two young lives were snuffed out. It was just one of the
daily occurrences.

The news soon spread that a selection of children and elderly
people had taken place during the day and that they had been sent
to Treblinka to be killed. Panic and fear rose in the ghetto.
Rumours again spread that another round-up would take place
sometime in mid-March.

Other rumours traveling through the ghetto were that the police
had orders to arrest 18 people to be sent to Blizin to build a
concentration camp.

We were terrorized almost daily. During each march to the slave

labour, somebody was taken out and thrown into the “Yatke” (jail).

On March 17th, 1943, a friend who worked at the “Varta”, another
work group, told me that the ghetto police were planning more
arrests. My sister, Madzia, asked me not to go to work as arrests

were always made from each work group. Many who left in the
morning did not return at night, but were sent to the “yatke”, the

prison. I was afraid to remain in the ghetto and went to work. Two
from our group were arrested. When we arrived at our place of

work, “Schott”, the German officer on duty, noticed that two car-

penters were missing. After hearing that these two men had been
arrested, he angrily ordered me and another man to report to the

arrest house in exchange for the two carpenters. Now, I found
myself among the people who were going to be deported.

On that March 17th, all prisoners were assembled in the market
place (Rineczek). The Nazi Degenhart told us not to worry and
that we were going to work in the shoe factory in Blizin. We were
then herded into ranks of four by German police, armed with

rifles, and ordered to march through the streets. We passed some
deserted buildings with broken windows that, at one time, were
shops owned by Jewish shopkeepers, and were now marked with

an “X”, after being plundered and destroyed by the Nazis. Sud-

denly I heard the sound of a rifle shot. I was pushed by a Ukrai-

nian guard holding a rifle and we were ordered to “Sztajn bleiben”,

to stop. A few had run away from the marching group and were

hiding in the empty buildings. Thinking that it was a good idea,

I also started running in the direction of the buildings, but was
chased by a Ukrainian guard yelling, “Kuda Kuda”. We were all

captured and forced back to our group. We were fortunate that

no one was killed.
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MY MEMOIRS - continued

The End of the **Small Ghetto**

For a while, it was peaceful in the ghetto, until the last random
“selection” and killing of 27 people took place in the market
square. The ghetto was no longer safe. I decided to change my
work place to outside the ghetto walls. I had been working in the
technical department of E. Epstein. My sisters Mania and Madzia,
who lived together in the small ghetto greeted my decision as good
news. I was accepted to work as a window glass cutter with the
renovation group, which was supervised by a German officer

named Schott. I had very little work to do. Most of the work was
done by carpenters. Nonetheless, there were tense moments, par-

ticularly when the ghetto commander Degenhart arrived “to
inspect each building”.

Our fear was that he might detect the hiding place of the children
and elderly who were hidden in bunkers. We became convinced
that he suspected this and, therefore, came for these frequent
visits. While working outside the ghetto, people always worried
about the lives of their families. They worried that a selection of
elderly people might take place during the day. Degenhart was
determined to find the childrens’ hiding places. He convened the
Jewish ghetto leaders and told them that he was aware that some
children were still hiding in the bunker and that it was a crime
to torture children. He declared, most seriously, that he planned
to open a daycare for children up to the age of 14, in the ghetto.
They would be cared for by their own mothers. The mothers would
no longer go to work outside the ghetto. They would have the
opportunity to be with their children all day. Degenhart’s plan to
open a daycare center was neither believable nor comprehensible.
However, it was accepted by the people who also hoped that such
concern would be extended to the elderly.

The ghetto was always full of frightening rumours; terrible things
happened every day.

Once, as I was going to install some windows, I witnessed a
horrible scene. The ghetto police and German police, together with
Degenhart, were brutally beating two young men. The youngsters’
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out of my hiding place, looking for Yankel, I was told he had been
selected for deportation. I had no more tears left. Now only my
two sisters, my sister-in-law Rachela and I were left.

How can words describe the great tragedy brought up)on my
innocent family by a mere few gestures? I had witnessed the
death sentence pronounced on my parents and on my two
brothers. How can one possibly describe the agonizing silence pre-

ceding a selection or the gut-wrenching moment when Rachela
had to give up her one-year-old baby girl to a certain death ?

From “Metaliirgia” to the
*‘Small Ghetto”

The liquidation of the Large Ghetto of Czenstochova was completed
on October 4, 1942 when the last batch of victims was sent to their

death in the gas chambers of Treblinka. The world did not seem
to care. . . . Our Polish neighours stood by and watched.

All the buildings and homes were now vacant. There was a
horrible emptiness, an air of fear. The few thousand Jews who
remained as slave labourers were stripped of their identity, dignity

and humanity. Eventually they were sent to a smaller ghetto in

the poor part of Czenstochova.

The “small ghetto” was in the north-east section of the city. The
German authorities had commandeered a few homes on Mostova
Street, Kozia, half of Nadrzeczna, half of Garncarska and a few
homes on Spadek Street. This ghetto was set up as shelter for the

survivors from the Large Ghetto, who were chosen to work at the

weapons factory, called HASAG Pelcern and in other forced labour

groups.

The ghetto was surrounded with barbed wire. Armed sentries

were posted at the gates. We went to our usual work places every

day, returning at night to sleep in the overcrowded rooms. There
was no privacy, nor were there kitchen facilities. Only inmates
who were registered at their work places were entitled to meals
when they returned from work. A special kitchen was set up on
Nadrzeczna Street. The daily rations consisted of half a kilogram
of bread, half a litre of coffee and half a litre of soup for dinner.

At six o’clock in the morning we had to report to our assigned

group to leave the ghetto for work. Each time — leaving and
returning — we were counted and searched.

In spite of being treated like vermin, the inhabitants of the ghetto

established a Jewish Resistance Organization. When the German
authorities became aware of its existence, they entered the ghetto

periodically trying to track it down.
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MY MEMOIRS - continued

Tragedy Strikes My Family

Degenhart stood at the new market place holding a thin stick in

his white-gloved hand. As the frightened crowd of Jewish men and
women was paraded before him, he pointed his stick left and right,

separating those he selected for deportation from the ones he con-
sidered fit for work. Fbr those sent to the left, cattle cars were
already waiting at the railway station, destined for the Treblinka
death camp. My brother Yankel, who had married Rachela Hager-
man in 1940, lived with his wife and baby daughter on Nadrze-
czna Stret. My parents, my siblings and I decided to go to

their house so that the whole family could go to the “selection”
together. It was Monday, September 28, 1942, the seventeenth day
of Tishrei and the first day of Hoi Homoed Sukot. We clung
to each other. When we were told to get ready, we stood in line

helpless and terrified. Degenhart had assumed the power to
decide who should live and who should die. My brother Yankel was
the first to pass. Degenhart glared at him for a few agonizing
moments then sent him to the right. Yankel could go to the
Metalurgia. My sister-in-law Rachela and her baby daughter were
sent to the left which meant death. But Rachela managed to get
another chance. She quickly handed the child to my mother and
slipped back into the line-up. When her turn came again she was
sent to the right - she would live. My parents were selected for
the death train. Lastly my sisters Mania and Madzia, my younger
brother Yechiel and myself were sent to the right.

We cried in despair, knowing that we would never see our parents
again, that they were condemned to death. We embraced each
other to gain the strength to walk to the Metalurgia.

As we entered the grounds, my brother Yechiel was stopped and
asked his age. He was not allowed to pass. Instead he was trans-
ferred to a group destined for deportation.

After some hours of waiting, announcements came through on
the loudspeaker. Another selection was to be made. We had to be
ready for registration later that day. I told my brother Yankel that
I was going to hide until this registration was over. When I came
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vaded the ghetto air. Something awful was going to happen. The
news from outside was ominous. Lithuanian and Ukrainian

guards in black uniforms were seen in different parts of the city.

The Judenrat, as well as all the German authorities, tried in vain

to give assurances in order to calm the ghetto population. The
shocking experience of that night is still vivid in my memory. In

the evening, everybody was at home worrying about the dark

rumours. Nobody could go to sleep. It was a very black night. The
street lights were off and, therefore, it was impossible to distin-

guish any activity in the streets. Suddenly, a few minutes past

midnight, all the street lights came on. There was a lot of noise

and confusion. German and Ukrainian guards, in full combat

gear, shouted, threatened and pointed rifles. The Jewish ghetto

police, running in every direction, added to the confusion.

At 5 A.M., the shooting began. People were chased and herded

into small frightened groups. Many carried small bundles of per-

sonal belongings. Women held their young and crying children.

The guards shouted orders in rapid succession: “schnell machen,

schnell, schnell!” The Jewish police came to every house on

Degenhart’s orders: “Get out, leave your keys in the door. Anyone

found hiding will be shot.”

All Jewish lives were now at risk. As people were driven from their

homes and hustled through the streets, they were sprayed with

automatic rifle fire, unprovoked and upredictably. Hundreds were

killed or left dying in the streets. The first streets emptied in this

way were Kavia, Koszarova, Warsover Market, Warsover Street up

to Garibaldiego and Wilsona.

That day — Yom Kippur, 1942 — Degenhart condemned 7,000

Czenstochova Jews to die in the gas chambers. The rest were sent

to the “Metalurgia”, a large industrial plant converted into a

labour camp.

Photo taken in Czenstochova in 1940, during the occupation.

Members of the organisation

^^AKIBA'\ sitting from the left:

Mendel Berkowicz, who was shot

in a bunker, Mayer Jakubowicz,

who died in Theresienstadt, next

to him is Ruven Dzialecki.

Standing from the left:

Mendel Berkowicz, shot in a

bunker (a cousin of the same

name), Zysie Schwartz, Ilek

Laks, who lives in Israel and a

third cousin, also named Mendel
Verkowicz was shot in the

bunker as well.
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MY MEMOIRS - continued

The Liquidation of the “Large Ghetto”

During THE YEAR OF 1942 five deportations took place. Their aim
was to destroy the entire Jewish community of Czenstochova. The
first occurred on September 22, the second three days later, the

third on September 28, followed by two more, on October 1 and
October 4.

The sadistic commander Degenhart was personally in charge and
responsible for all of them. A Jewish community that had existed

for over 300 years was to be destroyed with ruthless efficiency.

One day in June 1942, Commander Degenhart issued an unusual
order: The whole ghetto population, between the ages of 15 and
50 was to be assembled with their working cards, to check
whether everyone was correctly registered with his work detail

Over 20,000 people came to this “Appell” (roll call). Nobody
suspected that it was, in fact, a rehearsal for the planned destruc-
tion of the Czenstochova ghetto.

The Judenrat was charged with providing a specific number of
workers daily to serve the German authorities. In addition, Jews
were rounded up in the streets and in house-to-house searches
and hauled away to perform all kinds of work around the city.

Gradually, the terror in the ghetto intensified. New and harsher
laws were passed every day. With every law, fear and uncertainty
increased and made life intolerable. In August 1942, the ghetto
community was near panic; rumours spread that a Deportation
Commando was about to liquidate the large ghetto and that the
Jews of Czenstochova were to prepare for deportation.

The First Selection for Deportation
- Yom Kippur 1942

Yom Kippur morning, September 21, 1942, seemed like any
morning in the ghetto. The labour commandos left for their
assigned working places. The dark figures of elderly Jews
scurried anxiously through the deserted streets, hoping not to be
noticed. They wanted to reach the synagogue unharmed, where they
would spend their hohest day in prayer. Uncertainty and fear per-
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On a very cold Friday in January 1940, the Jewish women were
particularly intimidated. Grerman soldiers attacked Jewish homes
forcing the women, often half-naked, out of their beds and on to

the streets. My mother was among them. They were marched to

the New Market Place, where they were detained for hours in

freezing cold weather. Some were eventually sent home, while the

rest were driven to a school on Narutowicz Street. There, they

were ordered to undress completely. After being subjected to

insults and ridicule all night and into the morning, they were
permitted to return home.

April 9, 1941, was marked by an official public notice at City Hall,

printed on red paper. It was signed by Dr. Wendler: “Let it be
known, that as of April 9, 1941, my order is to set up a closed living

section for all the Jewish inhabitants of Czenstochova, that will

include the streets listed below. The transfer date for all the Jews
to the assigned streets will end on April 17. Those who .will not

comply, will have to leave the City. They will be allowed to take

with them 25 kg of personal belongings per head. The Polish inha-

bitants living in the ghetto section must leave on the assigned
date.’’

Was this the beginning of the end? The Jewish people of Czen-

stochova were to be locked up in a ghetto. None of our neighbours
outside the ghetto showed concern. They did not bat an eyelid.

It was a Jewish problem. What would happen next? We were
shocked, depressed, but not in despair. Hope was the answer. One
carried the burden and waited for tomorrow. Will there be a
tomorrow? Hope sustained us.

Jews and ^Aryans”

Polish police guards were stationed at the entrance to the “Large
Ghetto” which was enclosed by barbed wire. The non-Jewish
neighbours were not permitted to visit or to carry on business
inside the ghetto, biit they were allowed to pass it on their way
to the city. A sign was posted in every corner of the ghetto which
read: Jews Leaving The Ghetto Without Authorization Will
Be Shot. Non-Jews Walking Inside The Ghetto For The
Purpose Of Buying Or Selling Will Be Sent To Prison.

The ghettos were a revival of the medieval idea of confining all

Jews to small, segregated areas of the cities. For the Nazis,

ghettos provided a convenient source of slave labor. The Jewish
inmates were a helpless, dehumanized workforce for Grerman fac-

tories, installations and offices. By October 1940 about 350,000
of Poland’s Jews were behind the barbed wires of ghettos.
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I was with my parents and the rest of the family at our home on
Berka Joselewicza. There were hard knocks with rifle butts on
our door. We heard German voices shouting, “All men over the age
of 15, Raus! Raus! Past Schnell” German soldiers chased my
father and me into the street, our hands held high over our heads.

We saw many of our fellow citizens in the same position, running
in the same direction and hundreds of others lying on the ground.

We kept running as far as the church where we were kept
prisoners. After a few hours, my father was released and sent

home. I was forced to remain in the church overnight. The next
morning, a German officer came to the church and selected 50
people to follow him. I was one of them. Our job was to find peo-

ple, shot dead in the street during this German action, and to load

the dead bodies on a truck for burial. When this horrible job was
done, I was allowed to go home. But the wild random shooting con-

tinued. Homes were set on fire with the people trapped in them.

Suddenly, without any provocation, Germans opened fire with
their automatic machine guns. Fix)m then on, the Germans began
to attack people on the streets and in their homes. People were
ordered to stand with their hands over their heads. Many were
driven to Katedralna Street, New Market Place, Strazatzka Street

and to City Hall. In each of these places, they were ordered to lie

face down. Hundreds of them were killed in the streets by
automatic rifle fire. This horrible day became known as “Bloody
Monday”.

Fbllowing Bloody Monday, the Jewish people began to suffer
increasingly at the hands of their tormentors. The cruelest mem-
ber of the Gestapo in Czenstochova was a man by the name of

Shabelski, who was Volksdeutsch. He was considered the terror

of the city, not only by the Jewish population, but also by the Poles.

Initially we did not realize that this was also going to be a war
against the Jews. However, with each passing day the intensity of

persecutions increased. Every day people were rounded up to do
forced labour in the city and on the highways. During heavy
snowfalls, in the winter of 1940, men were pulled out of their beds
in the middle of the night to shovel snow. During one such raid
I was apprehended but managed to escape. After this incident I

hid in a credenza in our kitchen, which was used to store the
Passover dishes. Nobody could suspect that someone was hiding
in such a small space. I was never caught again during any of the
following forced labour roundups.

One of the first official laws proclaimed by the German occupiers
was that all Jews from the age of 14 must wear a white armband
on their left arm with a blue ten centimeter Star of David printed
on it. A large Star of David had to be placed on the windows of
Jewish-owned stores.
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MY MEMOIRS - continued

The First Days of the War
in Czenstochova

Even duringthe years before the Nazis invaded Poland, events

in Germany influenced and increased anti-Semitism in Czensto-

chova. There were pogroms in the city and in the late thirties it

became dangerous for Jewish people to walk on the Alley Pro-

menade — the most beautiful in Czenstochova — in the evening.

On the first day of the War, Friday, September 1, 1939, it became

clear that the Germans were going to occupy the City of Czensto-

chova. The attack came shortly after the retreat of the Polish Ar-

my. The city was in a state of panic. The population searched for

ways to escape. The last trains and private vehicles headed in the

direction of Warsaw and Kielce. Soon roads were crowded with

people fleeing the approaching Germans.

German airplanes flew very low above, shooting with automatic

weapons at the panic-stricken people. The roads were lined with

dead bodies. The first German motorized columns arrived on

Sunday, September 3. There were advance patrols driving through

our city. In the afternoon of that same day, large units of German
military forces followed. Czenstochova was now under occupation.

A mood of depression spread throughout the population.

Czenstochova was one of the first cities in Pbland to be occupied

by the Nazis. One could feel the tension. The people were in the

streets, reading the German military decrees. German soldiers

mingled with the crowd. They handed out cookies and chocolate

to the people, who trustingly accepted their goodwill gesture.

The Tragic Monday
On Monday morning, September 4, 1939, the first German decree

demanded that all stores and other business establishments be

opened. As during peace time, the city streets were filled with

pedestrians. Now these same people were shocked to see German

jxihce herding their fellow citizens at rifle p)oint. Many of them

were half-dressed. These scenes made a lasting and shocking

impression on us all who witnessed them. We knew then that we

could expect very harsh times.
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Zionist “Mizrachi” movement and later influenced me to join him
in the “Hashomer Hadati” youth group of that movement. It was
not long before I was chosen to be one of the leaders in my
“Kvutza”. During the years preceding the outbreak of the Second
World War, I was very active in Hashomer Hadati. Yankel became
a staff membr of the Zionist weekly “Unzer Weg”. Tragically, he,

like many other members of my closest family, fell victim to the
Holocaust. My friend Zvi Rosenwein had known Yankel well. After
World War II, when Zvi was a journalist in New York, he remem-
bered him in a moving eulogy in the Yiddish weekly “Algemeiner
Journal”. He described Yankel as a brilliant man and talented
writer. The article was reprinted in the Czenstochover book, pub-
lished in 1965 in Montreal.

When I was 18 years old I decided to

leave the Yeshiva in order to learn a
trade. My father was not very pleased

with the decision. However, a cousin,

Isack Szczecinsky, a printer, intro-

duced me to Chaim Weisberg who
owned the weekly newspaper “Die
Zeit”, distributed in Czenstochova
and vicinity. Weisberg hired me as his

typesetter at a salary of 10 zlotys per
week. That was my start in the print-

ing trade and I was very proud of it. Harry Klein and his

brother Yankel as
members of the
Hashomer Hadati.

The Youth Group of '‘Hashomer Hadati"' of the
Mizrachi movement in Czenstochova 1933
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MY MEMOIRS
By Harry Klein

I WAS BORN IN CZENSTOCHOVA IN 1918, at the end of the First World
War. My parents, Rivka (nee Zylberszatz) and Moshe Mordcha
Kleiner, named me Hershel. I was the third of their six children.

I had a very close relationship with my two older brothers, George
and Yankel. I always felt protective and responsible for my
younger sisters Mania and Madzia and my younger brother
Yechiel. Our parents were prominent in the local middle class, and
observant of Jewish law and ritual. We loved and respected them.

My mother was a soft, charming woman with a ready smile. My
father, who for many years was a successful businessman, always
found time for his Talmudic studies. His teachings and convic-

tions determined my religious upbringing and guided me through-

out my life, though later I chose to adapt to a more modern lifestyle.

I received my education first at cheder, then at secondary school
and at Yechiel Grillaks private school, where I received my high
school diploma. At my parents’ request, I continued my studies

at a Talmudic Academy, known as the “Lumer Yizchak”, in pre-

paration for the Yeshiva. Subsequently, I attended Yeshiva for two
years.

I was still quite young when my brother George married Hela
Brukner. They moved to Mondzev, Poland, where their son Jack
was born. In 1927 the young couple emigrated with their infant

son to Montreal, Canada.

My brother Yankel, a tall, blue-eyed fellow, was educated in the

Yeshiva “Keser Torah”. He became a leading member of the
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A of the Chasidic and Learned Men
of the Czenstochom Community

Ismel ShuMm Zylberszatz Moshe Mordcha Kleinei

Av^imm Henech Finkelstem Leibl Kantor
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More effective than the Jewish partisan units was the plan by

which Jewish citizens and their families, who had escaped to the

forests, were sheltered and maintained. The basic function of the

twenty Jewish family camps, which were spread thmughout
eastern Europe and the western territories of Russia, was to sei’ve

as a refuge for thousands of men, women, and children, both in-

dividuals and families. The size of the camps varied, from camps
of a few families to those with hundreds of families. The two

largest family camps were in the dense forests of Belorussia. One
was commanded by Tuviah Belski and contained 1,200 Jews; the

second was under the command of Shimon Zorin and held 800
people. Army units composed of partisans defended the camps
both against Nazi forces that had besieged the forests and against

the non-Jewish partisans. An additional function of the units was

to locate food for the camps’ inhabitants by utilizing partisans’

methods. This was accomplished through confiscation by threat

or by force. Here it should be mentioned that while farmers were

generally ready to allow the seizure of food by non-Jewish par-

tisans, they rebelled against confiscation attempts by the Jewish

partisans for their family camps.

Even though the family camps came into existence in scattered

locations through Jewish initiative, they eventually became a reali-

ty with which the partisan high command had to come to terms.

These family camps were an independent and original Jewish

response, through which thousands of men and women, old and

young, were saved from the enemy and fmm starvation. In a few

cases, Jewish survivors of the ghettos were integrated into near-

by partisan units so that they would not have to be sent into the

interior regions of Russia.

During the Holocaust, partisan units, in actuality, rescued only

a relatively small number of Jews. Yet considering the tremen-

dous losses of the Jewish people and the limited means of escape,

we must not belittle any effective rescue. Furthermore, we must

not forget that for many Jews the partisan struggle was an end

in itself: a contribution to the general anti-Nazi resistance and

a personal revenge for the murder of loved ones.

“Beth Jacob School for Girls') established by

Agudath Israel in Czenstochova.
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pressed itself in the betrayal of the Jews attempting to reach the
forests in order to locate the partisans. Jews were alternately rob-

bed, murdered, or turned over to the authorities resulting in their
execution.

Closely linked to this hatred were the negative opinions of Jews
regularly heard in partisan ranks, whose personnel were often
drawn from natives of the area. In addition, many former Soviet
soldiers, especially those who escaped from prisoner-of-war
camps, were already infected with anti-Semitic opinions absorbed
from Nazi propaganda. Partisans accused their Jewish commdes-
in-arms of spoiling their relationship with the local population,
thereby causing substantial damage to the cause. Some local com-
manders and their superiors also had negative opinions about the
Jews. Thus, the Jewish partisans suffered not only from pereecu-
tion and discrimination at the hands of their fellow fighters, but
also from the commanders.

Reports of these conditions reached the ghettos and work camps
and strengthened the hesitation of individuals and groups to
escape into the forests. They struggled over the difficult personal
decision to escape the ghetto, thereby abandoning a wife, children,
elderly parents, or younger siblings to an unknown fate. Thus,
there were individuals and groups in the ghettos who preferred
to make a stand at the time of the final Nazi assault, rather than
leave for the forests.

However, faced with mass murder and destruction of the ghettos,
without even an opportunity for resistance, it became clear to
many who hesitated that despite the drawbacks, the partisan-held
forest was a real alternative.

A significant phenomenon, which blunted antisemitism and
presented Jewish fighters with a focus for their organizational
and military capabilities, were the Jewish national units. Most
were formed in the partisan forests in 1943. These units were
composed of determined and highly motivated fightere. They were
led by able commanders, almost all of whom had a strong national
Jewish consciousness. These Jewish units were imbued with rich
Jewish traditions and made extensive use of the Yiddish language.
They fostered relations with the Jews in the nearby ghettos, help-
ing them to join the partisans. Then units totaling about 1,000
individuals were established, including one under the leadership
of Abba Kowner, later a leader in Israel’s War for Independence
and a renowned poet. These units were soon disbanded, with their
fighters scattered throughout other units. The reason for this ac-
tion by the partisan command appears to have been political.
Despite the dissolution of the Jewish units, other national units,
such as Ukrainians, Russians, Belorussians, Lithuanians, and
Moldavians, were allowed to exist until the end of the war.
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who had remained in the forests, and a mixture of farmers and
city dwellers, including criminals, who found sanctuary in the
woods. Their order and discipline were weak and a significant

number were little more than bands of robbers. For example, a
large portion of these units was not subservient to the partisan
high command and every local commander operated indepen-
dently. During this period, Jews who had the necessary qualifica-

tions and the desire to join the partisans had no one to whom they
could turn, due to the weak and ineffectual partisan movement.
Moreover, a number of these partisan units were violently hostile

to Jews.

A good example of the prevailing conditions may be seen in the

story of Jews at the Tutshin (Tuczyn) ghetto, in the western
Ukraine. On September 22, 1942, the German and Ukrainian,
forces decided to eliminate the ghetto and destroy its inhabitants.

The Jews revolted, burned their houses and used a barrage of gun-

fire to cover their escape into the nearby forests. At the time of

the breakout from the ghetto, approximately 1,000 Jews were killed.

Approximately 3,000 Jews reached the forests, where they roamed
about, suffering from exposure and hunger. About 300 of them
returned to the ghetto and were immediately shot. About 1,000

to 1,500 of the Jews from the ghetto were recaptured in a short

time and suffered a fate similar to one of those who returned. The
remainder, among them husbands separated from their families,

survived longer. However, most of them were ultimately killed,

either when they were robbed or murdered outright, or were in-

formed upon by the virulently antisemitic Ukrainian population.

From the entire Jewish community only fourteen people surviv-

ed. It is no wonder that many Jews preferred to take their chances

and remain in the cities rather than escape to the forests.

The partisans underwent a change during the second period of

activity — 1942-1944. During these years the supreme partisan

commander in Russia exerted authority over most partisans in

the area, except for Polish and nationalistic Ukrainian units. Tlie

local commanders, certified by virtue of their ability, were placed

under the jurisdiction of the representatives of the staff of the

partisan high command. What is important for this study is that

these changes, in all phases of the functioning of the units, came
too late. By then, a significant portion of eastern European Jews

had already been murdered. When the Jewish multitudes were

still alive, they could not find any partisans to whom they could

flee. When partisans would accept them, there were hardly any

Jews left to escape and join. While this tragic paradox may be con-

sidered as the decisive factor for the nonparticipation of the

Jewish populace in the partisan movement, it was not the only

one.

The intense, deep-seated hatred of the local population towards

the Jews also had a great deal of significance. This hatred ex-
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First, it must be emphasized that the Soviet partisan movement
arose and operated from military and political necessities. These
criteria determined whether to provide refuge for the local popu-
lation oppressed by the Nazis. In any event, the partisan move-
ment did not, in general, delegate to itself as a special task the
rescue of Jews, despite the fact that the latter were the prime
targets for murder by the Nazis. Jews were only allowed in par-

tisan ranks if they could further the goals of the partisan move-
ment. These included: conducting rear guard actions against the
Nazis; terrorism, with all the military force it could generate;

operations to diminish the enemy’s strength; and conquering ter-

ritory in prepamtion for a return to Soviet sovereignty. All of this

was coordinated with the regular Soviet army and the political

institutions of the Soviet Union. The Nazi occupation government
and its collaborators made every effort to wipe out the partisans.
They were not particular about the methods they used. They
usually executed those suspected of collaborating in the partisan
operations. Often they executed the families of suspects after tor-

turing them.

The ammunition and light equipment of the partisan units could
not compare with that of the German army and their allies. The
partisans, nevertheless, were able to strike hard at their enemies
because of their flexibility and mobility, expert knowledge of the
terrain and ethnicity, which permitted them to merge with the
local population. Every partisan, moveover, was expected to be
battle-experienced, in superb physical shape, patient, trustworthy
and devoted to the cause. These conditions were often waived for
a candidate who brought with him a weapon.

In general, the Jews were not good candidates for the partisan
ranks. Predominantly urban, they genemlly lacked several of the
essential attributes required of a partisan: military experience,
familiarity with the local terrain, typical outer appearance, abso-
lute command of local languages, and other attributes that would
promote and facilitate relationships with the villagers, the parti-

sans’ most important allies, the Jews also did not have the option
of presenting a weapon as a ticket of admission to the partisan
ranks. Obtaining and possessing arms was not only personally
dangerous, but could lead to reprisals upon their households, rela-

tives, and the entire ghetto.

There were instances when Jews — from the villages, for example,
with weapons and with several of the necessary qualifications,

succeeded in making it to the forests. Even then, however, they
were often compelled to retrace their steps (in the best of circum-
stances) because of the prevailing situation in the forests. On this
point, it is essential to distinguish between two main periods.

During the initial period of partisan activity (1941-1942), the
number of units was minimal and military strength was ineffec-
tive. The personnel consisted mostly of former Red Army soldiers.
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Eastern European Jews in the
Partisan Ranks During World War 11

By Dov Levin

European Jews fought the Nazis in partisan groups in the forests,
villages, and other non-urban locales. The terrain included many
dense and large forests, wide, marshy swamps and other inac-
cessible hideouts. These broad areas, covering thousands of
square miles were mostly conquered by the Nazi armies in the
early stages of the war. Some partisan units were under the
authority of the Polish government in exile. Most units were con-
nected to the Soviet partisan movement, from whom they receiv-
ed aid, directions and orders. Finally, they acceded to the Soviet
command completely. The military and political activities of these
units occasionally brought them near to the largest concentra-
tions of the Jewish population in eastern Europe.

At the outset of the war between Germany and Russia (1941-1942),
this population was imprisoned in the ghettos and in the camps.
Under these conditions of brutal oppression, and in constant
danger of destruction, groups of rebels organized underground
units to resist and to fight the Nazis. A prime goal was to bring
out large numbers of Jews from the ghettos and camps to join
the partisans. Much effort was expended in this direction, but
only 30,000 Jews actually succeeded in joining the Soviet partisan
movement. These Jews later numbered in their mnks senior offi-

cers, outstanding heroes, and many who received decorations. The
partisans — with the exception of regular armies — were one of
the best known, strongest, and most inventive of the European
resistance movements and Jews participated in inflicting damage
upon the Nazis. Despite this record, the question must be asked:
Why, during the Holocaust, did proportionately so few Jews join
the partisans?

There is no one simple explanation for this phenomenon. Much
has to do with the nature of the partisan struggle in eastern
Europe that did not allow many to join. There were also specific
problems with Jewish participation.
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The Resistance of Che
Group “Freihait**

By A. Virsztel

The youth of the “Poale-Zion ” and “Freihait” to which I

belonged were well organized cultural groups, carrying on educa-

tional activities among the young working class people by pre-

paring them in special training programs on “Hachshara”. They
were later sent to Israel. A lot of work was done by participating

in “the League for the Working Class in Israel”, “Karen Kayemet”,

“Karen Hayesod”.

With the invasion of the Hitler bandits in Czenstochova, all our

activities had to be stopped. The leaders of our group, Sz. Straus

and D. Kaufman, had to leave their homes due to the threat of the

“Gestapo”. I received a letter from Straus telling of his arrival in

Latvia, but I have since lost contact with him.

In September 1942, after the “Selection” in the large ghetto, we
were driven by armed German guards to the “Golgota”. We were
all members of “Freihait”, “Gordonia Hashomer Hatzair”, and
were very close, like one family.

In the small ghetto, the movement “Freihait” helped to organize
the Kibbutz, which was split into several groups of five. One group
consisted of the following members: W. Pressman, P. Slomnitzki,
A. Szildhaus, D. Kantor, and I am the sole survivor.

Many of our group escaped to fight the Nazis as partisans in the
forest. We provided them with heavy boots and warm clothing.

All of this was done in great fear. In the small ghetto, we organized
a collection of all types of ammunition, German uniforms, boots
and helmets. Some of the people in the ghetto were sent to

“Rakov” and others to “Hasag”. My wife and I were among those
sent to “Hasag”. Conditions were unbearable — hunger, dirt,

disease. My brother and I were sent to “Buchenwald” on January
15th, 1945.
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The Martyrdom of Leon Tenenbaum

An active member of the Jewish resistance group in the small

ghetto was Leon Tenenbaum. He was arrested and, after dread-

ful tortures, was sent to Hasag-Apparatenbau. There all the

workers were lined up and Leon was forced, by the Gestapo, to

identify all those who were members of the resistance. All of them
— together with Tenenbaum — were executed.

Jacob Juzefowicz

We received a great deal of help from Jacob Juzefowicz, the

fearless manager of the mechanical shop of the “Maschinenbau”.

The German engineer, who appointed him as head of this division,

had recognized his great talent. Nevertheless, hie was later

deported to Auschwitz, together with a colleague, for helping a

Jewish couple escape from the camp. He perished in Buchenwald,

along with thousands of other Jewish workers.

For a long time, some Polish workers kept us informed about the

world beyond the camp. When they suddenly stopped showing

up, we lost all contact to the outside world. One day, we felt that

something was in the air. The SS, Gestapo and Schutzpolizei were

aggressive and nervous. They chased us out, in the direction of

the “ramp”, where railway cars waited for a deportation to

Buchenwald. All those who were not on that last transport were

left alone by the Germans. They were freed by the Allied Armies.

Photo taken in Czenstochova in 1940, during the occupation.

From the left: The two brothers

Haftke, one of whom died in 1944
in Auschwitz, the other was shot

in 1948, during the uprising in

the ghetto; next to him Ruven
Dzialecki, who lives in Israel

and Zysie Schwartz who is in

the U.S.A.
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Resistance
in HASAG Pelcern

By A. Sztainbrecher

By THE END OF July 1943, the “small ghetto” in Czenstochova was
demolished and liquidated. That marked the end of a hemic
chapter of Jewish resistance against Hitler’s military might.

The Germans succeeded in creating a tremendous panic among
the over 4,000 “selected” Jews who were the forced labourers in

the Czenstochova concentration camp. Despair grew when the

fighters of ZOB — the resistance movement — were eliminated

and when we heard about the Warsaw ghetto revolt and about

mass liquidations in other places. Our own recent experience was
the destruction of the large ghetto of Czenstochova. We became
convinced that Hitler’s henchmen were ready to murder us all.

They realized how much we hated them and they were determined

to break any resistance.

Tortures and Killings

The production manager, engineers and administrative

employees, including the “Werkschutz”, participated in the tor-

tures and killings of Jewish slave workers at the Hasag—Appara-
tenbau. After work, the “Werkschutz” often entered the barracks

to beat, torture and kill. Sometimes, they would shoot through

the windows, especially through those of the women’s barracks.

Fmm time to time, a “selection” was ordered at that work station.

At the first such selection, 500 people were killed. The Unfor-

tunates were first thrown into dark cellars. Then their hands were
bound and they were loaded onto trucks. The trucks took them
to the Jewish cemetery, where they were shot.

The conditions in the “Appamtenbau” camp forced the members
of the resistance group to work in extreme secrecy. They were
organized in cells of 5 persons, who had to be constantly on the

alert.
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feeling that this time I would not escape death as I did on March
20th, 1943, the day when the pmfessional inteligentia was killed,
the so-called “Purim Action”.

The last rays had disappeared from the sky. The moon and the
stars dominated the darkness of the night, bringing a mysterious
silence to the night. It was a painful night - a sleepless one with
reflections, spiritual stock-taking and thoughts of death. The next
day, June 25, 1943, there was no one fmm the Nazi mgime ainund
the ghetto hospital. Around 10:00 o’clock in the morning, Dom
Gotlieb came to see us from the ‘Arbeit Einzatz” to calm us down
and to tell us that Bernaixl Kurland was doing everything possible
to free us. The reason for our arrest was not known.

At noon my brother, Jacob, came with food. He told us that
Tzoport told him that if Degenhart will not come at 3:00 o’clock,

then we will be released from prison. Time passed slowly and,
with each passing hour, there were thoughts of suicide and
destroyed hope. It was now five o’clock in the evening. We heard
loud shooting. We had no idea what was happening. The police-

man on guard said only that there was something bad happen-
ing. He did not want to tell us anything else. We later learned that
fighting had bmken out between the underground movement and
the Nazis.

On Saturday, the 26th of June, the sadistic Degenhart and Ron
came to us and sarcastically asked, “What are you doing here?
Go back to your work.” Seveml minutes later, the Chief of the Gen-
darmes came in, holding an automatic machine gun in his hand
and started to argue with Degenhart. He wanted to kill us. We
found out that Marisia Rotstein was killed at the hospital. The
four of us were released. The liquidation of the small ghetto
started. There were bloody scenes of killing. Loads of heavy
trucks filled with people were sent to the Jewish cemetery. Men,
women and children were killed.

At this selection, I was with a group of women who were sent to

work in “Hasag Pelcern”. This was my last encounter with the
monster Degenhart.

It was later learned that Degenhart was sent to Greece to fight

with the partisans. The partisans were informed who Degenhart
was and they killed him during a raid.
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My Last Encounter with the
Cold'Blooded Murderer, Degenhart
Ori^nally written in Yiddish by Estera Epstein

It was early summer of 1943. There was a beautiful blue and
clear sky. The sun was spreading its warm rays and this created
an atmosphere of happiness for all living human beings.

Tired after a hard day’s work together with the other forced
laborers, we were ready to leave “Hasag Pelcern” and go to the
small ghetto. The procedure of returning to the ghetto for the
evening was complicated and involved an “Appell” to count all the
people who were going to the ghetto, under the strict guidance
of the “Werkschutz” director, Klem, and the other guards of the
Nazi regime.

On that particular day, the “Appell” was not being held as usual
in the court of the factory. Much to everyone’s surprise, Degen-
hart had arrived and started to call out names. Each person whose
name was called had to step out and report to Degenhart. The first

name he called was mine, then Szmulewicz and Davidowich. All

together, eight women were called. We were investigated. Four
women were told to go back in line. The other four were detained.
Those held back were Marisia Epstein, Szmulewicz, Davidowicz
and myself. On that same day, M. Wodzislawski and J. Winter were
arrested. Both were sent to jail and later killed.

Degenhart told me that we, the four women, will be interrogated
tomorrow morning by the “Gestapo”, and later will be returned
to “Hasag Pelcern”. For tonight, we had to stay in the ghetto
hospital.

In the meantime, the day shift was escorted to work and we were
left in the hands of the barbaric Gendarme and “Meister”
Hochberg. They forced us to run several kilometers while they
followed on bicycles. When we arrived at the small ghetto, we were
taken prisoner by the Polish police officer Paruzel and the Com-
mandant of the Jewish ghetto police Parasol. We were taken to
the ghetto hospital of Yascrovska Street. Marisia Botstein, the
wife of Engineer Samek Rotstein, was also there. I had a bad
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transferred to the small ghetto, the ammunition parts were pre-
pared in our mechanical shop. It was pmduced with gmat cai^ and
devotion, to be ready when needed to sti*ike back. Later, for securi-
ty reasons, the weapon parts were prepared in the basement on
Garncarska Street #144. Among those in the Jewish resistance
were the brothers Ziskind, L. Szmulewicz, C. Viernik, A. Tsczai'ny
and others. Of those, Ziskind, Viernik and Mrs, Tsczarny am alive

today in Israel.

A “Lag Bomer" parade of Jewish school children on Garibaldi Street

(in the 'Barge Ghetto") in the year 1941. Among the paraders is

Marzej Krause.
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The Shop on Alee 14
By Sz. Waga

In November 1942, the Nazis formed the small ghetto, and over

5,000 Jewish people were transferred to this small ghetto. It was
located in the filthiest, poorest part of the city. That was where
the remnant of the Jews was confined, after those in the large

ghetto had been decimated. In the morning, they were driven to

forced labour and in the evening they returned exhausted and
depressed.

At that time, the leader of the Kibbutz, my friend Aryeh (who was
later killed in the forest near Czenstochova) came to see me at my
carpentry shop on Alee 14. He told me that my shop would be the

transit place from the small ghetto to the train station and the

return. This shop on Alee 14 was located outside the ghetto and
was open to Aryans only, as were several shops run by the Jewish
artisan group who worked for the German clientele.

Each day I saw many people who came through my house from
the “outside world”. I can remember those faces of the young men
and women who were, at first, devastated to go outside the ghetto,

but who later returned as courageous resistance fighters. By the
end of 1942 I was told that there would be a meeting in my shop.

At that time a young gentile fellow, who gave his password to

enter, introduced himself as a delegate from Zarki where there
was a Kibbutz. My friend Aryeh entered with a young man who
introduced himself as Aniek from Warsaw. Later, I was told that
this was Eliezer Geler. The gathering lasted an entire day. It was
decided that we would be ready for armed resistance. At the end
of January 1943, my friend Moitek M. Zilberberg came to my shop
with a small package of revolvers.

In March of 1943, the shop on Alee 14 was liquidated and the
artisan shops were transferred to the small ghetto. There, I took
over the carpentry and locksmith shops, equipped with
mechanically-operated machines.

The resistance movement built part of the ammunition in the
foundry of “Vulkan” and smuggled it into the ghetto. When I was
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After the Massacre
An imaginary conversation

After the first deportation of Czenstochova Jews fmm. the
large ghetto to the gas chambers, Commander Degenhart oixlemd
the streets cleared of the dead bodies.

The job of removing the dead was given to a gmup of young men
who were told to dig a large hole on a vacant lot on Kavia Street.

Degenhart ordered that there they should dispose of “the
garbage”. Several hundred victims, shot during the “Aktion”, were
loaded onto horse drawn wagons and taken to the mass gi'ave. One
German policeman, armed with an automatic weapon, and a
Jewish policeman, with a rubber stick, were assigned to accom-
pany each transport. They were to keep order during the silent

funeral procession and to urge the men to do their work faster.

The Jewish policeman carried out his task as he was ordered. He
turned his nose in the direction of the wind to avoid the putrid

smell of the corpses. All day long bodies were gathered from
homes, basements, bunkers and fields. As he was walking
alongside the wagons, something caught this policeman’s eye. He
noticed the corpse of a young woman lying face up. She appeared
to be alive and ready to free herself from the dead around her. Her
black hair dragged along the blood-spattered road.

The young policeman became enchanted with her beauty and, as

if in a dream, he began to communicate with her. He imagined
her speaking to him. “Where are you taking me?” her open eyes

seemed to ask. “You are a ruthless human being, you have no pity

!

You are a shameless servant of these murderers. Would you ever

avenge the killers of your people?”

As he became deeper involved in that imaginary conversation, he

was brutally awakened by the shouts of the German guard. “Move
on! Faster! Schneller! Get rid of that garbage.” The wagon began

to shake and the head of the young woman moved from side to

side. The Jewish policeman walked faster. Closer and closer came
the mass grave on Kavia Street where the dead beauty would join

hundreds of other nameless victims.

Soon earth covered the grave, while the murderers continued their

bloody game. Their victims’ silent screams of pain and horror

continues to be heard throughout this, supposedly civilized,

20th century.
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Polak’s place, whom he considered his friend, but who betmyed
him to the Gestapo. Machel was arrested and taken to jail. The
news that Machel Birenzweig was killed on the jail grounds and
that his family, too, was slaughtered, shocked and saddened many.
His friend, Yidel Kolian, was waiting for his return in vain. A
young girl, named Tbba Rosenzaft, was also killed on the jail

grounds, along with Hanka Birenzweig. Yidel Kolian now lives

in Israel.

The martyrdom of Machel Birenzweig will long be remembered
in the history of Czenstochova. Those whose lives he saved
justifiably regard him as a hero.

A Czenstochover Martyr
Remembered
By Cheryl Semsky

Harry Potasziewitcz chose to die rather than to reveal to the
Germans the whereabouts of the partisans. Despite unmerciful
beatings, he would not speak. Beaten to death, he was hung on
display from a police station window.

Harry Potasziewitcz was a true martyr.

Ghetto round-up
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counted the people in the group, Lange asked, in a quiet and polite

voice, how many were planning to go to the other side that day.

Birenzweig was able to save many children by hiding them in

Christian homes. Thanks to him, they are alive today — among
them, Kurland’s son and Brener’s daughter.

The Jewish resistance movement, “ZOB”, had the best oppor-
tunity to be in contact with the outside world through the Meble-
Lager. Birenzweig was well aware of that.

Unfortunately, this only door to freedom was eventually closed.

Birenzweig, his wife and his elderly mother, paid a high price for

his unselfishness.

Mrs. Hanka Kongeretsky, with her two children, was hidden in

one of the bunkers. Her little boy often escaped from the hiding
place and his mother was unable to stop him. One day,

while out of the hiding place, he was found by the Germans and,

scared of their threats, he pointed to the bunker. As a result,

Hanka, her children and others in that hiding place, were shot.

On March 19, 1943, Degenhart, with his gang of murderers,
accidentally entered the room where the partisans held their

meetings. During their search, they came upon some ammuni-
tion. In reprisal, six wonderful members of the Czenstochova
youths were killed. They were Monek Flamenbaum, Alek
Herszberg, Yerszy Rosenblat, Henek Richter, Yanek Krause and
Szlamek Shein.

It appears that the Germans had received a tip from an informer

about the activities in the Meble-Lager. On the second day of

Shavuot, 1943, the German police (Schupo/Schutzpolizei) arrived,

together with the hangman Degenhart. They came with a pre-

pared plan to liquidate the Meble-Lager and all its work places.

Degenhart ordered Machel Birenzweig to get his family. Machel
understood what that meant and left, as if to obey the order. But,

he disappeared. As the Germans could not find him, they killed

his mother. His wife, Hanka, was taken away on a truck in the

direction of the jail of “Zavodie”. Pinchas Birenzweig was beaten,

had his teeth knocked out and was ordered to remain. He was told

that they would kill everyone if he attempted to escape. While

hunting for his brother, they forgot about Pinchas who left with

some others, went to the small ghetto where he hid with a group

of partisans. Using false papers, he later escaped to Germany,

from where he was, eventually, liberated.

Machel Birenzweig remained in hiding inside the Meble-Lager

and the Germans were unable to find him. He was in contact with

his friends. He asked Leon Zilbersztain to bring him some
jewellery from a hiding place, since he believed that with the

jewellery he could bargain for his life. Later he hid at a “good”
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Heroism
in the “Meble'Lager”
Originally written in Yiddish by Ch. KIEL

Duringthe deportotion and liquidation of the Jewish population

of Czenstochova, the name on everyone’s lips was Machel Biren-

zweig. There were many working groups in the ghetto; but the
only one to be spared from deportations was the “Meble-Lager”,

which was under the supervision of Machel Birenzweig.

Machel was a very compassionate man. During the time that this

working group was operational, he and his family were constantly

in great danger. He was in danger of losing his life because of his

dedication to helping others. Birenzweig practiced silent

resistance against the Nazi oppressors. The Meble-Lager con-

sisted of many different work places. It had a separate transport
department which had a permit to travel all over the city without
interference. That whole group was distinguished by exceptional
heroism inspired by Birenzweig.

Their assignment was to remove the furniture from the Jewish
homes after liquidation of the large ghetto. When their working
parties arrived at these homes, they often found children whose
parents had been deported. These children were then hidden in

boxes and cupboards at the Meble-Lager. To do that required

superhuman courage. It was like condemning oneself to death.

The two brothers, Machel and Pinchas Birenzweig, organized a
web of bunkers in strict secrecy. To accomplish this, one had to

have a team one could trust completely. In the beginning, there

was a problem to get food for the hidden children. Such food had
to be smuggled in. Many people, who wanted to find refuge on the
non-Jewish side of the city, came to the Meble-Lager, the only
place where one could plan an escape. Birenzweig was the per-

son who helped and protected them all from certain death.

Each day, when the working group from the small ghetto arrived
at the Meble-Lager, they would pass a German named Lange. He
was always standing at the entrance. Everybody knew Lange as
the “Chazin” who was responsible for the whole place and the
working group. His name is worthy of mention because he was
really an exception among the Germans. When Birenzweig
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burned in the Nazi death camps. And we remember the silence

of the world as the machine of slaughter rolled through Jewish
community after Jewish community.

In this valley of death there was kindled in the Warsaw Ghetto
a flame of Jewish defiance that was to light the path of Jewish
freedom in the land of Israel. This is the debt we owe to the free-

dom fighters of the Warsaw Ghetto, and in many other Ghettos
who conquered despair and with a Jewish heroism that has no
peer took to the bunkers to kill their killers. Their legacy to the

Jewish people is our resolve that the Holocaust shall never be

repeated. The command of the six million to us is that we must
make the Jewish State so strong that Jews will never ever be

helpless again.

Fifty Years Warsaw Ghetto

Uprising 1943-1993
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Fifty Years
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising - 1943'1993
by Harry Klein

A SUBSTANTIAL BODY OF LITERATURE already exists in many
languages about the Holocaust and Resistance. But this is a mere
fraction of the story. Ask any survivor who went through the Holo-

caust experience, and he will tell you that there is yet much more
to tell. Each survivor has something more to add. The complete
story has not yet been told. Perhaps it never can be.

Now fifty years later, we are filled with the shattering realization

that there is no substitute for our losses; for those Jews, for those
communities, for the houses of learning, the libraries, syna-
gogues, the arts, the professional and scientific achievements.

There is no substitute for European Jewry, for its people, for its

Yiddishkeit, for its treasurers. Their almost total absence is not
only a loss for our generation of survivors but a loss for mankind
and for Jews everywhere, for generations to come.

We still cannot free ourselves of the sadness and sorrow that has
become a part of our lives. Only now do we begin to grasp the full

significance of what happened, the full scope and magnitude of

six million brothers, sisters, and children . .
.
gone.

The calculated visiousness of the executioner, the helplessness
of the doomed, the passivity of the bystander - all these lie beyond
our comprehension — fascination with death, the victims with
hope, the survivors’ testimony. A new vocabulary needs to be in

vested to describe the events.

We cannot allow the next generation not to know of their past.
We cannot let the memory of our Kedoshim die with us the sur-
vivors. Therefore, as it is by the grace of G-d that we were given
to live, we must resolve that we must prepare the future genera-
tions to know of our tragic and heroic past.

We must perpetuate the memory of Six Million Kedoshim. We
must record and record every detail of our past, so that we might
pass it on from generation to generation. We remember the one
and a half million Jewish children who were slaughtered and
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Wladka’s frequent trips and those of two other girls, contact with
the Warsaw Ghetto underground was established again.

Encouraged by the revived fighting spirit, some members of the

Warsaw ZOB favored an open revolt in both camps, promising to

supply weapons. However, the Czenstochova ZOB was opposed to

the suggestion. The mounting terror and the frequent searches
of Polish workers who would risk smuggling weapons into the

Hasag camps militated against the idea. A plan to escape was also

abandoned because it was practically impossible to reach the

partisan groups in the woods. Moreover, the decree of collective

responsibility as applied by the Germans restrained the ZOB com-
mand from sending out its members. The absence of one usually

led to the execution of scores of others.

The fact that their number could not be enlarged limited the

activities of the Jewish partisans in the woods to attacks on minor
German posts and on Polish constables who collaborated with the

Germans, and to obtaining food and ammunition. Lacking the

necessary manpower and fighting equipment to undertake large-

scale attacks against the Germans, the Jewish partisans decided,

therefore, to contact the Polish partisans and jointly fight the

common enemy.

In the Konyetspol woods, there operated, at that time, a group of

the A. K. (Armia Krajowa) named Orzel (Eagle). Unaware of their

political affiliation, the Jews considered them as their natural

allies and suggested common armed action. At the appointed day

and place of the first meeting, a group of Jews, under the com-

mand of Kuba Ripshtayn, waited for the representatives of Orzel.

They came armed with machine guns and revolvers. Kuba and his

comrades, without suspecting anything, greeted the approaching

Orzel men with friendly gestures and, to prove their friendly feel-

ings, did not even open their holsters. But when the distance be-

tween the two groups was narrowed, the men from Orzel fired on

the Jews. Only one, the wounded Shidlovski, succeeded in escap-

ing. The rest of the Jews were killed by the Polish Fascists. This

was not the only treacherous act the Polish Fascists committed

against the Jews in the Konyetspol woods. These Poles, together

with Polish police, also massacred another Jewish partisan group.

The situation of the remaining Jewish partisans became more and

more dangerous. They were forced to leave their fortified hiding

places and live in the open woods. Fortunately, a Polish peasant

named Romanow, came to their aid, giving them a warm meal and

bread at night. Another Jewish ZOB group joined a left-wing

Polish partisan unit which operated in the Konyetsp)ol area, under

the leadership of the Pole Hanysh. The Hanysh unit received the

Jews in a warm and friendly manner. With these progressive

Poles, the Jews could demonstrate their courage and share their

fighting abilities.
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to the group slated for deportation. When the German officer

Rohn resumed the selection, Fishelevitch attempted to shoot him,

but his revolver jammed at first, and Rohn suffered only a slight

arm wound. Fishelevitch then fought the attacking policemen

with his bare fists until he was shot dead. Meanwhile Feyner at-

tacked another officer, Soport, with his knife. Feyner was also

mortally wounded.

In reprisal, the Germans picked twenty-five of the assembled Jews
at random and executed them on the spot. About 300 men and
women, among them some ZOB members, were taken to the

Pblish Police precinct. The ZOB command did everything possible

to rescue their comrades. They succeeded in smuggling in to them
files and other tools with which to cut the prison bars, but their

rapid transfer to the nearby city Radomsko destroyed the hope
of a prison break. They did, however, make use of the tools later

when they were deported to extermination centers. They cut the

bars on the cattle cars and together with other deportees leaped

from the train. Most of them were shot down by the escorting gen-

darmes or caught on their way back to the ghetto. Only a few
returned.

The acquisition of weapons was always a dangerous and costly

undertaking. In December, 1942, M. Ferleger, commander of

Nadrzeczna 66, was surprised by a German policeman as he was
about to accept some weapons outside the ghetto. He knocked
down the German and escaped, but was later caught and taken
to Gestapo headquarters where he was tortured and shot.

Zoska, the girl courier, suffered a similar fate. One day when she
was bringing weapons from Warsaw, she was followed by an in-

former who threatened to report her to the Czenstochova police.

Zoska attacked him, but was soon surrounded by a group of

Germans. In the ensuing struggle, she was shot.

The Germans proceeded with the liquidation of the ghetto, kill-

ing scores on the spot and executing hundreds of men, women,
and children at the Jewish cemetery.

The ZOB in Hasag and in the Woods

After the liquidation of the Small Ghetto, the connections between
the various remaining ZOB units were cut off. There were three
groups in the woods around Konyetspol. Others were in the labor
camps, Hasag—Eisenhiitte (Hasag steel mill in Rakov) and
Hasag—Apparatenbau

.

At this point, contact with the underground movement in the
Warsaw Ghetto was also temporarily disrupted. It was not until
some weeks later that Wladka, a liaison officer of the Warsaw
Coordinating Committee, came to Czenstochova, made contact
with groups in the woods, and through them, was put in touch
with some ZOB members in the two Hasag camps. Thanks to
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before. Hardships in the ghetto increased; contact with the ZOB
(Jewish Fighting Organization) in Warsaw had lessened and only
occasionally did couriers of the Polish underground in Warsaw
bring information about life in other ghettos and instructions.
One such message brought the news about the mass deportations
from the Warsaw Ghetto (summer, 1942) without the deportees
having knowledge of what awaited them. This same note also con-
tained the warning that Czenstochova would meet the same fate
as other ghettos and must therefore prepare for open resistance.

A meeting was set for September 21, 1942 (Yom Kippur), with
Jewish representatives of the PPR (Polish Workers Party), the
Bund, the left wing of the Poale-Zion, the General Zionists and
its youth movement, and of non-affiliated groups. A member of
the Warsaw ZOB was to have participated in the deliberations.
However,when the first two representatives, Brener and Rozyne,
arrived at the meeting place in the offices of the TOZ (Society for
the Protection of Health), they were detained and severely beaten
by German police. They were later released, thanks to a deal be-
tween Jewish teamsters and the policemen for whom they
worked, but as a result of this mishap the planned meeting did
not take place.

The next day the Germans and their Polish Fascist helpers
marched into the Ghetto and began the deportation round-ups.
There was no resistance on the part of the Jews. The fighting
organization which was about to become a reality had not come
into being. Many of its potential members were deported to

Treblinka and later perished in the uprising there in which they
participated. Only a few of the original initiators remained and,
together with older youths, continued to organize fighting groups
which became active in the so-called Small Ghetto. Some of the
resistance groups remained after the deportation from the Large
Ghetto until its liquidation.

The first act of armed resistance took place on January 4, 1943.
It was poorly organized. The German police captain Degenhart
had ordered all Jews working in the ghetto that day to assemble
on the square. Present were Mendel Fishelevitch, a staff member
of the Fighting Organization, who had a revolver; his friend,

Isadore Feyner, who had a knife; and some members of the group
Nadrzeczna 66. The few pistols the Fighting Organization had
were taken out that day by members who were on special

assignments outside the ghetto. Armed with only one revolver and
a knife, the fighters after long deliberation, decided to assemble
at the square. There an “action” was in progress. The old women
and children were selected for deportation. The approaching
members of the Fighting Organization and other young men and
women were immediately surrounded by gendarmes and driven
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The Story of Jewish Resistance
in the Ghetto of Czenstochova
By Dr. William Glicksman (For my son, Allen)

[Dr. Glicksman is a survivor of the Holocaust. He was arrested by the Gestapo

and deported to Auschwitz and from there evacuated to Dachau, where he was

liberated by the American Third Army on April 30, 1945. He came to the U.S.A.

in May, 1946, and resides with his family in Philadelphia.

Dr. Glicksman — teacher, lecturer, and historian — has written extensively on the

Holocaust theme. Among his important monographs are: Social Differentiations

in the German Concentration Camps, The Function of the Jewish Police in the

Ghetto of Czenstochova, and Aspects of the Economic and Social Life of the Jews

in the Ghettos.

He is also the author of In the Mirror of Literature, a portrayal of the economic

life of the Jews in Poland as it is reflected in Yiddish literature (1914—1939). Cur-

rently, Dr. Glicksman teaches at Dropsie College in Philadelphia, and is a Fellow

of the Diaspora Research Institute at the Tel-Aviv University.

The account that follows is based, in addition to the author's personal experiences

in the Czenstochova Ghetto, on a variety of sources dealing with his subject, par-

ticularly the works of L. Brener, among them Resistance and Extermination in

the Ghetto of Czenstochova (Jewish Historical Institute of Warsaw).]

The idea of a resistance movement was conceived in the very

first months of the war when the leaders of various political par-

ties, as well as politically non-affiliated young men and women,
reorganized themselves into cells for the purpose of secretly con-

tinuing their activities. Their ultimate goal was the creation of

a fighting organization. These groups met at cemeteries during
funerals, in old-age homes, and in social welfare institutions, to

work out plans for such illegal activities as education for the

children, maintenance of a library, and the publication and dis-

tribution of periodicals.

In order to coordinate the illegal work of the various parties, inter-

group conferences were held from time to time. At one such con-

ference, in August, 1941, the question of organizing a unified

resistance movement was brought up again. Unfortunately, dif-

ferences of opinion among the members prevented its formation.

But early in 1942 the combination of a number of factors made
the creation of a fighting organization even more imperative than
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JUNE 16. 1943

At 7:00 o’clock in the morning everyone in the ghetto was ordered
to meet outside because Degenhart and his officers, Ron, Verner,
etc., were making a “selection”. Hundreds of Jews were arrested
and taken to the Jewish cemetery where they were murdered. The
others were loaded onto trucks and sent to the ammunition fac-

tories. More than 800 Jewish people were murdered in Czensto-
chova during the two day action.

JUNE 26. 1943

The Germans believed that many Jews were hidden in bunkers.
An amnesty was declared for those who would give themselves
up by Monday, the 28th of June. The result of this trick — a mass
grave of 200 women, children and elderly who were present on
Tuesday, the 29th of June. At 5:00 a.m., the massacre took place
in the cemetery. At the execution, the people had to undress and
had to walk in pairs to the open grave as one gunshot served to

kill two people and their bodies fell into the grave.

JULY 20. 1943

The houses in the small ghetto were blown up with dynamite. A
“selection” took place at the work places. That day, 70 more people

were murdered, including the Jewish police and their families.

This Monument was erected in 1945,

on the Jewish Cemetery in Czenstochov.

A collective Tombstone, with 127 people who were murdered on

Purim, of March 27, 1943. Among them were Professionals,

members of the Judenrat, men, women and children. The family

Kopinski lost many members of their family that night.
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Forty thousand Jews passed before the tyrant Degenhart, “Yemak
Shemoi”, during the three weeks of “selection”. Present as well

during the selection was the Greneral of the SS and Pohce Chief

of the Radomer district, Greneral Betcher. Szmuel Groldstein, who
had been for the past 18 years the “Preses”, that is the chairman
of the Jewish community of Czenstochov, a prominent “Mizrachi”

leader and participant in all of the Jewish institutions, attempted

suicide. Wearing the Talis and Tifillin, he jumped out of the win-

dow of his second floor apartment, but was stopped by a German
guard and beaten. He was sent to Treblinka.

All the Jews were beaten and taken under heavy guard to the

waiting cattle trains. The prominent Orthodox Jew, Ytche Meir
Krell, walked barefoot and with dignity “.

. . and this is the will

of the Almighty, brothers and sisters,” he called out. With him
in this transport to Treblinka were J.H. Zitnicki, A.H. Shipper,

Zeligfeld and Blumenkrantz.

THE SMALL GHETTO

One of the oldest and dirtiest parts of the city, near the River

Warta, was enclosed with barbed wire. A few streets in that area

became the “small ghetto”. Workers were selected and threaten-

ed with death should they fail to come to work each day. They
marched to work under the watchful eyes of the “Workschutz”
police. After 12 hours of work under unbearable conditions, they
returned in the evening to the sleeping holes in the small ghetto.

SATURDAY, ON THE EVE OF PURIM, MARCH 20. 1943

The Nazi Degenhart ordered what was called the “prisoner
exchange to Palestine”. The Judenrat, including doctors and other

“intelligencia”, together with their families, were gathered in a
house outside the barbed wire of the small ghetto. All the pris-

oners exchange groups were ordered onto military trucks and
taken to the Jewish cemetery where they were all murdered. On
this day, 127 people perished. Some of the executioners were the
“Schutzpolizei”, Schott, Klufaz, Esof Szemil, Uvkelbad, Hantke.

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE SMALL GHETTO. JUNE 6th. 1943

Several police cars arrived at about 4:00 a.m. , and the small ghetto
was attacked by heavy gun fire and the spray of machine gun
bullets. The people fled to the underground tunnel. Degenhart
ordered hand grenades to be thrown. That attack lasted over an
hour. Many people were killed, and those who survived were
loaded onto trucks and taken away to be executed.
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SCHOOLS

Schooling was a special problem for Jewish children. Schools
existed in secrecy, lead by Dr. Merring and other teachers.

Under these terrible conditions, much was accomplished. Two of

the leaders, Mr. Roziner and Dr. Walberg, of TOZ, were killed in

June, 1943, upon orders of Degenhart.

APRIL 9th, 1941

Fbr Czenstochover Jews, the large ghetto became a reality on this

day. Theoretically, the boundaries of the ghetto went from the rail

bridge to as far as Warta Bridge. The left side extended to Kavia
Street. The house. Alee 14 Wilsama, Pilsudskiego, and a part of

the Strazacka Street, remained outside the ghetto.

The Jewish police were posted at the gates. Signs in Polish and
German on the Aryan side of the ghetto announced the following:

“Because of disease, entrance is strictly prohibited/*

There was also another sign in German, Polish and Hebrew, which
read:

''Death penalty for crossing the ghetto.**

To outsiders, it looked like the Jewish ghetto was a self-ruling

community but, in reality, it was used as a means to keep all the

Jews in one location and under guard, a plan that was later used
in the “Final Solution’’.

THE CONFISCATION OF FUR COATS, DECEMBER 24, 1941

By the end of 1941, a new decree declared that Jews were forbid-

den to own furs, a crime punishable by the death penalty. In the

course of 48 hours, five railway truck loads of furs were collected

and delivered to the Nazis.

WORK SHOPS ORGANIZED, 1942

With the help of Dr. Michael Wychert, the Chairman of the Jewish

Social Service, the Judenrat organized work shops in order to give

the Jews the opportunity to earn a living in all types of work
places. Permission for such work facilities had to be obtained, and
the Jews were charged large sums of money for that privilege.

In the meantime, over 500 Jewish workers were used in the large

ammunition factories of Hugo Schneider, Hasag Pelcem, “Warta”,

“Czenstochovianka” and “Rockov”.

SEPTEMBER 22, 1942

In the early morning, after Yom Kippur, at 3:00 a.m., the destruc-

tion of the Czenstochover Jewish community began, when all the

street lights were turned on so that it became difficult to hide.
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THE ELECTION OF A “JUDENRAT”

The first day of “Hoi Homod Sukkoth”, Leon Kopinsky was
ordered by the Gestapo to organize a committee, an Eldest-Rath,

of 24 people who would be responsible for the Jewish community
of Czenstochova. A meeting was called and sixty representatives

of many influential, social, public and political organizations met
and chose a “Judenrat” of 24 people.

DECEMBER 15, 1939

All the Jews were ordered to wear white arm bands with the blue

imprint of the Star of David on their left arm. Jews were not

allowed on the trains or any other public transport.

DECEMBER 24. 1939

At about 7:00 p.m., a fire broke out in the “shul” on Garibaldi

Street and burned it to the ground. Destroyed were the Torah
Scrolls and the splendid library of the Judaic Institute of the

synagogue. The spiritual leader was Dr. H.Z. Hirshberg. At the

same time, a pogrom was organized by the Poles of Czenstochova,

which plundered the shops and broke the windows in the Jewish
section of the city.

JANUARY, 1940

There was a night raid, organized by the Gendarmery officer Am-
baras and his group. The men and women in the Jewish section

were ordered to go out into the new Market Place in the bitter cold.

There they stood for several hours. They were then ordered to go
to a local school where they were physically searched for gold.

That same month, there was a new law regarding forced labour

for all the Jews. All men between the ages of 14 and 60, including

converts to Christianity, had to sign up for forced labour for the

Germans. The “Judenrat” were required to supply a certain

number of people to do labour. The raids continued and people

were also taken off the street.

By 1940 Jews were not allowed to own factories and businesses,

previously run by Jews, were now taken over by German
‘‘Treuhanders ’

’

!

Under these unbearable conditions, the refugees arrived from
Krakow, Plock, Bodzancv and Lodz. They organized “the Jewish
self-ruling system” comprised of police, courts, health office and
bread cards.
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six people. He was told to bring these people to the office that

afternoon. The names on the list were L. Kopinsky, L. Bromberg,
H.D. Berliner, D. Koniecpoler, J. Krauze and J. Engel. Fbur were
executive members of the Jewish community, “Kehila”, the others

were a manufacturer and a home owner. A decision was made to

meet with the Secretary of the “Kehila”, H. Wien, at 2:00 p.m. in

his house. At that meeting, it was agreed that they would be the

official contact between the Jewish Community and the law.

At 3:00 p.m. we arrived at the “Bank Handlovy” and the guards
greeted us with the words, “Die Hunde sind da” — the dogs are

here. The guards directed us to a room and at the table were three

Gestapo officers. After some formalities, one of the officers told

us that, in fact, they were supposed to kill us for what we did to

the German army when they were invading Czenstochova, but

that they still had lots of time to kill us. We were placed under
arrest, but were told that we were to be released for two days. We
were asked for the names of the Chairman, Vice-Chairman and
Treasurer of our group.

ROSH HASHANA. 2nd DAY. 1939

We were told that the German authorities had arrested 100 Jews
from another city We made contact with them, and we learned

that they were arrested on the highways and most were from Lodz.

There were no women among them. We gave them medical sup-

plies received from the druggist H. Neufeld, with the help of Cesia

Kozak. The six arrested Jews had to report to the Gestapo every

second day. They spent their time organizing a kitchen to provide

free meals for the people of the community.

The old city “shul” was destroyed by the Poles during those ten

days around Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur.

SEPTEMBER 30. 1939

Every day there were new edicts. Jews were not allowed to possess

more than 100 zloty. The balance of their money and all their

valuables, including jewellery, had to be deposited in the bank. The

City Hall operated under a temporary City President, A. Belka,

a Volksdeutscher resident of Czenstochova. He was arrogant and

brutal towards the Jews. There existed also a very bad relation-

ship between the Jews and Poles of the city

It was, therefore, decided to send a delegation to Bishop Kobina.

In that group were Neufeld, Ziriker, Eng. Levkowicz and Dr. Safer.

Unfortunately, when that delegation went to see Bishop Kobina,

they found that he was under “house arrest”.
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A Diary of Sad Days
By David Koniecpoler

Translated from Czenst€>chover book, published in Israel

SEPTEMBER 1 , 1939

The Polish army and the police left the city of Czenstochova and
panic spread. Thousands of Jews abandoned their homes, taking
only their most important possessions, on the run with no
destination. Hundreds more Jews from the neighbouring areas
came into the city, people of all ages, trying to escape the ap-

proaching German army.

SEPTEMBER 3. 1939

Yesterday, Saturday, we saw the first military units marching into
the city, and today there are larger groups of military units. The
Jewish pKDpulation was in the streets.

SEPTEMBER 4, 1939

Early in the morning, there were rumours that the “Gestapo” has
arrived. At about 11:00 a.m., continuous rifle shots could be heard.
The Gestapo were searching buildings and chasing people out of

their homes. Men were forced into the streets where they were
either shot or taken away. At the churches, factories and open
squares, hundreds were ordered to lie, face down, on the ground
and rifles were fired into the air.

These events continued until Wednesday, the 6th of September.
A group of about 400 people made up of both Jews and Pbles were
beaten and tortured. There were dead people and dead horses and
cows lying together in the gutters.

Many Jews were rounded up and taken to jails and military
barracks. Stores were vandalized and Jevsdsh homes were ran-

sacked. Men were dragged from their homes never to return.

JEWISH NEW YEAR (Erev Rosh Hashana), 1939

M. Asz came to my home with a list in his hand, telling me about
the arrest of two ritual judges. Rabbis Kleinplatz and Greenfeld.
Those arrested were brought to the cellar of the “Bank Handlovy”.
M. Asz was called to the office of the Gestapo and given a list of
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typhoid epidemic broke out, the camp was closed (January 16,

1945), and the surviving inmates were deported to an unknown
destination.

In June 1943, the HASAG Rakow steel mill was opened in which five

hundred to one thousand Jews from Slovakia and Poland were ex-

ploited. It was closed on January 16, 1945, and the workers were
sent to the Buchenwald and Ravensbrtick camps. The largest

camp in the Czenstochova area was HASAG Pelcern, which func-

tioned from June 1943 until January 16, 1945. This was a muni-
tions factory employing, at any given time, about five thousand
Jews, from Poland, Germany, Austria and Bohemia. Finally, there

was an average of three thousand Jews working in the munitions
factory of Warta and Czenstochovianka.

In December 1942, the Zydowska Organizacia Bojowa (Jewish

Fighting Organization — ZOB) created a resistance unit in

Czenstochova, with some 300 participants. They maintained con-

tact with the Warsaw center. In January 1943, this group, under
the leadership of Mendel Fiszlewicz, offered armed resistance to

a German Aktion. During the clash, 251 Jews were killed; the rest

were deported to Radomsko and from there to Treblinka. The
reprisals that followed included the murder of 127 of the Jewish
intelligentsia, and 250 children and elderly people. In other

resistance groups, there were two relatively large units of par-

tisans, who were killed by Polish rightist partisans, and several

small units that joined the leftist Polish partisans. On June 25,

1943, another ZOB group tried to resist the liquidation of the

small ghetto. When the Soviet army liberated Czenstochova, there

were still some 5,000 Jews in the area. In June 1946, 2,167 Jews
were living in Czenstochova. After the Kielce pogrom on July 4,

many of them joined the Berhia for Palestine.

Fbrced labour group in the large ghetto
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Persecution of Che Jews
In Czenstochova
Excerpt from: Gutman - **Encyclopedm of the Holocaust**

The Germans entered Czenstochova on Sunday, September 3,

1939, the third day of the war, and persecution of its Jews began
at once. More than 300 Jews were killed on the following day,

which became known as “Bloody Monday”. On September 16, a
Judenrat (Jewish Council) was formed, headed by Leon Kopinski.
Confiscation of Jewish property and household effects, beatings,
mockery, and degradation went on incessantly. In August 1940,
1,000 young Jews were rounded up and sent to the Cicchanow
forced-labor camps; very few survived.

A ghetto was established on April 9, 1941, by order of the
Stadthauptmann (city commissioner), SS-Brigadefiihrer
Dr. Richard Wendler, in the eastern, old part of the city. The ghetto
was sealed off on August 23. Some twenty thousand Jews from
other cities (Lodz, Flock, Krakow) and villages were sent to the
Czenstochova ghetto, which eventually held more than forty-eight
thousand persons. The main places of work outside the ghetto
were the German Metallurgie military factories on Krotka Street.

In preparation for the forthcoming liquidation of the ghetto, in
May 1942, the Germans seized and killed the Jewish social,

cultural and political activists. Large-scale Aktionen began on
September 22 and lasted until October 8. In each deportation,
some eight thousand Jews were packed into sixty freight cars. A
total of thirty-nine thousand Jews were sent in this way to the
Treblinka extermination camp. Elderly people, in the home for the
aged, and the children in the orphanage were killed on the spot.
About two thousand Jews managed to escape or to hide in the city.

After the deportations, the northeastern part of the ghetto, called
the “small ghetto”, held some five thousand able-bodied Jews with
skills or professions. On September 2, a privately-owned German
munitions factory (Apparatenbau) belonging to the HASAG net-
work, was established in the suburb of Stradom. This forced-labor
camp existed for two years, and a total of three thousand Jews
from Poland, Germany and Austria passed through it. When a
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I. L. PERETZ FOLK TALES
Drawing by
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A young farmer girl noticed the blond Jewish boy dressed in his
white shirt. She stared at him for a long time, thinking what a
beautiful child he was. Suddenly, the impulse overcame her to

want to, together with her father, kidnap the boy. They offered my
brother a few candies and he let the farmer girl pick him up to

sit beside her on the wagon. She embraced him, smiling happily.

The old farmer was in a very good mood, pleased that he was tak-

ing home such a good bargain. After a year or two, the boy would
grow up to be a good Christian shepherd for his sheep and cattle.

By chance, our cousin, Gitele, wanted to buy some potatoes for

Passover from the same farmer. Suddenly she noticed her
youngest cousin. Aunt Deborah’s son, Avraham Szlomele. He was
sitting on the lap of a farmer girl. She went over to the wagon.
Gitele reached to take him off the wagon but the farmer and his

wife started yelling that the boy was their grandson. The farmer
lifted his fist in anger and was about to drive away. “This is my
aunt’s son’’, Gitele shouted. “Give me back the child.” A large

crowd was gathering, Christians and Jews alike. The air was very
tense. The shouting became louder. “Poles, please save a Catholic

soul from the Jews.” Suddenly a giuup of people started vandaliz-

ing Jewish stands at the market. Mothers were running home
with their children. Stores closed. The more courageous Jews
started circling the wagon. They did not allow the farmer to leave.

In desperation, Gitele ran inside the church. She asked the priest

for help. Meanwhile, outside the fighting continued in the market.
This was a good opportunity to fight the Jews.

After a very long time of hesitation, the priest finally came out-

side. The gentiles removed their hats in respect. He asked what
the problem was and announced that he would look for signs, to

know if the child was Jewish. He took the child, held him for a
while, then he removed Avraham’s pants. The crowd was silent.

Everyone’s eyes were turned towards the priest who lifted up the

child in the air. “I want everyone to see that this boy is circum-

cized and does not belong to our religion”, he declared. With that

he handed the child over to Gitele.

When Gitele’s mother came running in fear, she found Avraham
in the arms of a smiling Gitele. She hugged and kissed him, with

tears running down her face.

On that Sabbath, prayers were said in all Czenstochover
synagogues for the double miracle, a Jewish child saved from
conversion and, G-d forbid, a pogrom against the Jews of Czen-

stochova averted.
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A Miracle

Originally written in Yiddish by Sarah Hamer-Jacklyn

Since my mother became the sole family provider, she would go
to the market in Czenstochova every Tuesday and Friday to sell

her glassware at one of the stands. On those days, her youngest
son, Avraham Szlomele, was left to take care of himself.

One Tuesday, a week before Passover, Avraham decided to visit

his mother at the market. It was a long distance from his house,
but he knew the way, having walked many times to the market
with her. Avraham walked along Warshever Street but, instead
of turning to the right, he went straight ahead towards the Church
of the Holy Zygmunt.

Avraham forgot all about his mother as he walked around so many
wagons loaded with all kinds of food. There were so many horses
beside each wagon and people were coming and going and the
noise was very loud.
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A Jewish resistance group was soon organized in the ghetto. It

represented all Jewish political parties. The members of this
organization were active outside the ghetto. On January 4, 1943,
the fighting group “66”, headed by Mendel Fishelevich and Izio
Feiner, attacked two Nazi officers at the ghetto entrance, Rohn
and Tsopot, with a knife and a handgun. As a reprisal, the
Germans executed 27 Jews.

On Purim of March 20, 1943, Commandant Degenhart, Head of
the Police and SS, deceitfully gathered all intelligentsia — doc-
tors, lawyers, engineers, members of the Judenrat and their
families — at the square near the ghetto and told them that they
were going to be transported to Palestine. Instead, they were led
to the Jewish cemetery where 127 men, women and children were
shot in cold blood and buried.

On June 25, 1943, the ghetto was again surrounded by SS and
Ukrainians. The Germans loaded those who did not have to go to

work on trucks and drove them to the cemetery to be shot. The
rest were sent to concentration camps. Thus, the ghetto in

Czenstochova was eliminated. No trace of Jewish life was left in

the city.

In the camps, life for the Jews was hell. They were overworked;
there was lack of food and the accommodations were insanitary. The
ghetto survivors now were not only starving, they suffered from
fleas and lice. Their lot was shared by Jews from Plashov, Skarzisk
and other cities. Even a day before the liberation of Czenstochova
by the Red Army on January 17, 1945, the Germans managed to

round up another few thousand Jews and to send them to Buchen-
wald, Gross-Rosen and Ravensbruck, where most of them were
murdered. Of the 5,200 Jews still found in Czenstochova on
Liberation Day, only 1,500 were natives of the city.

Prominent People of Czenstochova

Chaim Weksler Szmuel Goldstein Jakob Rosenberg
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From Integration to Destruction

The jews of czenstochova were active in association with the

local gentile society in all fields. The role they played in industry,

business and culture had significant influence on the whole city.

At the same time, the Jewish community developed purely Jewish

culture, religious studies and social events. It also established a

fund to assist the needy. All this gathered prestige for the city

in the eyes of all Jews in Poland.

There were two big synagogues, the old one located on Nadzecz-
na corner Mirowska, and the new one, located on Wilsona at the

corner of Garibaldiego. In addition, Jews worshipped in chevros

and the Chasidim prayed and studied nights and days in

shtiblech. On December 25, 1939, the new synagogue on Wilsona
was burnt down by the Germans.

Elementary schools and private cheders were available to the

Jewish children of the city where they studied religious and
secular subjects. Higher education was offered by the Jewish
Gimnazium and Akser School, I. L. Peretz High School and a pro-

fessional school.

All political parties were active in Czenstochova: the Bund, the
Moderate Zionists, the Revisionists and even the Communist
Party (which was illegal in Poland at the time).

During the years 1940—41, thousands of Jews from the neighbour-
ing villages settled in Czenstochova to find refuge and shelter

within a larger community. When the big ghetto was established

in April 1941, thousands of Jews were concentrated in this small
ai*ea. They suffered hunger and disease. Fear and terror seized
the whole community when on Yom Kippur, September 22, 1942,
woi'd spread that the ghetto was surrounded by the SS and their

collaborators, the Ukrainians and the Polish police. The next day,

the big ‘ Actia” began. Nearly all Jews were transported to Treb-
linka. About 39,000 Jews were carried off to this death camp.
Hundrads more were murdered by the Nazis and their helpers in

the city. These were buried in a hugh common grave on Kawia
Street. After the “Actia”, the remaining 5,000—6,000 Jews were
packed into a small ghetto. A few of them were allowed to stay
at their work places.
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HENRYK MARKUSFELD
Prominent Philanthropist

Henry Markusfeld was born in 1852. He
was known to everyone as a great humani-
tarian and his generosity set an example
for everyone. He was among the first who
gave without discrimination to all institu-

tions and to anyone who asked for

assistance.

He was the son of Adolph and Ernestina
Markusfeld. In memory of his parents, he
opened a Trade School in 1898, which was
very important for the Jewish Community
of Czenstochova. Sixty-nine years later, on
a Friday in October 1921, the news of the

sudden death of Henry Markusfeld darkened the sky of the city. Czensto-

chova lost a great humanitarian.

EMINENT ORATORS ON RELIGIOUS THEMES

*t">n nvio 3"in

Rabbi Moshe Halter Yosef Shimon Koblenz
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Rabbi Nachum Asz, Chief Rabbi
of the Czenstochover Jewish Community,
a brilliant man and a great scholar
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chova belonged to one of the factions of the Zionist movement.
People from all social strata of the Jewish community could meet
in this setting.

The Mizrachi

The Mizrachi organization celebrated the establishment of a
branch in Czenstochova in 1906. The founding members were:

J. Sz. Koblenz, Sz. Goldstein, Blechstein, Finkelstein,
A. M. Epstein, Ch. Weksler and I. Engel. A great effort was made
to sign up new members for the organization. This was not an
easy assignment. The Chasidic element started a verbal war
against the Mizrachi in which all the Chasidic rabbis
participated. They campaigned against the Zionist and the
Mizrachi movement until the First World War began. The anti-

Zionist agitation weakened at the time of the Balfour Declaration.

Many of the Chasidim then joined the Mizrachi movement.
Immediately after World War I, Jews began to emigrate from
Poland to North and South America. More than half a million Jews
left Poland seeking refuge from anti-Semitism. As the doors of

immigration to the American continents began to narrow, some
began to look toward Eretz-Israel as a haven. The Palestinian

Office busily issued visas to Palestine. A great celebration took
place in Czenstochova in October 1934 when, among the 1100
Jewish people leaving Poland for Palestine, 137 hailed from
Czenstochova. The Zionist movement began to organize protest

meetings against the British Government when it restricted

immigration to Palestine (the State of Israel was only born in

1948). Czenstochova Jewry, along with Jews in other important

cities of Poland participated in these protest meetings.

The first Aleja, a prominent street in Czenstochova

where the young people used to walk.
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ture, burning everything inside — benches, prayer books, scrolls

and all other religious paraphernalia. The Synagogue was razed

to the ground.

The Trade School

The Czenstochover Trade School was established in 1898. It was

founded by Henry Markusfeld as a monument in memory of his

parents, Adolph and Emestina Markusfeld. The imp)ortance of the

Trade School could only be evaluated if we remember the little

regard held for the Jewish tradesman or labourer at that time. A
tradesman was synonymous with illiteracy. On the trade school

committee in 1913 were Henry and Joseph Markusfeld, E. Ratner,

S. Hertz, Frankel, Dr. Batavia and director Asorodobzie.

Foremost among the many great institutions of Czenstochova

were the “Dobroczynnoszcz”, the Jewish Hospital, a home for the

elderly called Moshev Zakeinim as well as Hachnasat Orchim, a

home for the poor and an institution to feed the needy, Beth

Lehem. On the executive of Beth Lehem was S. Niemirowski,

B. Botshan, M. Epstein and others.

Another very imp)ortant institution was the Czenstochova branch

of “TOZ”. Its central office was in Warsaw. The director of this

useful organization of health services was Dr. Stefan Kon-Kolin.

“TOZ”, founded in 1923, included the following departments: the

School of Hygiene under the supervision of Dr. Leon Gutman, the

Tuberculosis and Physiotherapy department were under the direc-

tion of Dr. Julian Lipinski, and Dentistry under Dr. Peretz. The
secretary, Jacob Rosiner, was a talented organizer. “TOZ” served

a large part of the Jewish community of Poland.

The Zionist Movement

In the first year of an independent Poland, between 1919 and the

outbreak of World War II, the Zionist Movement was very active

in Czenstochova. The founding of a Jewish National body could

be described as a very important event. Its leaders, I. Grinbaum
and H. Hartclass, were elected to the Polish parliament. Their

duty was to defend the Jewish minority. The Zionist Movement
had branches in all provinces.

Another important body, founded in 1922 by Dr. Chaim Weitzman
and other Zionist personalities, was the “Keren Hayesod”, a fund

to purchase land in Israel.

The presence of the Zionist movement was very visible in Czen-

stochova. Membership extended from the extreme right wing, the

“Mizrachi”, to “General Zionists” and to the leftist “Poale Zion”.

A great majority of the younger generation of Jews in Czensto-
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Personalities and Institutions
of the Jewish Community

Czenstochova can be described as an ideal Jewish community.
Many of its members were always ready to help others. Henry
Markusfeld, President of the elected Jewish Council (Kehillah)

was equally well liked by Jews and Gentiles. He was generous with
his time and his money. His successor, as the Council’s President,

was Samuel Goldstein. Together with people such as Chaim
Weksler, Dr. Zaks, S. Dziriat, H. Maitlis, Mendel Epstein and
Dr. H. Gaisler, he made important contributions to the Jewish
community.

The spiritual leader of Czenstochova in the 1920s and ’30s was
the renowned Talmudist and scholar Rabbi Nachum Ash. Other
great Talmudic scholars were Rabbi Josele Kirer (Josele Prokosh),

Rabbi Nachum Grinfeld, Rabbi Josele Klajnplatz and Rabbi B.

Rubin.

During a gathering of religious leaders of Czenstochova in 1855,

the Jewish community found that it needed a larger Shul. A
resolution to build one was adopted immediately. This Shul
became known as the Community Shul and it existed until the

Nazis had it destroyed. The Jews built another Shul at the begin-

ning of the Twentieth Century, known as the Deitshe Shul. It was
a beautiful structure of which the Jewish Community was very

proud. The Germans set it afire and destroyed it in 1939.

The Destruction of the New Synagogue

It was Christmas Eve, scarcely 4 months after the Germans
occupied Czenstochova. With the help of the crime-related

element of the Pohsh population they committed one of their most
disgraceful acts. They set the new Synagogue on fire, razing it

to the ground.

On Garibaldiego Street (formerly Spadek) one could hear the wild

shouts of Polish youths mixed with German slogans. Stones were

thrown into the windows of Jewish homes. A few minutes later,

one could see Polish and German hooligans throwing fire bombs
into the Synagogue. The fire rapidly spread through the struc-
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During times of pilgrimage, one could see large numbers of {people
from the neighbouring villages walking along the alleys. They
came from the direction of the Jasna Gora Convent and headed
for the market to sell their products. Later, they bought clothing
and household items from their earnings.

The City Districts

The very poor part of the city was called the Nadrzeczna Street.
At the end of the winter, when the ice began to melt, the river
Varta would often overflow its banks on to Nadrzeczna Street
threatening to flood the houses in this low section of the city.
Better situated was Garncarska Street (known as Ibper Street).
There were stores selling bread, bagels and smoked herring next
to a small tavern where one could meet all kinds of strange charac-
ters. Senatorska Street was different again. Here were the
quarters of young Chasidic families and business people. On
Saturdays, these families would walk out wearing their traditional
Jewish garb. A man in a white coat and high turban usually stood
near the church on Butscher Street (Yatke Street) selling
lemonade. Each Tuesday, textiles, clothing, shoes, paints, fur-
niture, pottery, fruits and groceries were sold in the New Market
Square (Novy Rinek). It made a colourful picture.

The Jewish Hospital of Czenstochova
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The Old Railway Station on Pilsudskiego Street
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had its rise and decline. In the cultural and social spheres

Czenstochova did not lag behind the other kehilloth in Poland. The
scope of its cultural and social activities was broader than many
similar communities in quantity and quality. In the political

sphere, all the Jewish parties were present on the Jewish scene,

from extreme right to radical left.

Until the 1930s the kehillah administration was in the hands of

the Mizrachi. When the government issued its new election law
of October 24, 1930, the proportion of the various political groups
in the kehillah administration was revamped so that the Agudah,
together with some non-religious groupings, became the majori-

ty in the kehillah council and its administration.

In the economic field, the Jews of Czenstochova were instrumen-
tal in developing medium and small industries, especially in iron

and metal products, which helped push the German products out

of the Polish market.

The anti-Jewish policy of the government in the political and
economic fields, the heavy taxation and the economic restrictions

hit the Jews of Czenstochova just as it did the other kehilloth in

the country. The boycott which Polish anti-Semitic parties placed

against Jewish trade was to some extent more effective in

Czenstochova than in other cities. This was so because the Chris-

tian population in Czenstochova was strongly under the influence

of the local Catholic clergy. Thus, for instance, there was a per-

manent boycott against those Jewish businesses which produced
Christian religious objects.

There were two more pogroms in Czenstochova, the first in 1919,

the second in 1937, with loss of both life and property. From the
time of the second pogrom until the Spring of 1939, the Jews of

Czenstochova lived in a sharpened anti-Semitic atmosphere. At
the same time, they organized an energetic campaign to help
those Jews who had been deported from Germany at the end of

1938. World War II and the Nazi-German destruction of Polish

Jewry put an end to the kehillah of Czenstochova.

The Streets of Czenstochova

One of the most noted streets in Czenstochova was the “Aleja Pro-
menade”. It could be compared to the most beautiful boulevards
of other large European cities. Tall trees lined both sides of the
alley. The boulevard was divided into three different sections. The
first of them was mainly inhabited by Jewish residents and store
owners. Attractive residential and commercial buildings flanked
both sides of the promenade. In the second Aleja was a mixture
of Jewish and gentile residences and stores. In the third alley lived

mostly gentiles.
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After the Polish rebellion against Russia of 1863, Czenstochova
became a new industrial and commercial center, and in this pro-

cess the Jews of the city participated actively. In 1897, there were
11,764 Jews in Czenstochova out of a general population of

43,863.

In the continuing development of industry and commerce at the
end of the 19th century, Jews played the chief role. In the making
of toys and other celluloid products, the Jews of Czenstochova
were pioneers.

The increased participation of Jews in Czenstochova’s economic
life brought with it a growing anti-Semitism which pervaded
almost all segments of the Polish Christian population. These
anti-Semitic sentiments found a mass outlet in the pogrom of

1902.

Professional Working Unions

According to the census of 1897, of the approximately 12,000 Jews
of Czenstochova, 2,155 people were employed in the industry and
handicraft, 800 people worked as tailors and the remainder of the

working class were employed in small shops and factories.

Community Life

Jewish communal life was intensely active at the turn of the 20th
century. A number of communal institutions were founded at that

time, such as a charity organization (“Dobroczynnoszcz”), a

Jewish hospital, a travelers’ hostel, a trade school, a Talmud
Torah, the cultural society, LIRA, a farm for agricultural train-

ing for Jews, and a number of clubs, societies, loan societies and
an old age home.

All these institutions, however, were outside the kehillah adminis-

tration, which was then in the hands of assimilationists, the

“property” of several Jewish families. A need was felt at that time

to centralize Jewish communal life, to unify the diffused social

energies, and to democratize the kehillah. The campaign to

achieve these aims began in 1912 but succeeded only partially.

The leading lights of the kehillah administration still remained

the assimilationists because they were the propertied class in the

city and provided the main support of the kehillah budget.

In 1914, when World War I broke out, Czenstochova came under

German occupation. Another painful period began for the Jews

in the city. Community life ceased and Jews experienced all the

horrors of suffering brought by the war.

Between the Two World Wars

In the p)eriod between the two World Wars, in independent Poland,

the Jewish community in Czenstochova, like all of Polish Jewry,
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Jewish Settlement in Cxenstochova

The exact date of Jewish settlement in Czenstochova has not been
historically established. In light of unconfirmed reports, it is prob-

able that a Jewish community already existed there in the second
half of the 18th century At that time Jews from Czenstochova
were buried in the cemetery at nearby Yanowa (Yuniv). It was not

until the time of the Prussian occupation at the beginning of the

19th century that we find concrete data regarding a Jewish com-
munity in Czenstochova. In 1808, there were 495 Jews in Czen-
stochova out of a general population of 3,349.

Precisely what kind of “Kehillah” organization existed during the

Prussian period is not known, but there is no doubt whatever that

there was some form of organized community life, necessitated

by the Prussian fiscal policy toward Jews. The first activities of

the kehillah administration during the Warsaw Duchy era were
the establishment of a synagogue and the selection of a Rav
(rabbi).

At a meeting of the Kehillah administration, held on Av 8, 5568
(1808), a certain Yaakov ben Eliezer Levi was elected represen-

tative and head of the kehillah. He was also the treasurer. The
kehillah had three parnassim , each month anotherparnass took
over the office. The parnassim had jurisdiction over the finances
of the kehillah and controlled its expenditures.

There was also a Bet-Din whose head enjoyed certain privileges

which were enumerated in a document signed by forty leading
Jews of the city. The number of signatures indicates that Czensto-
chova was then already an important community. Also, the fact

that the Jewish settlements around Czenstochova were connected
administratively with its kehillah administration indicates the
growth and importance of the Czenstochova Jewish community.

With the growth of the Jewish population in the city (and the cor-

responding increase in the number of the needy), a number of

relief organizations came into being. Czenstochova soon became
known as a wealthy community. In 1846-47, with a famine in the
country, the kehillah administration organized help for the needy
and unemployed Jews. In 1858-60, the kehillah opened schools
for Jewish children, along with the chedarim already in existence.

In 1862, when the Jewish districts were abolished, many of the
Jews from the surrounding cities and towns began to stream into

Czenstochova and to build new industries and commercial under-
takings. In this way, they contributed to the economic growth of
the city. At the same time, many Jews with capital left Czensto-
chova to settle in Warsaw and Lodz, where they eventually oc-

cupied prominent places in the economic life of these communi-
ties. In Czenstochova itself a migration began from the older
quarters of the city to the newer.
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70 monks. The Swedes were unable to conquer the fortress and
were forced to withdraw. A miracle was declared. Czenstochova
was then pronounced a religious holy shrine. However, in 1793,
the Austrians did conquer Czenstochova.

The growth of Czenstochova paralleled the importance of the
monastery. In the 16th and 17th centuries, Czenstochova was
given certain privileges by the Polish kings and the Sejm. A
number of convocations and meetings of kings, nobles, and
leading personages were held there. Czenstochova became a
center of political events in the Europe of that period.

In 1793, Czenstochova was annexed by Prussia. It was not until

1806 that the Polish Army of the Duchy of Warsaw reconquered
the city from the Prussians. After the Congress of Vienna (1815),

Czenstochova remained within the borders of the Polish kingdom.

The industrialization of the city paralleled its growth and develop-

ment. In 1877 there were in Czenstochova factories for making
paper, wallpaper, soap, candles, chicory, lime bricks and many
other products. The end of the 19th century saw the rise of iron

foundries, textile mills and the steel industry. Trade grew at the

same time and Czenstochova began to play a role in the economic
life of the country. In 1897, the city numbered about 45,000
people.

Several Polish parties were influential in Czenstochova. The
Christian population, which was under the influence of Catholic

clericalism and the anti-Semitic National Democratic Party, was
conservative and Anti-Semitic. The progressive and liberal seg-

ment of the Christian population was small in number.

During the First World War (1914-1918), Czenstochova itself was
under German occupation, while the monastery was under
Austrian rule. In 1918, in reborn Poland, Czenstochova belonged

to the province of Kielce. By 1921, the population of the city had
grown to 81,000; by 1939 to about 130,000.

The city contained a number of libraries, schools, government and
private high schools, and a number of cultural organizations. In

the general and economic life of the country, Czenstochova

occupied a prominent place. In the industrialization of the coun-

try between the two World Wars, Czenstochova also played an
important part. A number of new factories were built (many by

Jews) which were the only ones of their kind then in Poland. The
city also was important commercially.

World War II halted the growth of the city. The Nazi-German
occupation hampered and disrupted its activity. After the war,

Czenstochova returned to play a leading role in Poland’s economic

life.
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The City of Czenstochova

The city of czenstochova had its origins in a village called

Czenstochowka. At the beginning of the 14th century a

monastery (Yasna Gura -Bright Mountain) was erected near the

village. Thanks to this monastery, the village of Czenstochowka
gradually developed into a city

Up to the 17th century, the development of the monastery con-

tained nothing of particular historical significance. In general the

growth of the city was slow. It was not until the middle of the

17th century, with events such as the uprising of the Cossacks
under Chmielnitzki and later the Swedish wars, that the city and
the monastery became noteworthy. The city was transformed in-

to a fortress which encompassed the monastery—church as well.

There were times when the city was considered to be the most
important religious ground in all of Poland. During the time of

an independent Poland, Czenstochova was a national symbol,
especially so in moments of combat for national survival.

Geographically, Czenstochova was the gateway to the heart and
to the capital of Poland, Warsaw. During wars invaders would
attempt to capture its fortress. When such battles ended with the
victory of the Polish army, this victory was attributed to the in-

tervention of the “Black Madonna”, a venerated image located in

the Church of the “Jasna Gora” Convent in Czenstochova.

During peacetime the supernatural powers of the Black Madonna
attracted pilgrims from near and far who sought her help. In the
17th century, one pilgrim wrote twelve songs of prayer for the pro-

tection of the Black Madonna of Jasna Gora, who often hides the
victims of evil. “Czenstochova” means, in fact, “hide often”.

On August 19, 1382, the King of Poland bequeathed extraordinary
rights to the monastery. This increased the influence of the
church and added to the growth of religious power, not only of the
people of Poland, but of the whole Catholic world.

In 1655 a Swedish Army of 14,000 soldiers and 19 pieces of heavy
artillery, enormous in those days, attempted to capture the for-

tress of Czenstochova. It was protected by a mere 160 soldiers and
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The remaining Jews were transferred to two slave labor camps
organized by the city’s HASAG factories. On July 20, 1943, about

500 prisoners from these camps were executed at the Jewish
cemetery In 1944, the HASAG labor camps were enlarged, when
a few thousand Jewish prisoners from Plaszow concentration

camp, Lodz ghetto, and the slave labor camp of Skarzysko-
Kamienna were moved there. Before leaving the city, on
January 17, 1945, the Germans managed to deport almost 6,000
prisoners from the HASAG camps to the concentration camps of

Buchenwald, Gross-Rosen and Ravensbrueck in Germany. The
5,200 prisoners who succeeded in hiding were saved by the Soviet

Army. The Jewish survivors tried to rebuild their community. In

June 1946, 2,167 Jews lived in Czenstochova. Some Kibbutzim,

to prepare Jewish youth for settlement in Palestine, were active

until 1948. A Jewish school existed till March 1946, and a Jewish

Religious Society was active. After 1948, Jews left Czenstochova

and settled mainly in Israel in 1949 and 1957. After 1968, almost

all those had who remained left Poland. Organizations of

Czenstochova Jews are active in Israel, the United States, Canada,

Argentina and France.

“Jasna Gora" Convent in Czenstochova.
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A Brief History

From the files of Beth Hatefutsoth in 'Tel Aviv

CzENSTOCHOVA IS LOCATED approximately 125 miles south-west of

Warsaw; the shrine of the Jasna Grora Madonna in Czenstochova

was celebrated as a center of Catholic pilgrimage. Seventy-five

Jewish residents were recorded in Czenstchova in 1765 and 495
in 1808, when an organized community was established.

Although Jewish residence was prohibited in certain districts, the

Jewish population in Czenstchova grew from 1,141 in 1827 (18.5%

of the total) to 2,976 in 1858 (34.5%), and in 1863, with the aboli-

tion of the Jewish quarter, to 3,360 (37.3%). By 1900, it numbered
11,764 out of a total population of 39,863 (29.5%), in 1921, 22,663

and in 1939, 28,486. From the early 19th century, Jews played

an important role in the development of industry and commerce
in Czenstchova, and a number of Jewish social, educational and
charitable institutions were established.

The German Army entered the city on September 3, 1939. The
next day, later called “Bloody Monday”, a pogrom was organized

in which a few hundred Jews were murdered. On September 16,

a “Judenrat” was established, chaired by Leon Kopinski. On
December 25, a second pogrom took place and the great

s3magogue was set on fire. In August 1940, about 1,000 young
men, between the ages of 18—25, were sent to the forced labor

camp in Cieszanow (Lublin Province), where almost none sur-

vived. When a greater number of Jews from other parts of western
Poland came to Czenstchova in 1940—41, the city’s Jewish popu-
lation grew by several thousands. On April 9th, 1941, a ghetto was
established. When it was sealed off (August 23) the population
suffered severe overcrowding, hunger and epidemics. On
September 23, 1942 (the day after Yom Kippur), a large-scale

“aktion” began. By October 5, about 39,000 people had been
deported to Treblinka and exterminated, while about 2,000 were
executed on the spot. The ghetto, by now largely diminished and
within new borders (now called the “Small Ghetto”) had about
6,500 people, of whom about 1,000 were “illegal”.
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Zundel was in fact prosecuted (in Ontario) under the Criminal

Code for engaging in these scurrilous publications in which the

Supreme Court of Canada rendered its judgment in August 1992.

The Court, in a 4—3 majority decision acquitted Zundel and de-

dared Section 181 of the Criminal Code (i.e. willfully spreading

false news which is likely to cause injury to a public interest) un-

constitutional as infringing upon the right of freedom of expres-

sion, under Section 2(b) of the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms.

It is trite to say that the Zundel judgment did not condone the

publications in question and the central issue was the constitu-

tional one of freedom of speech and expression. Both the majority

and dissenting judges commented that the Holocaust denial writ-

ings of Zundel were offensive. In particular, the following passage
of the dissenting judges keenly reflects the Court’s empathy to

the Jewish experience:

“Holocaust denial has pernicious effects upon Canadians who
suffered, fought and died as a result of the Nazis’ campaign of

racial bigotry and upon Canadian society as a whole. For Holo-

caust survivors, it is a deep and grievous denial of the significance

of the harm done to them and thus belittles their enormous pain
and loss. It deprives others of the opportunities to learn from the
lessons of history. To deliberately lie about the indescribable suf-

fering and death inflicted upon the Jews by Hitler is the foulest

of falsehoods and the essence of cruelty. Throughout their tragic

history, the circulation of malicious false reports about the Jewish
people has resulted in attacks, killing, pogroms and expulsions.
They have indeed suffered cruelly from the publications of false-

hoods concerning their culture.’’

It is my considered opinion that the Criminal Code section under
which James Keegstra was convicted (in Alberta, Section 319(2)
— the dissemination of hate propaganda) which was upheld by the
Supreme Court of Canada in 1990 should be applied extensively
by the Canadian justice system against the likes of Zundel to

prohibit Holocaust denial publications.

Holocaust survivors and their descendants are undoubtedly
entitled to the protection of law in preventing the dissemination
of hate and Holocaust denial propaganda. If ignored, it may result
in further attacks on Jews. The time has come at last for Jews
to live without fear of violence and persecution.
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The Slander of Holocaust Denial

By Howard Tatner

Words alone cannot describe the fear, pain and profound loss

suffered by millions of innocent Jews during the Holocaust. This
human tragedy was inflicted upon European Jews by a cold and
calculated plan conjured up by treacherous bullies and thugs
fMDsing as politicians and military officers calling themselves
Nazis of Germany’s Third Reich.

This “Final Solution’’ was tragically executed with careful

planning and precision by Adolf Hitler and his Nazi regime which
resulted in the cold-blooded murder of six million Jewish men,
women, and children. The survivors courageously went on to build

new lives from a past of destruction and horror. The persecution

and specific targeting of Jews was of course nothing new to the

Jewish experience. However, for these atrocities to have occurred

in the 20th century, in a seemingly civilized Europe, is horrifying.

As the number of heroic survivors dwindle along with their

personal testimonies of the brutal atrocities, it is crucial that the

Nazi path of murder and destruction be well documented. Many
libraries and documentation centres such as Yad Vashem, Israel’s

memorial to the victims of the Holocaust, provide invaluable

historical resources which pay tribute to the beloved victims.

My father-in-law, Harry Klein, has now proudly contributed

another book to the archives of Holocaust rememberance. This

book is essentially a compendium of personal stories and reflec-

tions of those Holocaust survivors of Czenstochova and their

descendents.

The recent surge of Holocaust denial, international in scope, is

nothing less than a vicious lie and slanderous attack perpetrated

by a new breed of anti-Semites and neo-Nazis. Although the likes

of Canada’s three infamous Holocaust deniers, Ernst Zundel,

James Keegstra and Malcolm Ross appear to constitute a mi-

nority in their racist beliefs and convictions, it is imperative that

their publications be declared illegal and removed from

circulation.
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In Appreciation of
Harry Klein

Recounting the destruction of the Czenstochover Jewish Commu-
nity is not an easy task. The Czenstochover Holocaust Survivors
are expressing their gratitude to Harry Klein, President of the
Czenstochover Society of Montreal. It is due to his vision, inspira-

tion, strong commitment and continued effort that this book has
come to fruition.

Mr. Klein took it upon himself to organize and research this book.
He has strived tirelessly through an extensive network of Czen-
stochover Holocaust Survivors in Miami, Chicago, New York,

Ibronto and Montreal to obtain numerous personal testimonials

and memoirs as either research materials or as submissions for

this book. In addition, Mr. Klein has done much to raise funds
to finance the publication of the book, “Czenstochov - Our
Legacy”.

We appreciate his strong commitment to bring to life the tragic

destruction of the vibrant Czenstochover Jewish Community
which existed for over 300 years.

We wish Mr. Klein a heart-felt Thank You from the first and
second generations and all the children and grandchildren for

generations to come who will read this book so that we may never

forget to keep our vigil and ensure that a Jewish Holocaust will

never happen again

!

Central Book Committee
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I have many times, in my writings about the Holocaust, expressed

my opinion that we, the generation that survived the Holocaust,

are not strong enough, for we had to begin the slow and painful

process of mending our shattered lives. The future generations

will demand a settling of account with the German murderers for

their unforgivable crimes.

Our great and vibrant Jewish Community of Czenstochov had a
population of about 29,000 during the time of the German occupa-

tion. If one includes the Jews of the neighboring areas, such as
Klobuck and Krzepitz and others, Czenstochov had a Jewish
population of 48,000 people. The Community (Kehilah) existed for

over 300 years, and its Jews did not harm anyone. What right did

the German murderers have to come and exterminate us brutal-

ly? Who gave them the right to gas our wives and children, young
and old? Who? Who? I feel very strongly that the account of the
Jewish Nation and its German murderers remains open for a long
time, and a dramatic conclusion will, one day, arrive.

When our children and grandchildren will hear the choking cry
of the Survivor, such a loud cry, carried through the distance of

centuries, will continue.

Td you, my dear friend, Harry Klein, I would like to express my
deepest thanks for the sacred work you have presently under-
taken. To involve the second and third generations, to familiarize
them with the great treasures of our rich Jewish past and the
tragic destruction of the Holocaust, will help them to be proud
that they belong to the Jewish nation.

Harry Klein on his research mission at a Czenstochover Luncheon
Meeting in Miami Beach, Florida, 1989.
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About This Book
and its Publisher

By Zvi Rosenwein

Published in Yiddish in the *'Algenieiner JournaP, May 31, 1991

Recently, my good friend, who is originally from my hometown
Czenstochov, sent me a letter and bulletin infonhing me of a book
to be published. This good friend is Harry Klein(er). Although he
has lived in Montreal, Canada, for many more years than in

Czenstochov, Czenstochov remains deeply rooted and engraved
in his heart.

I knew his parents very well. Theirs was a prominent Chasidic

family in Czenstochov. I had studied with Harry’s older brother,

Yankel, who was considered a great scholar and genius. Harry
Klein has devoted much of his time and thoughts to the Holocaust

and the destruction of his hometown Czenstochov. He raised a

beautiful family of children and grandchildren. Fbr many years,

he has thought about how to instill the memory of his parents,

brothers and of the great and vibrant Jewish community of Czen-

stochov in the heart of his children and grandchildren. He, thus,

decided to publish a book in English, devoted to the Jewish com-
munity of Czenstochov, which had existed for over 300 years.

A great number of Holocaust survivors of the first and second

generations are participating in this book. We know that many
books have been published by the second generation of the

Holocaust survivors. These books have consisted predominantly
of psychoanalytical studies of the behavior of survivor parents

and their children and the negative impact it has had on the lives

of the younger generation. The books are often an insult to the

parent who survived the Holocaust.

We read very often the statements made by German historians

and also by the present German Chancellor, Helmut Kohl, that

it is about time we finished with the past, that the Germans
should stop carrying the guilt. According to the Germans, other

nations have done far worse than they. This, of course, is a great

lie.
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Meeting of the Central Book Committee at the residence of

Mr and Mrs. Wolf Windman in Miami, 1992.

Members of the temporary Central Book Committee were:

In Montreal:
Mr. H. Klein
Mr. H. Rosenblum
Mrs. L. Nisker

In Toronto:

Mr. P. Skovronek
Mr. F. Weinstock
Mr. J. Swan
Mr. B. Waisberg

In Miami:
Mr. W. Windman
Mr. A. Bomba
Mr. M. Semsky
Mr. J. Parizer

In Chicago:
Mr. D. Fagan
Mr. A. Yelen

Mr. J. Bovicz
Mr. Z. Gk)ldberg

In New York:

Mr. M. Kleinman
Mr. M. Markuze
Mr. Ch. Kiel
Mr. K. Lederman
Mr. W. Lublinski

In Philadelphia:

Mr. I. Faige
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Mr. & Mrs. Harry Klein
with Book Committee Chairman A. Bomba in Miami, FI.



A Czenstochover Luncheon Meeting
in Miami Beach, Florida, 1989

Harry Klein on his research Mission to publish a book,

written in English, to the memory of our
Czenstochover Jewish Community annihilated in the Holocaust.
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The Beginnings of this Book Project

The First Bulletin, published in 1990

The Book Committee of the Czenstochover Social Club of Miami

is pleased to inform you that, on the 16th of January 1990, a

Luncheon Meeting was held at the Arlen Waterway Cafe in Miami.

The aim of the meeting was to call on all Czenstochover Landsleit

to participate in a ‘Project’ to publish a Book on the Jewish Com-
munity of Czenstochova which perished in the Holocaust.

We gather to help each other when necessary to perpetuate the

memory of the Holocaust and our Jewish heritage.

Mr. Abram Bomba, the chairman of the Miami Book Committee,

opened the meeting and explained the great importance of today’s

gathering, the plan of publishing a Czenstochover Book, a project

encouraged by the Second Generation of Czenstochover Survivors

of Montreal.

Mr. A. Bomba introduced the publisher, Mr. Harry Klein, who
declared: “I took upon myself, on the request of the Second
Generation, that great and important responsibility, and I am
devoting my time and energy to researching and gathering

materials, concerning the publication of the Czenstochover Book
to be written in English.” He appealed to all of us to help him in

this great endeavor.

Mr. Klein continued to say, “We are the last survivors of the

Holocaust, and everyone must participate to be a part of this

Book. Our testimony will be the only challenge to the lies and
attempts to deny the Holocaust. It will also serve as a tool to

educate future generations about that event.”

After many discussions, the importance of publishing a book in

the English language was accepted by all present with great

enthusiasm.

On the suggestion of Mr. Harry Klein, Mr. A. Bomba asked the
meeting to form a Central Book Committee and the following
Landsleit were suggested:
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INTRODUCTION
‘We have accomplished a triumphant victory.

7b collect memoirs and tears, fragments of fire

and sorrow, tales of despair and defiance and
names.

. (Elie Wiesel).

The Jewish community of Czenstochova had existed over 300
years when it fell victim to Hitler’s outrageous “final solution”.

This book tells how this flourishing community ceased to exist.

On May 5, 1945, at the gate of “liberation” at the Allach-Dachau

concentration camp, I made a pledge that I would document the

horrors I witnessed during those years. Forty-eight years later,

I have finally fulfilled this pledge. It was a monumental task. I

humbly dedicate this book to the survivors and our future

generations.

The surviving members of the Czenstochova Jewish Communities
in Canada and the United States, as well as their families in these

countries have helped me to put this volume together. They have

contributed financially and have recorded their personal

memories, bitter as they were. They have expressed their feelings

and have made their own pledge.

Our children and those coming after them must never forget that

six million Jews perished during the Holocaust. They must be

involved in keeping the memory of their brutally persecuted and

murdered ancestors alive. They must work against racism and

discrimination and uphold tolerance and human rights.

There are fewer survivors left with each passing year— fewer men
and women who were there. I know that this book is of great value

to the survivors. It is they who have had to live with their private

nightmares and face an often hostile world. It is they who have

had to make a new start in strange countries and make a success

of their shattered lives. It is they who have laid the foundations

for their children to build on. It is they who can be proud of their

achievements.

Many books have been written on the Holocaust. Many films and

documentaries have been made. This volume is the story of the

Jewish community of Czenstochova, a historic city in Ftoland,

which was my home.

September 1992 Harry Klein
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propagate a spirit of tolerance. During the ceremony marking the
45th anniversary of the Warsaw ghetto uprising, Lech Walesa,
the charismatic leader of “Solidarity”, admitted that anti-

Semitism existed in Poland and appealed to all Poles to

acknowledge the history of Polish Jews and their intellectual

contribution to Polish life. “As a son of this land”, Walesa said,

“I implore you today to remember the common stormy history of
our two nations. I am also begging your forgiveness for everything
that has poisoned that history, including painful anti-Semitic
outrages.” These words can be seen as an official attempt at recon-
ciliation. One can only hope that they will have closed the most
tragic chapter in the history of the Polish Jews.
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in the country’s principal cities — Warsaw, Lodz and Szczecin.
They were artisans, tradesmen and professional people. Once
more, they founded Jewish schools and theatres, published
Yiddish newspapers and organized political parties. The Jewish
Social and Cultural Society was established in 1954, followed
three years later by the Jewish Historical Institute. However, the
future held no great promise for all these activities. Soon the pro-
gressing Stalinization of Poland brought Jewish institutions to
a standstill.

During the 1956 “thaw” an abortive attempt was made by the
Stalinist faction within the Communist party to whip up anti-
Semitic sentiments in Poland in order to gain short-term political

benefits. Despite its failure, another wave of Jewish emigrants left

the country. Only about 30,000 Jews, primarily members of the
intelligentsia, were left behind.

The 1967 Israeli victory furnished a pretext for further discrimi-
nation. The Soviet Union had backed the Arabs, regarding Israel
as an aggressive Zionist state. It dismissed Zionism as a racist
ideology. The entire Communist camp was now infected by an
anti-Zionist and anti-Semitic campaign.

The Communist-dominated Polish media spread the new vicious
anti-Semitism. This tendency began to permeate the general
atmosphere of the whole country. The Jews, naturally rejoicing in

the Israel’s victory, were now labelled “Zionist Fifth Columnists”.

The anti-Jewish bias which had until then been kept under control
by a segment of Pblish society, now came into the open and
generated feelings of alienation. Even those Jews who had
nothing in common with Communism felt endangered. A. new ex-

odus of a further 25,000 people took place much to the shame of
the Communist state.

Ultimately, the party’s anti-Semitic faction failed. The 6,000 Jews
who remained in Poland were mostly old people in poor health
along with a small group of professionals. Among them was the
outstanding physician Marek Edelman, the last surviving com-
mander of the Warsaw ghetto uprising. They all stayed on in the
hope to live long enough to see the advent of a free Poland, ruled

by a tolerant and liberal government.

The year 1980 witnessed the rise of “Solidarity”, the liberal

democratic labor movement which hastened the advance of a
democratic and pluralistic Poland. Polish Jews returned to the

country’s public life. The genuine history of the Polish Jews, until

then misrepresented by Communist propaganda, could once again
be exposed.

In 1989, Solidarity won freedom for Poland and laid the ground-
work for the construction of a democracy. An effort was made to
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ghetto to Treblinka. Among them was Dr. Janusz Korczak
(Henryk Gk)ldszmit), a well-known physician and teacher and the
author of children’s books. He had dechned the assistance offered
him by his Polish friends. Instead he chose to accompany the
young inmates of his orphanage to their deaths in the gas
chambers. August 1943 witnessed the last massive deportations.

Isolated, exhausted and emaciated, the Jews nevertheless tried
to resist the Germans. In 1943, they put up desperate resistance
at Treblinka, Sobibor, Auschwitz and some other locations. Some
Jews, who managed to slip out of the ghettos or escaped from
camp-bound cattle trains, joined Polish resistance units. The
famous armed uprising in the Warsaw ghetto took place in April
of 1943. Organized by the Jewish Combat Organization (ZOB), led
by Mordechai Anielewicz, the Warsaw ghetto revolt was the most
significant and tragic attempt of resistance by the Jews in Nazi
occupied Europe. The fight lasted for three weeks. The entire
ghetto was burned and razed to the ground by the Nazis. The few
Jewish survivors of the massacre were deported to Treblinka.
Thus ended the 400,000 strong Jewish community of Warsaw. It

was Poland’s largest Jewish community.

Talking about the situation of the Jews in occupied Poland, one
cannot fail to consider the attitude of the Polish population and
the Polish resistance movement. Jews were being murdered on
Polish soil. The Nazis certainly did not need, or indeed seek, the
approval of the enslaved Polish nation for their heinous acts. The
later suggestions that Hitler had actually counted on the approval
of Polish anti-Semites for the massacres cannot be substantiated
by any documentary evidence. The cruel reality of life under the
Nazis in Poland, unimaginable to Western society, placed a
wholesale rescue of the Jews by the Poles alone beyond the range
of possibility.

The Post-War Period

Some 380,000 Polish Jews survived the Second World War — just
about 12% of the pre-war Jewish population.7% of them were Jews
repatriated from the Soviet Union. !Most of the survivors
emigrated to Palestine. This reduced the Jewish population in
Poland after 1947 to some 80,000. Poland had ended one thousand
years of being the world centre of Jewish culture. Centuries-old
Yiddish tradition died with the murdered Polish Jews. Some at-
tempts at its resuscitation are now being made in Israel and in
the United States. Sadly, they are of folkloric rather than cultural
character.

After the war, Poland, liberated from Nazism by the Red Army,
came under Communist domination. Now Jews returned to
Poland and set up homes again, primarily in Lower Silesia and
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World War II and the Holocaust

Following Hitler’s rise to power in 1933, despite all diplomatic
efforts, Poland became the first target of the German imperialist

drive. The Nazi plan of expanding German living space (Leben-
sraum) eastwards brought with it racial anti-Semitism. After the
“Kristall Nacht” in 1938, it became obvious that in the event of

a Nazi invasion of Poland, the world’s largest Jewish community
would be imperilled. The German attack on Poland occurred on
September 1, 1939. It was backed by the Soviet Union according
to her obligation under the Ribbentrop - Molotov Pact. On
September 17, the Soviet Union attacked Poland from the East.

Some of the territories overrun by the Germans were subsequently
annexed by the Reich. The rest were ruled by the so-called General

Government. Two million Polish Jews found themselves in the

German occupied part of the country. Another one million were
under Soviet rule. It was forbidden to travel or to change one’s

place of residence. Forced labour was introduced. Every major
ghetto had its appointed Jewish Council (Aeltestenrat, Judenrat)

which was committed to enforce German rules and regulations.

By the beginning of 1941, there were about 200 Jewish labour

camps throughout Poland. The regime of the ghettos became
increasingly severe: an unauthorized leaving of a ghetto perimeter

was punished by death. The same penalty threatened all those

offering any kind of assistance to Jews. In January 1942, during

the notorious Wannsee Conference near Berlin, the “final solu-

tion’’ (Endloesung) of the Jewish question was decided. A month
earlier the first death camp at Chelmno-on-Ner in Poland had
already been set up. Within a couple of months several thousand
Jews of the Lodz ghetto were gassed to death with panzer exhaust

fumes. By mid-1942, the Germans had built similar camps at

Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka. Brzezinka (Birkenau) which was
part of Oswiecim (Auschwitz) was also transformed into a death

factory.

Not only Polish Jews but also deportees from all over Europe
perished in the gas chambers of those camps. The biggest depor-

tations took place between July and September 1942 when more
than 300,000 Jews were sent in cattle trains from the Warsaw
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The cultural anti-Semitism of the inter-war years which was ac-

tually shared by the overwhelming majority of European states,

never took on racial trappings in Poland. Polish anti-Semites owed
their creed to rightwing nationalist movements, present also in

other European countries, whereas Polish peasants simply
adhered to centuries-old Christian anti-Judaism. However, openly

anti-Semitic Poles have not supported Nazi race theories, thereby

creating the paradoxical concurrence of anti-Nazism and anti-

Semitism at the extreme Polish right.

During the inter-war years Poland’s Jewish political parties —
Orthodox, Zionist and those affiliated with the Bund — operated

legally and had their own representatives in parliament. Zionist

organizations were then locked in bitter struggle with Orthodox
parties for influence over the kahals. Jewish Socialists, the Bund,
which often cooperated with the Polish Socialist Party, fought all

the others. Each of these groupings operated its own network of

societies and organizations. Some sources state that between
them they published more than 1700 newspapers and periodicals

in Hebrew, Yiddish and Polish.

Polish Jews have left an impressive literary and artistic legacy:

the paintings of Leopold Gottlieb (1883—1934), Jankel Adler
(1895-1949) and Roman Kramsztyk (1885-1942); the literary

work of Bruno Schultz (1892-1942), shot in a Drohobysh street

by a drunk German trooper. Other work which has grown right

out of Yiddish culture was that of Isaak Bashevis Singer and
Israel Jeszua Singer and the ballads of Mordechai Gebirtig. The
writers Julian Tuwim, Boleslaw Lesmian, Antoni Slonimski and
Jan Lechon were also of Jewish extraction, as were Bruno
Winauer, Bruno Jasienski and Tadeusz Peiper.
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Mention must be made here of a number of Jews who had joined
Jozef Pilsudski’s legion in the first place. Many Poles, notably
socialists, advocates of their country’s independence, reciprocated
by displaying sensitivity about Jewish issues. Prominent among
them was none other than Jozef Pilsudski himself, the first head
of the reborn Polish state after World War I.

These overtures, however, failed to defuse old antagonisms and
the two nations entered the era of the Second Commonwealth
(1918-1939) with a burden of mutual mistrust. The Jews feared
a repetition of anti-Semitic affronts from Polish nationalists and
harnessed a number of international Jewish organizations to the
task of swinging Poland’s decisions in favour of concluding a
treaty on the protection of ethnic minorities. The treaty was even-
tually concluded in 1919 but the practice of adherence to its pro-

visions elicited objections from certain politicians of the sovereign
Polish state.

The Polish Republic (1918^1939)

In 1918, renascent Poland was a multinational state whose ethnic
minorities constituted some 33 per cent of the total population.
The most numerous of them were Ukrainians, followed by Jews.
The latter had been strengthened by about 800,000 of their

brethren driven out of Soviet Russia immediately after the 1917
revolution. These Jews were granted Pblish citizenship at the behest

of Jozef Pilsudski, the Head of State. Poland had again become
the largest Jewish community in the world. Upon the outbreak
of World War II, there were upwards of 3 million Jews living in

Poland which accounted for a third of the Jewish world
population.

In May 1926, Marshal Jozef Pilsudski, in an effort to check the
growing anarchy inside the Polish parliament, seized power in the

wake of a military coup. The situation of the Jews thenceforward
improved because Pilsudski regarded them as full Pblish citizens

and tolerated neither the anti-Semitism of the National Demo-
cratic Party nor the anti-Judaism of the Catholic Church.

The new government admittedly denounced physical violence but,

on the other hand, it was supportive of economic pressures.

Among other things, it imposed restrictions on the ritual

slaughter of cattle thereby damaging Jewish business interests

and hurting Jewish observance. It favoured emigration. The
Socialist Party of P)land opposed anti-Semitism. Despite this it

became more and more obvious that the Jews could no longer hope
to expand the range of their economic and cultural progress. They
were faced with increasing pauperization. The rise of anti-

Semitism gradually convinced them that their presence in Poland

was undesirable.
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Poland under Foreign Rule (1795 1918)

The carving up of Poland by the three neighbouring states

ushered in substantial changes in the situation of the Jews. The
individual partition zones - Russian, Austrian and Prussian —

were now under different, frequently changing jurisdictions
which diminished the privileges once bestowed on the Jews by
Poland. In the Prussian- and Austrian-dominated parts of Poland,
Jewish autonomy was abolished altogether. Until the outbreak of

the ill-fated January 1863 Polish uprising, the Jews continued to

regard the destroyed multinational Polish-Lithuanian Common-
wealth as their motherland, and this despite their isolation from
Polish society They had fought and died in Polish national upris-

ings. Many Jews had supported the 1794 insurrection led by
Tadeush Kosciusko who had this to say in the way of acknowledg-
ment of that support: “Jews come to us and give us their lives of
their own free will.” Warsaw Jews grabbed their swords and
fought the Russians, showing that they spare no blood when it

came to fighting for human rights. A cavalry unit made up of one
thousand Jewish volunteers, was set up at that time. It was led
by Colonel Berko Joselewicz, a Jew, who was later killed in action.

The participation of Jews in the Polish revolts proved in no uncer-
tain terms that despite the partitions and foreign domination they
continued to identify themselves with the Polish-Lithuanian
Kingdom. However, the days when Poles and Jews lived peacefully
together in a multinational state were brief. Social transforma-
tions taking place in foreign-dominated Poland in the late 19th
century gradually led to an alienation of the Jews. The issue of
assimilation into Polish society was of minor significance.

The new Polish bourgeoisie did not take fondly to the Jewish
domination of trade and commerce. In the past the Poles had till-

ed the land while the Jews had busied themselves with trade.
Their respective pursuits were complementary. By the late 19th
century, they had become rivals. However, the crucial importance
was the emergence of nationalist movements in the lands once
belonging to the Commonwealth - Polish, Lithuanian, Ukrainian
and Jewish. The manifestation of Polish nationalism affected even
the Jewish elites who were anxious to become assimilated. The
definition of a Pole was narrowed down from a legal, civic con-
cept to the notion of “Catholic Pole”. In this manner, the Jews were
denied the right to Polonize themselves. The Jewish victims of
post- 1881 pogroms in Polish Russia spoke no Polish and many
of them considered themselves socialist revolutionaries and na-
tionalistic Zionists. Jews were now perceived as both hostile
(Zionists and socialists) and alien (Orthodox Jews).

All this notwithstanding, there was no shortage of manifestations
of Jewish support for the cause of Poland’s independence.
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Decentralization of power and the absence of uniform foreign
policy gave the Jewish Diet an unfettered discretion to operate
internationally both in the political and religious realms. For
example, the Diet urged the Silesian authorities to grant Jewish
traders from Poland, residence permits and licences to open prayer
houses in Wroclaw (Breslau).

By the end of the 18th century the system of Jewish autonomy
had begun to crumble and disintegrate in step with the progress-
ing decomposition of the political system of the gentry Common-
wealth. These were the circumstances under which the Eastern
provinces of Poland notably the Ukraine and Podolia, where most
of Polish Jews had found home, became engulfed by the mystical
Chasidic movement. It gave a rare sense of security to the Jewish
people, looking out for an incorrupt welfare system which the
disintegrating kahal structures could no longer deliver.

The pluralistic and multi-denominational Commonwealth offered
excellent conditions for the all-round development of Jewish
culture. Up until the outbreak of the peasant revolt in the Ukraine
in 1648, the Polish-Lithuanian state was the religious and in-

tellectual hub of the world Jewry. The outstanding interpreter of
rabbinical literature was Rabbi Moshe Isserles (1520-1572) who
adapted the Talmudic manual Shulchan Aruch (The Laid Table)
by the Sephardic Rabbi Josef Karo (1488-1572) for the benefit of
the Ashkhenazim.

Rabbi Eliahu of Vilna, who opposed the Chasidic mysticism,
authored a number of learned treatises in which he endeavoured
to blend Judaism with modern learning. He was also a superb
trigonometrist. His main claim to fame is the inauguration of the
tradition of the Vilna yeshiva which earned that lovely city the
appellation “Jerusalem of the North”.

Poland was also the centre of Kabbalah and mystical movements.
Szabatai Zvi (1626—1676) excommunicated by the Jewish Diet in

1670, enjoyed a great following in Poland. Thousands of fanatical
devotees, protesting against the corrupt rabbinate, supported
Jakub Frank (1726—1791) of Bukowina.

The Jews put great faith in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth
and its institutions, as evidenced by 16th century Jewish legends,
such as the one of Abraham Prohownik who at the dawn of Polish
history had declined the honour of being elected the King of

Poland, or of Saul Wahl who supposedly was King for just one
night. Moshe Isserles in his Response No. 73 was confident that
“it is better to live on bread alone but in peace in Poland”, while
a delightful Hebrew pun suggested that “po-lin”, which was
Hebrew for Poland, had actually been derived from “po lin”,

meaning “here you will rest”.
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The Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth offered the Jews decent

conditions for social and religious advancement. In the backward
easternmost parts of the vast country - which happened to be

Europe’s largest - they had a very important economic and social

role to play. They filled in the vacuum created by sparse, destitute

and gentry-dominated townspeople. The range and scope of their

operations were much broader here than in Western Europe where
the strong burgher classes were in a position to compete success-

fully with the Jews. Given the circumstances, the massive
immigration of European Jews to the Polish-Lithuanian lands

was tantamount to their socio-religious emancipation whose enor-

mity few things can remotely match in history.

In the 16th century the alliance of the Jews with the monarchy
lost its significance in favor of a new league with the gentry. In

the Polish Kingdom the nobility used the Jews in its struggle with
the increasingly assertive burgher class, whereas Lithuanians
and notably Ukrainian aristocrats readily exploited their coloniza-

tion and civilizational talents. Jews served as administrators of

enormous landed estates in the East taking on the role of middle-

men between their lordly patrons and the Ukrainian peasantry.

That is why they were not spared by the 1648 peasant revolt whose
edge was aimed primarily against the nobility: the ensuing
pogroms reduced for a period of time the Jewish community in

the East.

It is interesting to note that their settlement in the Polish-
Lithuanian commonwealth, their daily contacts with Christians
and their social and economic advancement did not in any way
erode the cohesion of traditional Jewish culture. Crucial for the
survival of the latter were both the Yiddish language and the air-

tight structure of the Jewish community, further cemented by
persecution in the West of Europe and by the failure of the Jews’
attempted cultural integration with the societies of Renaissance
Germany, Italy and Spain. Pogroms in Western Europe had steel-

ed the Jews in their belief that the Torah was their only salvation
and led to the concentration of leadership in the hands of
Ashkenazim. The office of the rabbi was institutionalized as that
of an unquestioned authority in the realm of Jewish law
(halachah). The rabbis, in the capacity as leaders, drilled the
loosely-knit communities into disciplined organizations since the
said persecutions had eroded them structurally. The Jewish Diet
(wad) looked after the interest of the Jewish population in its deal-

ings with the institutions of the Polish-Lithuanian state. It was
involved in handling fiscal matters (which, in fact, was its number
one task) and helped find ways around all manner of welfare and
cultural problems which straddled individual communities.
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AN HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
Jewish Settlement in Poland

First Jewish settlements began to crop up in the West of the
country in the 11th century. They grew in numbers throughout
the 13th and 14th centuries owing to the infusion of new Jewish
immigrants fleeing the pogroms of Western Europe. Poland was
a propitious place for these unfortunates: here they would find

shelter and the right conditions for their pursuits as craftsmen
and traders. The Jews were, in fact, an Estate in their own right

enjoying broad economic prerogatives and constituting an impor-
tant factor assisting the progress of civilization in Poland.

Early Polish rulers guaranteed their Jewish subjects full religious

freedom while opening up for them prospects for unfettered

trading activities. Furthermore, the Jews were also left free to

carry on with their own administration of justice in matters per-

taining to their co-religionists. These rights were subsequently
extended by King Casimir the Great in 1364 and confirmed by
consecutive Polish monarchs.

The Golden Age

In the late 15th century the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth,
established since 1385 by the Kingdom of Poland and the Grand
Duchy of Lithuania, was inhabited by 24,000 Jews. Of that

number, 18,000 lived in Poland and 6,000 in Lithuania. Jews lived

in a total of 85 towns and accounted for 0.6 per cent of the

population.

Persecutions sweeping across the German Empire, and the

religious wars of South-Western Europe drove masses of Jewish
refugees out of a number of countries, including Spain (1492) and
Portugal (1496), and sent them heading for the Polish-Lithuanian

state which soon became the world centre of Jewish culture and
civihzation. The Golden Age of Jewish history had begun. It went
on for about four hundred years. In the mid-16th century the com-
munity of this country was 150,000 strong, which number grew
to 800,000 by the end of the 18th century. This figure accounted
for about three-fourths of the total of the Jewish population

worldwide.
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Thirty-five million people died during World War II, more than in

any previous war. Among those killed were a third of all European

Jews. These statistics are proven, but they will never be fully

understood.

The traditional Jewish passion for justice demands the protec-

tion of the innocent and the punishment of the guilty. A commit-

ted Jew, Simon Wiesenthal, has devoted his life to the tracking

down of Nazi criminals in order to bring them to justice.

There is so much in Jewish history that is mysterious and
bewildering. Why does Judaism survive through almost four

thousand years of frequently violent confrontation with other

cultures - with Greece and Rome, with Christianity and Islam ?

A people is nothing without the memory of its history and its

roots.

The suffering of the Jewish people in Europe is now part of world
history and of world literature. It was the Jewish component in

a world wide landscape of disaster, brought about by Hitler.

The survivors did not have the luxury of abstraction. Theirs was
an ordeal hard to comprehend, since they often were the only ones
left of large families. They mourned the loss of parents and
children, wives and lovers, homes and possessions. They had lost

the culture in which they had grown up and their accustomed way
of life.

Recounting any facet of the Holocaust is not a pleasant task.

Hitler and his henchmen went on a rampage of mass murder. Yet,

the world did not stop them. The world looked on. This ought to

be one of the most painful lessons we learned. It must never
happen again

!

H.K.
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PREFACE
This book is in memory of the Jewish Community of

Czenstochova which was brutally wiped off the face of the earth,

the victim of Hitler’s “Final Solution’’ during the Second World
War.

With every passing year there are fewer survivors of the

Holocaust. Their unique ability to testify about the horrors of the

Nazi crimes disappears as they die. Their children play an increas-

ingly significant role in perpetuating the memory of that terrible

past.

How is this historical horror being seen through the eyes of the

second generation ? Organizing the children of Holocaust sur-

vivors in North America is a relatively recent development. In the

1950s and 1960s these children were growing up. It was only in

the late 1970s that they began to recognize their common bond
and their special responsibilities.

The great Jewish historian Simon Dubnow pleaded with his fellow

Jews: “Yiddin fashreibt !’’ - Jews write

!

In the Warsaw Ghetto Dr. Emanuel Ringelblum appealed to the

historians and others to write. At secret meetings of Oneg Shabas
he also pleaded: “Yiddin gedenkt!’’ - Remember and Record! Later

they hid their memoirs, their famous diaries, in canisters to be

buried, so that some day they would be discovered by those who
survived.

The teachers of the Holocaust have redeemed that faith in history.

It is you, young readers, who will make their efforts worthwhile.

When Warsaw was destroyed, when the Vilna Ghetto was liqui-

dated we were frightened. We no longer feared death. We all ex-

pected to be murdered. Our fear was more profound: We were

afraid that our deaths would be forgotten; that no one will ever

know that we existed. We fought not only Hitler’s plan for our

total and systematic destruction but also his attempt to erase the

memory of the Jewish existence. Six million died. But they will

never be forgotten.
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As the editor and publisher of “Czenstochov - Our Legacy”, I would like

to thank Rabbi Reuben J. Poupko, spiritual leader of the Congregation

Beth Israel - Beth Aaron of Cote St-Luc, to whom Iam most grateful for

his comments and moral support during my research.

Comments

As a rabbi born fifteen years after the last of the death camps was
closed, it is with profound feelings of inadequacy that I compose
these words.

The histories of our now destroyed Eastern European
Communities are the poetic background of the Holocaust. These
communities characterized by a majestic Jewish elegance, were
the crown jewel of the Jewish diaspora legacy. The writing of their

history is a sacred act. The authors of this volume have perform-
ed the Mitzvah of enlarging the canon of our sacred texts. Jewish
history is sacred because the Jewish people are sacred; and recor-

ding their history is to understand that the events of Jewish life

are Holy.

What was destroyed cannot be restored. What was lost, will never
be found, the words that can describe the end of so much and so
many have not yet been spoken. What was taken from us has
irretrievably injured our collective being, and the evil that des-

troyed, has irretrievably skewed our understanding of the world.

The devotion to memory that this Volume demonstrates is extra-

ordinary. The fact that the survivors, whose lives are documented
in this volume are so committed to preserving the memory of the
past, and so courageously rebuilt their lives, bears eloquent
testimony to the brilliance and tenacity of the Jewish spirit.

Let all those who possess the stories and the secrets of the past
come and record them. Let all those who can speak and write of
the past, do so. Let everyone know that we are still here.

Rabbi Reuben J. Boupko
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To the Memory of the Over Forty Thousand Jewish

Martyrs of Czenstochova who Died in the Holocaust

Yizkorl — We do remember,
we have forgotten nothing
to a world that did not care.

Every memory evoked in front of us,

is a horrible and painful nightmare.

Tb our future generations:

Be aware of evil and brutality!

People may rise to

great achievements -

they may also sink to

callousness and inhumanity.
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